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If you are aware of what it might mean to live in 2015 (in a wider angle) in the age of this young
millenium and forecast what might happen, see the issues of urgent crisis, deducing what future
might look like in the upcoming years and to have been one of those agents, aware of the historic
dimensions, available technologies, sciences and notions, -seeing the structural collapse and the
emerging catastrophy in the interconnected fields (climate, resources, exchange & structure
systems, definition of ‘work’, ‘function’, ‘value’), composition of enactment framework (distinctive,
hierarchic, static,)
within an awareness of (fresh next-level thinking, ontology/cause/pattern) META, zooming out of
this planet and time,
following the basal line of historical deduction of <<RELATION>>, finding very very fresh
composition parameters and rulesets of combination and merge, seeing that there is a fresh
fundamental dimensional mapping environment under fresh conditions/ facts set = set=
([‘Dynamics’, ‘Complexity’, Multiplicity, Emergence])
>> ONTOLOGY // information /// potential //// entity-levels //// formal composition
The structural rel.set struct, functional derives,
topics
<‘interconnectedness’, ‘immedience',’ ‘intersection’>
<functional composition sets in general, dimensional mapping, functional derives, complex
<TRANS>methodology>> fundamental:
<<<<COMBINE>>>>
+++ experiences / intersections ///// magic in lining / diverse
<<<<MIXING SPHERES AND LEVELS COMLETLY FREELY >>>>> <flux driven>
<magic in its intersection>
<potential in envisioning>
:
SET
:=
rel.
TR*TH
[<meta-information>]
{connectability} *’becoming’/transformation/nature/next/__/___//()*
to bring it all together where it meets(culture, science, technology): !optimization, !visionary
UPDATING RELATIONAL FUNDAMENTS within /FRESH set
to know where it meets: UPDATING CONCEPTS OF INTERSECTION, ENTITY, EXCHANGE
- Formation [META-ORGANIZATION] / intelligent environment:
/ (potentially ‘good’ global fresh player (//besides/amongst reality ruling / systematic players
(UnitedNations, Nestle, Assange, U.S., Islamic State, EU, Anonymous, Christs, Yogis, [node], <ID>,
[‘agent’])//interfaces///knots)): deducing <</// FRESH PATTERN: *exchange* //// “deducive sets
fresh from the ground”>>
WITH WHAT WE WILL BE ABLE TO ENVISION US IN COSMOLOGIC AGE
THEORY
—> relevant fields /topics / areas / theories can be brought together —> institutions, programs,
investigations can be focused:
—> meta-modeling a BIG PICTURE
—>deduce
—> apply to
SOFT/REAL TIME

- Fundamental Theory Fresh Arithmetic Calculus (inclusive, self-referential, dynamic, inductive)
Fresh Deductions on the ‘Time’ Principle: open set, potential, ->manifestation
Update on Perception: consciousness, depth, non-linear narratives, holism, multiplicity, focus,
dedication, Update Hotrizon: From Global to (+dimension(more-than “curled”)// next-order
wrapping///*merge*) Update effectiveness, ‘work’
UNCLoeR
between
regular Expressions The gap der Sprache
1
fundamental structure principles of the concept of information as change and/or functionally:
transformator Aware of: A Black Hole amidst our galaxy: reaarranging fix point, direction,
alignment
<information horizon:manifestation, becoming:<TO>>
///
*nature*: open alignment: LET IT FLOW / *society*: —>REBUILD!
*exchange / relational forms*: —>UPDATE!

>>RELAX (/toposphere)

Metabody is not a container or another externalized, seperated,
materialized ﬁrst-order level group of diﬀerentiated, but a next-order
space for potential and manifestation. It is a next method/form of
[boundary states] being 'in relation to’/‘amongst’ - this is very #FRESH: //
vertical: (‘communis’! - the inherent: such which we are in) : All is
interconnected - (see e.g. # "Topology in Condensed Matter",
#"Symmetry, Structure and Tensor Properties of Materials", # "inﬁnity of
present time", # "Entanglement Makes Quantum Particles Measurably
Heavier", # "Quantum Equations Suggest Big Bang Never Happened”).
RELAX (/toposphere) : ‘mind conﬁguration’ and ‘awareness state’ ontology: The only
exegration or distinction of which we shall be aware of is that one in time: We exegrate with
our decisions and integrate into a potential future with our decision. We leave behind and

There is such a dysfunctional parameter in the
composition set, one basing on distinction and border. What is
attachment?/what is attribute?, depth, #vision&reason #frame
set(.dimensions, .parameter)
metabody is the space of united entity. it is crossing vertical: #
openlettingstructs #fresh post-binaries, #enabling technologies,
##sphere-switcher skills
setting up fresh next-level #connectability, #symviability
(a very ﬁne line) #multilayered, #emergent, #exciting, #sexy, #visionary/
#imaginary, #open, #eﬀective_combinatorics, scale_invariance,
#evolution of the time scale # updated rel.sets #enoughfornow
end each moment.

, #eﬀectiveness
on a shared level:
the vastness of that one big Stream
rearranging sight/horizon:
looking for the form of the form it can get very easy again.

Focus / Keyissue
What the direction is and what it´s movement. Combined.
advancing a "big picture" of involved spheres for 21st century challenges: a new meta horizon:
combination of basal theory as a brewery for dynamic net and open /decentralized structs, alternative
organization models, renewal of connective abilities, redeﬁnition of entity/node/set. The QUESTION OF
BINDING.
Flux techniques - in theory and in application. What transformation and change can mean and what
scales this might include.
Fundamental fresh basics for transfer and exchange: a meta-theory of relation and Leveled
<trans>form trajectories under holistic perspective, alternative forms of merge, reﬁnements of basal
spheres, global needs:
Holistic entity with ﬁrst order meta-data. (Stadium1: [state of consciousness]: FIRST ORDER
ABSTRACTION: no commonly agreed base ontology)
Within special angles:
e.g. neurosciences aplysia on the eﬀective manifestation into time/space: post:materialisation: A shared
environment. A build environment/eﬀectiveness/meaning making / spill over // IMAGINARY
BECOMING // next level spheres / spaces / states mind and body enter / togehterness, energy,
exchange, minds and spirits in communio. This is life.
Next LEvel <TRANS> what it means

Not speciﬁed, but universal, cross-disciplinary and meta-investigative must be our view facing a
Millennium of Change
A meta-theory of relation and <trans>form trajectories (formerly known as time).
What transformation and change can mean and what scales this might include and setting up
institutions for the combination of basal theory and breweries for dynamic net and open / letting
structs, focusing on the potential good in regard to what lays in front of us.
Theoretical fundaments combined, manifesting the fresh core of uniﬁed sciences and technologies,
fresh grounds from the base: Aiming to promote highly interdisciplinary research, that will make real
advances to the solving of important scientiﬁc questions where complexity is a key issue, we need
fundamental root rewritings.
To a fresh form of relation/operation, new emergent forms. new open-ended rulesets1 beyond
concepts of matter, bits, pieces, forces, mappings and dimensions, bottom-up architecture, emergent
diﬀraction in the process of becoming. Uniting ontology and depth of relations and representation of
diﬀerent methods, disciplines networks, in order to identify such structures and the basis of processes
and the dynamics. Softening and re- education what entity is, acceptance of fragility, visionary intraactions within the constant ﬂux of change tangled state. “As we become increasingly less ‘linear’, many
more doors and pathways open up to us. Goal is to a fresh non-static, non-dualistic form of
"technology", intersection border perception/ relation / / operation, the process of becoming, functional
diﬀerentiation focusing on the basal distinction: transformation as structure Form of movement/
superposition in time and space and potentials, to come to a simple form that is mighty of including all
its subsets to an entity, advancing a "big picture" of involved spheres., “allocation of meaning”

1

Realized in the real world as level-independent optimizations / structures & clearance of what should be clear anyhow) and setting up institutions for the
combination of basal theory and breweries for dynamic net and open / letting structs, focusing on the potential good in regard to what lays in front of us.

Rethinking RELATION - means rewriting combination and to Rel.Set of Entity. Fundamental changes of
next level
Rethinking
the coeﬃcients of the virtual
within fresh set of condition space
under inclusion of the observer,
of dynamic complex reality, non-locality, indeterminancy,
basal rule of development and transition
- an up-to-date re-presentation of the enclosing (in the sense of the world)/nature (in the
sense of the form),
a new basal calculus (basing on emergent form of diﬀerentiation/combination)
new forms of basic addition and separation / bottom-up architectures
-> new logic derives from there:
On a Topologic View of Relation in the process of becoming: From dual binary system to
multiple, from state to potential.
The next forms has to go beyond static reciprocals and allow multitudal set within the frameworks of
uncertainty and fuzziness. Allowing more complex sets of relational translocations. <Combined> is a
<trans> form to the next. rethinking inter - an exchange, under the rules of transformation. sphereintegrative. Taking 'open' 'technologies' from information2 to non-material subsets of dynamic form.
from an essence towards a multiplicity. From static to dynamic. From absolute to relative. From
relation to interrelatedness. Erosion of the noumena' 3
Creating such a new structure:
rearranging fundamental relational politics:
what transformation and change can mean and what scales this might include.
rules of transformation to the next in time and space,
an ontology of borderlessness,
a new quality of post-quantity to upgrade to more advanced ontologies.
augmented system of amongst, macro & micropolitics of the multiple, ﬂexible level
architectures, open ended ontologies,
Methodological Roadmap
Quant physics, non-racist math and many non western investigations span a new meta horizon:
transgression of combination and merge, nested imaginary parts, leveled loops. As dematerialized
fragmentized agents we are interconnected. Transformation is a generic co-constitutional emergent
additive, interrelated entangled enactment.
The epistemological situation we are obliged to confront in a quantum mechanical universe, in which
non-locality must now be viewed as a fundamental fact of nature, provides a new basis for
understanding the ability of the human brain to construct symbol systems, or symbolic
representations of reality.
Complex dynamic system in dependency of time & space: dilemma of linkage: stretch of time space /
depth.

2

“information is a probability function with no dimenions, no materiality, an no necesary connection with meaning. It i a pattern, not a presence.” (Hayles
1999)
3

Lee Braver Ennis, P. J. (2011). The Transcendental Core of Correlationism. Cosmos and History: The Journal of Natural and Social Philosophy, 7(1),
37-48.

From the dual binary system to the multiple. From the state to the potential. “environments
characterized by turbulence and uncertainty, complex problems are typically value-laden, open-ended,
multidimensional, ambiguous, and unstable.”4
Under the new paradigm: fresh set, fresh co-: “geometries and metaphors of the future must remain
partial and located, and continue to describe a dynamic, intersubjective and open relation to m/other
nature.”5
mathematical fundament, derivals (sectors) addition, eﬀects on basal concepts, which? (time,
interconnection), organization (basal tech aspects,), applications (soft/hard)
redeﬁning “forces”, energies, towards dynamic-levelled mappings and interconnected dimensions,
new metaphors and metaspheres
To an ontology of states, to non-material subsets of dynamic form:
to a morphogenetic process within a space of possibilitites, a manifold as a geometrical space with
properties.
progressive diﬀerentiation - groups, whose members are not objects but transformations
from set of entities to group theory, active transformations. When 2 or more entities, when the group of
transformations of one is subgroup of the other process which converts one of the entities into the
other by loosing/gaining symmetry undergoing a symmetry-breaking transition and be converted into
another one. spatial details unfold progressively simple as a result of laws of process.

aspect of state-spaces, "“environments characterized by turbulence and uncertainty, complex problems
are typically value-laden, open-ended, multidimensional, ambiguous, and unstable.”6
”What often appears as separate entities (and separate sets of concerns) with sharp edges does not
actually entail a relation of absolute exteriority at all.”7
Topologic View of Relation -not simple static distinceted but also AND entangled. nested
suggest investigations on the analogy or isomorphy of concepts, laws, and models in various disciplines
to a multi-dimensional frame, that uniﬁes the subsets, deducting a new basal calculus (basing on
emergent form of diﬀerentiation/combination) and a fresh theoretical and applicable/practicable
notion of 3rd Millenniums technology/culture.8
(the shift in the notion of value, “content”, attributes, (eﬀectivity, Growth, development), concerning
causal factors, symmetry and time principle, scale, depth, dimensions into new models, that integrate
each scale of existence into an over-all model.
Special focus on set / trans / struct, process. Reworking of the very nature of dynamics, dimensional
expansion, trajectories and depth, time and mapping, Onto and Inter, metaphorms and structure,
univeral geometric pattern, that do exist in dynamic systems, topogeometric aspects of emergent
entangled agents, relative trajectory, complementarity, condition spaces for a higher level of symmetry,
homogenity, aspect of state-spaces, closedness, mulitude, value of the curvature at a given inﬁnitesimal
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Klein, J. T. (1984). Interdisciplinarity and complexity: An evolving relationship.structure, 71, 72. Chicago
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Kember 1996

6

Klein, J. T. (1984). Interdisciplinarity and complexity: An evolving relationship.structure, 71, 72. Chicago
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Barad K (2003): Posthumanist performativity: Toward an understanding of how matter comes to matter. Signs, 28(3), 801--831
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(-> cross-disciplinary look (e.g. cancer quants))

small point, meaning of a surface in a given vector space correlation in high-dimensional time series,
novel types of singularities and similarities , singularities9.
relation spacetime geometry + info content relative to area of surface10, getting out of the local minima,
N-dimensional Queries, the concept of information11. “complex information processing systems, data,
state transitions, recursive deﬁnitions, dynamics and mobility of self-conﬁguring networks. Modeling
the force space “of form, not of matter”12
Rethinking inter- and exchange, under the rules of transformation: sphere- integrative.
fundamental needs, requirements and visions, politics of the multiple, ontology:
intersection in time and space: diﬀractive entangled process <Combined> is a <trans>
form to the next.
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the focus is on complex relationships, a non-linear and unresolved relation to origin
and complete dynamic behavior of patterns (Pattern of evolving patterns):
Transgression itself. - The form of form.
basics of processes and dynamics
There is information in the connections. In real excange (P2P°n) from the body to the whole, thinking
co-eﬀectiveness and symviability towards potential towards drive and growth in a new sense of light
aka. sustainable development touching new horizons outside of the globe/node/set, towards the next,
the bigger idea of outside, stumbling into depth, with a black hole amidst our galaxy just a brief meme,
an intersection in time and space, conscious, to. Spirit in the idea, information to matter, fractal to time,
crossing and being, Faster, connected, better.
“It is no longer whether a net is a representation or a thing, a part of society or a part of discourse or a
part of nature,
but what moves and how this movement is recorded.”13
“Here the problem is not to choose the correct scale of description, but rather
to recognize that change is taking place on many scales at the same time and that it is the interaction
among phenomena on diﬀerent scales that must occupy our attention.”14
The spheres will be much more dynamic and need liquid forms, that are responsive to more quick
system changes. Nodes and
ﬁlters, machines and gates, again themselves just levels of certain trajectory pass the spheres according
to their functional direction, with a certain angle relative to the crossed spheres.
The challenge remains the construction of an observing system which is able to predict developments
in the complex system under observation to relate to old and new information.
We need new abstract sets and pattern that are capable to be transferred, a new idea of media and the
possibilities, especially concerning causal factors, symmetry and time principle to relate space, and time
as well as quantitative analysis of variables associated with complexity of domain, diversity of context

9

“implicit forms that are topological rather than geometric (Deleuze)

10

small resolution needs more energy

11

Capurro, R., & Hjørland, B. (2003). The concept of information. Annual review of information science and technology, 37(1), 343-411.
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Langton 1996

13

Latour, Bruno. "On actor-network theory. A few clarifications plus more than a few complications." Soziale welt 47.4 (1996): 369-381.

14

Mitchell, Sandra D. Biological complexity and integrative pluralism. Cambridge University Press, 2003.

and consequent multiplicity of perspectives to the domains in question stable form that is mighty of
including all subsets of the entity (growth of structural complexity, characterized by the development of
nested hierarchies of subsystems and supersystems).
The next forms has to go beyond static reciprocals and allow multitudal set within the frameworks of
uncertainty and fuzziness. Allowing more complex sets of relational translocations.

To improove knowledge and ability we need a dynamic form of organisation. Subject is what the
question or goal was in the beginning. What the direction is and what it´s movement.
Truth on a complete advanced set.
This is the biggest (re-)volution in history. Relation and causality will be rewritten, from were were
Copernicus stopped. No wonder, that we have birth pain. Having a black hole in the center of our
galaxy also changes not just our geometry, but also our only point. Time is overridden. One is all then. in the end combined into one complex practice15, a new savoir-vivre, transcending needs and visions to
next order spheres, in the sense of Marshall McLuhan:
Questions
Besides all old dominance-oriented doctrines, to really begin at the basics: What is possible? What do
we really need? What is individual and what is whole? How are borders, range and eﬀects understood?
On what levels and dimensions is ‘value’/‘work’ ‘through’‘true’ valid? next-order Exchange technologies
& cultures. Level switch.
SOFT
For 21st century challenges and global needs, the focus has to go to softinance, de-growth, dynamic
forms of organization within constant ﬂux of change tangled state, new emergent forms, ﬂexible level /
bottom-up architectures, allowing open-ended parameters, macro- & micro-politics of the multiple,
ontology of borderlessness, augmented system of amongst, reﬁnements of basal spheres, alternative
forms of merge, new emergent forms of addition, combination and relation: eﬀective links to other
units: process integrative open. Next-level skills. Becoming - multidimensional.
Towards soft
- Towards 'open next' in gorgeous bloom:
- humanistische Wertegemeinschaft
Needs
reﬁnements of basal spheres,
global focus
Enacting Society / Spectrum
Towards entangled enactment: reﬂective engagement, dynamic form of organisation.
Softening and re- education what entity is, acceptence of fragility, visionary intra-actions…
Providing fresh methods of exchange basing on diﬀerent quality and asset (ethics, philosophy),
restructuring binding, trust, safety, abandoning old top-down models, redeﬁning value as a mean of
communication comparable to other ﬂows of matter and energy for a new understanding of human
relationship with life and world. Ontologist and metatheorists ﬁrst for the theory basics, then the big
picture with people plugging in, crowd-oriented problem solving
15„The

role of artworks is no longer to form imaginary and utopian realities, but to actually be ways of living and models of action within the existing real,
whatever scale chosen by the artist." - Bourriaud, N., Pleasance, S., Woods, F., & Copeland, M. (2002). Relational aesthetics (p. 18). Dijon: Les presses du
reel.

sustainability deeper evolved: Knotting sustainable nodes/networks/clusters, ontologies, semantics that
work global/local based on a new system of dynamic adaptability and symviability-seeking value/trust ...
idea./needs.. that system with new relational settings. glocal. network relation among nodes and depth
distributed collaboration bottom up combined into one complex practice, a new savoir-vivre,
transcending needs and visions eﬀective links to next order spheres.
Theoretics / Lining / Perception / Narration:
Combining social exchange theory with virtual worlds. The new story about ‘to aquire and use’, within a
decentralized net for exchange. “The value of objects does not depend on their characteristics or their
components, but rather on their contribution to the well-being of the people who use them.” Binding is
always emotional and irrational, a social construct of complex psychological and cultural power.

COMB: Culture+Sciences+Technology

Visionary.
To overcome global crisis
combining technology and culture were they meet:
next level skills and combined intelligent tendencies.
Science’N’Art shall not only “become a dual tool of interest and operation”, but culture, technology and
politics should have the same tendencies again: optimization. A survival tendency and a sensitive
relation to ‘reality’: Fever and drive and the feeling of living at the border to completly diﬀerent times (in
bad(global climate, resources, power structs) or good(-that we have to urgently introduce)). To rethink
post-representative changing strategies: to bring it all together where it meets: unifying larger scales and in the end combined into one complex practice16, a new savoir-vivre, transcending needs and
visions to next order spheres, in the sense of Marshall McLuhan17.
Level-aware. Digging at the fundamental root. (Must not all theoretically automatically come to the
point that the crux is in intersection?!?)

- advancing a "big | multi-dimensional picture", a theoretical fundament combined, manifesting the
core of uniﬁed sciences and technologies for this next paradigmatic millenniums burst:
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„The role of artworks is no longer to form imaginary and utopian realities, but to actually be ways of living and models of action within the existing real,
whatever scale chosen by the artist." - Bourriaud, N., Pleasance, S., Woods, F., & Copeland, M. (2002). Relational aesthetics (p. 18). Dijon: Les presses
du reel.
17

“If men were able to be convinced that art is precise advance knowledge of how to cope with the psychic and social consequences of the next
technology, would they all become artists? Or would they begin a careful translation of new art forms into social navigation charts? I am curious to know
what would happen if art were suddenly seen for what it is, namely exact information of how to rearrange one’s psyche in order to anticipate the next blow
from our own extended faculties…” - McLuan, M. (1994). Understanding media: The extensions of man. MIT press.

Realized in the real world (suggesting level-independent optimizations18 / structures & clearance of
what should be clear anyhow19) and a fresh theorical fundament: complete fresh grounds from the
base20: stepping out of the ﬂat lands: What the direction is and what it´s movement. Combined.21
Reevoking the essential roots for technology and culture at the ontologic (topologic) point of identity,
intersection, bifurcation, distinction, combination and process. New emergent forms, in becoming,
superpositioned in time and space.
“New trends” in technology, sciences and the arts shall not only mean, that art uses technical devices in
a more sophisticated way for applying and showing tech skills.
The focus has to come back to the fundamental structure principles and consequences. Not speciﬁc
sidearms. Science and especially the technological part still seems to be meaning things, with cables
witin object oriented truth Even a lot of those who work within that, do not have a feeling for the
deeper ‘beauty’/‘truth’ of it. There is no awareness of the ﬁne lines and what consequences this has on
our own existance as being in the world. We take reality for granted and got fat and do not question
anymore.
Often one ﬁeld is just transferred to the other ﬁeld and applies concepts with media devices and more
advanced tech toys in a very straight way and often gives quite similar models and ontologies of
device-tech/media-viewer sets of inte-/ or exegration). Mostly it just uses devices to illustrate not to
illuminate. Reconnecting art, technology and sciences, where they meet: not just “applied” and stay
mutually distinct, but intelligent Environments rethinking post-representation, conditions for
sustainable development and social harmony. AN important guiding role may be waiting for the cultural
sector under the new paradigm: “Die Rückgewinnung der Avant-garde”. übersummativ.
„The role of artworks is no longer to form imaginary and utopian realities, but to actually be ways of
living and models of action within the existing real, whatever scale chosen by the artist." (Bourriaud)
Combining Technology and the arts needs the reconsideration of abilities and improvement in general.
It shall freshly evolve wider approaches / generalizations on the questions of function/ (e.g. innovation)
within the complex set and focus on what technology/arts can mean in the broadest sense. Better, both
could be understood in their primary sense as improvement and reﬁnements of basal spheres, global
needs: process integrative open.
For a sustainable structure in its diﬀerent still separated areas it is necessary towards a new
understanding that culture just can mean technology -in a volutive way- namely, being embodied
directed.

With growing consciousness and or belief in globality and sustainability, the self-awareness of being
conscious in time and space is leading to where we might take a next step to outside. Risking a bigger
view on the thing itself, as it is, we ﬁnd ourself and each form of the surrounding as an entity, in pure
existence. Starting with the space and time as intersection to be, this eﬀects itself and its endurance.
18

To really begin at the basics: What is possible? What do we really need? - besides all old dominance-oriented doctrines.

19

Ethics

20

Global Reality: climate collapse, energy / resources lacks, mass population: wars and catastrophes .. lacking drivers towards unification;
as well Scientific Grounds: those we have reached without fully combining their consequences when combined: from the black hole amidst our galaxy to the
quantum jumps towards cause and connectedness, cancer and fractals. (- This shall not sound quacksalberish, but tries to show up edges, where little
pieces might make big effect.-) There are massive new insights out there, that effect our philosophical, epistemic framework, disrupt our complete causeeffect chain and the sort of structure called ruling capitalism, that we believed in being sufficient for a trading / exchanging system. With the network as our
new exchange system, and a globally unified crowd, there is a lot of potential out there to go into good directions, when we are aware of systems needs
and potential..
21

There e.g Quantum Field Theory brings light forcing our old causes to collapse. The mind and the direction, die “Freiheitsgrade” and the sort of relating to
the other and next and old and new information, are, where also religion comes in and collapses in One.

The intersection itself is natural evoluzinogen, when neuronal networks form self- organizing links
leading into more fractal arms.
Spirit in the idea, information to matter, fractal to time, crossing and being, political implication of new
media as part of a network of material and semiotic agents. “eﬀective links to other units” as“creative
interaction processes” in new space facilitates in new forms of action and movement. New forms of
information retrieval system or onto- und meta- genetic forms of regard on the empiric surrounding.

Exchange of ideas between practitioners in art, science and technology. A cross-disciplinary research in
these ﬁelds, seeking to catalyze fruitful solutions for the challenges of 21st century. Multi-disciplinary
approach to analyze complex problems, the arrival of substantive environmental laws and the growing
public awareness of need for action.
Technology´s power aspect of object distinctive truth manifestation within a society controlled by the
desire maschine and kept stupid with bad math books.
we do not dare to dig on our historic roots and ﬁxed structures until we are facing their important
necessity to change.
Therefor we need to bring forward an intelligent environment for our knowledge and enactment
entrance, opening up to new forms of addition and combination.
Next century artist explicit skill. dimensional work. a sphere switcher he will become.

▶ (potential) partners. Which sectors/professional ﬁelds do they represent?
between techno-sciences, cybernetics, physics, maths, queer theory, pheminism, futurism, consciousness /
system theory of complex / dynamic systems, differentiation, holism / GLobal structures, unitary theory, EL
and TOE.
System sciences Science and Technology, ICT, STEM, ‘Innovation Strategists’, economic and technology
political programs, NetworkThinkers, NodeRulers, Mulitpliers and Alternative Additioners, education,
economics, social innovation, collective intelligence, New Media / Information / communication
Tecnologies, nonlinear networks, postdigital circuits, post duality distribution, participation agency,
postvirtual, multidimensional, Semantic Web, Linked Data, Namespaces, Ontologies,
KnowledgeManagement, holism, quant physics, dynamic living systems, non-racsist (post-binary)
maths, complextity, structure theory, Ecology, Metaphysics, Pheminism, Physics, Evolution Theory,
Cognition theory, Consciousness theory, Complexe Systems, Dynamic Systems, Diﬀerentiation Theory,
Holism/ GLobal Structures, non-western cultures, unitary theory, systems thinking, Operators,
Trajectories, Dimensions, VectorFileds, Equilibrium, Bifurication, Agental Realism, Connectability,
Globalisation, …
General INTER in Complex Sets, Dynamic Structures, GloCal, Spacetime.Concepts from metaphysics
Quantum Field, Quantum Compution, cosmology Complexity, chaos, - intersecting boundary,
diﬀraction, recursion, emergence, time, distinction diﬀenrence, dimensions, liquid ﬂow forms,
exchange, relation, intra- and interaction, relativity, process, transition change, transformation, depth,
pattern, combination, Entanglement, complementarity, non-locality, Inseperability, Multplicity,
topological / ontological consequences, alocation of cause, meaning matter entropy, energy, mass,
state determinacy, probability, initial potential, history, trajectory expansion function, ﬁelds, scale,

Symmetry, Equilibrium, Momentum, Property, depth. Superposition, simutaneousity,
Intersection.Accumulation, pattern, Level Awareness Dynamic Enclosure
Fresh Ontologies Next Order Codiﬁcation, New Flux Forms, Post-Dualistic Progression Technologies
New Media / Information / communication Tecnologies, nonlinear networks, postdigital circuits, post
duality distribution, participation agency, postvirtual, multidimensional, Semantic Web, Linked Data,
Namespaces, Ontologies, KnowledgeManagement, sharing, the potential of the crowd combined.
Global worlds condition, challenges of 3rd Millenium future shift, surrounding, environment ecology
Sustainability, efﬁciency, Stability, Robustness, Viability, Growth Continuosity, Direction. Implications
social / political / base consequences, fundamental development of strategies operation, economy,
education, Global Tec culture.
My Background: cybernetics, technosciences, eminist theory, anti-racist mathematics, performance/
communication/movement theory, System Theory, Holism, Education Theory, Knot Theory, Fractal
Theory, Time, Ecology, Metaphysics, Pheminism, Physics, Evolution Theory, Cognition theory,
Consciousness theory, Complexe Systems, Dynamic Systems, Diﬀerentiation Theory, Holism/ GLobal
Structures, non-western cultures, unitary theory, systems thinking, Operators, Trajectories,
Dimensions, VectorFileds, Equilibrium, Bifurication, Agental Realism, Connectability, Globalisation,,
…
Karen Barad, Bernard Stiegler, Katherine N. Hayles, Lisa Randall, Sandy Stone, Brian Massumi, John
Wheeler, George Spencer Brown and a lot more.

SOME LAST TRIES
TOE
Within quant computation, feed by topology and knot theory, the fundamental communication model
of O.M.S (object:media:subject) changes in so far as the wholeness of the input is taken as multiple
potential state (as a wave) superposition, and the machine, the operator
is not a linear translation but includes components,
wit the help of the tunnel eﬀect, getting out of the local minima,
Quantum ﬁeld information unites small scale and large scale, cosmology and quantum world via the
hook of information.
Finding correlation in the surface area of a black whole and the information content suggests the
holographic principle were in time is the photonic projection trajectory for a tree D world
Dimensions like wrapped, and warped extra sets allow the modeling of
Quantum Entanglement, an instant connector between spatial separated, holds the complete treasure
box for the next centuries. Out of that box all our innovation will bring us to next levels. Especially
technologies and global net will make a big transition,
relation spacetime geometry + info content relative to area of surface
Tecno
Participation doe not mean staying mutually connected but distinct but fully within relation to.
Towards bottom up architecture on a fundamental level,
how we understand ourselves as single nodes, ourself, as ID, attributivity, connection, agents within

culture as an enactment of intelligent tendencies towards open next in gorgeous bloom.
art is being very open toward tendencies and structures. in admiration for perceptual, fresh
futuristic approaches towards manifested potential realities.
With growing consciousness and or belief in globality and sustainability, the self awareness of being
conscious in time and space is leading to where we risk a step outside. Risking a bigger view on the
thing itself, as it is, we ﬁnd ourself and each form of the surrounding as an entity, in pure existence.
Starting with the space and time as intersection to be, this eﬀects itself and its endurance. The
intersection itself is natural evoluzinogen when neuronal networks form self- organizing links leading
into more fractal arms.

… so much more to mention…

How do we initiate such a completly fresh update of fundamental system? Will we introduce a day
0?
We will burst and combine religion as we have had it. This is all so large scale. How do you handle
all these informations? Is perception for you also different, then it was let ́s say 10 years ago? I am
completly diversivied, multiple and non-linear. You also? How can we realize meeting situations,
where we can talk about all those fundamentally fresh / changing everything things and be able to
be in it as open and self as possible?
very important also: quantum information field theory: information, energy, potential to gravity
and (location((wrapped[form of wrapage])dimension)) determination
(— “my lining:always TRIES”(bubbling, yes! a lot - TRUE!)..this *SPRECH* always just is, open
information sharing, showing my thematic sidearms, to potentially connect to your intersecting
thematic sidearms, not a bash of fancy ‘buzz words’ - but hard limited speach palette.
“technoscientif german-english slang” but they are nodes/ concepts with which we can model)

SOPHISTICATED LEVEL ARCHITECTURES
Rethinking within, existence: modalities and potential, and in-betweenness of unﬁnite resolution;
location, determinability, eﬀectiveness, spillovers, pattern, TRANS-CROSS-INTER: Dimensions &
Parameters of [Relation/Function/ Mapping/Reference] to. Omni-investigative Update under the
parameters of dynamic open system in ﬂux
Modelling Trajectory (potential, relation, embedment, dimensions): embedment in architecture of:
Dimensions: Time / Space: matter, additional parameters of ‘becoming’, ‘manifestation’, betweenness
(determine states of seperability)
form of / (measurement) / architecture outlining parameters, modelling dimensions setting wider
frames, model fresh geometries as eﬀective space
fresh dimension and force map,
towards properties (and its features): yet-unknown forms and derives
>> STARs fade in: it is kassiopeia, who has the name of your cousin 2nd degree, she met this guy in
1956, ... it is like the ___ brothers tell us.
It is about fresh post-binaries.
The shape of the ?achsis is dynamic.

#complex composition set.
it is a very ﬁne complex line, #progressive

slaves of our forms we are. too much repetition on the
functional front of (progressive, innovative just sounds like
marketing strategies these days).
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#all that thoughts and patterns, in which textbodies,
forms, eﬀorts it goes. a much bigger line: the development on a small scale and on the large scale:
ontogenese und exogenese:
also the macro and the micro issue:
this is the point of intersections we have to focus on:
on a shared level: ‘sich zuarbeiten’
The Relational Composition:
Methodologic:
To line out the “boundary states within the ﬁelds: to combine those parameters and dimensions,
it is complex modelling, but as it is looking for the form of the form it can get very easy again.
The father of the metabody as a structure not as a distinct ‘other’ diﬀerentiated is George Spencer
Brown: The Law of Forms; with the big cybernetics, feminist / post-colonialism, and the whole string in
that line it had to take to unite art, technology and sciences still on a very early stage and level (still
mutually distinct, applying, picturing) and not yet #visionary, #focused and #listening enough yet, ->to
step really outside. #sphere-switcher skills.
There is a fresh theory about time, cause, embedment and creation, nature and direction.. you as an
open node can gain access to this space in which we all are together, breathing and trying to
remember, fearing and stumbling, wondering and trying to get access to the next. (The mysticism
Simone Weil oﬀers such a deep insight in such achies and perspectives.)

Opening up such rooms: To create and let happen magic takes some eﬀorts, ﬁrst of all, the light: it has
to have an honorfull softness and intensity. A true deep guitar and a trompet. Fading shapes in the
tropics.
#it can and must be very imaginary.
# it it goes right and ﬂow let ́s it: things appear.
#occurences, signes and pattern.
- Patter Theory1 is another important issue, scale-invariance, fractal dimension, dynamic
diﬀerentiation, recursiveness and
border phenomena.
We could span dimensions and unite .parameters, tag such nodes and framesets, the question is

Quantiﬁcation, Materialism, the politics of seperation and distinction, the knife and the hand in the
game, agential realism -for sure, the residual, the dirty rest, (->Karen Barad, Katherine N. Hayles), -> the
logical consequences of scale invariance, fractal dimension, evolution of the time scale, ﬂexing growth,
all in the standardized McKinseyisms of organisatorial system and ontology “management” (sic!), self
optimisation towards a maschinisierung of wo/men. (gender and his friends: all hard negative
summations)
Rewriting Communication: # communis - the inherent: such which we are in. #rewriting center: there is
no such.
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Within special angles:
e.g. neurosciences aplysia on the eﬀective manifestation into time/space: post:materialisation: A shared
environment. A build environment/eﬀectiveness/meaning making / spill over // IMAGINARY
BECOMING // next level spheres / spaces / states mind and body enter / togehterness, energy,
exchange, minds and spirits in communio. This is life.

(just from the metabody aka. extended embedment:)
Meta-Data ́s problem begins where you have to create your OWN/NODE/ID taxonomy. Classes, Lists,
Groups, Sorts, Collections of an the lack of an ‘alias’ for the “real” analog world. There is the problem of

consistent namespaces, of multiplicity, structural Mapping Naming and Functional Composition and
Logics. You are then soon entering relational databases und
multidimensional / leveled mapping (What ﬁrst lead to contentmanagementsystem, mindmaps and a
keyword system, intelligent folders, and its workﬂow and ruleset below) soon opened its depth in
amongst others a) semantic web: ontologies, RDF triples, semantics, functional composition, logics,
dimensional mapping, retrieval & merge, big data to automated ﬁnal truth if you let blur the right
parameters.
Meta-Information`s potential: information is potential
As we have all touched those really really very fresh so feelable crised times. #level crisis and a global
system collapse it is time to bring it all together.
There is a really fundamentally diﬀerent fundamental relation composition!
Technology, Sciences and Arts and Real Time exchage sets.. those concerning our exchange ‘mind
conﬁguration’ and ‘awareness state’ are on a medieval stage!
Those days ‘bread and games’ is truth. A ﬁnancial dominant power system harder then even ‘1984’
could have proclaimed is reality and there are such hard ﬁnal inconsistencies in that system (it is a
global one - basing on the old dichotom world view) that it WILL collapse soon! Or what do you think?
There is such a dysfunctional parameter in the composition set, one basing on distinction and border.
Meta-Body ́s Direction: each and every
Open the spiritual, meta-physical doors and gates.
You can hear it, when you manage to really begin to breath again..
First of all :this RELATION of the /BODY to which you attach .metabody as an attribute to (and
this .metabody as a potential container for more such nested embedments): it is plain in its depth. It
introduces a repetative inserted function. We have to dig it vertical:

Now, as transdiciplinarity and festivals and programs on science technology and arts are more and more
plopping up, and political, perceiving reality shows more and more signs of <interwovenness>, the crisis
goes more and more viral (depth), short before collapse, cruel manifestations dare to envision from the very
outside of it - re - mean - - direct to. quickly! hard times are up to come!
There is such a dysfunctional parameter in the relation composition set, one basing on distinction and border.

There is a major shift coming. All relational sets and exchange technologies will fall and have to be risen again. All
lining(sic!) of “his-tory” was so much fascistic, kept up its polemics/distinctions/exclusive rel.set, it´s propaganda of
separation and dominance, (the question of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ as a structure, to awarenes s of a `within`, the
differentiation into fractally formulating of spacetimematerialisations) intelligence, - memes, stigmergy.. direction?
what shape has this line? (post-time.(:black hole?))
so it is the mind and the being that has to grave out of the cave again and upgrade horizon`s potential .. neighbour
galaxies in a expanding universe. changing the standpoint (post-location, post-center). borderlessness.
(this is the struct, sometimes you get a glimpse, what we have called god or truth or moment so far is being. becoming/
awareness opens [ ] to be ).
In front of () + interconnectedness + connectivity, potential… - we will wake up and realize: A Complete perceptual
shift, moulding next-level skills, dimensions, states..
always .augmenting,
Still in everything and within each scale: Complexity as a potential to everything is within 1.
I do not take for granted anymore that ‘you’ exist outside of ‘me’, ‘me’ is not so fix anymore, I have an idea and a vision
/ path, very MAGIC intersections often, trust in next (while working and living ‘the path’ as good as I can), it is my
grandmother speaking, it is transcendence through, it happens, meta-leveled trans is so sexy also!, when I wake up,
there is nothing than my narration of a potential history, rel.sets and information via sense-body-extension-set. To step

out of this materialistic binding, to calm the brain apparatus down, in meditation, as more fundamental natuer: flux set is
not differentiated. there you can bend time.
Entanglement and process, "one AND all“ - This has political, sociological, theoretical and practical consequences.

to finalize:
“What does the drowning number theorist say? - “Log log log””
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next-‐level  <trans>form  trajectories  /  :Augmented  Combinatorics:    RADICALLY  
FRESH  Next-‐Level  “Meta-‐Technology”  EncapsulaMons  for  21st  century:    
“The  Big  Picture”:  Emergent  Entanglement    -‐  On  the  combinaMon  of  Trans  
Cross  Inter  Concepts  -‐  “radically  new  technologies”  :  Fundamental  changes  for  
the  next  level    
Lisa  Erb  /  Volu.on  Labs    
about:

Meta-modeling our fundamental relational composition and come to more efficient mappings and united
abilities - via softinance and non-binary theory - updating epistheme and horizon. Shaking fundamental
math, differentiation theory, complexity theory, quantum field gravity, ..
research questions

The question is: How do we relate to the intrinsic complexity of evolving environment in regard to our
agency in relation to identity, its differentiation and integration and its form of relatedness to sub- and metasystems on causal / spatial / temporal scale levels and how to integrate complexity diversity, multiplicity and
simultaneity, degrees of freedom into all dimensions of entity? How we might best (re)present multi-level,
multi-component complex systems and what alternative forms of merge offers a sustainable maintenance,
towards a new conceptual framework for all entangled agents. !NextParadigmaticStep2: Fresh Fundament:
Culture+(Queer`DFemTech)+Technology+InterlinkedSciences: Interconnectedness (:transfer and exchange:)
(/Complexity) & Entanglement/ Dynamics/Openendedness: ]Enactment[ : TRUE <through> - Rewrite TO/
Intersection/Trajectory(Manifestation/) /Time: next- order entity/compound & relational potential/ Function2
/direction/next. Upgrade fundamental relation composition (This through all parts of each), dimensions,
agencies, ...) fresh <to> is ‘cross- combined’. //next level: meta-level’d<trans> <THROUGH>: fundamental
framework. To dare to go beyond the paradigm/following the basal line of deduction of <<RELATION>>,
finding very very fresh composition parameters and rulesets of combination and merge, a fresh fundamental
dimensional mapping environment under fresh conditions/ facts set = set= ([‘Dynamics’, ‘Complexity’,
Multiplicity, Emergence]) >> ONTOLOGY // information /// potential //// entity-levels //// formal
composition. General Focus: for this next paradigmatic millenniums burst: Post-dualistic combinatorics.
#POLYCONNECT, #MULTIPOTENTIAL . UPDATING RELATIONAL FUNDAMENTS OF
INTERSECTION, ENTITY, EXCHANGE, rearranging fundamental relational politics: what transformation
and change can mean and what scales this might include.
shift - it’s form. !post-binary/-distinctive/-dichotomic/ , vertical/<trans>[embedment, immersion, depth, ] /
parameter //levels //binding ///form ////functions /////deductions //////taxonomy///////ontology/<— static vs.
dynamiccomplexnonlocal—>post-paradigmatic: In context ‘future of’ we need to focus on: Volutionary
Thinking. Within: Towards: general and special <THROUGH>. redefine action / deepify diversity in depth /
below-relation {connectability}*’becoming’/transformation/nature/next/__/___//()*
Whatthedirectionisandwhatitś movement. Combined. through scales. redefining forces, dimensions,
parameter…
Focus / Keyissue a meta-theory of relation and <trans>form trajectories (formerly known as time) under
holistic perspective, advancing a "big picture" of involved spheres for 21st century challenges: a new meta
horizon: combination of basal theory of “The QUESTION OF BINDING” and as a brewery for dynamic net
and open /decentralized structs, alternative organization models, renewal of connective abilities, redefinition
of entity/node/set. On a topologic view of relation in the process of becoming: From dual binary system to
multiple, from state to potential. - alternative forms of merge, refinements of basal spheres, global needs.
#Next-level skills. To a fresh form of relation/operation, new emergent forms. relocating “forces” aka
effective links: basic new open-ended rulesets, (beyond concepts of matter, bits, pieces forces, mappings and
dimensions, emergent diffraction in the process of becoming. To an ontology of states, to non-material

subsets of dynamic form: to a morphogenetic process within a space of possibilitites, progressive
differentiation - groups, whose members are not objects but transformations from set of entities to group
agent active transformation: Leveled<trans>. New open-ended rulesets. from representation to fruition.
Flux politics: transmissive structs. Flux techniques - in theory and in application. Productive Summation:
rewritingentityand transgression, environment/horizon/POV3(epistemologic()) - Transdisciplinary | 21st
century innovations | Poly-effective fresh methods and futuristic level update to bring it all together where
it meets: !optimization, !visionary UPDATING RELATIONAL FUNDAMENTS within /FRESH set* meta-leveled thinking with a goal in focus: VOLUTIVE - next levels trans forms. how we set the distinction
and how that distinction to next(in time/space/dimension/ parameter/subset,..) is composed as function/truth
value, .. /depth of it, natural composition of <next>. It is a next method/form of [boundary states] being 'in
relation to’/‘amongst’ - this is very #FRESH: // vertical: (‘communis’! - the inherent: such which we are in) :
interconnected -entangled, fresh rulesets, next order binding -in theory and application of a new form of
amongst. n as embodiment with functional derive, being in potential to. Fundamental paradigmatic shift
bases on non-dualistic, emergent fundamental rulesets, that will also spread as new fundamental appended
extended concept in math and all exchange related issues (economics, perspective). Boundaries and
distinctive actions are replaced by post-materialized modalities, coevolutionary emergence() combined
efforts, (value set) ) base update of the ‘exchange’. meaningful connections, updated relational concepts,
spheres, next level rel sets through combined energy. work / effectiveness, value, binding. open letting
structs. connective and healthy, aware of the other nodes. overcoming binary thinking, exclusiveness,
towards borderlessness into 3rd milleniums flux.
Level crisis: ontologic composition problem. rethinking within, existence: modalities and potential, inbetweenness of unfinite resolution; location, determinability, effectiveness, additional parameters of
‘becoming’, ‘manifestation’, states of seperability // form of / (measurement) / architecture outlining
parameters, setting wider frames, beyond the Black Box (see quant computing, RNN gating) meaningmaking: Threshold (Influence) / force space / weight / gravitation, Understanding the attractor, time,
understanding path, model fresh geometries, redefining “forces”, establising fresh exchange dynamics.
having left: how does this spacetime look like from meta? What are it́s varialbes, how are the dimensions
connected? augmented-twist? FUTURISTIC: Sophisticated Level architectures, Post-dualistic combinatorics
+ binding. A fresh form of deep rel. through scales. Fresh form for post-paradigmatic step: augmented. Fresh
functions, trajectories, #POST-DISTINCT/-BINARY. the new framework (to be outlined/combined/
modelled): complex dynamic multiplicity, ... : entity and rulesets, base arithmetic calculus, relational
epistemology, cosmological topology; realtime whole: <post- paradigmatic> rearranging horizon ->
cosmologic age/scale/([{|}])/attractor, synergetic movement, complex compound.
<to the next> see within FLUX/DYNAMIC/COMPLEX set: Reworking of the very nature of
dynamics. Next order relational composition. a theoretical fundamental new level.
NEW ERA4: to the next in space and time, base fundament of a () system change in the understanding of ID,
attributivity, depth, connection and cause towards fresh emergent spheres updating/unifying concepts like
media, relation, state, action regarding dependency, relation, distinction and variety; issues of differentiation,
equivalence, potential, within dimensional composition set /depth of relations, functional differentiation:
#polypotential
FRESH Technology + Innovation // Next Exchange and Binding Technologies
permeability and upper level merge tricks
rearranging sight/horizon: looking for the form of the form it can get very easy again.
soon: depth, polymorph string modelling, attachment/attribute/parameter/function/fine_tuned_bindings,
autoconnection, / in also GUT: depth, spheres and parameter>combine) -< deduction set —> model big
picture global needs/ontologic taxonomy / epistemic uptodate state () / functional composition / fundamental
form / model (dimension/function/depth) / embedment. Combination and merge, transgression: what
technologies and practices are cultivated: perception / space time realisation. -> next poly-POV-extension.
Updated Exchange Technologies. FLUX Techniques. Polyeffectively Knitting. - updating our structural
understanding, rethinking value and binding, connectedness and drive.
dynamic spheres need liquid forms, responsive to system changes. Nodes and filters, machines and gates,
again themselves just levels of certain trajectory pass the spheres according to their functional direction, with
a certain angle relative to the crossed spheres. such angular momenta. Functional: Participation, Chain,
Value, Embedment, Rules and Gates. Towards Multidimensional Rule // Implementation of new vertical
dimension. primer interrelated topic level: a new sort of knitting techniques. flexible in the hip. entity

consciousness / post-dom rel. queer retrieval`d. - “to hold the head slightly queer, new pattern appear”1
metaspheric <trans> // emergent...
cosmological age: we interlinked and global. center. attraction. attention focus. manifestation. To think
towards the outside / leave towards bigger. t
Fresh trajectories and metasystem compositions, that describe increasingly complex systems of organization
(multiple simultaneous events) and the resultant coherent interaction among the various systems. A shift in
perception is necessary, a change in view relating to the surrounding. We need new abstract sets and pattern
that are capable to be transferred, a new idea of energy/mass/manifestation and potential, especially
concerning causal factors, symmetry and time principle to relate space, and time as well as variables
associated with complexity of domain, diversity of context and consequent multiplicity of perspectives to the
domains in question - stable form that is mighty of including all subsets of the entity (growth of structural
complexity, characterized by the development of nested hierarchies of subsystems and supersystems/
transgression/time). ONTOLOGIC VIEW ON RELATION, meta-theory of combination, variety, merge,
degrees of freedom, residual, *fresh next-level: ontology/cause/pattern center | distribution |
‘durchdrungenheit’, differentiation, connection, entanglement, non-locality, inseparability, multiplicity and
its topological/ontological consequences, - dilemma of linkage: stretch of time space / depth. novel types of
singularities and similiarities, “implicit forms that are topological rather than geometric” and to reverseengineer back onto geometries. The next forms has to go beyond static reciprocals and allow multitudal set
within the frameworks of uncertainty and fuzziness. Allowing more complex sets of relational translocations.
mathematical fundament, derivals (sectors) addition, effects on basal concepts, which? (time,
interconnection), organization (basal tech aspects,), applications (soft/hard) redefine “forces”, energies,
towards dynamic-leveled mappings and interconnected dimensions, new metaphors and metaspheres. cross
leveled trans. more letting. flux tech: updated Control / Regulation, Stream, Development. Rethinking the
coefficients of the virtual within fresh set of condition space (under inclusion of the observer,of dynamic
complex reality, non-locality, indeterminacy, ) basal rule of development and transition- an up-to-date representation of the enclosing (in the sense of the world)/nature (in the sense of the form),a new basal calculus
(basing on emergent form of differentiation/combination) new forms of basic addition and combination from
an essence towards a multiplicity. From static to dynamic. From absolute to relative. From relation to
interrelatedness. Fresh Entity Set.
procedure and methods

Where are we in? Let́s get global. Put the tables on the card and think interlinked. Beautiful valleys of depth
and the crises as big we can think of. Giving up binary thinking. Becoming - multidimensional. To rethink
post-representative changing strategies: to bring together where it meets: unifying larger scales - advancing
a "big picture" of involved spheres.
=> FRESH FUNDAMENTAL LEVEL UPDATES
a) a meta-theory of relation and b) <trans>form trajectories, advancing c) a "big picture" of involved
spheres under d) holistic perspective - fundamental connection system.
(the shift in the notion of value, “content”, attributes, (effectivity, Growth, development), concerning causal
factors, symmetry and time principle, scale, depth, dimensions into new models, that integrate each scale of
existence into an over-all model. [node], <ID>, [‘agent’])//interfaces///knots)): deducing <</// FRESH
PATTERN: *exchange* //// “deducive sets fresh from the ground”>> Investigations on the analogy or
isomorphy of concepts, laws, and models in various disciplines to a multi-dimensional frame, that unifies the
subsets, deducting a new basal calculus (basing on emergent form of differentiation/combination) and a fresh
theoretical and applicable/practicable.
Modeling the force space “of form, not of matter” Topology and ontology of intersection. The concepts of
matter, time and space formal. patterns -flux. base layer and connection composition. form/ method of the
<TO>. (sidedness and depth, transgression) <Combined> is a <trans> to the next.
The residual, the dirty rest, agential realism(->Karen Barad, Katherine N. Hayles,…) -> the logical
consequences of scale invariance, fractal dimension, evolution of the time scale, Focus on general
evolutionary development. not growth but complexification. a non-linear string. On top of that: layer. layers.
combis of / methods of / bags of / containers as trajectories. We had to look for all sorts of potential metastructural binding Ausschläge and completely freely - beyond standard sponsored applied studies, focus on
the fundamental theoretical consequences of the Higgs scale/ depth and the fresh rel.set composition, how
surface area and information/entropy are composed, rethink gravity and mass, 3body problem, ... Topologic

Relation - not simple static distinct but also always AND entangled. There is information in the connection:
based on emergent diffraction: agency: fundamental structure principles of the concept of information as
change and/or functionally: transformator. Dimensional - principle of intersection of time and space:
diffractive entangled process, N NP problem, closure of the set regions and global residuals, triggers: e.g.
combine extra-dimensions with __, __ with __ fresh set, fresh co-: “geometries and metaphorms of the future
... COMBINED8 - based on diffraction / entanglement / emergence / diffussion and recurrence. No
blackbox! Different gating! STRUCTURAL - (functional differentiation focusing on the basal distinction:
transformation as structure) /(agency-binding) /sidedness - reentries, Form of (movement/superposition)/
transgression in time and space and potentials, to come to a simple form that is mighty of including all its
subsets to an entity, allocation of meaning. structural evolution e.g. neurosciences aplysia on the effective
manifestation into time/space: post:materialization: A shared environment. A build environment/
effectiveness/meaning making / spill over // IMAGINARY dimensional composition: +dimension(more- than
“curled”)// next-order wrapping///*merge*) FORM: Topogeometry. value of the curvature at a given
infinitesimal small point correlation in high-dimensional time series. meaning of a surface in a given vector
space correlation in high-dimensional time series, info content relative to area of surface, N-dimensional
Queries, complex information processing systems, data, state transitions, recursive definitions, getting out of
the local minima, singularities, Sorts of binding (as parameter groups), “implicit forms that are topological
rather than geometric” , unite ontology and depth of relations and representation of different methods, under
the rules of transformation. sphere- integrative. Topological Equivalence, initial conditions, non-linear and
unresolved relation to origin, Trajectories wandering (transient) / non-wandering, > structural Change >
dimensional expansion, trajectories and depth > connection from the base > metaphorms and structure > time
and mapping > Onto and Inter > to the next in space and time. the dilemma of linkage Fresh Arithmetic
Calculus (inclusive, self-referential, dynamic, inductive, randomness), Fresh Deductions on the ‘Time’
Principle: open set, potential, ->manifestation, Update on Perception: consciousness, depth, non-linear
narratives, holism, multiplicity, focus, dedication, Update Horizon: From Global to (+dimension(more-than
“curled”)// next-order wrapping///*merge*)<‘interconnectedness’, ‘immedience',’ ‘intersection’>, diversity
level of integration of compound inclusion and relation, to the outside, the residual, and the rest, to the
environment and to the bigger surrounding. to origin and the composition of origin<functional composition
sets in general, dimensional mapping, functional derives, complex <TRANS>methodology>> fundamental:
Modeling Trajectory (potential, relation, embedment, dimensions). first steps: identification of forms. the
problem as “power” as unnatural form (via binding to “matter”) .... This is the biggest (re-)volution in
history. Relation and causality will be rewritten, from were were Copernicus stopped. No wonder, that we
have birth pain. Having a black hole in the center of our galaxy also changes not just our geometry, but also
our only point. Time is overridden. One is all then. Providing fresh methods of exchange basing on different
quality and asset (ethics, philosophy), restructuring binding, trust, safety, abandoning old top-down models,
redefining value as a mean of communication comparable to other flows of matter and energy for a new
understanding of human relationship with life and world. > ontology work and arrangement - Fundamental
Theory - Redefinition of <trans> form : - Define Fresh Set: Global improve of fundamental technology &
sciences & innovation landscape: meta-modeling.
META-ISSUES - Uniting ontology and depth of relations and representation of different methods,
disciplines networks, in order to identify such structures and the basis of processes and the dynamics.
Softening and re- education what entity is, acceptance of fragility, visionary intra- actions within the constant
flux of change tangled state. regulation and flow. state transitions, recursive definitions, dynamics and
mobility of self-configuring networks. from information to manifestation. from display to immersion. from
representation to fruition. Representation of nodes/entities and interlinked scape RELATION toposphere -—
> BASAL DISTINCTION! differentiation, in Maths/ICT: N-NP problem, quantum computation, random
walk models, symmetry breaking, universal geometric pattern, that do exist in dynamic systems,
topogeometric aspects of emergent entangled agents, relative trajectory, complementarity, condition spaces
for a higher level of symmetry, homogenity, aspect of state-spaces, closedness, mulitude, value of the
curvature at a given infinitesimal. in Physics: Higgs, Quantum Field, Gravity, mMaterialisation, conditions
(gravity) in hyperdimensional space. implementing extra- dimensions. features of extra-dimensions /
mappings of extra-dimensions. Topology in Condensed Matter", #"Symmetry, Structure and Tensor
Properties of Materials", # "infinity of present time", # "Entanglement Makes Quantum Particles Measurably
Heavier", # "Quantum Equations Suggest Big Bang Never Happened”, Flow and energy. declaring effective
sets. in Neurology/Biology/Cosmology: complexity of real-time node-linkage space as complex as cosmos

and life. materialisation, towards dynamic-leveled mappings. Trajectory/Ontology/Rules/ /effective
parameters /functional derives - AGENCY - getting out of the local minima.
Goal is a fresh non-static, non-dualistic form of "technology", intersection border perception/ relation / /
operation, embedded in a conscious process of entity within becoming, rel./trans resolution node politics,
interconnected
-> Top-level composition. transform focus on: technology+innovation+survival dynamics + global intelligent
environment. perspective: [visionary:/what change can mean] implications of fresh era: next net / post-binary
/ structural innovations / next order relationships - upgrade relational context / binding / trajectory in view of
complexity. Implications of new Era / NEXT NET / a) combine information b) Theoretical Advances c)
vertical slices in the fields 1. STEM+META-DISCIPLINARY+ Innovation+ Foresight, 2. ICT/
OntologyEngineering/ KnowledgeManagement, 3.COMPLEXITYTheory/MATHS+Physics, ……
discussion project to existing discourses & experiences within the field of art/architecture

Innovation Gap: in the potential of transdisciplinary and philosophical/mathematical/structural issues within
21st century highly complex rel.set. Missing is the interlinkage of complex non-linear issues, upgraded
relational compositions and ontologic issues in general and in special and the potential of fundamental fresh
findings of and in interlinkage through post-distinctive methods and forms, post- border states and exchange
enabling technologies. In it there is a lack of connection and a high amount of repetition without trying to
step out of the box.
culture+technology+politics: should have the same tendencies again: optimization: COMBINE / MERGE)
towards potential. survival dynamics. next level. a sphere-switcher he will become. symviability.
upper level ontologies, GUT, EL, TOE, UN, global institutions, innovation, Technology, Science, STEM Art
+Science+Technology+Art(AST): Still distinct. Flat applying. Do not know yet where it meets… META
Discourse: missing! -> structural meta / fundamental structure .combined MostTechnology: flat application.
feeding static dominant market structures. next place: beyond. with its own special system. subversive.>cross-effective ness. structural levels.post-flat applying. diving. ontologic surfing. High level investigations
and innovations. Structural Modeling. Meta-Compositions. many-fingered. complex. Marshall McLuhan
here: “next blown up from our own extended faculties” encryption in the own block chain. POV: augmented:
meme. meta`d? - and the wind fades in.

I would so much like to win the Halavais Prize for Weirdness!!!! Please let me compete!!! Shaking that tech.ass
for that prize!

Lisa Erb / Volution Labs

Next-Level “Meta Technology” is the next step. the fine lining through
scales. Emerging emergence of new patterns.
encapsulations for 21st century:

“The Big Picture” - Part I
Emergent Entanglement* On the combination of Trans Cross Inter Concepts

“radically new technologies”
Fundamental changes for the next level
Introduction
It is time to bring it all together!1 A new fundamental structure has to be introduced! We have to unite forces and
insights. This new sys is true! It is very complex, but it can be combined and optimized! This touches all our spheres,
areas, details of our life - this is a new paradigmatic step.
<Perception, modern physics, dynamics+complexity, [‘information’, ‘media’, ‘net’], ...>: completely different environment
of locating self, group/node/environment, updating *horizon*, ……………. // NEXT-ORDER! VERY MUCH NEXT-ORDER!!
New paradigm? Yes.Massive! Facing a Millennium of Change:
Global turbulences, changing topologies. errupting static structures. WE ARE IN LEVEL CRISIS!
structural collapse and the emerging catastrophy in the interconnected fields (climate, resources, exchange & structure
systems, definition of ‘work’, ‘function’, ‘value’, ‘goal’, composition of enactment framework (distinctive, hierarchic, static)
With fundamental fresh grounds of structural complexification, multidimensionality, nonlinear dynamics and
dematerialization, changing notion of media and information, …,
With fundamental fresh grounds of structural complexification, multidimensionality, nonlinear dynamics and
dematerialization, we need to rearrange the concept of entity, direction and relational capabilities on dimensional
interrelational scale: within open dynamic system: Reevoking the essential roots of technology and culture. (at the
ontologic point of identity, intersection, bifurcation, distinction, combination and process. New emergent forms, in
becoming, superpositioned in time and space. Alternative exchange forms, Next Order Codification, New Flux Forms,
Post-Dualistic Progression Technology, for challenges of 3rd Millennium, future shift.
We soon will touch the levels where it all intersects: in a fundamentally new theory of relations, its complextly new derived
arithmetics, technologies, media / information / delocalication, potential, cause rewritings, all.. expanding fastly fastly very
very outside.. there is no center. it is all about potential and intersection. A new understanding of superpositioning, mash up,
combination and pluralism. This is errupting policies and base fundaments.

POV: Interconnected. Within next augmented scape: multiplicity and its organization. Power is in the gate rules. Next
order future scape: mapping; next sphere rel set compositions, functions, and relooping, gating, chaining combinations
and projections. The necessary change concerns the most fundamental basis of our ontologic "finding ourselves within":
a new basal fundament for relationality and entanglement is necessary.
Meta-modelling our fundamental relational composition and come to more efficient mappings and united abilities - via
softinance and non-binary theory - updating epistheme and horizon. Shaking fundamental math, differentiation theory,
complexity theory, quantum field gravity, .. the POST-PARADIGMATIC SCAPE so close..
To update relational trajectories and ontology will even augment religions.

Understanding the whole as one set, new ways and forms derive a new logic on that we might base on.

For 21st century challenges and global needs, WITH WHAT WE WILL BE ABLE TO ENVISION US IN COSMOLOGIC AGE
the focus has to go to fresh polymorph linings, de-growth, dynamic forms of organization, development within constant
flux of change tangled state, new emergent forms, fundamental fresh basics for transfer and exchange, flexible level
architectures, allowing more complex sets of relational translocations, diffusive encounters, allowing open-ended
parameters, macro- & micro- politics of the multiple, ontologies of borderlessness, augmented system of amongst, a new
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quality of post-quantity to upgrade to more advanced, refinements of basal spheres, alternative forms of merge, new
emergent forms of addition, combination and relation: effective links to other units: process integrative open.
Fundamental  fresh  basics  for  transfer  and  exchange:  a  meta-‐  sphere  of  rela8on  and  <trans>form  trajectories.    
Giving up binary thinking. Becoming - multidimensional. To rethink post-representative changing strategies: to bring
together where it meets: unifying larger scales - advancing a "big picture" of involved spheres.  
[(choir:)/globalrealtimetruth:// level  crisis//post-‐binary  condi5ons:  mul5plicity/interconnectedness/..*]    
Fundamental changes. Next-level flux techniques. - this through all scales. Hear it dropping?

The question is: How do we relate to the intrinsic complexity of evolving environment in regard to our
agency in relation to identity, its differentiation and integration and its form of relatedness to sub- and metasystems on causal / spatial / temporal scale levels and how to integrate complexity diversity, multiplicity and
simultaneity, degrees of freedom into all dimensions of entity? How we might best (re)present multi-level,
multi-component complex systems and what alternative forms of merge offers a sustainable maintenance,
towards a new conceptual framework for all entangled agents.
!NextParadigmaticStep2: Fresh Fundament: Culture+Technology+InterlinkedSciences: Interconnectedness(:transfer
and exchange:) (/Complexity) & Entanglement/ Dynamics/Openendedness: ]Enactment[ : TRUE<through>
Rewrite TO/Intersection/Trajectory(Manifestation/)/Time: next- order entity/compound & relational potential/
Function2
/direction/next
Upgrade fundamental relation composition (This through all parts of each), dimensions, agencies, ...) fresh <to> is ‘crosscombined’ .
//next  level:  meta-‐level’d<trans>  <THROUGH>:  fundamental  framework  
to dare to go beyond the paradigm/following the basal line of deduction of <<RELATION>>, finding very very fresh
composition parameters and rulesets of combination and merge, a fresh fundamental dimensional mapping environment
under fresh conditions/ facts set = set= ([‘Dynamics’, ‘Complexity’, Multiplicity, Emergence]) >> ONTOLOGY //
information /// potential //// entity-levels //// formal composition
General Focus: for this next paradigmatic millenniums burst:
Post-dualistic combinatorics. #POLYCONNECT, #MULTIPOTENTIAL
UPDATING RELATIONAL FUNDAMENTS OF INTERSECTION, ENTITY, EXCHANGE
rearranging  fundamental  rela5onal  poli5cs:  what  transforma5on  and  change  can  mean  and  what  scales  this  might  
include.  
shift - it’s form.
!post-binary/-distinctive/-dichotomic/ , vertical/<trans>[embedment, immersion, depth, ]
/parameter //levels //binding ///form ////functions /////deductions //////taxonomy///////ontology/<— static vs.
dynamiccomplexnonlocal—>post-paradigmatic:
In context ‘future of’ we need to focus on: Volutionary Thinking. Within: Towards: general and special <THROUGH>.
redeﬁne action / deepify diversity in depth / below-relation
{connectability}*’becoming’/transformation/nature/next/__/___//()*

Focus / Keyissue
What the direction is and what it ́s movement. Combined.
GOAL
a meta-theory of relation and <trans>form trajectories (formerly known as time) under holistic perspective, advancing a
"big picture" of involved spheres for 21st century challenges: a new meta horizon:
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combination of basal theory of “The QUESTION OF BINDING” and as a brewery for
dynamic net and open /decentralized structs, alternative organization models, renewal
of connective abilities, redeﬁnition of entity/node/set.
On a topologic view of relation in the process of becoming: From dual binary system to multiple, from state to potential.
- alternative forms of merge,
- refinements of basal spheres, global needs
#Next-level skills
To a fresh form of relation/operation, new emergent forms. relocating “forces”  aka  eﬀec5ve  links: basic new open-ended
rulesets, (beyond concepts of matter, bits, pieces forces, mappings and dimensions, emergent diffraction in the process of
becoming.
To an ontology of states, to non-material subsets of dynamic form: to a morphogenetic process within a space of
possibilitites,
progressive differentiation - groups, whose members are not objects but transformations from set of entities to group
agent active transformation.

- Leveled<trans>. New open-ended rulesets. from representation to fruition.
- Flux techniques - in theory and in application.
Because financial, climate and social/political/religious crisis might all soon collapse into one. It is time to save the world N.O.W. Therefor we have to update relational fundaments, combine STEM / GUT EL and TOE on several meta-spheres
and sidearms and create slots and level compositions that are effective, meaningful and are focusing on what is really
really essential. Updating to the next!
General
Today´s challenges and crisis & structural backgrounds, within the ongoing war in 21st century meta-spheres / level
crisis: ORGANISATION - Top-down/static fails. object-subject/resource, binding, individual/entity composition,
information, access and functional and perspective compositions, time and resource management structures, politics and
agents
before the massive collapse / towards fresh order sets ) <retrieval&merge, <level>’d <TRANS>, meta-spherical: Twist in
struct, potential, emergence, open-next> post-distinctive, symviable,…
Productive Summation:
- rewriting entity and transgression
- environment / horizon / POV3(epistemologic())
Flux politics: transmissive structs.
Innovation Gap: in the potential of transdisciplinary and philosophical/mathematical/structural issues within 21st century highly
complex rel.set.
Missing is the interlinkage of complex non-linear issues, upgraded relational compositions and ontologic issues in general and in
special and the potential of fundamental fresh findings of and in interlinkage through post-distinctive methods and forms, postborder states and exchange enabling technologies. In it there is a lack of connection and a high amount of repetition without trying
to step out of the box.
Focus on: Transdisciplinary | 21st century innovations | Poly-effective fresh methods and futuristic level update.
to bring it all together where it meets: !optimization, !visionary UPDATING RELATIONAL FUNDAMENTS within /FRESH
set*
to know where it meets: UPDATING CONCEPTS OF INTERSECTION, ENTITY, EXCHANGE - meta-leveled thinking with a goal in
focus: VOLUTIVE - next levels trans forms. how we set the distinction and how that distinction to next(in time/space/dimension/
parameter/subset,..) is composed as function/truth value, .. /depth of it, natural composition of <next>
It is a next method/form of [boundary states] being 'in relation to’/‘amongst’ - this is very #FRESH: // vertical: (‘communis’! - the
inherent: such which we are in) : interconnected -entangled, fresh rulesets, next order binding -in theory and application of a new
form of amongst. n as embodiment with functional derive, being in potential to.

Fundamental paradigmatic shift bases on non-dualistic, emergent fundamental rulesets, that will also spread as new fundamental
appended extended concept in math and all exchange related issues (economics, perspective)
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Boundaries and distinctive actions are replaced by coevolutionary emergence() combined efforts, (value set) ) base update of the
‘exchange’.
meaningful connections, updated relational concepts, spheres,
next level rel sets through combined energy. work / effectiveness, value, binding. an open letting struct. connective and healthy,
aware of the other nodes. overcoming binary thinking, exclusiveness, towards borderlessness into 3rd milleniums flux.

Individual Participation, Role?
Technology and Chain? Value, distinction,
Embedment, Rules and Gates.
Level  crisis: ontologic composition problem
rethinking  within, existence: modalities and potential, in-betweenness of unfinite resolution; location, determinability,
effectiveness, additional parameters of ‘becoming’, ‘manifestation’, states of seperability // form of / (measurement) /
architecture outlining parameters, setting wider frames, beyond the Black Box (see qunat computing)
meaning-‐making: Threshold (Influence) / force space / weight, Understanding the attractor, understanding path, model
fresh geometries, redefining “forces”, establising fresh exchange dynamics.
having left: how does this space look like? What are it´s varialbes, how are the dimensions connected?
FUTURISTIC:
Sophisticated Level architectures, Post-dualistic combinatorics + binding. A fresh form of deep rel. through scales.

Fresh form for post-paradigmatic step: augmented. Fresh functions, trajectories,
#POST-DISTINCT/-BINARY
the  new  framework (to be outlined/combined/modelled): complex dynamic multiplicity, … :
entity and rulesets, base arithmetic calculus, relational epistemology, cosmological topology; realtime whole: <postparadigmatic> rearranging horizon -> cosmologic age/scale/([{|}])/attractor, synergetic movement, complex
compound.
<to the next> see within FLUX/DYNAMIC/COMPLEX set:

Reworking of the very nature of dynamics
NEW ERA4: to the next in space and time, base fundament of a () system change in the understanding of ID,
attributivity, depth, connection and cause towards fresh emergent spheres updating/unifying concepts like media,
relation, state, action regarding dependency, relation, distinction and variety; issues of differentiation, equivalence,
potential, within dimensional composition set /depth of relations, functional differentiation:
In order to identify such structures, focus on the basal distinction: transformation as structure.
there  are  such  hard  ﬁnal  inconsistencies  in  that  system  (it  is  a  global  one  -‐  basing  on  the  old  dichotom  world  view  
Where  are  we  in?  
Let´s get global. Put the tables on the card and think interlinked. Beautiful valleys of depth and the crises as big we can think of.
Technology  +  Innova5on  //  Exchange  Technologies  
Technology has become something feeding old distinctive ways.
There is a big lack in what our findings and state of the arts in 21st century sciences imply and with what global
reality forces us to do.
There is such a dysfunctional parameter in the composition set, one basing on distinction and border. What is
attachment?/what is attribute?, depth, spheres and parameter>combine) -< deduction set —> model big picture global
needs/ontologic taxonomy / epistemic uptodate state () / functional composition / fundamental form / model
(dimension/function/depth) / embedment.
Combination and merge, transgression: what technologies and practices are cultivated: perception / space time
realisation
Updated  Exchange  Technologies  
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FLUX Techniques. Polyeffectively Knitting. - updating our structural understanding, rethinking value and binding,
connectedness and drive.

The spheres will be much more dynamic and need liquid forms, that are responsive to more quick system changes.
Nodes and filters, machines and gates, again themselves just levels of certain trajectory pass the spheres according
to their functional direction, with a certain angle relative to the crossed spheres.
cosmological  age: In it our knowledge is interlinked and our issues are global. One big brain and its levels are clear and
accessible. Our attention can focus on true needs. To think towards the outside / leave towards bigger. 5
where  does  it  all  meet?  how?  
Next  order  rela8onal  composi8on.  a  theore8cal  fundamental  new  level.    
enabling softened technology.
Non-binary, post-distinctive sets. it is crossing vertical: # openlettingstructs #fresh post-binaries, #enabling technologies,
##sphere-switcher skills setting up fresh next-level #connectability, #symviability —- TO —- (a very fine line) #multilayered,
#emergent, #exciting, #sexy, #visionary/ #imaginary, #open, #effective_combinatorics, scale_invariance, #evolution of the
time scale # updated rel.sets #effectiveness
/////  on  a  shared  level: the vastness of that one big Stream. rearranging sight/horizon: looking for the form of the form it can get
very easy again.
We have to have a close look at relationship and process. We need new more-dimensional models, that describe increasingly
complex systems of organization (multiple simultaneous events) and the resultant coherent interaction among the various
systems. A shift in perception is necessary, a change in view relating to the surrounding. We need new abstract sets and
pattern that are capable to be transferred, a new idea of media and the possibilities, especially concerning causal factors,
symmetry and time principle to relate space, and time as well as variables associated with complexity of domain, diversity of
context and consequent multiplicity of perspectives to the domains in question - stable form that is mighty of including all
subsets of the entity (growth of structural complexity, characterized by the development of nested hierarchies of subsystems
and supersystems).

TRANS | META | OMNI INVESTIGATIVE: :NEXT-ORDER:
FUNDAMENTAL:
—> deducing the dynamic, flux set and its fundamental arithmetic set for relation in general
meta-level’d<trans>: next post-distinct TO
combined is a <TRANS>

ONTOLOGIC VIEW ON RELATION
metatheory of combination,
variety, merge, degrees of freedom, residual comnnection,
*fresh next-level: ontology/cause/pattern
center | distribution | durchdrungenheit
- differentiation, entanglement, non-locality, inseparability, multiplicity and its topological/ontological consequences,
- dilemma of linkage: stretch of time space / depth.
- novel types of singularities and similiarities
- “implicit forms that are topological rather than geometric (Deleuze)
The next forms has to go beyond static reciprocals and allow multitudal set within the frameworks of uncertainty and
fuzziness. Allowing more complex sets of relational translocations.
mathematical fundament, derivals (sectors) addition, effects on basal concepts, which? (time, interconnection),
organization (basal tech aspects,), applications (soft/hard) redefne “forces”, energies, towards dynamic-levelled mappings
and interconnected dimensions, new metaphors and metaspheres
real (potential) world enactment: creating fresh sets of exchange rules, identify node/uniqueID, set forms for channeling,
exchange, transfer, deduction, connections, enact and transfer to other dimensions, domains, applications, functions,
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nodes, networks, people
> ontology work and arrangement
QUESTIONS  AND  GOALS  
- RESEARCH QUESTIONS: - Fundamental Theory Redeﬁnition of <trans> form
- the dilemma of linkage
- Define Fresh Set:
- Fresh Arithmetic Calculus (inclusive, self-referential, dynamic, inductive, randomness)
- Fresh Deductions on the ‘Time’ Principle: open set, potential, ->manifestation
- Update on Perception: consciousness, depth, non-linear narratives, holism, multiplicity, focus, dedication,
- Update Hotrizon: From Global to (+dimension(more-than “curled”)// next-order wrapping///*merge*) Update
effectiveness, ‘work’
<‘interconnectedness’, ‘immedience',’ ‘intersection’>
- diversity level of integration of compound

- - inclusion and relation, to the outside, the residual, and the rest, to the environment and to the bigger
surrounding. to origin and the composition of origin

-

<functional composition sets in general, dimensional mapping, functional derives, complex <TRANS>methodology>>
fundamental:
Modelling Trajectory (potential, relation, embedment, dimensions).
first steps: identification of forms

Current  Paradigms  
Quant physics, non-racist math and many non western investigations span a new meta horizon: transgression of
combination and merge, nested imaginary parts, leveled loops.

-‐ in  Maths:  —> BASAL DISTINCTION! differentiation, N-NP problem, quantum computation, random walk models, symmetry
breaking, universal geometric pattern, that do exist in dynamic systems, topogeometric aspects of emergent entangled agents,
relative trajectory, complementarity, condition spaces for a higher level of symmetry, homogenity, aspect of state-spaces,
closedness, mulitude, value of the curvature at a given infinitesimal

-‐ in  Physics:  Higgs, Quantum Field, Gravity, Materialisation, conditions (gravity) in hyperdimensional space. implementing extradimensions. features of extra-dimensions / mappings of extra-dimensions. Topology in Condensed Matter", #"Symmetry,
Structure and Tensor Properties of Materials", # "infinity of present time", # "Entanglement Makes Quantum Particles
Measurably Heavier", # "Quantum Equations Suggest Big Bang Never Happened”, Flow and energy. declaring effective sets.

-‐ in  Neurology  /  Biology  /  Cosmology: complexity of real-time node-linkage space as complex as cosmos and life.
materialisation,

-‐ in  ICT:  rel/trans  resolu8on  node  poli8cs,  interconnected, multiplicity, POV, interactivity, filters and gates, regulation and flow.
complex information processing systems, data, state transitions, recursive definitions, dynamics and mobility of self-configuring
networks.
from information to manifestation. from display to immersion. from representation to frution.
becoming relevant. getting reactive,
A scape in which we can combine and find: Representation of nodes/entities and interlinked scape
RELATION toposphere - combined:post-distinctive REL.SET: fresh EXCHANGE TECHNOLOGIES in [augmented
next order 3+D space{crowdempowered, coworkable, effective}] in it: innovation/ capacity/ potential of NEXT
<combined> :symviable metaleveled node connective (with its arms towards the center, the end, the next in time and space - ‘becoming’ / :TO:)
interlink knowledge/combine repositories - metadata it meaningful and deep. create effective namespaces,
taxonomies and ontologies, effective layers and spheres to enable flow.
NETWORK stream. co-effective.
special areas: deep information entity construction
representation in virtual space/ dimensional node / chaining composition and relational trajectory
modeling,
spacing, augmenting, porting6
becoming. entity-thinking.
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open up (cross-spheres)
Next  Leveled<trans>  mapping  the  global.  eﬀec5ve.  :geVng  out  of  the  local  minima:    
to update relational composition
holistic/post-paradigmatic/multidimensional/nested/emergent

-‐

-

sharing/exchange technologies; splitting the z-achsis # flow politics, gating, redefine action / deepify diversity in
depth / below-relation <ownership/distribution/access> attribution - licensing visibility, global system,
engagement / agentalism
fresh open, #POLYCONNECT, #MULTI POTENTIAL interactive real time
in  Economics:  Fresh Bindings, symviable (what was the name of the other school?), binding through trust (productions beyond
of a market-dependant object repetition/representation/objectification/appropriation/consumption chain ) the sort of
structure called ruling capitalism, that we believed in being sufficient for a trading / exchanging system. With the network as
our new exchange system, and a globally unified crowd, there is a lot of potential out there to go into good directions, when we
are aware of systems needs and potential..  
in Consciousness: The epistemological situation we are obliged to confront in a quantum mechanical universe, in which
non-locality must now be viewed as a fundamental fact of nature, provides a new basis for understanding the ability of
the human brain to construct symbol systems, or symbolic representations of reality. The data out there, its
manifestations in nodes and structures in its bindings, its dimensions and parameter, fresh structures span the
blueprint of our thinking, our universe and perception. Next paradigmatic step where we will have accessed the united
state, connected and forwards. those concerning our exchange ‘mind configuration’ and ‘awareness state’ are on a
medieval stage!
entangled  enactment:  reﬂec5ve  engagement  
(not repetition but) continuous refinement, meaning making, becoming meaningful
Self-organization, Emergence
con5nuosity  
inseparable
occurance
surprises,  ﬂaws,  and  opportuni5es  

- a new enabling infrastructure
- the problem as “power” as unnatural form (via binding to “matter”)

=>  FUNDAMENTAL  LEVEL:  COMBINATORICS  
(the shift in the notion of value, “content”, attributes, (effectivity, Growth, development), concerning causal factors,
symmetry and time principle, scale, depth, dimensions into new models, that integrate each scale of existence into an
over-all model.
[node], <ID>, [‘agent’])//interfaces///knots)): deducing <</// FRESH PATTERN: *exchange* //// “deducive sets fresh from
the ground”>>

investigations on the analogy or isomorphy of concepts, laws, and models in various
disciplines to a multi-dimensional frame, that uniﬁes the subsets, deducting a new basal
calculus (basing on emergent form of diﬀerentiation/combination) and a fresh theoretical and
applicable/practicable notion of 3rd Millenniums technology/culture.8
Modeling  the  force  space  “of  form,  not  of  maYer”7  
Topology and ontology of intersection.
The concepts of matter, time and space
formal
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patterns
-flux
fundamental connection system. (to make it working and upgradable.) base layer and connection composition. form/
method of the <TO>. (sidedness and depth, transgression)
a)  a  meta-‐theory  of  rela5on  and  b)  <trans>form  trajectories,  advancing  c)  a  "big  picture"  of  involved  spheres  
under  d)  holis5c  perspec5ve  -‐  
the residual, the dirty rest, agential realism(->Karen Barad, Katherine N. Hayles), -> the logical consequences of scale
invariance, fractal dimension, evolution of the time scale,

Focus on general evolutionary development. not growth but complexification. a non-linear string.
On top of that: layer. layers. combis of / methods of / bags of / containers as trajectories.

We had to look for all sorts of potential meta-structural binding Ausschläge and
completly freely - beyond standard sponsored applied studies, focus on the
fundamental theoretical consequences of the Higgs scale/ depth and the fresh
rel.set composition, we had to think how Higgs is embeded in everything, how
quantum field is composed, how surface area and information/entropy are
composed, rethink gravity and mass, 3body problem, …
Topologic  Rela5on - not simple static distinct but also always AND entangled.
within structural complexification and dematerialization: There is information in the connection:
based on emergent diffraction: agency: fundamental structure principles of the concept of information as change and/or
functionally: transformator.
cross leveled trans. more letting.
ﬂux  tech:  updated  Control  /  Regula8on,  Stream,  Development  

Dimensional
principle of intersection of time and space: diffractive entangled process, N NP problem
closure of the set regions and global residuals, triggers: e.g. combine extradimensions with __, __ with __
fresh set, fresh co-: “geometries and metaphorms of the future …
COMBINED8
based on diﬀraction / entanglement / emergence / diﬀussion and recurrence. No blackbox! Diﬀerent gating!
STRUCTURAL
(functional diﬀerentiation focusing on the basal distinction: transformation as structure) /(agency-binding) /sidedness reentries,
Form of (movement/superposition)/transgression in time and space and potentials, to come to a simple form that is
mighty of including all its subsets to an entity, allocation of meaning

structural evolution
e.g. neurosciences aplysia on the effective manifestation into time/space: post:materialisation: A shared
environment. A build environment/effectiveness/meaning making / spill over // IMAGINARY
dimensional  composi5on  
+dimension(more- than “curled”)// next-order wrapping///*merge*)
FORM
Topogeometry
value of the curvature at a given infnitesimal small point correlation in high-dimensional time series.
meaning of a surface in a given vector space correlation in high-dimensional time series, info content relative to area
of surface, N-dimensional Queries, the concept of information9.
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“complex information processing systems, data, state transitions, recursive defnitions, getting out of the local
minima, singularities “implicit forms that are topological rather than geometric”10
- Sorts of binding (as parameter groups)
unite ontology and depth of relations and representation of different methods, under the rules of transformation.
sphere- integrative.
Topological Equivalence
initial conditions
a non-linear and unresolved relation to origin.
Trajectories wandering (transient) / non-wandering
> structural Change
> ontology work and arrangement
> dimensional expansion, trajectories and depth
> connection from the base
> metaphorms and structure
> time and mapping
> Onto and Inter
> to the next in space and time.
Rethinking
the coeﬃcients of the virtual
within fresh set of condition space (under inclusion of the observer,of dynamic complex reality, non-locality,
indeterminancy, )
basal rule of development and transition
- an up-to-date re-presentation of the enclosing (in the sense of the world)/nature (in the sense of the form),
a new basal calculus (basing on emergent form of diﬀerentiation/combination) new forms of basic addition and combination
from an essence towards a multiplicity. From static to dynamic. From absolute to relative. From relation to interrelatedness. Erosion of
the noumena’11
-> new forms from there: <Combined> is a <trans> form to the next.
> update entity thinking via “aboutness”/multiplicity/post-dychotomic/queer/trans/vertical path (this is what feels like falling/
loosing-Alice’s track, the Strange Attraktor, consciousness’ trap, Kauﬀman`s Knot...)
> rewrite fundamental relational concept [-> framework ([embedment, transfer/deduction/application]) (co-/crowd-/mass-/
compound- [intersection/relation/drive/action]:means+functions[gloCal], stories and linings,
avantgardistic linings and structural meta-merge tries ) > ontology work and arrangement
> optimisation and levels, over all sys towards symviability

…. This is the biggest (re-)volution in history. Relation and causality will be rewritten, from were were Copernicus
stopped. No wonder, that we have birth pain. Having a black hole in the center of our galaxy also changes not
just our geometry, but also our only point. Time is overridden. One is all then. Providing fresh methods of
exchange basing on diﬀerent quality and asset (ethics, philosophy), restructuring binding, trust, safety,
abandoning old top-down models, redeﬁning value as a mean of communication comparable to other ﬂows of
matter and energy for a new understanding of human relationship with life and world.

:Augmented Combinatorics:
RULE FORM

implications of ‘other types’ than ‘IS A’ relationship. depth! multiplicity! level + sphere merge.
setting wider frames: towards dynamic-levelled mappings. Trajectory/Ontology/Rules/
/effective parameters
/functional derives
AGENCY
interconnected knowledge, effectiveness instead of consumtion. meaningfulness instead of dominant repetition.
Effective layers become one very elementary thing in future. How you set and define, make it accessible and effective
Ontology Engineering in Augmented Space / Leveled Mapping of Taxonomies and deep ideas Slots and Scape Areas for special concerns (academic/global action/ inventions,findings/ideas (leveled)) all interconnected.
state12
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Global improve of fundamental technology & sciences & innovation landscape: meta-modelling.

META-ISSUES
Theoretical fundaments combined, manifesting the fresh core of uniﬁed sciences and technologies, fresh grounds from the
base: Aiming to promote highly interdisciplinary research, that will make real advances to the solving of important scientiﬁc
questions where complexity is a key issue, we need fundamental root rewritings.
Uniting ontology and depth of relations and representation of diﬀerent methods, disciplines
networks, in order to identify such structures and the basis of processes and the dynamics.
Softening and re- education what entity is, acceptance of fragility, visionary intra- actions within the
constant ﬂux of change tangled state.
“As we become increasingly less ‘linear’, many more doors and pathways open up to us.”
Goal is a fresh non-static, non-dualistic form of "technology", intersection border perception/
relation / / operation, embeded in a conscious process of entity within becoming,

-> Top-level composition
transform focus on: technology+innovation+survival dynamics + global intelligent environment. perspective: [visionary:/what change
can mean] implications of fresh era: next net / post-binary / structural innovations / next order relationships - upgrade relational
context / binding / prajectory in view of complexity. Implications of new Era / NEXT NET /

to bring together knowledge about post-distinctive truth, non-binary behaviour, etc.
a) combine information b) Theoretical Advances c) vertical slices
in the fields 1. STEM+META-DISCIPLINARY+ Innovation+ Foresight, 2. ICT/OntologyEngineering/
KnowledgeManagement, 3.COMPLEXITYTheory/MATHS+Physics 13
To aggregating acid information, outlining the big picture, push that fresh theory and describe the legitimate entrances, levels of
fundamental different structure. Post-forms, new embeddings, powerful containers and translations for the next w:rld: —> relevant
fields / areas / theories can be brought together —> institutions, programs, investigations can be focused:
describes entities such as landscape of Omni-Scientific research, Sustainable development,Innovation.—> metamodeling a BIG PICTURE —>make it open/effective

Suggestion /ICT / Technology Management:

INFORMATION / DATA SPACE

Core structure and depth levels of information in the light of metadata, namespaces and the linking and relational compositions in
augmented spaces/dimensions and the fundamental composition of next <trans>

from information to basic new mappings and dimensions, open-ended ontologies..
BASIC MAPPING - Information Space Infrastructure: high level (or upper) ontologies, ontology mapping frameworks and
procedures for standardising ontology models, Context: (Futuristic Efficient) State of the Arts Ontology14
[<meta-information>]
>> ONTOLOGY // information /// potential //// entity-levels //// formal composition

> Sophisticated Level architectures

exchange technologies for a sustainable 21st century.
NODE-/ SET- LEVEL / EXCHANGE ARCHITECTURE / LOGIC / REASONING
The basic rel.set struct,

- ontologies from philosophical / political / complex-dynamic reality (->quant physics) perspectives
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-‐>  TO  MODEL:  
THE BIG PICTURE - Intelligent Environment (Next Order Technologies)- an ontology of combined potential
SPECIFIC ONTOLOGY: Transdisciplinary Meta Science Technology (Relation) Ontology
*organizing depth of self (namespaces, ontologies, spheres, sectors, functions)
*bringing aggregated multi-spaces into effective real-time real world.
*Autoconnect to related1 across platforms
*develop individual API level (levels of depth and connectivity sets)

  

      perspective/focus/center:  
  
global  system  ontology:  parameter:eﬀec5ve  ga5ng  
: to launch some METASCAPE augmented space for real world modelling and effective improoving.
“FUTURECLOUDºª” - 3D ontology scape; THE global space where we work in to improove earth. the next level
Facebook+Wikipedia+Second Life: The BIG PICTURE. if we want it, we can get it!!!
FUTURESCAPE
An augmented 3+D environment in which exists the network of all information (knowledge and questions,…) with layers. A
coworking space. Editable and interlinkable nodes and metadata/ categories and effective gating.

more specific:
Ontology  Engineering,  meta-‐informa8on  composi8on  
gap between institutional thesauri (EU, UNESCO, STEM) and concepts/labels for transdisciplinary insights. [Knowledge Science,
Technology and Management] e.g. see labels scientific investigations subcategories. Linking those concepts: combined spaces of
sciences: (the new meta spheres) -> identify structural improves (that might work cross-domain, name them, classify them); //new
realities: climate change, water / energy / resources, //The big questions (unsolved physical problems), //CRISIS MAP
and ///action spheres (crowdworking slot / ACTIONS to me done (map emergencies(hunger))) /////REASONER /MapViz/Augmented
Scape/ Visualization in 3D / Defining our future spaces(the net space we will be in) / Multi-view Ontology Visualization / (4+D)
multidimensional ontology -Towards Multidimensional Rule (Visualizations) // Implementation of new vertical dimension [and
its tuples] spatial-temporal extents ISO 15926,…
+ Interactive/Crowdsourced Entry (versioning labels/nodes/entities (like wikipedia) - enriching the node(deepening its meaning))
+ INTELLIGENT Slots: deep properties (and its features): yet-unknown forms and derives. from crowdsource mind mapping to 3D
knowledge cloud cowork /.perspectives, .layers and make those effective_viz organic visualization / 3D/space declarations
(x3dom,xml3d), real time state’ ontology
bring dimensions into ontology: primer interrelated topic level: Change / Complexity / (goal: attract transdisciplinary)
(see Frontier of Physics: Interactive Map | Quanta Magazine, Theories of Everything, Mapped https://www.quantamagazine.org/
20150803-physics-theories-map/, http://hyperbolic-tree.com/, Google Knowledge Graph, etc..)
- merge of upper ontologies
all upper ontologies:SUMO, EXPO Ontology, Core Scientific Model Ontology (CSMO), Basic Formal Ontology
(BFO), NSM, SWEET, DOLCE, Cordis API (Innovation+Technology+Ontology), EUROVOC Thesaurus, UNESCO +
Technology / Mathematics / Scientific (KA²) + data to get Special: Integrated Operations, Binding to SKOS, DC, etc.

- make Temporal /Spatial / Multi-Dimensional
(Considering Spatial Relationship Rules->forms of augmented space)

- stretch of time space / depth, trajectories and next level rel.set compositions

next level 'data cubes’,
- topogeometry, thinking angles, layers, distance, model fresh geometries as effective space, fresh dimension and
force maps.
dimensional design (Mixed Augmented Reality (MAR) | Web3D Consortium),
a manifold as a geometrical space with properties.

-‐  make  it  immersive  /  eﬀec5ve
crowd-oriented problem solving sustainability deeper evolved: Knotting sustainable nodes/networks/clusters,
ontologies, semantics that work global/local based on a new system of dynamic adaptability and symviability-seeking
value/trust ... idea./needs.. that system with new relational settings. glocal. network relation among nodes and depth
distributed collaboration
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“Technology,  sciences,  culture,  philosophy,  fundamental  epistheme  and  no8ons”  
Having overcome

dualistic splits (culture nature, etc)
ontological reductionism basing on
separability, cartesian dualism, objectification
construct of rationalism,
through distinction,
dialectic splitting machinery keeping up western male dominant power systems.
keeps up active unstability of imbalences In the rulers language: exclusion.

identified through objectified properties,
information, piece and bit, quantification and form of addition. dematerialised fragmentized agents,
set relation and locally fixed structures that
set limits to the drives and forces of lower level-entities,
fixes, determines,
Technology ́s power aspect of object distinctive truth manifestation within a society controlled by the desire maschine
and kept stupid with bad math books. late-capitalistic principle of dominance. We do not dare to dig on our historic roots
and fixed structures until we are facing their important necessity to change. Slaves of our forms we are. Too much
repetition on the functional front of (progressive, innovative just sounds like marketing strategies these days). This intraaction is a fundamental principle that can not be described by Newtons description or Cartesian split, our postsecularized world bases on. Properties are not intrinsic, uncertainty and indeterminacy remain that their transition from
probability to certainty is a matter of time. Our old concepts of knowledgeAndScience still base on a fundamental onedimensional distinction, since dialectics, we have been splitting body from meaning. But there is no hard distinction.
Distinction is entangled. objectivatedProposition. As OswaldWiener says: “One cannot say where the organ ends and the
processing begins! A system of static dominance hierarchy has been applied in all fields of economic and time structuring
and organising matters up to the perception of the surrounding as simple yes or no. bound in a culturalcontext and
sociocultural milieu of social and ideological power dominance construction, that asserted that knowledge and reality
were based on external artifacts. We have forgotten structures of overlay, merge, and emergent impact. A shift in
perception is necessary, as emergent impact of the combination of meaning and body. Only the root of stable relational
structure, is substainable that dares to include all parts of it. Our position but the diffusive form of entanglement in the
process of percepting -not simple static distinceted but also AND entangled. This scratches on the principles our postsecularized world bases on. We must leave the system of the static dominating hierarchy, which is still to be found in all
areas of economic and time structuring questions. within dominant systems of ‘efficiency’, market, wrong definitions of
‘art’ and culture. slaves of it. Fancy system-integration, shiny surfaces, break them down, it is like in matrix: did you leave
the old system yet? it is cracking.
Deducing: Quantification, Materialism, the politics of seperation and distinction, the knife and the hand in the game,
flexing growth, all in the standardized McKinseyisms of organisatorial system and ontology “management” (sic!), self/
whole optimisation towards.
Besides all old dominance-oriented doctrines, to really begin at the basics: What is possible? What do we really need?
What is individual and what is whole? How are borders, range and effects understood? On what levels and dimensions is
‘function/value’/‘work’ ‘through’‘true’ valid? What is the base form of TO? The binding to the next. in time and space.
What is that form, that aura that manifests being. The myth is in the void, in Alice`s rabbit hole. Complex Embedment. All
at the same time. At some points where the songs breaks and the overlay is meaningmaking it transcendends.. There. This
is just what we already glimpse of the next level. That next level or formal composition scape will shake like Copernicus
did. It will solve the energy problem and will let us explore outer planets soon. And it is so easy: Combination! Let´s bring
it all togehter! Fresh fundaments.
#next-order Exchange technologies & cultures. Level switch.
#enabling technologies,##sphere-switcher skills
setting up fresh next-level #connectability, #symviability
rewriting Technology / softinance
Technology (and the culture15) in its basal sense - as a form of continuous intelligent environmentrelation, relating to the (real-time) need of the whole entity, we need to relocate the ontologic
+ openscience! find in the (post-dominated and not enslaved) theoretical sidearms and its major consequences

The space for solving crisis: rewriting technology:
 of 19
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rewriting combination:
“techné of worldmaking”,
Crossing spheres and combine directed:
interrelational fresh forms.
Thinking Techno-Ecologies means thinking forms and methods after the 3rd paradigmatic step.
Substainable means daring including all parts- loosening its forms of local dominance to open up for
the next step. Not the picture of a reflective surface of objectivated truth/body/ outside is our position
but the diffusive embedment in process of becoming.
It is urgent to change towards fresh relational compositions and effective layers and that the problem
lays in the distinctive bindings of knowledge and structure and content / object producing many nodes
and players, that have lost the view on the big picture, sustainability and humankinds development.
Trapped. Stupid. Getting fat. Staying greedy.

“promising  new  areas,  developments  and  trends”  
Visionary, to save the world*, Transdisciplinary Meta-Thinking, Global Optimization / System Thinking / Survivalism / Optimism /
Drive, To bring it all together where it meets. (Essential futuristic optimism: COMBINE / MERGE)
towards potential

<<<<COMBINE>>>>
Making sense of interlinkage. Focus on ‘good’ connections. Symviability, Goal-seeking.
<vertical/next-order>

WITH  
Suggestion
TO DEVELOP A FRESH META DEPARTMENT. COMBINING UNDER FRESH REL.SET(tilde)
Outcomes  
-> Comment on Art+Science+Technology
*the next century artist’s explicit skill: Dimensional work. A sphere switcher (s)he will become.*
Science’N’Art shall not only “become a dual tool of interest and operation”, but culture, technology and politics should have the
same tendencies again: optimization: it is time to. Fever and drive and the feeling of living at the border to completly different
times (in bad(global climate, resources, power structs) or good(-that we have to urgently introduce)).
- and in the end combined into one complex practice16, a new savoir-vivre, transcending needs and visions to next order spheres,
in the sense of Marshall McLuhan17. To bring it all together where it meets: unifying larger scales -“Die Rückgewinnung der
Avant-garde”. übersummativ.
METHOD
Combine meaningful.
a new sort of knitting techniques. ﬂexible in the hip. entity consciousness / post-dom rel. queer retrieval`d. - “to hold the
head slightly queer, new pattern appear”1 metaspheric <trans> // emergent…

**collaboration**
Together with you:
multi-disciplinary research.
fresh combinatorics = fundamental excitedness
fresh game (-to plug in REAL)
open
‘it wants something!’ let it speak and come to a form to allow this. what you learn so it's best.

I do have an open mind about what we will make: “to develop new work together with you”: bits, pieces,
applications, methods, combis, oﬀers, ‘products’) along the way; distributed in multiple media / channels and
sections. - I am very excited on what we will develop!
This is just some try to give it a potential project suggestion shape:
 of 19
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As artist project:
Building an Environment for letting excactly this happen: META-INVESTIGATIONS - free and futuristic.
“The big picture - metamodelling ontology - crosscombined and effective. + “Next-level`d <trans> - post-distinct form / deep
relation / Unified Diffraction” Giving transcendent manyleveled next-order relational interfaces and open the many fractured knot
arms and let FLOW happen plus the acid theory behind it: bring it all togehter.
just as some starting ideas:
—> INSTITUTE / CONSORTIUM Fundamental Trans Struct for 21st centurxy interlinked society, after the Higgs Particle.
---> MANIFESTATING TEST NODE SETS
-> digital (alternative ID sets, interfaces for access and exchange)
-> pyhsically truth manifested installs (compare paket shop structure) oﬀering alternative access to NEW
STRUCT NETWORK - was ist der herd, immersive, open environment, APIs and connectable nodes,
node/ID
EUROPE CLOUD exchange, access,meaningful connections semantic web

As Digital Agenda project:
“Fresh Meta-Ontology” within “Fresh Composition Rel.Set”: “Fresh Trajectories.”
meta-investigative: transdiciplinarily combining structural forms/components
“The M.E.T.A. project aims at exploring alternative forms of binding, deep relation and complex trajectories and building an upper
level ontology with effective slots and gates for transdiscilinary and global real time state issues. Augmenting to next level
knowledge and information scape. polyeffective combined augmented.
reknotting horizons, updating binding.
at a fundamental theoretic level and on a information/media/topology/ontology scale.
Poten8al  plan  
BASIC
• focus on meta-leveled concerns,
—> relevant fields /topics / areas / theories can be brought together —> institutions,
programs, investigations can be focused:
—> meta-modeling a BIG PICTURE
—>deduce
—> apply

:::::::::::::::::::::::  

OVERALL-FOCUSED:

WITH FET-OBSERVE:
WITH FET-Phoenix:
WITH FET_TRACES:
WITH ODINE:
WITH "Tackling Complexity in Science" Pathfinder initiative:
look where it matches and what we can do together.
____
combine those insights.

CONCEPT-FOCUSED:
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with FET-CHROMAVISION: “metaphase”
with FET-DEDALE: manifolds and data, “intricate space”, deep information
with FET-IBSEN: “structured groups”
with FET-LiNaBioFluid: self-organization + specific topography, “wetting properties”
with FET-QCUMbER: Entanglement and Measurement
with FET-NEMF21: Noisy fields, Multiple Input, Multiple Output
with FET-:Quantum Controlled Ultrafast Multimode, Entanglement and Measurement
…

****************************************************************************************************************
Some  last  lines  
Rewriting Communication: # communis - the inherent: such which we are in. #rewriting center: there is no such.
Update on Perception: consciousness, depth, non-linear narratives, holism, multiplicity, focus, dedication, Update Horizon: From
Global to (+dimension(more-than “curled”)// next-order wrapping///*merge*) Update effectiveness, ‘work’ fundamental structure
principles of the concept of information as change and/or functionally: transformator Aware of: A Black Hole amidst our galaxy:
rearranging fx point, direction, alignment <information horizon:manifestation, becoming:<TO>>
(a very fine line) #multilayered, #emergent, #exciting, #sexy, #visionary/ #imaginary, #open, #effective_combinatorics,
scale_invariance, #evolution of the time scale # updated rel.sets
There is a major shift coming. All relational sets and exchange technologies will fall and have to be risen again. All lining(sic!) of “his-tory” was
so much fascistic, kept up its polemics/distinctions/exclusive rel.set, it´s propaganda of separation and dominance, (the question of ‘good’ and
‘bad’ as a structure, to awarenes s of a `within`, the differentiation into fractally formulating of spacetimematerialisations) intelligence, - memes,
stigmergy.. direction? what shape has this line? (post-time.(:black hole?))
so it is the mind and the being that has to grave out of the cave again and upgrade horizon`s potential .. neighbour galaxies in a expanding
universe. changing the standpoint (post-location, post-center). borderlessness.
(this is the struct, sometimes you get a glimpse, what we have called god or truth or moment so far is being. becoming/awareness opens [ ] to
be ).
Capable to allow heterogenious, pluralistic superpositioning, we get a new form of emergent addition, as
intelligent combination of entangled agents. Only the root of a stable relational structure, that combines and
solves its form over the larger open.
BECOMING // next level spheres / spaces / states mind and body enter / togehterness, energy, exchange, minds and spirits in
communio. This is life.
Next LEvel <TRANS> what it means
… There is a fresh theory about time, cause, embedment and creation, nature and direction.. you as an open node can gain
access to this space in which we all are together, breathing and trying to remember, fearing and stumbling, wondering and
trying to get access to the next. (The mysticism Simone Weil oﬀers such a deep insight in such achies and perspectives.)
paradigm is even wider, not us against nature, but an auflösung of against in general.
- ematerialized fragmented agents
outlining the form, that is able to deal with change and continuing to develop. Bringing together people,
institutes, missions, groups and drives, thinkers and doers focusing on ontological questions of change,
perception and transformation, meta-scientists and sphere workers, thinkers and doers, working in sectors /
systems / determinations / fixations / perceptions of first one to its self /seperated / distinction / one / surrounding
We need virtualisation of surfaces, self, pluralism, unhierarchic fields, intraspecific and interspecific and “integrative pluralism” (Barad )
unifying bigger perspective.
Fresh calculus, new fundaments of our perception of relation in time space and matter. Recursion.
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Exchange of ideas between practitioners in art, science and technology. A cross-disciplinary research in these
fields, seeking to catalyze fruitful solutions for the challenges of 21st century.
Multi-disciplinary approach to analyze complex problems, the arrival of substantive environmental laws and the
growing public awareness of need for action.
New Awareness for Self-Drive and Directedness, breaking up static rules to fluid ones.
Fundamental Trans Struct for 21st centurxy interlinked society, after the Higgs Particle.

SOFT
new metaphors and metaspheres..
Towards 'open next' in gorgeous bloom: next level skills and intelligent tendencies
Needs
refinements of basal spheres, global focus
Enacting Whole / Full Spectrum
Towards entangled enactment: reflective engagement, dynamic form of organisation. Softening and re- education what entity is,
acceptence of fragility, visionary intra-actions...
Global Reality: climate collapse, energy / resources lacks, mass population: wars and catastrophes .. lacking drivers towards
unification; Towards SHARING!!! GIVING ACCESS. CONNECT. COMBINE! Please find!
as well Scientific Grounds: those we have reached without fully combining their consequences when combined: from the black hole
amidst our galaxy to the quantum jumps towards cause and connectedness, cancer and
fractals. (- This shall not sound quacksalberish, but tries to show up edges, where little
pieces might make big effect.-)

TO FEEL THIS AGAIN. IT IS TRUE. HARD TIMES ARE REALITY. LET US SHOW THE
DRAMATIC TRUTH AND OVERLAP RELEVANT NODES, ENERGIES AND INFORMATION.
THIS IS NO GAME. “Crossings” is a serious vertical insertation of enforcing a (re-)volution in
the minds and hearts. It is out there. hear it? Too? our next <TO>. Let́s get to the point. See
you there?

________

to finalize:
“What does the drowning number theorist say? - “Log log log””

_____________

Comments on your criteria, because I feel guilty that I have to pass over so
many information and that it could sound too hermetic. This is not hermetic, I
am very open and very bottom-up approached.
I can also condense and bring it to a point.

Artistic quality of artist/designer (based on motivation letter, cv, portfolio), [++|+|+/-/--]
! Executive quality of artist/designer (based on motivation letter, cv, portfolio), [++|+|+/-|—]
- has acid information (theortical, networked, collected nodes and players,..)
- has been working on meta-theoretical approaches since many many years
 of 19
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! Expected collaboration with FET research team (technological competence, interaction,
availability of support staﬀ and infrastructure)
- is longing for exchange / deep thinkers, those who also work on this! so much!!!!
- I have experience as festival organizer, bringing together tinkers and doers (please see CV
section), lecturer, and writer on this topics and am constantly learning and investigating within
areas (mostly maths, physics, information theory) always hungry and active.
Abilities:
Structural intelligence. *meta-view* (this professional since many years)
THINKING BIG!
Next Level Scapes: straight in front of my eyes.
- multidisciplinary
- artistic: abstraction to meta-levels. thinking BIG, to hold the head queer
- visionary:
- meta-investegative (), free investigator (self-trained[youtube,edx, coursera,])
- global perspective: combine into BIG PICTURE
- going knots
- has acid information
- free-thinking; connectiong dots in a new way. <!META><“visionary”>
- got a piece of acid information to be brought to the surface.
IS-A:
meta-thinking composer
- into geeky issues
- professional deep diver

TO UPGRADED SPHERES:
personal:
global:
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1

give it a direction, a fresh drive. it is in the air. we can bring it together. it is complicated, but it is possible.

2

(Work,Effectiveness,Symviability)

3

POV - point of view

4

New Cognitive Dimensions,

5

We will all have to come back to just one global time. To be united.

6

how the idea/node/entity can be mapped from virtual (existance)/string/text to materialised representation with which parameters and dimensions?

7

Langton 1996

8

holism / GLoCal structures, unitary theory, EL, TOE & G.U.T

9

Capurro, R., & Hjørland, B. (2003). The concept of information. Annual review of information science and technology, 37(1), 343-411.

10

Deleuze

Lee Braver Ennis, P. J. (2011). The Transcendental Core of Correlationism. Cosmos and History: The Journal of Natural and Social Philosophy,
7(1), 37-48.
11

12

embodiment/agency/emergence/

13

FIELDS: Arts, Science Art Technology, Trans- Omnidisciplinarity / Technosciences, STEM, ICT, non-racist maths, cybernetics, physics, queer theory,
pheminism, futurism, consciousness /system theory, complexity/dynamics
14

it stays very conceptual. to outline an agenda a manifesto of basic issues, regularities, but even such will gain depth.

15

Marshall McLuhan

16

„The role of artworks is no longer to form imaginary and utopian realities, but to actually be ways of living and models of action within the existing
real, whatever scale chosen by the artist." - Bourriaud, N., Pleasance, S., Woods, F., & Copeland, M. (2002). Relational aesthetics (p. 18). Dijon:
Les presses du reel.
17

“If men were able to be convinced that art is precise advance knowledge of how to cope with the psychic and social consequences of the next
technology, would they all become artists? Or would they begin a careful translation of new art forms into social navigation charts? I am curious to
know what would happen if art were suddenly seen for what it is, namely exact information of how to rearrange one’s psyche in order to anticipate
the next blow from our own extended faculties...” - McLuan, M. (1994). Understanding media: The extensions of man. MIT press.
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UTOPIA vs HETEROTOPIA, CHAOS vs CONTROL, TRANSPARENCY vs OPACITY, STANDARDISATION vs INNOVATION
technology / information representation, relation/communication politics. binding techniques. post-distinctive.
tags:
#<trans>-combinatorics #metascapes, #TransformativeOntology #TrajectoryComposition, #Volution,

Statement:
utopic narrative: augmented
:Next-LEvel Combinatorics:
Facing global system change / collapse / paradigm | #LevelCrisis: post-paradigmatic:structural complexiﬁcation,
multidimensionality, inseperability, … post-paradigm / fresh_conditions = ([ (/Complexity/Multiplicity/ Emergence /
Openendedness, Entanglement/ Dynamics/ non-linear, non-local,’,,]), … >>
and its topological / ontological consequences:
Augmenting STS+Transdisciplinary + STEM + T.O.E., EL. & G.U.T, to a fundamental level of post-binary, post-distinctive truth, 1 to
fresh relational compositons, mappings in augmented space and spheres and levels:

non-hegemonic times and spaces?

meta-level’d<trans>: next post-distinct TO
Relational Composition2 / updated Exchange/Merge/Binding Rules & Gates
very_very fresh composition parameters and rulesets for combination and merge:
based on diﬀraction / entanglement / emergence.

Multiplicity/Borderlessness/Interconnectedness3 - Agency -— ONTOLOGY

in: Non-Linear Complex Dynamic System: fundamental Post-binary Combination:
fundamental Fresh basics for basal distinction, transfer and exchange, ﬂexible level architectures, allowing openended parameters, macro- & micro- politics of the multiple, ontologies of borderlessness, augmented system of
amongst, a new quality of post-quantity to upgrade to more advanced, reﬁnements of basal spheres, alternative
forms of merge, new emergent forms of addition, combination and relation: eﬀective links to other units: process
integrative open.
rearrange the concept of entity, direction and relational potential,

on dimensional interrelational scale:

within

#POLYCONNECT, #MULTIPOTENTIAL
/// potential //// entity-levels //// formal composition

Post-Dualistic Combinatorics - beyond the Standard Model
Rewrite TO/Intersection/Trajectory(Manifestation/)/Time:
next-order mapping:: entity / string ((_X_,+,x,exp,+dim)]} &
relational potential/function in multiple scales4
a fresh fundamental dimensional mapping environment:
->update (:/TO/2)
(1) 6 —rel — (3) 7

#Exchange / SharingTechnologies
#Interaction, #Organizational Development,
# World System Innovation For Sustainability,
#Continuum Post-Mechanics, #Symviability
#Survival dynamics
#Transformative
#Extensions

5

Bifurcation,
Distinction | Intersection /
Entity/Node Composition89
/ Spheres and Scapes10 / density /determination (//extra-dimensions))))))
Transition / Relational Trajectory
Dynamic diﬀerentiation
entanglement

Relational Dimensions

Generation | declination | narration | curvature
//Dimensional composition

Optimization | Technological Change:
Politics of the Multiple | Updated Binding Techniques | Next-level
Infrastructure | gloCal Potential
*softinance**post-distinct* *relax toposphere*
multidirectional | multilevel | multimodal
Eﬀective Layers, next-level Mappings, functional trajectories

APPLICATION FORM
CALL FOR PROPOSALS - THE HTMlles 2016

CONTACT INFORMATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

!
!
!
!
!
!

Name:
Legal name (if different):
Email:
Phone:
Postal address:
Website (if applicable):

PROJECT TITLE:
TYPE OF MEDIA/ FORMAT:

Lisa Erb
laboratorium@lisaerb.com
+49-176-82116611
Ohlmuellerstr. 1, 81541 Munich, Germany
http://sheltered-domain.org

P:R:FS FROM THE TIMELINE: VOLUTIONARY WORKFLOW
A MOVIE + ACID INFORMATION

PROJECT SUMMARY (100 words max.):

Complex Truth Manifestations. A short-term interface: PROCESSES for your POV: Deep acid infos for the volutionary eyes
and brains and hearts, -digested- next augmented POST-DISTINCTIVE | POST-BINARY
intimacy+privacy (slices/levels/spheres of entity - Dynamic Mapping: Agency and Reasoning * certainty
(manifestiations of <THROUGH> in time and space: augmented set: DEPTH on the event horizon):
updated connective tendencies, fresh relational compositions: COMBINED
meta-level’d<trans>: next post-distinct TO
understanding node. a new sort of knitting techniques. ﬂexible in the hip. entity consciousness / post-dom rel. queer
retrieval`d. - “to hold the head slightly queer, new pattern appear”1 metaspheric <trans> // emergent...
_____________________
PROJECT DESCRIPTION (500 words max.):

PART A: Live tracks from the timeline

After a long time in which I was sure I had turned on the special tracking for Google Search and wanted to download my
search history of many years, and it was not saved (or better: not accessible to me), I decided to run a script to
screenscrape a snapshot of my desktop every 60 seconds. To at least grab a special surface of the infos that are passing
through my compound:workstationbrain:me.
This is a small excerpt/ a Queerschnitt through one brain in 21st century, handling information, and living a volutionary
track*.
The information I am ﬂoating through is deep. This is tips of the iceberg in 60 seconds beat.
Contents processed: (see below)
- with noise

PART B: Bonus: Acid information for you!

Contents related: THOSE - The bigger picture. Getting close to relational connections. Identify the fundamental core.
EMERGENCE. NEXT BINDINGS. 60 min of livepresentation of really hot info (could be also live performed/prodcasted via
skype desktop sharing) I would answer your questions in it. there is a lot to be said concerning this/ images/ examples/
links/ nodes to be shared..
*POV (point of view) compositions

The Stick/the Repository (github)

Acid information in comsumable data form: A mix of volutionary means.
Formats: pdf, links, data, images, …
:::::: around here::::::::::::

Key Issue: LEVEL CRISIS!!! complexity: renewal of “connective” and relational technologies - new tendencies in the mode
of representation and negation, basing on change factors. Rethinking RELATION - means rewriting combination and to
Rel.Set of Entity. Fundamental changes of next level ﬂux techniques.
Focus on N-NP problem, introduce fresh fundament of epistemic situation towards holistic entity drive of survival, postdistinctive exchange forms, multiplicity, meta-pattern/pattern of pattern, post-distinct structures, ﬂux derives, bottom
up- tech, multiplex compositions, hyper.netted, intelligent environments. > Sophisticated Level architectures, Postdualistic combinatorics + binding.
A fresh form of deep rel. through scales. Next level in general.
Understanding the attractor, understanding path, fresh open, #POLYCONNECT, #MULTI POTENTIAL
redeﬁne action / deepify diversity in depth / below-relation
*’becoming’/transformation/nature/next/__/___//()*
see within FLUX/DYNAMIC/COMPLEX set:
With fundamental fresh grounds of structural complexiﬁcation, multidimensionality, nonlinear dynamics and
dematerialization, we need to rearrange the concept of entity, direction and relational capabilities, as well as the
concept of energy on dimensional interrelational scale: within set of open dynamic system…
Update Horizon: From Global to (+dimension(more- than “curled”)// next-order wrapping///*merge*) Update
eﬀectiveness, ‘work’ fundamental structure principles of the concept of information as change and/or functionally:
transformator, etc. …
(- limitation costs: readability)

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Installation requirements:
Beamer, Computer, WLAN, (if in person with some available eﬀects: fog machine)
Materials used:
Information & Knowledge
Type of environment (space needs, open/closed space, public space/gallery space, minimum size):
Any. I can play with them.
Technical equipment (laptops, projectors, speakers, lights, etc.):
Yes. Please see above. If you have a techlist and make it open to be hacked/used, I would be interested to also play with extra-toys.
Controllers? Spheres to plugin and remix?
Special assistance needs (help for set-up, additional people needed for presentation/performance, etc.):
If there are potential co-players, I am very open to meet them.

*POV (point of view) compositions

HOW IS YOUR PROJECT RELATED TO THE FESTIVAL’S THEME?
I am queer lesbian, feminist information / media artist, thinker and doer, augmenting the feminist topic to a fundamental level of
post-binary, post-distinctive issues, connectiong it to quant physics via cybernetics and complexity non-lonear theory, crossing
Emmy Noether, Liz Kotz, Karen Barad, etc.
working on fresh relational compositons, mappings in augmented space and spheres and levels.
shared infos are those connecting out of your POV(point of view*)
diﬀerentiation, entanglement, non-locality, inseparability, multiplicity and its topological/ontological consequences, alternative
exchange forms, Next Order Codiﬁcation, New Flux Forms, Post-Dualistic Progression Technology, challenges of 3rd Millennium,
future shift,

HOW IS YOUR PROJECT RELATED TO FESTIVAL’S MANDATE?
from <<what is privacy?>> towards

->update ‘CONNECTION/RELATION’
-> reformulation of MEDIA/<THROUGH> (channeled and mapped)
/ exposure/resolution/scale
//DYNAMICS + COMPLEXITY + EMERGENCE:
fresh grounds for entity and rel.set composition and TRUTH MANIFESTATION:
deblurring states | freeing potential

::: bring those theory forward:::

FUNDING (If applicable, please indicate if you have access to travel funding, and how long you would need to stay in
Montreal prior to the festival.)
I will try to get funding at all potential German institutions like DAAD, etc., also look for specialized potential supporters (I got lists,
but am also thankful for your advises)

SHORT BIOGRAPHY (100 words max.):

Lisa Erb, *1981, trans-media / information artist (ICT/STEM), is working on a meta-theory of relation and <trans>form
trajectories, relational compositions and next order ontologies under the new paradigm (dynamic complex, non-linear,
non-local, post-distinctive), advancing a "big picture" of involved spheres under holistic perspective beyond technosciences, non-racist maths, cybernetics, physics, queer theory, pheminism, futurism, consciousness /system theory of
complex/dynamic systems, holism/GLoCal structures, unitary theory, EL, TOE & G.U.T. and doing ontology-/ space-/ and
meta-modelling, level and sphere compositions.

*POV (point of view) compositions

DESCRIPTION OF SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
Please provide visual material of proposed project as well as recent works (15 images max., JPG format 72 dpi), in
attachment. The description of the material should at least include the following information for each item: title, location
(venue, city, country), year.
Recent Work:
(1) (‘animal’x’friend’), generative autoencoded image (Maschine Learning), 2015
(2) Ontology Engineering 3D Space, 2015
(3) decisiontreerandomforests, 2015
(4) Pile of Links, 2015
(5) http://lisaerb.com/root/

Audio and/or video files (5 max.) online only. Please provide the URL(s) (and password(s), if applicable):
Video
Boundary Investigations http://vimeo.com/84891086
First Intros, # Volutive Principles (2011) https://youtu.be/VC1Q6GqCDA0?t=31s
Volution Institute Lectures https://youtu.be/5BxlG_9lfBk?t=2m15s

Audio
http://www.mixcloud.com/vjlse/a-litter-bit-clearer/
https://soundcloud.com/vjlse

ATTACHMENTS
Please provide the following documents along with the application form:
•
!
Curriculum Vitae
•
!
Supporting documents (see above)

*POV (point of view) compositions

meta-level’d<trans>: next post-distinct TO
META-ISSUES
to bring together knowledge about post-distinctive truth, non-binary behaviour, etc.
develop explicit forms, methods, activities, performances, out of the box- projects
culture of sharing and giveing

ABSTRACT
The ICI Berlin Institute for Cultural Inquiry is an independent centre for research and culture dedicated to
exploring how diverse cultures can be brought into productive rather than pernicious confrontation. It takes
'culture' in a broad sense to include cultures associated with different identities (such as age, class, ethnicity,
gender, nationality, race, religion, sexuality), spaces (such as city, internet, work) or discourses (such as art,
economics, law, media, politics, science). It understands 'culture' as a contested and problematic notion and
remains open to its various meanings in relation to other terms (such as implicit knowledge, nature,
signifying practice, structure of feeling, ways of life).

PROPOSAL

TO BRING IT ALL TOGETHER: VOLUTIONARY THEORY .
PROJECT IS CLEARING LONG-TERM RESEARCH.
a)combine information b) Theoretical Advances c) vertical slices
in the ﬁelds 1. STEM+META-DISCIPLINARY+ Innovation+ Foresight, 2. ICT/OntologyEngineering/
KnowledgeManagement, 3.COMPLEXITYTheory/MATHS+Physics

:Augmented Combinatorics:
in
embodiment/agency/emergence/
1.

TOPIC

New paradigm? Yes.Massive! Facing a Millennium of Change: Global turbulences, changing
topologies. WE ARE IN LEVEL CRISIS! With changing notion of media and information,
fundamental fresh grounds of structural complexification, multidimensionality, nonlinear dynamics
and dematerialization, we need to rearrange concepts of entity, direction & relational capabilities.
For 21st century challenges and global needs, the focus has to go to softinance, de-growth,
dynamic forms of organization within constant flux of change tangled state, new emergent forms,
fundamental fresh basics for transfer and exchange, flexible level architectures, allowing openended parameters, macro- & micro- politics of the multiple, ontologies of borderlessness,
augmented system of amongst, a new quality of post-quantity to upgrade to more advanced,
refinements of basal spheres, alternative forms of merge, new emergent forms of addition,
combination and relation: effective links to other units: process integrative open.
Giving up binary thinking. Becoming - multidimensional.
To rethink post-representative changing strategies: to bring together where it meets: unifying larger
scales - advancing a "big picture" of involved spheres.
[(choir:)/globalrealtimetruth:// level crisis//multiplicity/interconnectedness/..*]

//next level: meta-level’d<trans> <THROUGH>: fundamental framework

COSMOLOGIC AGE.

!NextParadigmaticStep2: Fresh Fundament: Culture+Technology+InterlinkedSciences:
Interconnectedness(:transfer and exchange:) (/Complexity) & Entanglement/
Dynamics/Openendedness: ]Enactment[ : TRUE<through> Rewrite TO/Intersection/
Trajectory(Manifestation/)/Time: next- order entity perception & relational potential/
Function (Work,Eﬀectiveness,Symviability)
upgrade fundamental relation composition (This through all parts of each), dimensions,
agencies, ...) fresh <to> is ‘cross-combined’ .
to dare to go beyond the paradigm/following the basal line of deduction of <<RELATION>>, ﬁnding very very fresh
composition parameters and rulesets of combination and merge, a fresh fundamental dimensional mapping
environment under fresh conditions/ facts set = set= ([‘Dynamics’, ‘Complexity’, Multiplicity, Emergence]) >>
ONTOLOGY // information /// potential //// entity-levels //// formal composition

General Focus:
Post-dualistic combinatorics. #POLYCONNECT, #MULTIPOTENTIAL
UPDATING RELATIONAL FUNDAMENTS OF INTERSECTION, ENTITY, EXCHANGE

GOAL
a meta-theory of relation and <trans>form trajectories (formerly known as time) under holistic
perspective, advancing a "big picture" of involved spheres for 21st century challenges: a new meta
horizon:
On a topologic view of relation in the process of becoming: From dual binary system to multiple,
from state to potential.

-

alternative forms of merge,
refinements of basal spheres, global needs
To a fresh form of relation/operation, new emergent forms.
To an ontology of states, to non-material subsets of dynamic form: Leveled<trans>. New openended rulesets. from representation to fruition.
- dynamic net and open /decentralized structs, alternative organization models, renewal of
connective abilities, redefinition of entity/node/set. The QUESTION OF BINDING.
- Flux techniques - in theory and in application.
Innovation Gap: in the potential of transdisciplinary and philosophical issues within 21st century highly complex
rel.set. Missing is the interlinkage of complex non-linear issues and the potential of fundamental fresh findings of
interlinkage and post-distinctive methods and forms, post-border states and exchange enabling technologies.

diﬀerentiation, entanglement, non-locality, inseparability, multiplicity and its topological/ontological consequences,
alternative exchange forms, Next Order Codiﬁcation, New Flux Forms, Post-Dualistic Progression Technology, challenges of 3rd
Millennium, future shift,

within structural complexification and dematerialization: There is information in the connection:
based on emergent diffraction: agency: fundamental structure principles of the concept of
information as change and/or functionally: transformator.
Taking ‘open technologies' from information to basic new mappings and dimensions, open-ended
ontologies..

rearranging fundamental relational politics: what transformation and change can
mean and what scales this might include.
shift - it’s form.

!post-binary/-distinctive/-dichotomic/ , vertical/<trans>[embedment, immersion, depth, ]
/parameter //levels //binding ///form ////functions /////deductions //////taxonomy///////ontology/<— static
vs. dynamiccomplexnonlocal—>post-paradigmatic:

In context ‘future of’ we need to focus on: Volutionary Thinking. Within: Towards:
general and special <THROUGH>.
redeﬁne action / deepify diversity in depth / below-relation
*’becoming’/transformation/nature/next/__/___//()*
ONTOLOGIC VIEW ON RELATION
*fresh next-level thinking: ontology/cause/pattern
META, zooming out of this planet and time*:

structural collapse and the emerging catastrophy in the interconnected
fields (climate, resources, exchange & structure systems, definition of
‘work’, ‘function’, ‘value’), composition of enactment framework
(distinctive, hierarchic, static)

2. QUESTIONS AND GOALS

Complex dynamic system in dependency of time & space: dilemma of linkage:
stretch of time space / depth.
- Formation productive summation:
- rewriting entity and transgression
- environment / horizon
- ‘culture' Technology: to bring it all together where it meets(culture, science, technology): !
optimization, !visionary UPDATING RELATIONAL FUNDAMENTS within /FRESH set
- value and ‘goal’ upgrade,
- {connectability} *’becoming’/transformation/nature/next/__/___//()*

Theoretical fundaments combined, manifesting the fresh core of uniﬁed
sciences and technologies, fresh grounds from the base: Aiming to promote
highly interdisciplinary research, that will make real advances to the solving of
important scientiﬁc questions where complexity is a key issue, we need
fundamental root rewritings.
To a fresh form of relation/operation, new emergent forms. new open-ended
rulesets1 beyond concepts of matter, bits, pieces, forces, mappings and
dimensions, emergent diﬀraction in the process of becoming.
Uniting ontology and depth of relations and representation of diﬀerent
methods, disciplines networks, in order to identify such structures and the
basis of processes and the dynamics. Softening and re- education what entity
is, acceptance of fragility, visionary intra- actions within the constant ﬂux of

change tangled state. “As we become increasingly less ‘linear’, many more
doors and pathways open up to us.
Goal is to a fresh non-static, non-dualistic form of "technology", intersection
border perception/ relation / / operation, the process of becoming, functional
diﬀerentiation focusing on the basal distinction: transformation as structure
Form of movement/ superposition in time and space and potentials, to come to
a simple form that is mighty of including all its subsets to an entity, allocation of
meaning
Rethinking
the coeﬃcients of the virtual
within fresh set of condition space (under inclusion of the observer,of dynamic
complex reality, non-locality, indeterminancy, )
basal rule of development and transition
- an up-to-date re-presentation of the enclosing (in the sense of the world)/
nature (in the sense of the form),
a new basal calculus (basing on emergent form of diﬀerentiation/combination)
new forms of basic addition and combination
from an essence towards a multiplicity. From static to dynamic. From absolute
to relative. From relation to interrelatedness. Erosion of the noumena' 3
-> new forms from there: <Combined> is a <trans> form to the next.
> update entity thinking via “aboutness”/multiplicity/post-dychotomic/queer/trans/
vertical path (this is what feels like falling/loosing-Alice’s track, the Strange Attraktor,
consciousness’ trap, Kauﬀman`s Knot...)
> rewrite fundamental relational concept [-> framework ([embedment, transfer/
deduction/application]) (co-/crowd-/mass-/compound- [intersection/relation/drive/
action]:means+functions[gloCal], stories and linings,
avantgardistic linings and structural meta-merge tries ) > ontology work and
arrangement
> optimisation and levels, over all sys towards symviability > dimensional expansion,
trajectories and depth
> connection from the base
> metaphorms and structure
> time and mapping
> Onto and Inter
> Fundamental (Relational) Big Picture

- RESEARCH QUESTIONS: - Fundamental Theory - Define Fresh Set:
- Fresh Arithmetic Calculus (inclusive, self-referential, dynamic, inductive, randomness)
- Fresh Deductions on the ‘Time’ Principle: open set, potential, ->manifestation
- Update on Perception: consciousness, depth, non-linear narratives, holism, multiplicity, focus,
dedication,

- Update Hotrizon: From Global to (+dimension(more-than “curled”)// next-order wrapping///
*merge*) Update effectiveness, ‘work’

- topics
<‘interconnectedness’, ‘immedience',’ ‘intersection’>
<functional composition sets in general, dimensional mapping, functional derives, complex
<TRANS>methodology>> fundamental:

- Modelling Trajectory (potential, relation, embedment, dimensions). <<<<COMBINE>>>>

on a shared level:
the vastness of that one big Stream
rearranging sight/horizon:
looking for the form of the form it can get very easy again.

Combining theories from physics, information theory, cybernetics, maths, technosciences, etc.
Quant physics, non-racist math and many non western investigations span a new meta horizon: transgression of
combination and merge, nested imaginary parts, leveled loops.

3. METHODOLOGY

method:
- across diﬀerent disciplines and discourses
myself:
- multidisciplinary
- artistic: abstraction to meta-levels. thinking BIG, to hold the head queer
- visionary:
- global perspective: combine into BIG PICTURE

Goal: sharing acid information/connections/drives (* can have many forms**) —
>Theoretical Fundaments and Practical Derives / Actions (ﬂux-driven open) / Interfaces
/ Manifestations. <queer/vertical/next-order>
PRACTICALLY
THEORY / APPLICATION
—> relevant fields /topics / areas / theories can be brought together —> institutions, programs,
investigations can be focused:

—> meta-modeling a BIG PICTURE
—>deduce
—> apply to

++++WITH YOU++++
to experience / to let <combinedPotential> ﬂow <sounds formless, but is radical and
profound(—>towards such <throughs:
:in communis:
experience + theory: new forms of exchange, gettogether, combination:
optimize potential: <meta-level’d> INTERSECT | CONNECT [<open>/let it ﬂow/
believe in automatition/information within stream]
// | COLLECT [spheres & levels] /// | INTERFACE/EMBED/IMMERSE
set frameworks to stream and line / to visualize / show / merge / aggregate /
combine : <Pfade und Horte> [info] // .access
// make experiencable (move-throughs/augmentations/immersion)
/// OPENNESS parameters : -plug in/ﬁnd open accesses and APIs to connect
!towards potential!4
joyful: intermix levels, spread vertical
# Inject functions
>)>
understanding node. a new sort of knitting techniques. ﬂexible in the hip. entity
consciousness / post-dom rel. queer retrieval`d. - “to hold the head slightly queer,
new pattern appear”1 metaspheric <trans> // emergent…
4. PRELIMINARY WORK

- collection of acid infos (people, institutes,…)
5. BEARS UPPON errans, in time

TIME

TO FEEL THIS AGAIN. IT IS TRUE. HARD TIMES ARE REALITY. LET US SHOW THE
DRAMATIC TRUTH AND OVERLAP RELEVANT NODES, ENERGIES AND INFORMATION.
THIS IS NO GAME. “Crossings” is a serious vertical insertation of enforcing a
(re-)volution in the minds and hearts. It is out there. hear it? Too? our next <TO>. Let ́s
get to the point. See you there?
SOFT
Towards 'open next' in gorgeous bloom: next level skills and intelligent tendencies

/ in ICT
> Sophisticated Level architectures
[node], <ID>, [‘agent’])//interfaces///knots)): deducing <</// FRESH PATTERN: *exchange* ////
“deducive sets fresh from the ground”>>
[<meta-information>]
>> ONTOLOGY // information /// potential //// entity-levels //// formal composition
>Ontologies:

The basic rel.set struct, functional derives,

*organizing depth of self (namespaces, ontologies, spheres, sectors, functions) *bringing
aggregated multi-spaces into effective real-time real world. *Autoconnect to related1 across
platforms
*develop individual API level (levels of depth and connectivity sets)

#enabling technologies, ##sphere-switcher skills
setting up fresh next-level #connectability, #symviability
Metabody is not a container or another externalized, seperated, materialized first-order level
group of differentiated, but a next-order space for potential and manifestation. It is a next
method/form of [boundary states] being 'in relation to’/‘amongst’ - this is very #FRESH: //
vertical: (‘communis’! - the inherent: such which we are in) : All is interconnected - (see e.g. #
"Topology in Condensed Matter", #"Symmetry, Structure and Tensor Properties of Materials", #
"infinity of present time", # "Entanglement Makes Quantum Particles Measurably
—————#Fellowship Announcement: #ERRANS, in Time (2016-18)
The ICI Berlin Institute for Cultural Inquiry announces ten post-doctoral fellowships for the 2016-18 project
ERRANS, in Time.
Conceptions of time and varied modes of temporal experience seem more at odds now than ever. Hamlet’s
hunch – that ‘the time is out of joint’ – has turned into an evergreen of critical discourse. Admittedly, ideas of
physical, social, revolutionary time, internal time consciousness, or historical experience are far from settled
in their respective discourses and practices. Yet attempts to harmonize or correlate the understanding of time
and temporal phenomena generated in different disciplines all-too quickly – and largely with violent effect –
resort to normative, if not teleological ideas of progress, efficiency, narrative sense-making, or experiential
plenitude.
The rich traditions of critical thinking about time that challenge such normative ideas can, however, appear
complicit with the new temporal regimes of capitalism. For example, they are marked by the increase of
flexitime in the workplace, celebrations of discontinued employment, even obsolescence as ‘reinventions of
the self’. Additionally, the fact that the time of cyclical crises proper to capitalism has been rendered opaque
by the proliferation of hedging and speculating on ‘futures’ or that high-frequency trade algorithms enable
transactions at posthuman speeds. With acceleration having reached the point of evoking no longer progress
but ideas of a ‘frenetic standstill’ (Virilio, Rosa) or the end of history, it would indeed seem that radical
opposition to a particular temporal mode – such as linearly progressing time – is neither sufficient nor
necessary, but, rather, risks proving counter-productive.
In this second instalment of the Core Project ERRANS,
we ask whether the heterogeneous relations between discordant conceptions of time and temporality can be
understood as being ‘erratically’ structured, that is, as marked by inherent misapprehensions, a dissonance
that defies regulation, and an unexpected variability. For example, boredom or suspense challenges our
confidence in the homogeneity of the flow of time; for Fanon, decolonial struggle creates a new human
being, but can only do so by reworking the entire past from its very beginning; involuntary memory
undermines the supposedly cumulative experience of time throughout a lifetime; Kristeva’s notion of
‘women’s time’ and queer temporalities reveal the (hetero)normative investments in the naturalized time of
reproduction; psychotic experiences of homogeneous time unsettle our confidence that linear time is
intelligible at all, as do the divergent modifications of Newtonian time by statistical, relativistic, and quantum
mechanics; and the explosive potential of temporal standstill undoes the dynamist model for ‘revolution’

inherited from premodern theories of planetary motion.
The different temporal forms of erring provide a possible point of departure. Thus, Homer’s Odyssey
juxtaposes its hero’s classical errantry – frequently seen as anticipating bourgeois, enlightened, or capitalist
subjectivity – with the errant ruse of Penelope’s nocturnal unravelling of the burial shroud she is weaving
during the day. These modes of erring also need to be considered as gendered, as one could argue for many
temporal categories. Penelope’s gesture presents a paradigm for radical, that is, ‘wilful’ resistance to the
narrative strongholds on temporal experience and, by extension, to the dictates of the exploitation of labour
time that only intensified with the creation of inactive leisure or ‘down’ time. Penelope’s unravelling, hence, is
akin to the radically negative temporalities experienced in melancholia, obsessive-compulsive disorders,
lethargy, or traumatic rupture, ultimately raising the possibility of an ‘empty’ or even ‘dead’ time.
Similarly, neither the time that can only be killed nor the time buckling before the deadline, neither the crawl
of monotony or tedium nor the unlimited expandability of imminence can be discounted as mere limit cases
or pathological experiences, but would have to be taken seriously as errant misalignments of irreconcilable
aspects of time.
A radical discordance of Euro-American time becomes most blatantly manifest in what Johannes Fabian has
termed ‘the schizogenic use of time’ by well-intentioned anthropologists: interacting with indigenous peoples
in one time and writing about them in another, they perpetuate a systematic temporal relegation that in
colonial regimes was based on assumptions about non-Western peoples living outside of time and needing
to be brought up to date or ‘civilized’. These vast lingering temporal injustices, but also the most modest
temporal complications of affective experience remain linked to the peculiar afterlife of history – past the
closed gardens of salvation and redemption, past (post-)Hegelian mobilizations, past other narrative
closures. Much recent work on the temporal structures and textures of the everyday – changing dramatically
in a media culture going ‘live’ 24/7 –, the monotonous, boredom, but also the event, trauma, catastrophe, or
end, draws its power from a confrontation with the frames of history, enlarged, crooked, manipulated, or
broken as they may be.
We welcome contributions from a wide variety of fields and disciplines, pertaining, for example, to:
Incompatible temporalities conjured up in aesthetic conceptions of vitality and vitalist legacies of the life
sciences
Decolonizing metropolitan time, both questioning claims of belatedness at the periphery, and embracing
indigenous epistemologies of time
A queer cultivation of nostalgia, complicating the relation to futurity
The relation of physics and philosophy regarding the complementarity of being and becoming, reversibility
and irreversibility, or the entanglement of past, present, and future
The paradoxical mobilization and political value of an aesthetics of untimeliness
Media-specific temporalities in the constitution of the archive
The shifting valences of age and ageing beyond a teleology of deathbound decline
Temporal antinomies and narratological deviations in literature and other media
Controversies in psychoanalysis and theories of cultural memory revolving around the concept of
belatedness/retroaction (Nachträglichkeit)
The importance of anachronism as a critical category but also as a deliberate strategy
Fashion as an ambivalent model of disjunctive temporalities
Ideas of survival, afterlife, and revenants beyond standard conceptions of tradition or genealogy
The ICI Berlin invites scholars from all disciplines to engage in a joint exploration of ERRANS, in Time. We
especially welcome applications from individuals who will contribute to diversity and equal opportunity in
scholarly research.
The committed exchange between fellows is a central aim of the Institute. Applicants should be interested in
a theoretical reflection upon the conceptual and intellectual basis of their projects and in discussing it with
fellows from other disciplines. In particular, fellows will be expected to participate in the weekly colloquia, biweekly informal meetings, and other activities of the Institute, to contribute to a common publication, and to
be resident in Berlin for the duration of the fellowship.
The fellowships announced are for the academic years 2016-18 (12 September 2016 – 13 July 2018). There
is no age limit, but applicants should have obtained their PhD within ten years of the date of appointment or
have fulfilled all requirements for receiving their PhD by 1 July 2016. Stipends range from EUR 1800 to 2000
per month.
Interested applicants should read also the description of the Core Project ERRANS and follow the
#application instructions.
Application deadline: 6 January 2016
#iciberlin #berlin #postdoc #stipend
The modern use of the English verb ‘to err’ seems to have lost all positive connotations. It no longer invokes
wandering, rambling, or roaming, and is now mainly understood negatively in relation to a prescribed path or

goal. To be sure, errors play an important role in the pursuit of knowledge and happiness, but usually only to
the extent that their recognition allows for their elimination, correction, and avoidance. Deviations and
failures thus confirm the norm and the proverb ‘errare humanum est’ does not imply a valourization of erring,
but rather a humbling of humanity joined with the warning – which no longer needs to be stated explicitly –
that to persevere in erring is a mark of stupidity, insanity, or evil.
And yet, the case can and has been made for a radical affirmation of erring as the necessary condition not
only for humanity but for life and history. Michel Foucault, for instance, notes in reference to the
epistemologist Georges Canguilhem, whom he calls a ‘philosopher of error’, that ‘life is what is capable of
error’ and that ‘error is at the root of what makes human thought and its history’. An infallible adherence to
norms and laws can indeed appear inhuman, like a lifeless mechanism incapable of any novelty. However,
embracing error remains a challenging and paradoxical thought, unless one keeps the meaning of ‘erring’ as
a directionless wandering governed by chance rather than efficient or final causes. This older meaning is still
present in the notions of ‘errantry’ or ‘errance’ that Canguilhem in fact conjectures to be one with human
error.
The notion of errantry relates to the kind of radical questioning, deconstruction, and making fluid of fixed
norms, identities, and goals that – since the last third of the 20th century at least – has affirmed mobility,
process, and becoming without aim or substance. It resonates, for instance, with strategies of queering and
with feminist figurations of nomadic subjects (Rosi Braidotti), and the term explicitly enters Édouard
Glissant’s postcolonial interpretation of rhyzomatic thought for a philosophy and poetics of relations. At the
same time, affirming mere movement remains perhaps necessarily ambiguous when one asks about its
causes and effects. How can one ascertain that erring does not remain tied to a preoccupation with lack,
existential rootlessness, truth, or authentic being? To what extent does the possibility of utility or productivity
by serendipity re-inscribe a normative teleology? While erring may have no goal, it may still find its end,
which – rather than offering a viable incommensurable alternative – may get integrated in a history of
progress or relegated to insignificance if not extinction. With hindsight, erring indeed seems all-too suited for
the new norms of flexibility in post-Fordist neo-liberalism: it is consistent with a logic of trial and error, which
promotes precarious errantry with the expectation that some will succeed and energize the economy, while
the necessary failure of the many is absorbed through an ideology of hope and deferral or through (inner)
emigration. Moreover, it is uncertain how well errantry can succeed in fully extricating itself from the logic not
only of expansive exploration but also of colonization and its consequences of forced displacement and
hybridization.
The recent interest in affirming failure and negating the future can be understood as a response to these
concerns: it points towards a more radical affirmation of error than via errantry. Keeping teleological norms in
plain view and confronting them head-on safeguards against co-optation and feeding into cruel optimism
(Lauren Berlant). However, to what extent does this produce a dead end without escape, foreclosing
possibilities of chancing upon the unexpected or of valuing the very movement of erring?
Recognizing that a critique of the ideals of productivity, success, goal-orientation, and determination is
necessarily paradoxical, the ICI Core Project Errans takes the shifting and incompatible meanings of erring
as a starting point to explore the critical potentials and risks of embracing error, randomness, failure, and
non-teleological temporalities. The inquiry is intended to reach across different disciplines and discourses,
relating not only to the knowledge of life, diaspora, or arts of failing, but also, for instance, to aesthetics,
theories of play and games, or random-walk models in (finance) mathematics.

CODING / DECODING BORDER

: Post-Border-States:

RELATIONAL POLITICS
:Augmented Combinatorics: post-distinctive / non-binary // augmented
Facing global system change / collapse / paradigm | #LevelCrisis: post-paradigmatic:structural complexiﬁcation,
multidimensionality, inseperability, … post-paradigm / fresh_conditions = ([ (/Complexity/Multiplicity/ Emergence /
Openendedness, Entanglement/ Dynamics/ non-linear, non-local,’,,]), … >>
and its topological / ontological consequences:
Augmenting to a fundamental level of post-binary, post-distinctive truth, 1 to
fresh relational compositons, mappings in augmented space and spheres and levels:

meta-level’d<trans>: next post-distinct TO
Relational Composition2 / updated Exchange/Merge/Binding Rules & Gates
very_very fresh composition parameters and rulesets for combination and merge:
based on diﬀraction / entanglement / emergence.

1

and connect it to quant physics via cybernetics and complexity non-linear theory, Feminist/Queer Theory, Knot Theory,
Epistemology, futurism, Cybernetics, Technosciences, Holism, Ecocriticism, Complexity Theory, … Non-Racist Maths, Physics,
complex/dynamic systems, crossing Emmy Noether, Karen Barad, Katherine N. Hayles, Heinz von Foerster, Gregory Bateson,
Lagrange, Feynman, Kaufman, Bohm,Bohr, etc.) to connect where it all meets: Post- Paradigm: .update(Intersection - Distinction)
2

/ Trajectories, Mapping

Multiplicity/Borderlessness/Interconnectedness3 - Agency -— ONTOLOGY
in: Non-Linear Complex Dynamic System:
fundamental Post-binary Combination:
fundamental Fresh basics for basal distinction, transfer and exchange, ﬂexible level architectures,
allowing open-ended parameters, macro- & micro- politics of the multiple, ontologies of borderlessness,
augmented system of amongst, a new quality of post-quantity to upgrade to more advanced, reﬁnements
of basal spheres, alternative forms of merge, new emergent forms of addition, combination and relation:
eﬀective links to other units: process integrative open.
rearrange the concept of entity, direction and relational potential,
on dimensional interrelational scale:

within

#POLYCONNECT, #MULTIPOTENTIAL
/// potential //// entity-levels //// formal composition

Post-Dualistic Combinatorics - beyond the Standard Model
Rewrite TO/Intersection/Trajectory(Manifestation/)/Time:
next-order mapping:: entity / string ((_X_,+,x,exp,+dim)]} &
relational potential/function in multiple scales4
a fresh fundamental dimensional mapping environment:
->update (:/TO/2) 5
(1) 6 —rel — (3) 7
Bifurcation,
Distinction | Intersection /
Entity/Node Composition89
/ Spheres and Scapes10 / density /determination (//extra-dimensions))))))
Transition / Relational Trajectory

Relational Dimensions

Dynamic diﬀerentiation
entanglement

Generation | declination | narration | curvature
//Dimensional composition
Optimization | Technological Change:
Politics of the Multiple | Updated Binding Techniques | Next-level
Infrastructure | gloCal Potential
*softinance**post-distinct* *relax toposphere*
multidirectional | multilevel | multimodal
Eﬀective Layers, next-level Mappings, functional trajectories

3

Paradigm: Intersection - Distinction / Process

4

(binding:agency:exchange:mean:value:function:work:effectiveness:
symviability:presence:fruition:bloom) or in completly different strings.
‘CONNECTION/RELATION’/ Intersection,
boundary_condition, basal_distinction, differentiation
5

6

entity/node/sphere/string

7

enclosure/environment/augmented

8

Metainformation, Attribution Theory, Classification, PropertyGraph, Space Mapping, ..

9

Content, Value, Binding:Trust

10

Environment, Consciousness / next-level/augmented wrap))) composition

#Exchange and SharingTechnologies
#Interaction, #Organizational Development,
# World System Innovation For Sustainability,
#Continuum Post-Mechanics, #Symviability
#Survival dynamics
#Transformative
#Extensions

BIO NARRATION
Lisa Erb
is trans-media / information artist, studied “Sculpture” & “New”Space/Time/“Media”, studied physics (get closer to
dilemma of linkage: distinction, stretch of time space / depth), Feminist/QueerTheory, Post-Binary framing
environment/structure, Cybernetics, Complexity, unitary theory, EL, TOE & G.U.T, meta-entrances & its topology.11
aggregating acid information, outlining the big picture, channelling interfaces, compounds. in STEM/STS/Innovation.
in NET/ICT: implication of next net: Notion of media & information in web/scape 3.0, knowledgemanagement,
metadata, semantic web, ontologies, Linked Data, RNNs, data mapping,…
Top _Applied: creator of “Fresh Future Theory Festival” 2011, residency at Robert Wilsońs Watermill Center 2008
More cv: http://lisaerb.com/root/cv
More more: http://sheltered-domain.org

PRACTICALLY
What I can offer: acid information in any desired form a 20 min aggregation of information in the format of a video/
text/talk. Brewed fresh for your POV. Plus additional material if wanted (visualizations() to go along) plus acid
information digital package (stick/github repo)
REF

VIDEO
AUDIO

Boundary Investigations https://vimeo.com/84891086
LSE:soundcloud https://soundcloud.com/vjlse
LSE:mixcloud https://www.mixcloud.com/vjlse/
MMYYSTER YRTEMMYS https://soundcloud.com/mmyyster-yrtemmys/is-it-so-simple
META
http://intelligentenvironment.net/ & http://institute.volution.cc/ & http://lisaerb.com/root/
is/ & http://volution.cc/mission.htm & http://sheltered-domain.org

MOTIVATION
Facing massive structural collapse/level crisis: object-subject/resource, binding, individual/entity composition,
information, access and functional and perspective compositions, time and resource management, structures, politics <level>’d <TRANS>, meta-spherical: Twist in struct, potential, emergence, open-next> post-distinctive, symviable,…
<!META><“visionary”> —> towards fresh letting structs:
a new understanding of superpositioning, mash up, combination and pluralism. (This is errupting policies and base
fundaments)
POV: Interconnected. Within next augmented scape: multiplicity and its organization. Power is in the gate rules. Next
order future scape: mapping; next sphere rel set compositions, functions, and relooping, gating, chaining combinations
and projections.
Meta-modelling our fundamental relational composition and come to more efficient mappings and united abilities - via
softinance and non-binary theory - updating epistheme and horizon. Shaking fundamental math, differentiation theory,
complexity theory, quantum field gravity, .. the POST-PARADIGMATIC SCAPE so close..
To update relational trajectories and ontology can even augment religions.
Fundamental changes. Next-level flux techniques. Post-Border-States. - this through all scales. Hear it dropping?

Not just technologically applied into objects and
gadget but fundamental work:

Implications of fresh set we are in:
and questions we have to pose.
Boundary issues
/politics /potential
Topology, Ontology
Territory and Borders Spaces
dimensional composition
Acid information.
A combination of those.
You don`t have to finance this new work, I finance it on my own then.
AND / OR
a combination of effective metadata / keywords (plain or processed)
aka.
eventdatachannel
schemedimension
flaggingzones
baselinemetricssignals
channelattributionmodel
trackingdatamodel
eventbasedtracking
behavioraggregator
localizingsystems
globalsystems
UniqueID
GeneratedOutput
gating
nodeweigth
embededsemantics
featureextraction
patternrecognition
contextexpansion
CompositionModel
parameters
dimensions
timefunctionlining
Interlinkage
Encounter
aboutness
objectnode
Layers
Expansions
depth
Linkage
proximitendistance
EnvironmentSensor, ……

Lisa Erb / Volution Labs

#WRITING

Strand: I would like to go with Alva Noë and Henk Borgdorff.
Art, Philosophy, Writing and Speech
STEM+ICT+EL+GUT, Science, Technology, Art, Philosophy, (Writing and Speech) - META / NEXT-LEVEL SCAPES -

“the relationship of art practice and writing in the context of research”
Post-linear narratives,
depth and metainformation,
on post-linear linings.

Statement:
me in this: touchinglevelsin300words:tips_of__the___iceberg_____foryour______POV:

next-order relational compositions, -ontologies, -meta-scapes, <trans>form trajectories,
freeing potential
<A fresh_form_of deep_rel. through scales.>
FUNDAMENTAL fresh grounds for entity and rel.set_composition & TRUTH_MANIFESTATION:
<<<a_new_sort_of_knitting_technique: :flexible/in%the§hip:. entity-conscious / post-dm.. - queer_retrieval`d.
“to-hold-the-head-slightly-queer,_new-pattern-appear” >>>

*ontologic_surfing*
- The QUESTION OF BINDING and TO THE NEXT in
time and space
meta-level’d<trans>: next post-distinct TO
THERE ARE SO MANY INTERFACES TO THIS
INFORMATION. INFORMATION IS DEEP AND NODES
fresh <to> is ‘cross-combined’::
ARE MULTIPLEX CONNECTED.
rearrange the concept of entity, direction and relational potential,
on dimensional interrelational scale: within
ONTOLOGY/NETWORK in 4+dim space.
nonlinear.
Challenges_of_3rd_Millennium, FutureShift, holistic_entity_drive, survival dynamics
potential
#LevelCrisis: structural complexification, multidimensionality, inseperability, …
AUGMENTED SCAPE
post-paradigm / fresh_conditions = ([ (/Complexity/Multiplicity/ Emergence /
NEXT-ORDER META-SPHERE
Openendedness, Entanglement/ Dynamics/ non-linear, non-local,’,,]), … >> /and its
EMERGENCE/ magic in intersection
topological / ontological consequences:
meta level’trans
<relax toposphere>
sphere
switching skills
very_very fresh composition parameters and rulesets for combination and merge:
organizing depth
a fresh fundamental dimensional mapping environment:
this as a form.
DEEP (Fresh Level and Sphere and Parameter) COMPOSITIONS
I can wrangle down from 5000 to 300 and get inconsistent
strings in the end or parts and disgusting bits. Horrible to redo
1
->update (:/TO/2)
it over and over. But all that background information and a lot
(1) 2 —rel — (3) 3
more needs to be mentioned and then the 300 are full again..
metaspheric:

#POLYCONNECT, #MULTIPOTENTIAL

Knowledge management. ontologies and taxonomies - the big
is in front of my eyes, but the floats along it have
always different shapes and the focus is a multiplex thing. Image
There is such a meta-form transgression, volution, life/time/
line. It is so much augmented in relational potential. The brain
capacity still is not enough. Polyplex scapes and ADHD.

(/levels/slices/scales:) /// potential //// entity-levels //// form*
picture

Rewrite TO/Intersection/Trajectory(Manifestation/)/Time:
next-order mapping:: entity / string ((_X_,+,x,exp,+dim)]} &
relational potential/function in multiple scales4

META combinatorics - Topology and Binding,
‘function, gates & routes (..’
// Dimensional Mapping // next-order wrapping///*merge*)5
Fundamental changes. Next-level flux techniques.
- this through all scales. Hear it dropping?

‘CONNECTION/RELATION’/ Intersection,
boundary_condition, basal_distinction, differentiation
2 entity/node/sphere/string
3 enclosure/environment/augmented
4 (binding:agency:exchange:mean:value:function:work:effectiveness:
symviability:presence:fruition:bloom) or in completly different strings.
5 Dynamic Differentiation /Attractor Dynamics, Gravity, Time, Lining, Path
1

TEST: one <random> copy-paste-sentence eventually is more
clear: “<TRANS>methodology> One fundamental root.
Flexible. Towards NEXT: Becoming - multidimensional.
Dealing with New Cognitive Dimensions, rearranging
fundamental relational politics: what transformation and change
can mean and what scales this might include. Fundamental
fresh basics for transfer and exchange: a meta-application of
relation and leveled form trajectories under interconnected
potential scape. Augmented system of amongst, macro &
micropolitics of the multiple, flexible level / bottom-up
architectures, open ended ontologies, rules of transformation to
the next in time and space, an ontology of borderlessness, a
new quality of post-quantity to upgrade to more advanced
ontologies.For alternative forms of merge, refinements of basal
spheres and needs: in realtime processed, optimized
condensement of virtual, potential and pyhsical reality. For new
emergent forms of addition, combination and relation: effective
links to other units: process integrative open. Next-level,
volutionary..”

Lisa Erb / Volution Labs

#WRITING

Duration of proposed engagement:

- e.g. 10min “lecture performance” format / danceable_lecture_movie / <movethrough> - a mixdown for the
required length on

- if you want: many more text, links, p:r::fs (ACID INFORMATION*—), (e.g. provided as repository at github/a
cowork/-share folder/pad, etc.) - have all with me anyhow. Let´s play!

Requirements:
No special requirements. Though mixers and gates could be great to shake phrases. And transparent spheres to
map layers.

Relevant Web Links:
VIDEO
AUDIO

META

Boundary Investigations https://vimeo.com/84891086
LSE:soundcloud https://soundcloud.com/vjlse
LSE:mixcloud https://www.mixcloud.com/vjlse/
MMYYSTER YRTEMMYS https://soundcloud.com/mmyyster-yrtemmys/is-it-so-simple
http://intelligentenvironment.net/ & http://institute.volution.cc/ & http://lisaerb.com/root/is/
________________________________________

* holistic perspective beyond techno-sciences, non-racist maths, cybernetics, physics, queer theory, pheminism, futurism,
consciousness /system theory of complex/dynamic systems, holism/GLoCal structures, unitary theory, EL, TOE & G.U.T.
**sorry_for_combining_’words’_to_’token’_but_this_is_another_way_of_solving_yr_300word_puzzle_:_bending_the_interf
ace._Please_Imagine_I_just_inflated_your_container_balloon_but_did_not_drop_out_of_it.

__________________________________________________________________________
Lisa Erb
yes@lisaerb.com
Volution Labs
Change Investigations & Visionary Services
http://sheltered-domain.org

STS Innovation Future

Lisa Erb / Volution Labs 2016

ABSTRACT
meta-level’d<trans>: next post-distinct TO / Next-level ﬂux techniques - Update POV & Binding: Augmented
metascape: fresh relational trajectories for 21st century
Not speciﬁed, but universal, cross-disciplinary and meta-investigative:
Facing global system change / collapse / paradigm | #LevelCrisis: Global turbulences, changing topologies. errupting
static structures: post-paradigmatic:structural complexiﬁcation, multidimensionality, inseperability, … post-paradigm
/ fresh_conditions = ([ (/Complexity/Multiplicity/ Emergence / Openendedness, Entanglement/ Dynamics/ non-linear,
non-local,’,,]), … >> and its topological / ontological consequences:
:Augmented Combinatorics: radically new technologies: slaughtering dimensions
TO BRING IT ALL TOGETHER: Augmenting STS+Transdisciplinary + STEM + T.O.E., EL. & G.U.T, : to a fundamental level
of post-binary, post-distinctive truth, (1) to fresh relational compositons, mappings in augmented space and spheres
and levels: UPDATING RELATIONAL FUNDAMENTS within /FRESH set
to know where it meets: UPDATING CONCEPTS OF INTERSECTION, ENTITY, EXCHANGE,
direction & relational capabilities.
Relational Composition (2) / updated Exchange/Merge/Binding Rules & Gates
very_very fresh composition parameters and rulesets for combination and merge:
based on diﬀraction / entanglement / emergence / diﬀussion and recurrence. No blackbox! Diﬀerent gating!
meta-level’d<trans>: next post-distinct TO
Multiplicity/Borderlessness/Interconnectedness (3) - Agency -— ONTOLOGY
fundamental Post-binary Combination:
fundamental Fresh basics for basal distinction, transfer and exchange, ﬂexible level architectures, allowing openended parameters, macro- & micro- politics of the multiple, ontologies of borderlessness, augmented system of
amongst, a new quality of post-quantity to upgrade to more advanced, reﬁnements of basal spheres, alternative
forms of merge, new emergent forms of addition, combination and relation: eﬀective links to other units: process
integrative open.
Rearrange the concept of entity, direction and relational potential on dimensional interrelational scale: within
#POLYCONNECT, #MULTIPOTENTIAL
/// potential //// entity-levels //// formal composition - encapsulations and bindings for 21st century.
Post-Dualistic Combinatorics - beyond the Standard Model
Rewrite TO/Intersection/Trajectory(Manifestation/)/Time:
next-order mapping:: entity / string ((_X_,+,x,exp,+dim)]} &
relational potential/function in multiple scales (4) /nested hierarchies
a fresh fundamental dimensional mapping environment:
->update (:/TO/2) (5)
(6) —rel — (3) (7)
Bifurcation,
Distinction | Intersection /
Entity/Node Composition (8, 9)
/ Spheres and Scapes (10) / density /determination (//extra-dimensions))))))
Transition / Relational Trajectory
Dynamic diﬀerentiation
entanglement
Relational Dimensions
Generation | declination | narration | curvature
//Dimensional composition
Optimization | Technological Change:
Politics of the Multiple | Updated Binding Techniques | Next-level Infrastructure | gloCal Potential
*softinance**post-distinct* *relax toposphere*
multidirectional | multilevel | multimodal
Eﬀective Layers, next-level Mappings, functional trajectories

STS Innovation Future

Lisa Erb / Volution Labs 2016

(1) and connect it to quant physics via cybernetics and complexity non-linear theory, Feminist/Queer Theory, Knot
Theory, Epistemology, futurism, Cybernetics, Technosciences, Holism, Ecocriticism, Complexity Theory, … Non-Racist
Maths, Physics, complex/dynamic systems, Fresh Holistic Dedication Horizons / Open Letting Environments // Nextorder relations economic and technology political programs, unitary theory, of complex / dynamic systems,
diﬀerentiation, holism / GLobal structures, unitary theory, EL and TOE - crossing Emmy Noether, Karen Barad,
Katherine N. Hayles, Heinz von Foerster, Gregory Bateson, Lagrange, Feynman, Kaufman, Bohm, Bohr, etc.) to
connect where it all meets: Post-Paradigm: .update(Intersection - Distinction)
(2) / Trajectories, Mapping
(3) Paradigm: Intersection - Distinction / Process
(4) (binding:agency:exchange:mean:value:function:work:eﬀectiveness:
symviability:presence:fruition:bloom) or in completly diﬀerent strings.
(5) ‘CONNECTION/RELATION’/ Intersection, boundary_condition, basal_distinction, diﬀerentiation
(6) entity/node/sphere/string
(7) enclosure/environment/augmented
(8) Metainformation, Attribution Theory, Classiﬁcation, PropertyGraph, Space Mapping, ..
(9) Content, Value, Binding:Trust
(10) Environment, Consciousness / next-level/augmented wrap))) composition

KEYWORDS
#metascape, #ontology, #diﬀraction, #meta-level´d trans form trajectory, #volution

COMMENTS
Presentation type: can be poster or paper or (dancable) video lecture.
more:
VIDEO Boundary Investigations https://vimeo.com/84891086
AUDIO
LSE:soundcloud https://soundcloud.com/vjlse
LSE:mixcloud https://www.mixcloud.com/vjlse/
MMYYSTER YRTEMMYS https://soundcloud.com/mmyyster-yrtemmys/is-it-so-simple
META
http://intelligentenvironment.net/ & http://institute.volution.cc/ &
http://lisaerb.com/root/is/ & http://volution.cc/mission.htm & http://sheltered-domain.org

AUTHOR
Lisa Erb
VolutionLabs
+17682116611
laboratorium@lisaerb.com

Summarise your idea, including context, concept and motivation, in
maximum 80 words. *
We are in level crisis facing a Millennium of Change: Global turbulences,
changing topologies. With changing notion of media and information,
fundamental fresh grounds of structural complexification, multidimensionality,
dynamics and dematerialization, we need to rearrange the concept of entity,
direction, relational capabilities. To bring it all together where it meets: unifying
larger scales - advancing a "multidimensional picture", theoretical fundaments
combined, manifesting core of unified sciences and technologies for
paradigmatic millenniums burst: fresh grounds from the base: Becoming multidimensional.
Describe your idea: how will it engage people in the re-definition and
shaping of public space. What issue would you like to tackle with your
idea? *

We need fundamental root rewritings, aiming to promote highly
interdisciplinary research, that will make real advances to the solving of
important scientific questions where complexity is a key issue. renewal of
“connective” and relational technologies - new tendencies in the mode of
representation and negation, basing on change factors. Rethinking RELATION means rewriting combination and to Rel.Set of Entity. Fundamental changes of
next level flux techniques - in theory and in application.
A trans-disciplinary INSTITUTE / CONSORTIUM shall bring it all togehter: The
Big Picture combining/unifying larger scales.
an institution for the combination of basal theory as a brewery for dynamic net
and open /decentralized structs, alternative organization models, renewal of
connective abilities, redefinition of entity/node/set. The QUESTION OF BINDING.
Rethinking the coefficients of the virtual within fresh set of condition space
under inclusion of the observer, of dynamic complex reality, non-locality,
indeterminancy, basal rule of development and transition - an up-to-date representation of the enclosing (in the sense of the world)/nature (in the sense of
the form), a new basal calculus (basing on emergent form of differentiation/
combination) new forms of basic addition and separation -> new logic derives
from there: Creating such a new structure: rearranging fundamental relational
politics: what transformation and change can mean and what scales this might
include. Fundamental fresh basics for transfer and exchange: a meta-theory of
relation and Leveled form trajectories under holistic perspective, alternative
forms of merge, refinements of basal spheres, global needs: augmented system
of amongst, macro & micropolitics of the multiple, flexible level architectures,
open ended ontologies, rules of transformation to the next in time and space,
an ontology of borderlessness, a new quality of post-quantity to upgrade to
more advanced ontologies.
With applying LABS that deduce process-focused innovative technologies /
applications in the real/virtual world.
Describe the context of your idea (local, regional, digital etc.). What is your
motivation for this idea? What makes your idea urgent, innovative or
ground-breaking? *

Truth on a complete advanced set. In reality of 21st century´s interlinked
society, after the discovery of Higgs Particle, dysfunctional static sets in time
and resource management.
To really begin at the basics: What is possible? What do we really need? besides all old dominance-oriented doctrines.
What is individual and what is whole? How are borders, range and effects
understood? On what levels and dimensions is ‘value’/‘work’ ‘through’‘true’
valid? Towards entangled enactment: reflective engagement, dynamic form of
organisation. Softening and re- education what entity is, acceptence of fragility,
visionary intra-actions withing the constant flux of change tangled state.
To overcome global crisis sustainability deeper evolved: Knotting sustainable
nodes/networks/clusters, ontologies, semantics that work global/local based
on a new system of dynamic adaptability and symviability-seeking value/
trust ... idea./needs.. that system with new relational settings. glocal. network
relation among nodes and depth distributed collaboration bottom up combined
into one complex practice, a new savoir-vivre, transcending needs and visions
effective links to next order spheres.
Combining social exchange theory with virtual worlds. The new story about ‘to
aquire and use’, within a decentralized net for exchange. “The value of objects
does not depend on their characteristics or their components, but rather on
their contribution to the well-being of the people who use them.” Binding is
always emotional and irrational, a social construct of complex psychological
and cultural power. Magic in exchange. Safety is trust.
What transformation and change can mean and what scales this might include
and setting up institutions for the combination of basal theory and breweries
for dynamic net and open / letting structs, Clearly, with the major crisis we are
in danger of, we have to envision fresh grounds and organization with tons of
optimism and large scale ideas.
Describe the
involved target
groups that will
be most
impacted by and
engaged in the
realisation of
this idea. *

All levels and people: Providing a fresh methods of
exchange for this young Millennium basing on different
quality and asset (ethics, philosophy), restructuring
binding, trust, safety, abandoning old top-down models,
redefining value as a mean of communication comparable
to other flows of matter and energy for a new
understanding of human relationship with life and world.
Ontologist and metatheorists first for the theory basics,
then the big picture with people plugging in, crowdoriented problem solving

Describe your (potential) partners. Which sectors/professional fields do
they represent? *
System sciences Science and Technology, ICT, STEM, ‘Innovation Strategists’,
economic and technology political programs, NetworkThinkers, NodeRulers,
Mulitpliers and Alternative Additioners, education, economics, social
innovation, collective intelligence, New Media / Information / communication
Tecnologies, nonlinear networks, postdigital circuits, post duality distribution,
participation agency, postvirtual, multidimensional, Semantic Web, Linked Data,
Namespaces, Ontologies, KnowledgeManagement, holism, quant physics,
dynamic living systems, non-racsist (post-binary) maths, complextity, structure
theory, Ecology, Metaphysics, Pheminism, Physics, Evolution Theory, Cognition
theory, Consciousness theory, Complexe Systems, Dynamic Systems,
Differentiation Theory, Holism/ GLobal Structures, non-western cultures,
unitary theory, systems thinking, Operators, Trajectories, Dimensions,
VectorFileds, Equilibrium, Bifurication, Agental Realism, C onnectability,
Globalisation, ...
Which skills and/or experience that you already have are relevant for the
realisation of this idea? (if applicable, name examples of projects/
partnerships you or your organisation have been involved in) *
I am trans-media / information artist, investigating on the fundamental
unification of ArtNTecNSciences, working on a meta-theory of relation and form
trajectories, between techno-sciences, cybernetics, physics, maths, queer
theory, pheminism, futurism, consciousness /system theory of complex /
dynamic systems, differentiation, holism / GLobal structures, unitary theory, EL
and TOE and I have been working on the “Boundary/through issue” since 1999.
I am mostly deep within investigations in alternative exchange forms, I have
done lectures, videos, exhibitions since many years, and I am the founder of 1st
Fresh Future Theory Festival that took place in 2011.
Which skills/resources/partners etc. do you think are needed for the
realisation of your project and what would you like to gain from
participation in the Idea Camp? *

Culture, technology and politics should have the same tendencies again:
optimization. Fever and drive and the feeling of living at the border to
completly different times (in bad(global climate, resources, power structs) or
good(-that we have to urgently introduce)).
I am longing for other people, who are also working on this issue. Volutionary
minds, sexy brains and inspiring spirits. I would so much love to
meet,exchange,combine and bind open-ended ontologies to start making this
change going. Also, I am fan of the potential of the European Union and Global
Optimizers, who try to improve structures in General.

Content  Streams  
Our theme “Words & [ ]”, unpacked8 in our streams9 below, rubs againsts10 boundary-lines11 between art and
thought12, sensuous and conceptual13, intuitive and intellectual14. We encourage artists and thinkers to submit
unusual/unconventional proposals which lightly15 or tightly16 touch on these themes; presentations that exist besides,
alongside, in-sight of, the word and the non-word.

Words & [ ]” - beside!17 Augmented Force Map: Post-materialistic, inter-stellar, blown-up horizon`s
ballon. Next-level: N18E19X20T21 NODE Post-Representation, Embodiment. Through your eyes? How
is it generated? It`s path? Meme? Transform-through all scapes of existance. declinations within the
manifold?
Between Words and Not Words What are words?22 Pieces of a verbal or written language? What separates the word
from what it is not? What is the non-worded? Are words and not words of the same ilk (both are signs?) or are they
radically different? How thick or thin is this boundary? Where do words and nonwords blend into one-another? Is math
words? Is geometry? Is hieroglyphics? What about poetry, theater, film, performance?

pre-materialized information. on the infrastructure: relational through scales. zoom level. Lining. Similiarity
in trajectory! Depth levels of transformation. Color/Taste. Exp. on the wrapture: compound/repo, etc. form of.
towards essence?
The Word/Not-Word Battleground Sometimes the word can violently crash against the non-word. If words and nonwords are a battleground, has thinking taken sides? Can we think without words? Does thinking with words always
come with or from the not-worded? Was art born of the not-worded? Is worded art less artful? Why are artists so often
asked to word their not-words? Have artists incorporated more words into their art than thinkers have incorporated
not-words into their thoughts? If thinking and making have become a battleground, what parts of that violent
geography are productive and what parts paralyzing? Post-binary.
The Outside Is there anything outside of words and not words? Form? Method? Next-level scapes.
without wolliwolli: overcoming old static distinct systems: massive crash coming!
Traces (How to Read & Write) Words and not-words are often known as such via their traces (whether worded or
otherwise): sound echoing, lines on the page, glyphs, diagrams, bodily sensation, performance remains, objects, scores,
etc. The technology of writing surfaces as a question — writing? Which in turn surfaces the question of reading those
traces — reading? In attempting to unknow and encounter anew reading and writing, might we create new openings into
thinking and making? In this stream, we’d like to engage with practices of performative reading and the trace-creating
practices of writing, scoring, choreographing, graphics/visuals, etc. How does the event ask to be traced? How does the
trace ask to be encountered? I streamline for you (with noise and dirt and unperfect as it is- true through flow
projections - streamlined.)

8

- form of; expansion, unfolding, /time/dimensional trajectory and the hand in the game
flux rules. multiplex. framework of dynamic complex non-linear system
10 ‘again’ and ‘against’, ‘wieder’ and ‘wider’ used to be non-seperate words until the early(?) mid-ages
11 boundary condition in general. Relational Trajectories.
12 production, materialisation, materialism, objectivism, economy
13 Reality Scapes: focusing attention to, localisation of the consciousness, the body the environment, the location,
relation, direction—> next augmented POV: multistate. interconnected.. switching pos. transversive. effective gating.
body and mind. perception and reasoning. lining and curvature…. yes, we have entered interesting parameter groups
and rel. sets yet.. let´s go on. expansion and holding the attention
14 my line depends on time. on a mission. very easy: optimization!? development, upgredes
15 augmented media merge. combi game
16 GLOBAL crisis:
17 will you count the footnotes’ characters?
18 +
19 extra-dimensions
20 cross-combined
21 meta
22 pre-materialized information
9
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Dream Events The above questions all presuppose a waking mind; how do the above questions shift when we enter
dreamland? Given that our conference will take place on two evenings between the hours of 1am and 6am, we are
excited about presentations which explore these themes alongside actual dreaming. What is it to present a talk in a
dream? How can a workshop work on the dream-state? (See the Rubin’s Dream-Over for inspiration) Flow. Nice your
time schedule! Yes! LEt´s make it neo-psychodelic! I will find sound therefor.. Excited to play with you!!!
Forgetting Your Mother Tongue: What would it be to forget your primary language? Are you your mother tongue? How
was language your own to begin with, if language is already fundamentally composed of that which is other? How do
the networks of words one uses determine self/and/other? Would forgetting your primary language erase your own
culture? Would it imprison you in your own identity? Can the self ever be forgotten? Can we will to forget? What is
gained through this forgetting? What is lost? It is my grandmother who speaks through me. It is a long story..
“So much to forget, so little time.” -Margaret Dragu, On her technique of Active Forgetting YES.
W(ord)[and]ering: How do words wander? How does wandering word? Can you identify wandering without the
worded? In order to wander in our neoliberal capitalism era, one must deviate from the straight path of the
“should” (sara ahmed) -- is the should-path worded? Can not[words] deviate? What traces do our wanderings leave
behind? If we wander the path-traces of another, are we still wandering? How in wandering do we l i s t e n to pulls (that
which pulls us?) in ways different than in the not-wander? What are the surroundings of our wanderings? The city/
nature binary crumbles when cuddled close, but the Surround does contain difference. How does the Surround we
wander through, body? Do words/not|words body?
Facing global system change / collapse / paradigm | #LevelCrisis: Global turbulences, changing topologies.
errupting static structures: post-paradigmatic:structural complexiﬁcation, multidimensionality, inseperability, …
post-paradigm / fresh_conditions = ([ (/Complexity/Multiplicity/ Emergence / Openendedness, Entanglement/
Dynamics/ non-linear, non-local,’,,]), … >> and its topological / ontological consequences:
to a fundamental level of post-binary, post-distinctive truth, (1) to fresh relational compositons, mappings in
augmented space and spheres and levels: UPDATING RELATIONAL FUNDAMENTS within /FRESH set
to know where it meets: UPDATING CONCEPTS OF INTERSECTION, ENTITY, EXCHANGE,
direction & relational capabilities.
Relational Composition (2) / updated Exchange/Merge/Binding Rules & Gates
very_very fresh composition parameters and rulesets for combination and merge:
based on diﬀraction / entanglement / emergence / diﬀussion and recurrence. No blackbox! Diﬀerent gating!
meta-level’d<trans>: next post-distinct TO
Multiplicity/Borderlessness/Interconnectedness (3) - Agency -— ONTOLOGY
fundamental Post-binary Combination:
fundamental Fresh basics for basal distinction, transfer and exchange, ﬂexible level architectures, allowing openended parameters, macro- & micro- politics of the multiple, ontologies of borderlessness, augmented system of
amongst, a new quality of post-quantity to upgrade to more advanced, reﬁnements of basal spheres, alternative
forms of merge, new emergent forms of addition, combination and relation: eﬀective links to other units: process
integrative open.
Rearrange the concept of entity, direction and relational potential on dimensional interrelational scale: within
#POLYCONNECT, #MULTIPOTENTIAL
/// potential //// entity-levels //// formal composition - encapsulations and bindings for 21st century.
Post-Dualistic Combinatorics - beyond the Standard Model
Rewrite TO/Intersection/Trajectory(Manifestation/)/Time:
next-order mapping:: entity / string ((_X_,+,x,exp,+dim)]} &
relational potential/function in multiple scales (4) /nested hierarchies
a fresh fundamental dimensional mapping environment:
->update (:/TO/2) (5)
(6) —rel — (3) (7)
Bifurcation,
Distinction | Intersection /
Entity/Node Composition (8, 9)
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/ Spheres and Scapes (10) / density /determination (//extra-dimensions))))))
Transition / Relational Trajectory
Dynamic diﬀerentiation
entanglement
Relational Dimensions
Generation | declination | narration | curvature
//Dimensional composition
Optimization | Technological Change:
Politics of the Multiple | Updated Binding Techniques | Next-level Infrastructure | gloCal Potential
*softinance**post-distinct* *relax toposphere*
multidirectional | multilevel | multimodal
Eﬀective Layers, next-level Mappings, functional trajectories
(1) and connect it to quant physics via cybernetics and complexity non-linear theory, Feminist/Queer Theory, Knot
Theory, Epistemology, futurism, Cybernetics, Technosciences, Holism, Ecocriticism, Complexity Theory, … NonRacist Maths, Physics, complex/dynamic systems, Fresh Holistic Dedication Horizons / Open Letting
Environments // Next-order relations economic and technology political programs, unitary theory, of complex /
dynamic systems, diﬀerentiation, holism / GLobal structures, unitary theory, EL and TOE - crossing Emmy Noether,
Karen Barad, Katherine N. Hayles, Heinz von Foerster, Gregory Bateson, Lagrange, Feynman, Kaufman, Bohm,
Bohr, etc.) to connect where it all meets: Post-Paradigm: .update(Intersection - Distinction)
(2) / Trajectories, Mapping
(3) Paradigm: Intersection - Distinction / Process
(4) (binding:agency:exchange:mean:value:function:work:eﬀectiveness:
symviability:presence:fruition:bloom) or in completly diﬀerent strings.
(5) ‘CONNECTION/RELATION’/ Intersection, boundary_condition, basal_distinction, diﬀerentiation
(6) entity/node/sphere/string
(7) enclosure/environment/augmented
(8) Metainformation, Attribution Theory, Classiﬁcation, PropertyGraph, Space Mapping, ..
(9) Content, Value, Binding:Trust
(10) Environment, Consciousness / next-level/augmented wrap))) composition

:Augmented Combinatorics: radically new technologies: slaughtering dimensions

_____________

Please include, worded or not worded, the following:
Choose a Content Stream from above or create your own:
The Outside

Choose a (plat)Form from above or create your own.
p(LAT)form: Life screen sharing (aka skype): I will answer your questions above aka. (I will entertain you with
journey through the theory repostiory and share importent things) - a wide variety of forms: I love
“Perambulatory”! (+ github) repository

Your proposal (i.e. tell us what you want to do with items 1 and 2)
acid information - Brewed fresh for your POV.
testing space / format: Emergent linings?
insertation: on that theory. live’d: Flow Politics? Rules and Gates and Triggers? Magic connections?
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“What kinds of work might emerge when we enter creative overload23 together? What new pathways of
care24 might be opened within this methodological breakdown?”

Do you have any technical/material/or other set-up needs that you expect the conference organizers
to help you with?
shared screen live. question answer. Skype or GoogleHangeouts.
Maybe some printouts.
Temporal preferences: how long will your presentation be and what dates of the conference are you
available? For e.g. 5hours or longer. online.
All of the above should be 500 words max
Sorry. Looks dirty. But blue counts < 500. I strike-through what was above ;)
Optional: CV (max. 3 pages) and/or Short Bio
Lisa Erb
is trans-media / information artist, studied “Sculpture” & “New”Space/Time/“Media”, studied physics (get closer to
dilemma of linkage: distinction, stretch of time space / depth), Feminist/QueerTheory, Post-Binary framing
environment/structure, Cybernetics, Complexity, unitary theory, EL, TOE & G.U.T, meta-entrances & its topology.25
aggregating acid information, outlining the big picture, channelling interfaces, compounds. in STEM/STS/Innovation.
in NET/ICT: implication of next net: Notion of media & information in web/scape 3.0, knowledgemanagement,
metadata, semantic web, ontologies, Linked Data, RNNs, data mapping,…
Top _Applied: creator of “Fresh Future Theory Festival” 2011, residency at Robert Wilsońs Watermill Center 2008
More cv: http://lisaerb.com/root/cv
More more: http://sheltered-domain.org
Ref:
VIDEO Boundary Investigations https://vimeo.com/84891086
AUDIO
LSE:soundcloud https://soundcloud.com/vjlse
LSE:mixcloud https://www.mixcloud.com/vjlse/
MMYYSTER YRTEMMYS https://soundcloud.com/mmyyster-yrtemmys/is-it-so-simple
META
http://intelligentenvironment.net/ & http://institute.volution.cc/ & http://lisaerb.com/root/is/ & http://volution.cc/
mission.htm & http://sheltered-domain.org

“So much to forget, so little time.” - YES.

23

I usually have at least 150 tabs open in two browsers, with at least 6 other programs open and documents open on
more then 5 screens on up to 3 monitors. You? Twitter, Youtube, instagram, etc. all plugged in and running? Treating
your domain ontology nicely?
24 softinance
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__________________________

Fundamental Trans Struct for 21st centurxy: :Augmented Combinatorics: RULE
FORM: next-level <trans>form trajectories / :Augmented Combinatorics:
RADICALLY FRESH Next-Level “Meta-Technology” Encapsulations for 21st
century: “The Big Picture”: Emergent Entanglement - On the combination of
Trans Cross Inter Concepts - “radically new technologies” : Fundamental changes
for the next level
/implications of ‘other types’ than ‘IS A’ relationship. depth! multiplicity! level + sphere merge.
/setting wider frames: towards dynamic-levelled mappings. Trajectory/Ontology/Rules/
/effective parameters
/functional derives

I will open my long time investigations and set an effective interface. share acid infos with you. and yes, it will be much.
(as a repo then, or encapsulated wisely but aware of the encapsulation and gating within its enclosing systems..(hello
academic trigger! (oh, how we suffer those static sys..)-capitalistic machines and self-ensuring reloops of distinct.))
it is a finer lining we have to speak of.
next level / next order gating / trajectory composition, effective spheres and layers / gating and mix structure. augmented
levels. potential gating.
towards auto-connection!? - ‘becoming’, what is that manifestation towards matter. how does gravity work in its
composition towards the concepts of involved entites? how are entities now after gravitational wave now? what is time
and fundamental base trajectory to the next in time and space composed? what is this one’s dimensional path? postgrowth but next uplifting. entity located? post-differentiated? poly possible?
and from there: zooming back to your AoIR. - I can smell it yet - imagine! the message spreads through different
sensations. have you felt next level trajectories in music yet? what does this movement look like?
On that form: what can you tell me?

*Abstract*
Meta-modeling our fundamental relational composition and come to more efficient mappings and united abilities - via
softinance and non-binary theory - updating epistheme and horizon. Shaking fundamental math, differentiation theory,
complexity theory, quantum field gravity, ..
For 21st century challenges and global needs, with what we will be able to envision us in cosmologic / interplanetary age,
the focus has to go to fresh polymorph linings, de-growth, dynamic forms of organization, development within constant
flux of change tangled state, new emergent forms, fundamental fresh basics for transfer and exchange, flexible level
architectures, allowing more complex sets of relational translocations, diffusive encounters, allowing open-ended
parameters, macro- & micro- politics of the multiple, ontologies of borderlessness, augmented system of amongst, a new
quality of post-quantity to upgrade to more advanced, refinements of basal spheres, alternative forms of merge, new
emergent forms of addition, combination and relation: effective links to other units: process integrative open.
Research questions:
The question is: How do we relate to the intrinsic complexity of evolving environment in regard to our agency in relation
to identity, its differentiation and integration and its form of relatedness to sub- and meta-systems on causal / spatial /
temporal scale levels and how to integrate complexity diversity, multiplicity and simultaneity, degrees of freedom into all
dimensions of entity? How we might best (re)present multi-level, multi-component complex systems and what alternative
forms of merge offers a sustainable maintenance, towards a new conceptual framework for all entangled agents. !
NextParadigmaticStep2: Fresh Fundament: Culture+(Queer`DFemTech)+Technology+InterlinkedSciences:
Interconnectedness (:transfer and exchange:) (/Complexity) & Entanglement/ Dynamics/Openendedness: ]Enactment[ :
TRUE <through> - Rewrite TO/Intersection/Trajectory(Manifestation/) /Time: next- order entity/compound & relational
potential/ Function2 /direction/next. Upgrade fundamental relation composition (This through all parts of each),
dimensions, agencies, ...) fresh <to> is ‘cross- combined’. //next level: meta-level’d<trans> <THROUGH>: fundamental
framework. To dare to go beyond the paradigm/following the basal line of deduction of <<RELATION>>, finding very very
fresh composition parameters and rulesets of combination and merge, a fresh fundamental dimensional mapping
environment under fresh conditions/ facts set = set= ([‘Dynamics’, ‘Complexity’, Multiplicity, Emergence]) >> ONTOLOGY
// information /// potential //// entity-levels //// formal composition. General Focus: for this next paradigmatic millenniums
burst: Post-dualistic combinatorics. #POLYCONNECT, #MULTIPOTENTIAL . UPDATING RELATIONAL FUNDAMENTS
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OF INTERSECTION, ENTITY, EXCHANGE, rearranging fundamental relational politics: what transformation and change
can mean and what scales this might include.
shift - it’s form. !post-binary/-distinctive/-dichotomic/ , vertical/<trans>[embedment, immersion, depth, ] /parameter //levels
//binding ///form ////functions /////deductions //////taxonomy///////ontology/<— static vs. dynamiccomplexnonlocal—>postparadigmatic: In context ‘future of’ we need to focus on: Volutionary Thinking. Within: Towards: general and special
trajectories. redefine action / deepify diversity in depth / below-relation {connectability}*’becoming’/transformation/nature/
next/__/___//()* Whatthedirectionisandwhatitś movement. Combined. through scales. redefining forces, dimensions,
parameter…
Focus / Keyissue a meta-theory of relation and <trans>form trajectories (formerly known as time) under holistic
perspective, advancing a "big picture" of involved spheres for 21st century challenges: a new meta horizon: combination
of basal theory of “The QUESTION OF BINDING” and as a brewery for dynamic net and open /decentralized structs,
alternative organization models, renewal of connective abilities, redefinition of entity/node/set. On a topologic view of
relation in the process of becoming: From dual binary system to multiple, from state to potential. - alternative forms of
merge, refinements of basal spheres, global needs. #Next-level skills. To a fresh form of relation/operation, new
emergent forms. relocating “forces” aka effective links: basic new open-ended rulesets, (beyond concepts of matter, bits,
pieces forces, mappings and dimensions, emergent diffraction in the process of becoming. To an ontology of states, to
non-material subsets of dynamic form: to a morphogenetic process within a space of possibilitites, progressive
differentiation - groups, whose members are not objects but transformations from set of entities to group agent active
transformation: Leveled<trans>. New open-ended rulesets. from representation to fruition. Flux politics: transmissive
structs. Flux techniques - in theory and in application. Productive Summation: rewritingentityand transgression,
environment/horizon/POV3(epistemologic()) - Transdisciplinary | 21st century innovations | Poly-effective fresh methods
and futuristic level update to bring it all together where it meets: !optimization, !visionary UPDATING RELATIONAL
FUNDAMENTS within /FRESH set* - meta-leveled thinking with a goal in focus: VOLUTIVE - next levels trans forms.
how we set the distinction and how that distinction to next(in time/space/dimension/ parameter/subset,..) is composed as
function/truth value, .. /depth of it, natural composition of <next>. It is a next method/form of [boundary states] being 'in
relation to’/‘amongst’ - this is very #FRESH: // vertical: (‘communis’! - the inherent: such which we are in) : interconnected
-entangled, fresh rulesets, next order binding -in theory and application of a new form of amongst. n as embodiment with
functional derive, being in potential to. Fundamental paradigmatic shift bases on non-dualistic, emergent fundamental
rulesets, that will also spread as new fundamental appended extended concept in math and all exchange related issues
(economics, perspective). Boundaries and distinctive actions are replaced by post-materialized modalities,
coevolutionary emergence() combined efforts, (value set) ) base update of the ‘exchange’. meaningful connections,
updated relational concepts, spheres, next level rel sets through combined energy. work / effectiveness, value, binding.
open letting structs. connective and healthy, aware of the other nodes. overcoming binary thinking, exclusiveness,
towards borderlessness into 3rd milleniums flux.
Level crisis: ontologic composition problem. rethinking within, existence: modalities and potential, in-betweenness of
unfinite resolution; location, determinability, effectiveness, additional parameters of ‘becoming’, ‘manifestation’, states of
seperability // form of / (measurement) / architecture outlining parameters, setting wider frames, beyond the Black Box
(see quant computing, RNN gating) meaning-making: Threshold (Influence) / force space / weight / gravitation,
Understanding the attractor, time, understanding path, model fresh geometries, redefining “forces”, establising fresh
exchange dynamics.
having left: how does this spacetime look like from meta? What are it́s varialbes, how are the dimensions connected?
augmented-twist? FUTURISTIC: Sophisticated Level architectures, Post-dualistic combinatorics + binding. A fresh form
of deep rel. through scales. Fresh form for post-paradigmatic step: augmented. Fresh functions, trajectories, #POSTDISTINCT/-BINARY. the new framework (to be outlined/combined/modelled): complex dynamic multiplicity, ... : entity and
rulesets, base arithmetic calculus, relational epistemology, cosmological topology; realtime whole: <post- paradigmatic>
rearranging horizon -> cosmologic age/scale/([{|}])/attractor, synergetic movement, complex compound.
<to the next> see within FLUX/DYNAMIC/COMPLEX set: Reworking of the very nature of dynamics. Next order
relational composition. a theoretical fundamental new level.
NEW ERA4: to the next in space and time, base fundament of a () system change in the understanding of ID, attributivity,
depth, connection and cause towards fresh emergent spheres updating/unifying concepts like media, relation, state,
action regarding dependency, relation, distinction and variety; issues of differentiation, equivalence, potential, within
dimensional composition set /depth of relations, functional differentiation: #polypotential
FRESH Technology + Innovation // Next Exchange and Binding Technologies
permeability and upper level merge tricks
rearranging sight/horizon: looking for the form of the form it can get very easy again.
soon: depth, polymorph string modelling, attachment/attribute/parameter/function/fine_tuned_bindings, autoconnection, /
in also GUT: depth, spheres and parameter>combine) -< deduction set —> model big picture global needs/ontologic
taxonomy / epistemic uptodate state () / functional composition / fundamental form / model (dimension/function/depth) /
embedment. Combination and merge, transgression: what technologies and practices are cultivated: perception / space
time realisation. -> next poly-POV-extension.
Updated Exchange Technologies. FLUX Techniques. Polyeffectively Knitting. - updating our structural understanding,
rethinking value and binding, connectedness and drive.
dynamic spheres need liquid forms, responsive to system changes. Nodes and filters, machines and gates, again
themselves just levels of certain trajectory pass the spheres according to their functional direction, with a certain angle
relative to the crossed spheres. such angular momenta. Functional: Participation, Chain, Value, Embedment, Rules and
Gates. Towards Multidimensional Rule // Implementation of new vertical dimension. primer interrelated topic level: a new
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sort of knitting techniques. flexible in the hip. entity consciousness / post-dom rel. queer retrieval`d. - “to hold the head
slightly queer, new pattern appear”1 metaspheric <trans> // emergent…
Having left: how does this space look like? What are it´s varialbes, how are the dimensions connected?
Cosmological age: we interlinked and global. center. attraction. attention focus. manifestation. To think towards the
outside / leave towards bigger. t
Fresh trajectories and metasystem compositions, that describe increasingly complex systems of organization (multiple
simultaneous events) and the resultant coherent interaction among the various systems. A shift in perception is
necessary, a change in view relating to the surrounding. We need new abstract sets and pattern that are capable to be
transferred, a new idea of energy/mass/manifestation and potential, especially concerning causal factors, symmetry and
time principle to relate space, and time as well as variables associated with complexity of domain, diversity of context
and consequent multiplicity of perspectives to the domains in question - stable form that is mighty of including all subsets
of the entity (growth of structural complexity, characterized by the development of nested hierarchies of subsystems and
supersystems/ transgression/time). ONTOLOGIC VIEW ON RELATION, meta-theory of combination, variety, merge,
degrees of freedom, residual, *fresh next-level: ontology/cause/pattern center | distribution | ‘durchdrungenheit’,
differentiation, connection, entanglement, non-locality, inseparability, multiplicity and its topological/ontological
consequences, - dilemma of linkage: stretch of time space / depth. novel types of singularities and similiarities, “implicit
forms that are topological rather than geometric” and to reverse-engineer back onto geometries. The next forms has to
go beyond static reciprocals and allow multitudal set within the frameworks of uncertainty and fuzziness. Allowing more
complex sets of relational translocations. mathematical fundament, derivals (sectors) addition, effects on basal concepts,
which? (time, interconnection), organization (basal tech aspects,), applications (soft/hard) redefine “forces”, energies,
towards dynamic-leveled mappings and interconnected dimensions, new metaphors and metaspheres. cross leveled
trans. more letting. flux tech: updated Control / Regulation, Stream, Development. Rethinking the coefficients of the
virtual within fresh set of condition space (under inclusion of the observer,of dynamic complex reality, non-locality,
indeterminacy, ) basal rule of development and transition- an up-to-date re-presentation of the enclosing (in the sense of
the world)/nature (in the sense of the form),a new basal calculus (basing on emergent form of differentiation/combination)
new forms of basic addition and combination from an essence towards a multiplicity. From static to dynamic. From
absolute to relative. From relation to interrelatedness. Fresh Entity Set. (topologic) point of identity and differentiation and
rearrange the potential of interrelational connectedness as a fresh (additive) trajectory principle.
procedure and methods
Where are we in? Let́s get global. Put the tables on the card and think interlinked. Beautiful valleys of depth and the
crises as big we can think of. Giving up binary thinking. Becoming - multidimensional. To rethink post-representative
changing strategies: to bring together where it meets: unifying larger scales - advancing a "big picture" of involved
spheres.
=> FRESH FUNDAMENTAL LEVEL UPDATES
a meta-theory of relation and b) <trans>form trajectories, advancing c) a "big picture" of involved spheres under d)
holistic perspective - fundamental connection system.
(the shift in the notion of value, “content”, attributes, (effectivity, Growth, development), concerning causal factors,
symmetry and time principle, scale, depth, dimensions into new models, that integrate each scale of existence into an
over-all model. [node], <ID>, [‘agent’])//interfaces///knots)): deducing <</// FRESH PATTERN: *exchange* //// “deducive
sets fresh from the ground”>> Investigations on the analogy or isomorphy of concepts, laws, and models in various
disciplines to a multi-dimensional frame, that unifies the subsets, deducting a new basal calculus (basing on emergent
form of differentiation/combination) and a fresh theoretical and applicable/practicable.
Modeling the force space “of form, not of matter” Topology and ontology of intersection. The concepts of matter, time and
space formal. patterns -flux. base layer and connection composition. form/ method of the <TO>. (sidedness and depth,
transgression) <Combined> is a <trans> to the next.
The residual, the dirty rest, agential realism(->Karen Barad, Katherine N. Hayles,…) -> the logical consequences of scale
invariance, fractal dimension, evolution of the time scale, Focus on general evolutionary development. not growth but
complexification. a non-linear string. On top of that: layer. layers. combis of / methods of / bags of / containers as
trajectories. We had to look for all sorts of potential meta-structural binding Ausschläge and completely freely - beyond
standard sponsored applied studies, focus on the fundamental theoretical consequences of the Higgs scale/ depth and
the fresh rel.set composition, how surface area and information/entropy are composed, rethink gravity and mass, 3body
problem, ... Topologic Relation - not simple static distinct but also always AND entangled. There is information in the
connection: based on emergent diffraction: agency: fundamental structure principles of the concept of information as
change and/or functionally: transformator. Dimensional - principle of intersection of time and space: diffractive entangled
process, N NP problem, closure of the set regions and global residuals, triggers: e.g. combine extra-dimensions with __,
__ with __ fresh set, fresh co-: “geometries and metaphorms of the future ... COMBINED8 - based on diffraction /
entanglement / emergence / diffussion and recurrence. No blackbox! Different gating! STRUCTURAL - (functional
differentiation focusing on the basal distinction: transformation as structure) /(agency-binding) /sidedness - reentries,
Form of (movement/superposition)/transgression in time and space and potentials, to come to a simple form that is
mighty of including all its subsets to an entity, allocation of meaning. structural evolution e.g. neurosciences aplysia on
the effective manifestation into time/space: post:materialization: A shared environment. A build environment/
effectiveness/meaning making / spill over // IMAGINARY dimensional composition: +dimension(more- than “curled”)//
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next-order wrapping///*merge*) FORM: Topogeometry. value of the curvature at a given infinitesimal small point
correlation in high-dimensional time series. meaning of a surface in a given vector space correlation in high-dimensional
time series, info content relative to area of surface, N-dimensional Queries, complex information processing systems,
data, state transitions, recursive definitions, getting out of the local minima, singularities, Sorts of binding (as parameter
groups), “implicit forms that are topological rather than geometric” , unite ontology and depth of relations and
representation of different methods, under the rules of transformation. sphere- integrative. Topological Equivalence, initial
conditions, non-linear and unresolved relation to origin, Trajectories wandering (transient) / non-wandering, > structural
Change > dimensional expansion, trajectories and depth > connection from the base > metaphorms and structure > time
and mapping > Onto and Inter > to the next in space and time. the dilemma of linkage Fresh Arithmetic Calculus
(inclusive, self-referential, dynamic, inductive, randomness), Fresh Deductions on the ‘Time’ Principle: open set,
potential, ->manifestation, Update on Perception: consciousness, depth, non-linear narratives, holism, multiplicity, focus,
dedication, Update Horizon: From Global to (+dimension(more-than “curled”)// next-order wrapping///
*merge*)<‘interconnectedness’, ‘immedience',’ ‘intersection’>, diversity level of integration of compound inclusion and
relation, to the outside, the residual, and the rest, to the environment and to the bigger surrounding. to origin and the
composition of origin<functional composition sets in general, dimensional mapping, functional derives, complex
<TRANS>methodology>> fundamental: Modeling Trajectory (potential, relation, embedment, dimensions). first steps:
identification of forms. the problem as “power” as unnatural form (via binding to “matter”) .... This is the biggest
(re-)volution in history. Relation and causality will be rewritten, from were were Copernicus stopped. No wonder, that we
have birth pain. Having a black hole in the center of our galaxy also changes not just our geometry, but also our only
point. Time is overridden. One is all then. Providing fresh methods of exchange basing on different quality and asset
(ethics, philosophy), restructuring binding, trust, safety, abandoning old top-down models, redefining value as a mean of
communication comparable to other flows of matter and energy for a new understanding of human relationship with life
and world. > ontology work and arrangement - Fundamental Theory - Redefinition of <trans> form : - Define Fresh Set:
Global improve of fundamental technology & sciences & innovation landscape: meta-modeling.
Fundamental Theory - Redefinition of <trans> form / the dilemma of linkage
Define Fresh Set:
Fresh Arithmetic Calculus (inclusive, self-referential, dynamic, inductive, randomness)
Fresh Deductions on the ‘Time’ Principle: open set, potential, ->manifestation
Update on Perception: consciousness, depth, non-linear narratives, holism, multiplicity, focus, dedication,
Update Hotrizon: From Global to (+dimension(more-than “curled”)// next-order wrapping///*merge*) Update effectiveness,
‘work’
<‘interconnectedness’, ‘immedience',’ ‘intersection’>
diversity level of integration of compound
- inclusion and relation, to the outside, the residual, and the rest, to the environment and to the bigger surrounding. to
origin and the composition of origin
<functional composition sets in general, dimensional mapping, functional derives, complex <TRANS>methodology>>
fundamental:
Modelling Trajectory (potential, relation, embedment, dimensions).
first steps: identification of forms

-> TO MODEL:
THE BIG PICTURE - Intelligent Environment (Next Order Technologies)- an ontology of combined potential
SPECIFIC ONTOLOGY: Transdisciplinary Meta Science Technology (Relation) Ontology
*organizing depth of self (namespaces, ontologies, spheres, sectors, functions)
*bringing aggregated multi-spaces into effective real-time real world.
*Autoconnect to related1 across platforms
*develop individual API level (levels of depth and connectivity sets)
perspective/focus/center:
global system ontology: parameter:effective gating
: to launch some METASCAPE augmented space for real world modelling and effective improoving.
“FUTURECLOUDºª” - 3D ontology scape; THE global space where we work in to improove earth. the next level
Facebook+Wikipedia+Second Life: The BIG PICTURE. if we want it, we can get it!!!
FUTURESCAPE
An augmented 3+D environment in which exists the network of all information (knowledge and questions,…) with layers.
A coworking space. Editable and interlinkable nodes and metadata/ categories and effective gating.
more specific:
Ontology Engineering, meta-information composition
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gap between institutional thesauri (EU, UNESCO, STEM) and concepts/labels for transdisciplinary insights. [Knowledge
Science, Technology and Management] e.g. see labels scientific investigations subcategories. Linking those concepts:
combined spaces of sciences: (the new meta spheres) -> identify structural improves (that might work cross-domain,
name them, classify them); //new realities: climate change, water / energy / resources, //The big questions (unsolved
physical problems), //CRISIS MAP
and ///action spheres (crowdworking slot / ACTIONS to me done (map emergencies(hunger))) /////REASONER /MapViz/
Augmented Scape/ Visualization in 3D / Defining our future spaces(the net space we will be in) / Multi-view Ontology
Visualization / (4+D) multidimensional ontology -Towards Multidimensional Rule (Visualizations) // Implementation of new
vertical dimension [and its tuples] spatial-temporal extents ISO 15926,…
+ Interactive/Crowdsourced Entry (versioning labels/nodes/entities (like wikipedia) - enriching the node(deepening its
meaning))
+ INTELLIGENT Slots: deep properties (and its features): yet-unknown forms and derives. from crowdsource mind
mapping to 3D knowledge cloud cowork /.perspectives, .layers and make those effective_viz organic visualization / 3D/
space declarations (x3dom,xml3d), real time state’ ontology
bring dimensions into ontology: primer interrelated topic level: Change / Complexity / (goal: attract transdisciplinary)
(see Frontier of Physics: Interactive Map | Quanta Magazine, Theories of Everything, Mapped https://
www.quantamagazine.org/20150803-physics-theories-map/, http://hyperbolic-tree.com/, Google Knowledge Graph, etc..)
- merge of upper ontologies
all upper ontologies:SUMO, EXPO Ontology, Core Scientific Model Ontology (CSMO), Basic Formal Ontology (BFO),
NSM, SWEET, DOLCE, Cordis API (Innovation+Technology+Ontology), EUROVOC Thesaurus, UNESCO + Technology /
Mathematics / Scientific (KA²) + data to get Special: Integrated Operations, Binding to SKOS, DC, etc.
make Temporal /Spatial / Multi-Dimensional
(Considering Spatial Relationship Rules->forms of augmented space)
stretch of time space / depth, trajectories and next level rel.set compositions
next level 'data cubes’,
- topogeometry, thinking angles, layers, distance, model fresh geometries as effective space, fresh dimension and force
maps.
dimensional design (Mixed Augmented Reality (MAR) | Web3D Consortium),
a manifold as a geometrical space with properties.
- make it immersive / effective
crowd-oriented problem solving sustainability deeper evolved: Knotting sustainable nodes/networks/clusters, ontologies,
semantics that work global/local based on a new system of dynamic adaptability and symviability-seeking value/trust ...
idea./needs.. that system with new relational settings. glocal. network relation among nodes and depth distributed
collaboration
identified through objectified properties, information, piece and bit, quantification and form of addition. dematerialised fragmentized agents, set relation and locally fixed structures that set limits to the drives and forces of
lower level-entities, fixes, determinations, … - combine cross-effective

META-ISSUES - Uniting ontology and depth of relations and representation of different methods, disciplines networks, in
order to identify such structures and the basis of processes and the dynamics. Softening and re- education what entity is,
acceptance of fragility, visionary intra- actions within the constant flux of change tangled state. regulation and flow. state
transitions, recursive definitions, dynamics and mobility of self-configuring networks. from information to manifestation.
from display to immersion. from representation to fruition. Representation of nodes/entities and interlinked scape
RELATION toposphere -—> BASAL DISTINCTION! differentiation, in Maths/ICT: N-NP problem, quantum computation,
random walk models, symmetry breaking, universal geometric pattern, that do exist in dynamic systems, topogeometric
aspects of emergent entangled agents, relative trajectory, complementarity, condition spaces for a higher level of
symmetry, homogenity, aspect of state-spaces, closedness, mulitude, value of the curvature at a given infinitesimal. in
Physics: Higgs, Quantum Field, Gravity, mMaterialisation, conditions (gravity) in hyperdimensional space. implementing
extra- dimensions. features of extra-dimensions / mappings of extra-dimensions. Topology in Condensed Matter",
#"Symmetry, Structure and Tensor Properties of Materials", # "infinity of present time", # "Entanglement Makes Quantum
Particles Measurably Heavier", # "Quantum Equations Suggest Big Bang Never Happened”, Flow and energy. declaring
effective sets. in Neurology/Biology/Cosmology: complexity of real-time node-linkage space as complex as cosmos and
life. materialisation, towards dynamic-leveled mappings. Trajectory/Ontology/Rules/ /effective parameters /functional
derives - AGENCY - getting out of the local minima.
Goal is a fresh non-static, non-dualistic form of "technology", intersection border perception/ relation / / operation,
embedded in a conscious process of entity within becoming, rel./trans resolution node politics, interconnected
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-> Top-level composition. transform focus on: technology+innovation+survival dynamics + global intelligent environment.
perspective: [visionary:/what change can mean] implications of fresh era: next net / post-binary / structural innovations /
next order relationships - upgrade relational context / binding / trajectory in view of complexity. Implications of new Era /
NEXT NET / a) combine information b) Theoretical Advances c) vertical slices in the fields 1. STEM+METADISCIPLINARY+ Innovation+ Foresight, 2. ICT/OntologyEngineering/ KnowledgeManagement, 3.COMPLEXITYTheory/
MATHS+Physics, ……
“Technology, sciences, culture, philosophy, fundamental epistheme and notions”
Having overcome
dualistic splits (culture nature, etc)
ontological reductionism basing on
separability, cartesian dualism, objectification
construct of rationalism,
through distinction,
dialectic splitting machinery keeping up western male dominant power systems.
keeps up active unstability of imbalences In the rulers language: exclusion.
identified through objectified properties,
information, piece and bit, quantification and form of addition. dematerialised fragmentized agents,
set relation and locally fixed structures that
set limits to the drives and forces of lower level-entities,
fixes, determines,
Technologýs power aspect of object distinctive truth manifestation within a society controlled by the desire maschine and
kept stupid with bad math books. late-capitalistic principle of dominance. We do not dare to dig on our historic roots and
fixed structures until we are facing their important necessity to change. Slaves of our forms we are. Too much repetition
on the functional front of (progressive, innovative just sounds like marketing strategies these days). This intra-action is a
fundamental principle that can not be described by Newtons description or Cartesian split, our post-secularized world
bases on. Properties are not intrinsic, uncertainty and indeterminacy remain that their transition from probability to
certainty is a matter of time. Our old concepts of knowledgeAndScience still base on a fundamental one-dimensional
distinction, since dialectics, we have been splitting body from meaning. But there is no hard distinction. Distinction is
entangled. objectivatedProposition. As OswaldWiener says: “One cannot say where the organ ends and the processing
begins! A system of static dominance hierarchy has been applied in all fields of economic and time structuring and
organising matters up to the perception of the surrounding as simple yes or no. bound in a culturalcontext and
sociocultural milieu of social and ideological power dominance construction, that asserted that knowledge and reality
were based on external artifacts. We have forgotten structures of overlay, merge, and emergent impact. A shift in
perception is necessary, as emergent impact of the combination of meaning and body. Only the root of stable relational
structure, is substainable that dares to include all parts of it. Our position but the diffusive form of entanglement in the
process of percepting -not simple static distinceted but also AND entangled. This scratches on the principles our postsecularized world bases on. We must leave the system of the static dominating hierarchy, which is still to be found in all
areas of economic and time structuring questions. within dominant systems of ‘efficiency’, market, wrong definitions of
‘art’ and culture. slaves of it. Fancy system-integration, shiny surfaces, break them down, it is like in matrix: did you leave
the old system yet? it is cracking.
Deducing: Quantification, Materialism, the politics of seperation and distinction, the knife and the hand in the game,
flexing growth, all in the standardized McKinseyisms of organisatorial system and ontology “management” (sic!), self/
whole optimisation towards.
Besides all old dominance-oriented doctrines, to really begin at the basics: What is possible? What do we really need?
What is individual and what is whole? How are borders, range and effects understood? On what levels and dimensions is
‘function/value’/‘work’ ‘through’‘true’ valid? What is the base form of TO? The binding to the next. in time and space.
What is that form, that aura that manifests being. The myth is in the void, in Alice`s rabbit hole. Complex Embedment. All
at the same time. At some points where the songs breaks and the overlay is meaningmaking it transcendends.. There.
This is just what we already glimpse of the next level. That next level or formal composition scape will shake like
Copernicus did. It will solve the energy problem and will let us explore outer planets soon. And it is so easy:
Combination! Let´s bring it all togehter! Fresh fundaments.
#next-order Exchange technologies & cultures. Level switch.
#enabling technologies,##sphere-switcher skills
setting up fresh next-level #connectability, #symviability
rewriting Technology / softinance
Technology (and the culture) in its basal sense - as a form of continuous intelligent environment-relation, relating to the
(real-time) need of the whole entity, we need to relocate the ontologic
openscience! find in the (post-dominated and not enslaved) theoretical sidearms and its major consequences
The space for solving crisis: rewriting technology:
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rewriting combination:
“techné of worldmaking”,
Crossing spheres and combine directed:
interrelational fresh forms.
Thinking Techno-Ecologies means thinking forms and methods after the 3rd paradigmatic step.
Substainable means daring including all parts- loosening its forms of local dominance to open up for the next step. Not
the picture of a reflective surface of objectivated truth/body/ outside is our position but the diffusive embedment in
process of becoming.
It is urgent to change towards fresh relational compositions and effective layers and that the problem lays in the
distinctive bindings of knowledge and structure and content / object producing many nodes and players, that have lost
the view on the big picture, sustainability and humankinds development. Trapped. Stupid. Getting fat. Staying greedy.
“promising new areas, developments and trends”
Visionary, to save the world*, Transdisciplinary Meta-Thinking, Global Optimization / System Thinking / Survivalism /
Optimism / Drive, To bring it all together where it meets. (Essential futuristic optimism: COMBINE / MERGE)
towards potential
<<<<COMBINE>>>>
Making sense of interlinkage. Focus on ‘good’ connections. Symviability, Goal-seeking.
<vertical/next-order>
WITHIN
sharing/exchange technologies; splitting the z-achsis # flow politics, gating, redefine action / deepify diversity in depth /
below-relation <ownership/distribution/access> attribution
entangled enactment: reflective engagement:(not repetition but) continuous refinement, meaning making, becoming
meaningful, Self-organization, Emergence
Innovation Gap: in the potential of transdisciplinary and philosophical/mathematical/structural issues within 21st century
highly complex rel.set. Missing is the interlinkage of complex non-linear issues, upgraded relational compositions and
ontologic issues in general and in special and the potential of fundamental fresh findings of and in interlinkage through
post-distinctive methods and forms, post- border states and exchange enabling technologies. In it there is a lack of
connection and a high amount of repetition without trying to step out of the box.
culture+technology+politics: should have the same tendencies again: optimization: COMBINE / MERGE) towards
potential. survival dynamics. next level. a sphere-switcher he will become. symviability.
upper level ontologies, GUT, EL, TOE, UN, global institutions, innovation, Technology, Science, STEM Art+Science
+Technology+Art(AST): Still distinct. Flat applying. Do not know yet where it meets… META Discourse: missing! ->
structural meta / fundamental structure .combined MostTechnology: flat application. feeding static dominant market
structures. next place: beyond. with its own special system. subversive.->cross-effective ness. structural levels.post-flat
applying. diving. ontologic surfing. High level investigations and innovations. Structural Modeling. Meta-Compositions.
many-fingered. complex. Marshall McLuhan here: “next blown up from our own extended faculties” encryption in the own
block chain. POV: augmented: meme. meta`d? - and the wind fades in.

*Project - Formal and technical*

a novel approach to the topic in its presentational form:
as a fresh encapsulation:
dancable technology lecture presentation
with audiovisual (+effects?) possibilities. - no dryness! no comic sans!
definitively a “experimental session” (also randomness and other triggers set the outcome. )
as a reference: Volution Institute Lectures - Part 2 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRiFE8MWERs)
or Boundary Investigations (https://vimeo.com/84891086) or Universal Fingers (https://soundcloud.com/vjlse/universalfingers)
along with a acid info repository (eg. on github)
or as a workshop: ‘sort that spheres’ - mindmapping the big picture - next interlinked augmented..

meaningfully “push the envelope”
method: *to hold the head slightly queer, new pattern appear*, cross-combined
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goal
to give you a free-diver artistic / fem.technologists / meta-modellers view on the issues.
-> urgent areas
or idea
ontologic surfing. let me show it in a different light!
it is very complex, but beautiful! next form. augmented. interlinked. next levels
of the session
I put all my knowledge to the front and hope we joyfully sort this big picture and find ways to effectively model and
trigger..
and how it will operate,
*magic in autoconnection*
trying to see clear! (we might even need some shamanistic kitchen works and maybe even yin yoga there?! imagine! —
could turn into something wild mindblowingly clear.. acid angle we have there..)
and discuss why the proposed format will be of interest
I am one of not a lot artists worldwide who are working on ontology engineering and metamodelling, I am into semantic
web and its implications and notions since 2011 now. I have been working on Art-Science+Technology since 2009, and
always put an emphasis on the ontologic issue (see Emmy Noether, Katherine N.Hayles, Karan Barad.. the compositon
of force space, complexity, nonlinear systems, different routing, meta!,) I think I am a complex liner in general. My
movement and lining is my method. Polyplex issues. Cross levels.

*Motivation*
I need some exchange on such scales and levels. I am meta-thinker and also run the risk to also fall through the art net,
as I do not focus on producing visual triggers or set emphasis on giving an “artistic”/“artsy” interface to my information. I
am highly busy with solving global crisis and the change towards more functional trajectories. Some nights I feel like Don
Quichote.
I have been working on Art+Science+Technology+Transdisciplinarity/Omni-Meta-issues (and now also in ICT) since
many many years. I have come the whole way along with only training myself and with hardly any feedback and no
exchange on such issues.. but moved to Berlin now. still and because of that: I would so much like to connect with you!
more: http://sheltered-domain.org
I am currently also developing the metadata architecture / domain ontology and the semantic connection set of the
project ‘einemillion’ (http://eine-million.com), by Uli Aigner (www.uliaigner.net/), which is also invited to the show “The
Next Big Thing is not a Thing” (https://www.facebook.com/events/1703390853270780/) at http://bureau-europa.nl

I would so much like to win the Halavais Prize for Weirdness!!!! Please let me compete!!! Shaking that tech.ass for that
prize!

to finalize:
“What does the drowning number theorist say? - “Log log log””

Lisa Erb & R.S.A. Blei
Deadlines: in the search for the next - differentiation within uncertanity
Survival Dynamics: combined: 21st century´s fresh visions
Fresh Millennium Skills #Combine Meta Trans. Intelligent Crowd Survival Dynamics.
Post-differentiated Basics of Relationality / to the next. Deduction fresh from the beginning.
Who needs art in the precarious forms we are experiencing now? Fed up by the reproducing objectification machine..
Who needs applied integrated forms into old systems? Or integrated outside features?
OR really risking the major step out of the flat lands. 5 to 12. Within some years, we will all be occupied by questions of
survival. Why not set spheres and transform the notion of ‘spheres’ now - as there is still the chance to? Combine
energies and drives to deal with the major structural crash that will happen. It is a question of survival.
Dead ends in growth, #Crisis within power structures.
we suffer in the static positions we have set ourself into with no relief but major bad dreams. We have lost our believes
and visions as we are stuck within power traps.
There is the lack of a “true through” real- time interface connection to the next/other as entity within movement.The
uprising crowd is said to lack direction and solutions. The underlaying basics of resistance are complex and within
complexity there are solutions to it. This can be brought together. There is a fresh form that is to it all. #Change is form
itself is such a base outline. Fast fluxes of accumulation. One big stream.
Fundamental changes are needed. out of the base. Rearranging systems, thinking sidearms combined. Balanced.
Emergent exchanges. Fresh form of crowd-intelligence, combined, shared. Rethinking entity, state, rearranging borders,
trajectories, deduction.
A first step: unite levels. go meta-disciplinary. There are big questions.
Starting with fresh differentiation under the uncertainty principle and all self-recursive dynamic parameters opens the
pathway for a new view on the set. We have left dialectics. We need to reset form basics we are in. Even the quant
computer already exists. Imagine. Think potential. Rise to new horizons.
How does this look? What form shall this have?
Bringing together revolutionary thinkers and visionaries from
diverse spheres, a basic research foundation initiative on
fresh deductions, volutive energies, emergent combinations
- in regard to fresh leveled form (under the Einstein / Bohr
modell of uncertanity of spacetime within the calculation) shall be established, basic sets and fundamental outlines of
the ‘Big Picture’ combined, manifested and shared. Like the
UN - or any global institution that is in charge of thinking
globally - the establishment focuses on the meta-structural
arrangement and modellation of the fresh form visions and
could become a crowdsource opportunity, a semantic cowork cloud, a rating agency and or a movement.
Visual forms spatially located at apex could at them
minimum be: thinking clouds, big spontaneous accumulative
drives and any other form that turns out to be necessary
anmd might appear under the laws of certainty.
The suggested minds will come from quant physics,
differentiation theory, technosciences, and other po-post
relational spaces (e.g. Karen Barad, Sue Jane Stoker,
Manuel DeLanda, Sands Murray-Wassink)
Go Leonardo. Let's glimpse outside freshly.

V.O.L.U.T.I.O.N.
Fem. Tech. - omnidisciplinarity as the only chance.
changes ahead.
To start with Jeremy Rifkin we still have 6 years to change system earth on fundamental levels. On every scale we are facing
enormous threats and massive challenges within the next decades. Cablegate, #egypt, and other up-plopping events seem to improve
the speed of change- The fresh millennium already is the age of production of dematerialised fragmentized agents also our
surrounding and interfaces, that still suffer in trying to find a hold in the errupting static structures. We are in level crisis. We have
entered complex dynamic spheres and level aware retrieval... version and merge, fluency...the center is not fixed. freed from
dominance, but coexistance. The increasing complexity implies a prefered direction as a continuing process, progress of open-ended
ontologies. Process is an evolutinary act of persisting on the path of time, stepping into the presence of potential future. The form is
to process transfer and trajectory. We need new interfaces and therefore a base structure that is capable of that form, new way of
Power Sharing, DeCentralisation of Power, dimensions of difference change, healty relations. Softening and re- education what entity
is, acceptence of fragility, constant flux of change tangled tate, intra-action, visionary... blown up to a big scale.
How do we relate to the intrinsic complexity of evolving environment in regard to our agency in relation to identity, its
differentiation and integration and it<<s form of relatedness to sub and metaystems on causal spatial, temporal scale levels?
How to integrate complexity diversity, multiplicity and simultaniosity, degrees of freedom into all dimensions of entity?
We need to bring forward an intelligent environment for our knowledge and enactment entrance, opening up to new forms of
addition and combination.
A system of static dominance hierarchy has been applied in all fields of economic and time structuring and organising matters up to
the perception of the surrounding as simple yes or no. bound in a culturalcontext and sociocultural milieu of social and ideological
power dominance construction, that asserted that knowledge and reality were based on external artifacts. We have forgotten
structures of overlay, merge, and emergent impact. A shift in perception is necessary, as emergent impact of the combination of
meaning and body.
Especially now facing that many problems, We have to have a close look at relationship and process. We will need new dynamic
models, that describe increasingly complex systems of organization and the resultant coherent interaction as one intra-action among
the various systems. We need new abstract sets and pattern that are capable to be transfered, a new idea of media and the possibilities,
especially concerning causal factors, symmetry and time principle to relate space, and time as well as quantitative analysis of
variables associated with complexity of domain, diversity of context and consequent multiplicity of perspectives to the domains in
question stable form that is mighty of including all subsets of the entity. Only the root of stable relational structure, is substainable
that dares to include all parts of it. our position but the diffusive form of entanglement in the process of percepting -not simple static
distinceted but also AND entangled. This scratches on the principles our post-secularized world bases on.
To bring together, arts, science to a meta omni-able technology and culture we have to focus on the main ontologic questions again:
1:1 and its relation and depth, transgression, transistion, development, ...
Intelligent Environment or culture or the applied art of moving in the line.
Vision:
knowledge of process, sophisticated architecture and flexible level accumulation of environments evolve in a new direction.
Fresh calculus, new fundaments of our perception of relation in time space and matter.
Exchange of ideas between practitioners in art, science and technology. A cross-disciplinary research in these fields, seeking to
catalyze fruitful solutions for the challenges of 21st century.
Multi-disciplinary approach to analyze complex problems, the arrival of substantive environmental laws and the growing public
awareness of need for action

INVESTIGATORS:
N. Katherine Hayles,
Francis Heylighen
Karen Barad
Sands Murray-Wassink
Cory Arcangel
George Spencer Brown
Bernard Stiegler,
Santa Fe Institute
Bruno Latour
Terre Thaemlitz

http://ceiarteuntref.edu.ar/
Unfortunately I found your open call 4 hours before your deadline.
So this is what I quickly edited for you in bed.
Usually my sounds are more complex. (See e.g. http://www.mixcloud.com/vjlse/a-litter-bit-clearer/ or https://
soundcloud.com/mmyyster-yrtemmys).
I have tons of theory snippets and written texts, that deal with this issue.
Another (also visual) example of theory merge, please have a look here: http://vimeo.com/84891086
So if you choose me I would love to make you even more acid artistc educational videos from a meta-entrance on the void
we are facing.
Thank you!
Best regards,
Lisa Erb
https://soundcloud.com/vjlse/piece1
Lisa Erb, *1981, is artist dealing with ontologies and trajectories - cross-discipline, meta-investigative.
She works within the sectors of information / media sciences, technologies and arts, influences by cybernetics and
feminist, technoscientific investigations, crossing theories in dimensional theory, information field physics, knot theory,
pattern theory, dynamic differentiation, semantic web, information visualization, space modelling.
Her sexiest references might be being creator of “Fresh Future Theory Festival” 2011, residency at Robert Wilson´s
Watermill Center in 2008, holder of the Lehrstuhl ‘Horror Vacui’ at Ghost Academy, the Kunst-am-Bau-Installation
“0,0000000046967” reinsuring the reinsurer SwissRe in case of accident.

Same Issue. Without Words.
Flow Politics.
For 21st century challenges and global needs, the focus has to go to softinance, de-growth, dynamic forms of organization
within constant flux of change tangled state, new emergent forms, flexible level / bottom-up architectures, allowing openended parameters, macro- & micro-politics of the multiple, ontology of borderlessness, augmented system of amongst,
refinements of basal spheres, alternative forms of merge, new emergent forms of addition, combination and relation:
effective links to other units: process integrative open. Next-level skills. Becoming - multidimensional.
Complex dynamic system in dependency of time & space: dilemma of linkage: stretch of time space / depth.
From the dual binary system to the multiple. From the state to the potential. “environments characterized by turbulence
and uncertainty, complex problems are typically value-laden, open-ended, multidimensional, ambiguous, and unstable.”
Under the new paradigm: fresh set, fresh co-: “geometries and metaphors of the future must remain partial and located,
and continue to describe a dynamic, intersubjective and open relation to m/other nature.”
Special focus on set / trans / struct, process. Reworking of the very nature of dynamics, dimensional expansion,
trajectories and depth, time and mapping, Onto and Inter, metaphorms and structure, univeral geometric pattern, that do
exist in dynamic systems, topogeometric aspects of emergent entangled agents, relative trajectory, complementarity,
condition spaces for a higher level of symmetry, homogenity, aspect of state-spaces, closedness, mulitude, value of the
curvature at a given infinitesimal small point, meaning of a surface in a given vector space correlation in high-dimensional
time series, novel types of singularities and similarities , singularities.
relation spacetime geometry + info content relative to area of surface, getting out of the local minima, N-dimensional
Queries, the concept of information. “complex information processing systems, data, state transitions, recursive
definitions, dynamics and mobility of self-configuring networks. Modeling the force space “of form, not of matter”
Rethinking inter- and exchange, under the rules of transformation: sphere- integrative.
fundamental needs, requirements and visions, politics of the multiple, ontology:
intersection in time and space: diffractive entangled process <Combined> is a <trans> form to the next.
We need new abstract sets and pattern that are capable to be transferred, a new idea of media and the possibilities,
especially concerning causal factors, symmetry and time principle to relate space, and time as well as quantitative analysis
of variables associated with complexity of domain, diversity of context and consequent multiplicity of perspectives to the
domains in question stable form that is mighty of including all subsets of the entity (growth of structural complexity,
characterized by the development of nested hierarchies of subsystems and supersystems).
The next forms has to go beyond static reciprocals and allow multitudal set within the frameworks of uncertainty and
fuzziness. Allowing more complex sets of relational translocations.
To improove knowledge and ability we need a dynamic form of organisation. Subject is what the question or goal was in
the beginning. What the direction is and what it´s movement.
**********************

NEXTTRANS
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
With the EU there is a fAt ﬂagship on the sea of this
planet. With the industrial revolution and Einsteins
ﬁnding`s on relativity we found ourself in modern times.
We have had a ﬂourishing economy, and over all peace
and enough resources to use, alter, trade and export.
The neighbours where far, there was the
neighbourhood, there was the state, there was the far
EU and overseas, but with the cables our zones
rearrange and our connectability on growing number/
ways of channels, transmitters, black boxes, lines, links
and connections.
The potential connection of each (level/one/node/
function/struct) to a potential other potentialized into
multiplicity of each and every. One is a question of soul
rather than a ﬁxed composition. It is in the stream of the
line.
NETWORK THEORY Now the ﬂuidicity of the network
shows its ﬁrst mini-tops of its intrinsic self-regulations.
As there is not just one sphere envolved, it produces
spillover eﬀects.

ABSTRACT
Te report

PREFACE
Lisa Erb is artist and investigator.
I am aware tat you will not coose tis project and tat you
migt not even evaluate it. Tis proposal is a ﬁrst try to
explain you wat I am trying to sow you. I will and I do all
my work time over work on tis issue and I ope it will
become clearer over time.

And now an identity less shape of a continent with
changing borders over time, there is no identity poor EU
- there is no vision, no masterplan to safe us, as we can
feel the massive changes on all levels of our existence?
Popping up revolutions as ‘springs’ nearly have ‘infected’
all over the world (except US probably) and the day
might come,
when the ﬁnacial system collapses, but china,
japan, arab states, some from south america, and russia
through ties, let world marshall USA fall and their
handshakers in the EU,
and the dollar and the euro will collapse, as there will be
uprises all over south europe, appearing in local areas,
groups and revolts, provocateurs, false priests, terrorists,
the poor and the rich in massive struggles as the
resources get fewer and on the wider scale, there will be
massive ﬂoods, storms, soildegradations, dryness The
ﬁlm Independence Day is true. there will be millions of
people, rebells families and sick people trying to come to
our safe grounds. Their former living ground is
eliminated for years. India, Central Africa.
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There will be grief, fear and panik and the force will be
about life.

die auch Anzahl und Art der Interaktionen multipliziert
haben.

Foucault’ Panoptikum

The self-organization of ﬂuxes in terms of functional
diﬀerentiations is not its historically observable, but only
perceptible after a reﬂexive turn (Husserl, 1929;
Luhmann, 1984).

Regulation will be the thing that will be overridden. The
fresh newborn sys will be emergent and open.
They will ﬁnd out, that
It is time too put all cards on the table and unite
energies for our future life as humankind and
system earth.

Areas
Forschungsgebiete der zukunft erkennt/anspricht
Integrativen, systemorientierten ansatz

REPORT

Prozessualen ansatz über die wirkungsketten in
netzwerken
architecture of space
relation among nodes and depth

1.Goal
Overcome crisis (economic, etc.)
Sustsinable development
To realize a basic fundation for after the paradigmantic
step.
Outlining the factors, areas and fundamentals where and
that a paradigmatic step has happened.
Towards the basic fundamental struct problem
Methods and Form after this step

System erde
System sciences
Emergente systeme
information and communication technology
daten, Datenqualität und methodik
Identität im netzwerk
Anschlussfähigkeit

Application and Life
Wat is te form of life itself performed and maifested. The
ﬁxed point constant that we take as time.

Netzwerkforschung
Dynamische faktoren

Zukunftsorientiertes handeln

Non-linear science

Metatheory
Higher dimensions

Grundlagenforschung
Auf basis dieser erkenntnisse: innovative technologien,
anwendungen
Eine Beschleunnigung des erlebten Zeitstranges bedroht
nicht nur die Stabilität der Prozessen, sondern ist auch
eine unwahrscheinliche Herrausforderung für die
Bewegung hindurch. Mittlerweile wird die Welt, auf die
wir einwirken müssen, an sich immer komplizierter.
Moderne Technologie und Systematik bedeuten, dass

MATS
Re-Entry
“Form that reenters its own indictional space”

Feedback and Symmetry
are close
b=...>>>>>>>>>>>>....
matematical concept of symmetry
“presence of a geometric operation T such as
rotation, reﬂection or transation, such that the form F is
invariant under the operation of transformation. (...) The
abstract idea of invariance under transformation is
shared in the formalism of both symmetry and selfsimilarity. (...)
a=>a
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b = T (b)
The forms a and b are each invariant under a certain
transformation, but we regard T as a symmetry since it
does not change th shape or size of b, but in moving it, it
matches b to itself.”

Quant Physics
Formal:
the truncated set of solutions forms a speciﬁc,
“intermediate” realisation that plays the role of
transitional state during chaotic system jumps between
“regular” realisations and provides thus the universal,
causally complete extension of the quantum
wavefunction and classical distribution function [913].” [50]
uncertainties

There is an outside view
Entwicklung von Beobachtersystem / who or
what is the observer?
Unterscheidung
This is not a static relationality but a doing—the
enactment of boundaries—that always entails
constitutive exclusions and therefore requisite questions
of accountability. active participant in the world’s
becoming, in its ongoing “intra-activity.”(see Rouse 2002 )
Grenzen der Systeminternalität

that messurement involve containing determinate
interactions such that the value of the properties of
obtained can properly be assigned to the
premessurement properies of objects as seperate from
the agencies of observation

Endophysics
(Zudem ist es ein enfacheres Modell als Inﬂations-Theory
nahegelegt hätte und erwarted wurde mehr als 1 Higgs
Boson aufzuﬁnden oder zumindet auf große
Turbulenzen bei desen Findung zu treﬀen).
Wie können Veränderungen in der Position, in
Disposition, in Konzentration und Dispersionen, in
Geschwindigkeit und Richtung mit der Bewegung
verbunden untergebracht werden?
"Bell’s theorem
local hidden variable interpretation of quantum
mechanics, also known as local realism, necessitates
certain conditions which are violated by measurements
performed on entangled quantum systems.
wave-behavior of matter ”wave particle duality paradox”
Observational Process
only the diﬀerence between you and the rest of
the world is
accessible
alles Wirkliche entgegengesetzte Bestimmungen in sich
enthält und daß somit das Erkennen und näher das
Begreifen eines Gegenstandes eben nur so viel heißt,
sich dessen als einer konkreten Einheit
entgegengesetzter Bestimmungen bewußt zu werden."

consciousness

Quantum Computing

Postmodernism, feminist theory, metaphysics
Diﬀractively reading the insights of feminist and queer
theor y and science studies approaches through one
another entails thinking the “social” and the “scientiﬁc”
together in an illuminating way. What often appears as
separate entities (and separate sets of concerns) with
sharp edges does not actually entail a relation of
absolute exteriority at all.
Nonlinear science
•Chaos
•
•Three body problem
•Kam theorem
•Solitions
•Nerve pulses and reactive-diﬀusion systems
•Metatheories of nonlinear science
•
Cybernetics
•
Mathematical biology (MB)
•
General system theory (GST)
•
Nonequilibrium statistical mechanics (NMS)
•
Catastrophy theory (CT)
•
Synergetics (s)
•
Complex adaptive systems (CAS)
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Reductionism and life
Theories of life
•Artiﬁcial vs. Autopoesis
•Relational biology
•complex systems and chaotic emergence
Phase space

Causes of the revolution
New knowledge
Eine ökonomische, räumliche, aber auch soziale
ßetrachtungsweise der Netzwerkentwicklung um
möglichst viele einﬂussnehmende prozesse und ihre
wechselwirkungen zu beziehen'1

pipes connecting potential sublime energies, obvious
enforcement “visualized” or applied practices that show
the balance of static forces..
But more, rather interesting is the renewal of the line of
power itself as it was always the line to the yet unknown:
the realization of a potential future.
If performativity is linked not only to the formation of the
subject but also to the production of the matter of
bodies, as Butler’s account of “materialization” and
Haraway’s notion of “materialized reﬁguration”
suggest, then it is all the more important that we
understand the nature
of this production.

After Kuhn Political Theory in Science and
Technology Studies
Knowledge as a mode of existence

Thinking fragments
Dominante Struktur setzt sich durch (Weber 2000)
Redeﬁning outside’ s potential reorganizes borders and
centers in a completely fresh way: with a black hole
within the center of our galaxy, with vivid global streams
of information and power, there is a major change in
focus that needs to be taken.
There have been taken several paradigmatic steps within
few time.
To to level up old space and time concepts, to apply on
the 3D spheres and 2D borders that confront us, we
shall take boundaries and overcome dichotome in the
basic sense: we hardly have overcome the 2-sided views
and taken the angle of potential of combined. Timeline
has stayed linear within all the narratives within, although
it takes strange loops and familiar re-appearances and
necessary re-evocations. To move in time-space still is
our dimension to move on, but potential as emergent
eﬀective is coming to overcome with open processing.
A Fresh Border momentum:
Borderlining entity is to change the focus of outside,
bringing together what is so close.
There are multiple forms to take a further advanced
state of forming equilibrium sets or to map the changing
equilibrium state between two, the are underground

1

Technological determinism ... wyatt, S.
Post-colonial studies of technosciences Anderson, W.,
Adams, V.
Epistemology of science
Cognitive studies of science
and technology

Table of European/Global
economic / politic / technologic
(<split>), ... perspectives over time

Give me a laboratory and i will raise you a discipline...
doing, p.
Visualisation and imagining
Informatization, new media
The material composition assumption that every object
is made up of one type of substance, namely, matter,
suggests that there is some basic level of description of
the material building blocks (Moser & Trout, 1995)
Attribute to attribution
Scientiﬁc governance
Commercialisation of science
Knowledge and development

Innovationsforen - Evaluation des Förderprogramms, 2012, BMWF, S. 6
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Emergent technosciences

Development and structural adjustment McMichael, P.
Virtualism

Sociotechnical futures
Media and information technologies

Virtualism: a new political economy
Abstraction in western economic practice carrier, J. G.

Ontology
Identity
Philosophy of mathematics

Neben der ‘herkömmlichen Zeit’ einen Erweiterten
Begriﬀ der Veränderlichen, die sich als oﬀenes
anschlussfähiges erweist, als Residuum als Dirty Rest
Uncertainity, die einer ganz anderen
Überführungsgesetzen unterleigt als herkömmlichen
Kompositionsprinzipien und in Unermesslichkeit in ihrer
Tiefe aufweist. Veränderliche.

Theory of meaning and reference
On content
Tense and intention

horizon
destined always to be inventing new ways of transferring

Level Crisis
“Systemics is not a new development or logical
consequence of an old science. It is a new way of looking
at old science, a new research paradigm. Systemic
science therefore does not invalidate old science, rather
it attempts to integrate it. In order to do accomplish this
systemic inquiry, from the ontological (fundamental)
perspective, it is necessary that all viewpoints are
assumed valid. This is because ﬁrst if all all viewpoints
are under consideration sooner or later.The systemic
(holistic systems) approach is ﬁrst of all, and necessarily
so, multi-perspectual. So we take into consideration what
is known as analytic and synthetic thought. We consider
both the parts and the wholes. What is “new” is that we
(can) do this by considering the relationships common to
both parts and wholes”
Growth and form of development
Reductionism and life

Moral justiﬁcation
Instrumentalisation
Free-rider
Belief-desire model

Simondon will then theorise the technical system itself as
individual and object, and thereby enable the recognition
that technics is not in time but rather constitutes time as
such.
The next forms has to go beyond static reciprocals and
allow multitudal set within the frameworks of
uncertainity and fuzziness. Allowing more complex sets
of relational translocations.
Rethinking the coeﬃcients of the virtual within fresh set
under inclusion of the observer.
There is the lack of a “true through” real- time interface
connection to the next/other as entity within movement.

. #Change is form itself is such a base outline. Fast ﬂuxes
of accumulation. One big stream.

Media is the change, constant ﬂux of change Tangled
State,
2

Talking on pattern as a reduction of representative
structure elements repeated (meaningful in a sense of
it is) form as content, this is the strategy that works here
dealing existing truthes as information. As since some
time information now is a deep sea we swim in, we
should at least step on one level above.

Abstraction, reality

2

“A Sign, or Representamen, is a First which stands in such a genuine triadic relation to a Second, called its Object, as to be capable of
determining a Third, called its Interpretant, to assume the same triadic relation to its Object in which // p. 318 / it stands itself to the
same Object” (C. Pierce. 2.274).
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Giving a wide range of presence as a set value or patch
working linear starting at one point and relating to each
other are used for sorting and ex/in cluding information
as a representative readable pattern.
embodied form of enduring grouping of complexes that
allows perceptions interactions and relations that
inﬂuence
development and behaviour in the most fruitful way.
“The probabilistically changing, fractal hierarchy of
genome dynamics provides also the necessary
combination of relative stability of a species genome and
its capacity for rare evolutionary changes.”

Embodiment means making it a semipermeable
membrane that allows awareness of the medium as an
informational pattern itself. “At any moment in
development, the environment is assimilated in the
schemes of action ,that are already available and these
schemes are transformed or accommodated to the
peculiarities of the objects of the environment, if they are
not completely appropriate.”6 This leads to increasing
expansion of the ﬁeld of application of schemes,
increasing coordination between them, increasing
interiorization, and increasing abstraction.

Depth
Hierbei geht es immer um die Art der Unterschiedenheit
des einen vom anderen auf den umschlossenen Ebenen
“It is determined by the complete transformation of
relativ zu der Gesamtheit der
system interaction complexity from
Ebenen.
Die Art der
“potentialities” (dynamic
Unterschiedenheit kann meinen,
information) to “reality” (dynamic
dass wenn das Eine nicht das Eine
We need new abstract sets and pattern that
entropy), where characteristic,
ist, es nicht zwangsläuﬁg das
are capable to be transferred, a new idea of
observable signs of approaching
Nicht-Eine sein muss, sondern ein
media and the possibilities, especially
“bifurcation” can be predicted [9]
anderes sein kann - ein Drittes,
concerning causal factors, symmetry and
and correlate with a number of
Viertes und Fünftes und dieses
time principle to relate space, and time as
currently growing “criticality”
Dritte, Vierte und Fünfte
well as quantitative analysis of variables
features “
gleichzeitig –zwar auf einer
associated with complexity of domain,
unhierarchischen Ebene ins eigene
diversity of context and consequent
multiplicity of perspectives to the domains in Fraktal stürzt, aber –
realitätsnähere Ergebnisse liefert.
question stable form that is mighty of
Die Überführung ist
including all subsets of the entity.
Gleichzeitigkeit von
Existence on diverse Levels
fortschreitender Systemeinheit
Dimensional Aspects
und fortgesetzter Diﬀerenzierung,
Diversiﬁzierung und Fragmentisierung. (Klinger 1998)
“The unfolding itself holds the simple secrets of any
inﬁnite form. These are invariance and self-similarity. ”
Hierfür brauchen wir eine neue Formen und Operatoren
der Transformation und der zeitlichen Überführung

“the pattern which connects” Bateson
“the matrix whic embeds”

system of diﬀerences that not only attributes value to
diﬀerent bodies, but processes, thee bodies according to
intersection border perception/ relation / / operation

ein pluralistisches Konglomerat der Ebenen zulässt

"one AND all“,
distinction and connection
relation
identity
“generic interarction process”

“There are forms within forms both up and down the
scale... Units are nested within larger units. Things are
components of other things. They would constitute a
hierarchy except that this hierarchy is not categorical but
full of transitions and overlaps.”3

alle Anordnungen des

3

(Gibson, 1979: 9)
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Mastermoleküles wiederholt (Keller 1998)

basic fundamental struct Interdisciplinary issues /
Core interdisciplinary tasks
“It is determined by the complete transformation
of system interaction complexity from
“potentialities” (dynamic information) to “reality” (dynamic
entropy), where characteristic, observable signs of
approaching “bifurcation” can be predicted [9] and
correlate with a number of currently growing “criticality”
features “
“It should become more widely recognised that Systems
(and only Systems) as a discipline is
purpose-built to appreciate and deal with truly complex
situations.”
intersection border perception/ relation / / operation
"one AND all“,
distinction and connection
relation
identity
“generic interarction process”

lower
level.
The
central
issue is

"variety absorbs variety, deﬁnes the minimum number of
states necessary for a controller to control a system of a
given number of states." In response Conant (1970)
produced his so called "Good Regulator theorem"
stating that "every Good Regulator of a System Must be a
Model of that
Hence, the notion of intra-actions constitutes a
reworking of the traditional notion of causality.
dynamic (re)conﬁgurings of the world, speciﬁc agential
practices/intra-actions/performances through which
speciﬁc exclusionar y boundaries are enacted.
Apparatuses have no inherent “outside” boundary. This
indeterminacy of the “outside” boundar y represents the
impossibility of closure—the ongoing intra-activity in the
iterative reconﬁguring of the apparatus of bodily
production. Apparatuses are open-ended practices.
“A dynamical hierarchy [33,10,24] is deﬁned in the
introduction to this special issue as a
dynamical system with multiple levels of nested
subcomponent structures, in which the
structures and their properties at one level emerge from
the ongoing interactions between the components of the

emergence: the appearance of high-level properties that
cannot be reduced to a simple sum or aggregate
of the properties exhibited by the components of the
lower level. Thus, higher level components can be seen
as wholes or ìindividualsî [30], i.e. systems that have an
identity of their own which would be lost if the system
would be decomposed into its parts.
Thus, the narrow top of the funnel-shaped spiral is the
point of the minimum gravitational potential energy (the
point of the "Great Stability") and, simultaneously, the
point at which the organized complexity—the seemingly
paradoxical and fragile product of the particles' kinetic
energy (temperature, disorganized complexity) and
gravitational binding energy (organizedness)—is
maximal:
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In Omega we have in the ﬁrst place the principle we
needed to explain both the persistent march of things
towards greater consciousness, and the paradoxical
solidity of what is most fragile. Contrary to the
appearances still admitted by physics, the Great Stability
is not at the bottom in the infra-elementary sphere, but
at the top in the ultra-synthetic sphere. It is thus entirely
by its tangential envelope that the world goes on
dissipating itself in a chance way into matter. By its radial
nucleus it ﬁnds its shape and its natural consistency in
gravitating against the tide of probability towards a divine
focus of mind which draws it onward. Thus something in
the cosmos escapes from entropy, and does so more
and more."4
It ist he diversity of the ‘solutions’ to adaptive problems
and the historical contingencies inﬂuencing those
variable paths that preclude global, theoretical
uniﬁcation.
Diﬀerent degrees of abstraction, attention to diﬀerent
components of a system are appropriate to our varying
pragmatic goals and conceptual and computational
abilities.
The next forms has to go beyond static reciprocals and
allow multitudal set within the frameworks of
uncertainity and fuzziness. Allowing more complex sets
of relational translocations.
Rethinking the coeﬃcients of the virtual within fresh set
under inclusion of the observer.
There is the lack of a “true through” real- time interface
connection to the next/other as entity within movement.
. #Change is form itself is such a base outline. Fast ﬂuxes
of accumulation. One big stream.

cybersystem levels is derived from considerations of
distinct levels of operationally measurable kinds
of uncertainty-reduction such as Shannon-receiveruncertainty-reduction objective information, Klaus
Weltner’s subjective-information, and various kinds of
higher-level wisdom needed for survival (Klir &
Weierman, 1999).
The evolution of our cybersystemic levels can be
portrayed in a `Just-so Story': Obviously, the most
elementary living systems to survive were formed in
ways, which
reduced the likelihood of extinction in their
environments.

,Komplexität Emergenz
eine stabile Beschreibung der Dynamik, der Evolution,
der Entstehung von Neuem.
Neuerung und Unvorhersehbarkeit
nichtlinearen dynamischen Prozess
“One cannot say where the organ ends and the
processing begins!” 5
“Das fundamentale Prinzip von Wandel ist Konstanz.”

postmodern science of chaos theory oﬀer two
particularly resonant metaphors of complexit, drawn
from model of nature - the strange attractor and selfsimilarity.

Media is the change, constant ﬂux of change Tangled
State,
Higher-Order Emergent Cybersystems to be oriented
towards Symviability
We use Boyd's (2000) theory of the evolutionarily
emergent levels of the cybersystems, which constitute
human becoming, is a reﬁnement of Kenneth Boulding's
systems levels scheme and a development guided by
Mario Bunge's theoretical deﬁnition of emergent levels
schemes. More precisely Boyd's model of emergent
44
5

non-kontradiktorische Koexistenz von zwei Merkmalen,
die in dem Augenblick, wo man zur eigentlcihen
Wirklichkeit übergeht, inkompatibel werden” (Zizek 1996)

Chardin, Pierre Teilhard de, The Phenomenon of Man

Oswald Wiener
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multiple interconnection and transmigration of notions
(Braidotti 1994)
„Deduct from any phenomenon such part as is known
by previous inductions to be
the eﬀect of
certain antecedents, and the residue of the
phenomenon is the eﬀect of
the remaining
antecedents.“

Talking on pattern as a reduction of representative
structure elements repeated (meaningful in a sense of
it is) form as content, this is the strategy that works here
dealing existing truthes as information. As since some
time information now is a deep sea we swim in, we
should at least step on one level above.
Giving a wide range of presence as a set value or patch
working linear starting at one point and relating to each
other are used for sorting and ex/in cluding information
as a representative readable pattern.
- physical optics (based on a diﬀerent
distribution of diﬀerences)
Information + Entropie
Die Einführung des Imaginärteils

There is information in the connections.
„connections between
objects in a compiled grammar“

basic obstacle: that must be overcome for a transition to
be successful: the intrinsic conﬂict over resource
consumption that exists between individual components
and between lower level components and the emerging
higher level. It will propose the principle of selective
pressure for synergy to explain how evolution tackles this
problem, pointing out its diﬀerent eﬀects on symmetric
and asymmetric interactions.

The impact of the combination of meaning and body is
the subject.
basic obstacle: that must be overcome for a transition to
be successful: the intrinsic conﬂict over resource
consumption that exists between individual components
and between lower level components and the emerging
higher level. It will propose the principle of selective
pressure for synergy to explain how evolution tackles this
problem, pointing out its diﬀerent eﬀects on symmetric
and asymmetric interactions.
Deduction Sets

materialized performance

the left paradigm is even wider, not us against nature,
but an auﬂösung of against in general.

“Apparatuses are open-ended practices. Importantly,
apparatuses are themselves
phenomena.”6
There the Introduction of the Viewer to self-referential
Fractal is Borderline Research of the ﬁrst Relation 1:1

"Each conﬁguration of operations of distinctions that the
observer performs speciﬁes a domain of reality as a
domain of operational coherences of his or her praxis of
living in which he or she brings forth particular kinds of
objects through their application..."

ERHEBUNGSEBENEN
Eigenschaften, Struktur, Beziehung

nature of superpositions and their relationship to socalled entanglements of states

(The metaphor of intersection is an apt image for the
application of mechanism. Because a process is divided,
you have converging diﬀerent paths all trying to get
through a central point. As the eﬀort or traﬃc for each
path increases it is inevitable that it becomes more
diﬃcult to get into the centre. Any one ﬂow entering the
centre blocks another. At the extreme you get gridlock–
the point where none of the ﬂows can move.)

wave function entspricht potential

Future Scenario

Research Focus

6

[Barad 2003:816]
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But as we see, with transformation as space time
realisation, there is no exteriority, there is continuosity, a
complex constant ﬂux of change. becoming: being
permanently entangled within and to potential future.

2. Visions and Rationale
2.1. Wy

WE ARE IN A BIGGER CONTEXT
- impose a diﬀerent way of viewing - out of nonseparability we extend.
- growing need for sustainable solutions to global
problems, solving global challenges
- inﬂuenced by
- Globalisation
- formed as
- taking international responsibility and overcomeing
global challenges
- mega markets of the 21st century
new horizon
Ontologic PaRADIGM > NEXT LEVEL
The changing topologies of the world entail an ongoing
reworking of the ver y nature of dynamics.
Transformation of knowledge
komplex-dynqamischer non-lokaler Dimensionalität
holistischen Gesamten.
Flat spheres to be crossed, there are so much more
dimensions to take..
With having overcome dualistic splitting, we have not just
left human nature separation, but are stuck in leaving:
inside global interwoven polyphonic multiverse we have
completely left the grounds of ‘cene` in any way. Without
center now: we are in level crisis. Static structures errupt.
Representation and static distinction is dead end.
Western white male power systems & active imbalances
are fed by an ontological reductionism of separability,
objectiﬁcation & materialism with exclusion, distance,
identiﬁed through objectiﬁed properties, as s.th. naturalsupported by deduction sets of static distinction and a
notion of technology following production and value
within the prevailing dominance system.

Transformation is a generic co-constitutional emergent
additive, entangled interrelated enactment: a question
of boundaries, the scale of processed body,
environment, system, the enactment of diﬀerentiation
and the hand in the game. Quant physics, non-racist
math and many non western investigations span a new
meta horizon: transgression of combination and merge,
nested imaginary parts, leveled loops. as dematerialised
fragmentized agents we are interconnected. The
question is how we relate
To step furhter out again:
We need Trans methods to the next un time and space,
an ontology of borderlessness, a new quality of postquantity to upgrade topology and ontology of
intersection, The concepts of matter, time and space
A fresh focus: combination, merge, diﬀusion with open
ends:
reconsider the displacements of outside, residual, rest,
environment and the bigger surrounding.
deduce rules of transformation to the next in respect to
time
a shift in the notion of value, “content”, eﬀectivity,
Growth, on depth, relativity, diﬀraction, scale, relation,
connection, dimension
production productivity / eﬀectiveness work, value,
entangled enactment: reﬂective engagement
We need fundamental root rewritings, a renewal of
“connective” and relational technologies - new
tendencies in the mode of representation and negation,
basing on change factors. Rethinking RELATION - means
rewriting combination and to Rel.Set of Entity / PUBLIC /
To improove knowledge and ability we need a dynamic
form of organisation. Softening and re- education what
entity is, acceptence of fragility, visionary intra-actions
withing the constant ﬂux of change tangled state.

2.1.1. Facts about the future
TRUE ISSUES
COP3—Kyoto Protocol Climate Conference
11

World Conservation Union
World Conservation Monitoring Center
The World Resources Institute is an independent center for
policy research and technical assistance on global
environmental and development issues.
Environmental News Service brings environmental news
Navdanya,
Food First provides in-depth research and knowledge on how
agricultural, economic and political issues also affect
biodiversity. These are some of the major impacts.
The Center for Alternative Technology shows that there are
various alternatives for fuel and many methods for sustainable
development.
The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) is an
organization attempting to compile, build and make a
compelling economics case for the conservation of ecosystems
and biodiversity, backed by the UN and various European
governments.
establishment of an international mechanism for a loss and
damage associated with climate change impacts .

2.1.2. Knowledge in 21st century - redux /
upgrade
major breaktrougs
questions

Erkenntnis im 21.Jht:
Das Zentrum ist nicht ﬁx anymore. dynamic adds to
linearity
structural crash: erupting static structures
the speed of change
> Dead ends in growth, #Crisis within power structures.
>We are in level crisis.
retrieval... version and merge, ﬂuency... virtualisation of
surfaces and self, pluralism, dematerialized fragmentized.
New interfaces are in between; they submerge and suck
on the whole from the side.
lack of holistic entity feeling. People are locked in in the
derivals from those power systems.
structural changes in the brain.
We will also advance the hypothesis that the
epistemological situation we are obliged to confront in a
quantum mechanical universe, in which non-locality
must now be viewed as a fundamental fact of nature,
provides a new basis for understanding the ability of the
human brain to construct symbol systems, or symbolic
representations of reality.

changing perception structures / retrieval forms
identity / entity
Gesellschaft und in ihr das Individuum verfügen über
eine geclusterte Selbstwahrnehmung bzw.
Selbstidentität. Das gleichzeitige Fortherrschen
mehererer nebeneeinander existierender
Daseinsebenen, (z.b. durch Virtualisierung, Splitting,
Usernames, Handeln und Erscheinung diversiﬁziert)
bevorzugt die Darstellung bzw. ihr Verständnis als
komplexeres Gebilde, als rhizomatisch Verknüpfte
wandelbare, ﬂüssige Einheit die innerhalb schnellerer
Zeitabstände neue Formationen einnehmen kann
(Fluktuation des Marktes, Komplexitätsforschung).
Strukturen unserer Arbeits und Lebensrealität Lassen
nur TruthValues zu. Das eintretende das sich ereignende
weist verknüpfungen auf mit dem sich später oder relativ
dazu ereignenden. Die große evolutionäre
selbstorganisierende Änderung ist die Überlagerung
höheren Ordnungen zur großen Abbildung des
Ereignisses.
Wenn alle Systeme mit ihrer Umwelt wechselwirken, wie
können wir dann identiﬁzierenen, was ein System ist?
Bilden wir nicht immer eine künstliche Grenze? Um
erfahren oder wissen zu können, müssen wir eine
Unterscheidung treﬀen. Die Schlüsselidee von " system"
ist, dass ein System identiﬁziert wird sobald die Grenzen
beschrieben werden. changes in the interhuman sphere
Most general features of the world
•Relationship between an individual and its
characteristics
•Thinking and experience
•The problem of time and change
•Present
•Space-time world
•Forth dimension
•Incongruent counterparts and higher dimensions
•Zeno’ s paradoxes time space and motion
•How do things persist through changes of parts and
properties
•How do causes bring about their eﬀects
•Eﬃcient cause and active power
•Status of appearances theory of knowledge
•Relation between mind and body
•Conscious experience
•The agent as cause
•Is there just one world?
•Objects
Existence conceptual relativity
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Non-absolute
Consistency, Transversality
Micro-politics of desire
Machine and structure
Causality, subjectivity and history

Trans/Inter/Omnidisciplinarity
Institution/Forschungsrat

Molecular Revolution Guattari

2.2. What
Unifyied post-dualistic trans tech
New space facilitates new forms of action and
movement.
Leveled <trans>
creative processes
new enabling infrastructure for coexisting, mightier
forms on a global level
augmented system of amongst, macro & micropolitics of
the multiple, new forms of addition and combination,
allowing open ended parameters, Transfer interfaces,
ﬂexible level architectures,
spread and bind open ended ontologies, conscious of
abstracting.

Reconnecting art, technology and sciences, where they
meet: not just “applied” and stay mutually distinct, but
intelligent Environments rethinking post-representation
aesthetics changing strategies: to bring it all together:The
Big Picture - from further outside: combining/unifying
larger scales.
combined into one complex practice, a new savoir-vivre,
transcending needs and visions eﬀective links to next
order spheres, in the sense of Marshall Mc Luhan: “”
states of perfect symbiosis/symmtry with the
surrounding environment
Strukturen und Modelle, die sich universell anwenden
lassen
Auslagerung bestimmter innerer oder äusserer
Notwendigkeiten,
innovative Re-organisation mutitudinaler Ebenen (sinn &
seins relative Wesenseigenschaften, Sinnesebenen in
andere Ebenen /Disziplinen oder fremde Teilbereiche)

Vor allem besteht kein Grund für eine ontologische
Entgegensetzung des Organichen, des Technischen und
des Textuellen. (Harraway)

“Our particular spheres of knowledge should no longer
be spinning independently, but intersecting in a
multitude of ways continually changing and enriching, so
that the translucent ‘space between’ becomes a
surprising place of connection and exchange.“

Plan for the planet
post-Capitalistic systems, structures and processes
metalevel of thinking, cross-disciplinary and crosscultural boundary-crossing enhances the development
of tactics, skills, resources and knowledge essential to all
of us for adapting to a rapidly evolving global culture.
Let´s invent the exchange form, that come after
money and reset values and work, crowd-source needs
and visions.
Or take two mirrors opposite to each other and mirror
the border itself to eternity.. this is the cold separation
which we can leave without us. We could also make
the borderline in its right fractal outline, while
dropping into scale. We had to sharpen our pencils
therefor. Or why not send another combined plate on
humankind out into the universe... an upgrade to the
plate that was sent in 60s. Thinking bigger and out of
the distinct state of linear separation is the best
momentum to cold war that can happen. All the
distance combined within one dimension. Timeless.

>> One of the main issues are, towards a new conceptual
framework for all entangled agents
how we might best (re)present multi-level,
>multi-component complex systems and what
alternative forms of merge oﬀers a substainable
maintainance,
<Combined> is a <trans> form to the next. rethinking inter an exchange,
under the rules of transformation. sphere- integrative.

Practical Focus
unite ontology and depth of relations and representation
of diﬀerent methods, disciplines networks, in order to
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identify such structures and the basis of processes and
the dynamics.

information water

self-reinforcing habits of thought

2.2.1.Pluralsim from the base / epistemologic
bottom up, crowd intelligence,

Theoretical Focus

Mit der Distribution und Verteilung
die Vorstellung von Gleichzeitigkeit
Fortbestehenden,
durch alle Ebenen durchdrungen.

The question is how the - let<<s call it - ‘one’ is related/
transformed to the next and if this structure is an
omnipresent depth form through all containing (diversiﬁed)
layers and if this is -again included in a bigger dimension/
sphere/folder or in the form of form without “anything
without it”. - deﬁning the space on higher dimension of view

neuen Arithmetischem Kalkül zu basieren sowie den
Gegenstand der Betrachtung vom Objekt zur Form zu
verlagern, die es zu untersuchen gilt.
Nicht mehr Objekt repäsentant kontext sondern
das Medium die Überführung, die Form an sich ist
Gegenstand der Untersuchung,
Indem die Form selbt zur Form wird, gibt es keine
Unterscheidung mehr zwischen Überführung und
Identität.
basic diﬀractive theory
>> a new basal calculus (basing on emergent form of
diﬀerentiation/combination)
principle of intersection of time and space: diﬀractive
entangled process

Funktional bedarf es nonlinearer interpretation
dynamische Komplexität in Bezug auf die
grundliegenden Prozesse der Interaktion.
Gauss und sein Sprudel: Die Frage nach
Tiefe.“Extensiveness becomes, but becoming is not self
extensive”2
Dabei ist das 2nd Law of Thermodynamics reversibel! /
Was heisst entgegen der Entropie(?)/ dem
Kausalitätsprinzip ist ein Eﬀekt vor der Ursache / Der
Zeitpfeil rückwärtig möglich.
Angesichts Energetisch: Entropy, as a variale that only
can increase during evolution? und Geometrisch:
Komplexität Ausdehnung der Funktion ist zu vollendeter
Formung? Unter Zunahme der Entropie und Chaos nicht
Unordnung bedeutet sondern Struktur aufweist /
Fuzziness?
Recursion aﬀects Time.
Scale of Change
Connections between micro and macro

ﬂuctuatin instability resolution

2.2.2.Generation/ development structure

Die Zukunft unserer Entwicklung ist das Überlagerung
und die Vermengung der Strukturen, ein Prozess den
Grundregeln der Selbstorganisation als wachsenden
Netz folgend, sich zu seiner höheren Form entwickelnd,
rhizomatisch verbreiten - eine evolutionäre Tat des
Fortbestehens auf dem Weg der Zeit, und hineintreten in
die Anwesenheit möglicher Zukunft.
2.2.3.Identity in 21st century
Für Einheit werden und verstehen, müssen wir uns des IntraEntanglement der Komplexität im Prinzip der Gleichzeitigkeit
innerhalb unserer Verwicklung berücksichtigen. Dieses ist in
hohem Grade politisch, da dieses auf den Prinzipien unserer
post-sekularisierten Welt (unterseiten an)kratzt.
NEW COMMUNITIES;
integration of the unclaer
Noise / complex number rest
Cacophonia and noise oﬀer new retrieval systems for new
metaphors and metaspheres.

2.2.4. Ontology Rework / ( Access to ) Relation
„Vernetzung“ ist das Schlagwort, das diesen Paradigmenwandel
permanent begleitet. /

“allocation of meaning”
focus on
RELATION
a relation is a property that assigns truth values to
combinations,
The variable ìorientationî deﬁnes an emergent property:
it does not exist for an individual atom, as it describes
the state of the relation between the two atoms.
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Why do we think that the existence of relations requires
relata?

Neben der in den 90er Jahren verbreiteten Thematik des
“Rhizoms, gilt es nun weiter und tiefer führende
Strukturen näher zu erkunden.

the intertwined practices of knowing and becoming.
()
- knowing is about direct material engagement
- subjects and objects are intertwined, entangled
- objectivity is about accountability to the marks on the
body; responsibility to the entanglements of which we
are a part.
“Indeed, it is possible to develop coherent philosophical
positions that deny that there are representations on the
one hand and ontologically separate entities awaiting
representation on the other. A performative
understanding, which shifts the focus from linguistic
representations to discursive practices, is one such
alternative. In particular, the search for alternatives to social constructivism has prompted
performative approaches
in feminist and queer studies, as well as in science
studies. “7

Relationships which have emergent properties which are
then experienced as the whole
“Relationships are of a diﬀerent categorical level from
objects. In short, objects are nouns (identity) , while
relationships are verbs (action).”

Tranjectory through

In behaviorial science, system theory and dynamic
systems modeling, a behavioral model reproduces the
required behavior of the original analyzed system,
such as there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the behavior of the original system and the simulated
system. That namely implies that the model uniquely
predicts future system states from past systems
states. The behavioral approach is motivated by the
aim of obtaining a framework for system analysis that
respects the underlying physics and sets up the
appropriate mathematical concepts from there.
A key question of the behavioral approach is whether
a quantity w1 can be deduced given an observed
quantity w2 and a model. If w2 can be deduced given
w1 and the model, w2 is said to be observable. In
terms of mathematical modeling, the to-be-deduced
quantity or variable is often referred to as the latent
variable and the observed variable is the manifest
variable. Such a system is then called an observable
(latent variable) system.
i.
the world is consistent relationally
inherent boundary between observer and observed
i.

Trajectories

Relation - Emergence
The two elements appear to create a symbolic link to a
greater level of wholeness beyond the existence of the
elements themselves.
(i)

Forms of Addition and Overlay Rhizomatic /
Dynamic Forms - new entries
within the entity
Event

(i)
(ii)
fractal
self-referential
I am the observed realtion between myself and “
observing
myself”
classical logic of self-replication and self-reference.

7

The self-organization of ﬂuxes in terms of functional
diﬀerentiations is not its historically observable, but only
perceptible after a reﬂexive turn (Husserl, 1929; Luhmann,
1984).

(1)
(2)
(3)
2.

(1)
=
sign of identity
prescription for the action
"What is decisive is the fact that we are in a
process of understanding and experiencing the
relationship between theory and practice
in a new way. Until now practice was either
understood as an application of theory, as a
mere consequence, or it was assumed that
practice must inspire theory, that it could bring

Barad
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forth new theories. In either sense, its
relationships were seen as representing
a process of totalization..."
3.

4.

and the relation of the one to the other and
even his location (or move as temporal
crossing) and his impact on it, we hold in
diverse sectors to ﬁnd us sheltered within, but it
is more a dimensional factor to ﬁnd the line in
as path to walk through. Metaphysics as
a combination of meaning and body is this
researchs subject.
we add meaning with being structures.

2.3. New Foundation
beyond the framework of representationalism
2.3.1. Fields
2.3.2. Topics / Areas

The problem starts with the ontology (in the speciﬁc and
the general sense)
There is no ﬁxed true structure. It is self-generative and
ﬂuid. Flow politics rule the spheres.
Goal
fresh reﬁned forms of relation
sharing
courageous
building a multi-dimensional picture.”
‘converging’ inter- disciplinary, intergenerational,
international and ‘inter-expertise’ context, omnidisciplinary combinations, transdisciplinarity
advancing a "big picture" of involved spheres.
superposition in time and space and potentials, focusing
on the basal distinction, how we come to the world.
to come to a simple form that is mighty of including all
its subsets to an entity.
─ multi-dimensional frame that uniﬁes the subsets and
relates them in an interoperable manner.

transfer of concepts, laws, and models across disciplines
and professions.
Strukturelle Reformulierung der “Distinctive Practice” /
Form Basics der Relationalität
Re-Combination of Self and Entity-Thinking

condition space for a higher level of symmetry
new understanding of "technology
Combining übersummativ
#Combine Meta Trans.
"big picture" of involved spheres
- to unite ontology and depth of relations and
representation of diﬀerent methods, disciplines
networks, in order to identify such
structures and the basis of processes and the dynamics.
- The Overlay of structural tasks and identities,
hypertexts, knots creates emergent structure, readable
pattern
- eine zeitgemäße Darstellung des Umschließenden (im
Sinne der Welt).
no absolute exteriority at all
“This will require an understanding of the nature of the
relationship between discursive practices and material
phenomena, an accounting of “nonhuman” as well as
“human” forms of agency, and an understanding of the
precise causal nature of productive practices that takes
account of the fullness of matter’s implication in its
ongoing historicity.”8

dilemma of their linkage
-

we split bodies of meaning, one of the other one, between,
we concentrate on distinction.
Our old concepts of knowledge and science still base on the
linear basis of the distinction by Newton-classical
descriptions and cartesian Split. While Cartesian separation
split between the objective world and subjective experience,
signiﬁed and signiﬁer; In this Vanilla world the discovered

8 Barad, K., 2008. Posthumanist performativity: toward and understanding of how matter comes to matter. In: S. Alaimo and S. Heckman, eds. Material feminisms.

Indiana University Press, 120-155.
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seems to be unmarked by its discoverer, and it seems as if
objectivity exists exterior of the living sphere. A system of
static dominance hierarchy has been applied in all ﬁelds of
economic and time structuring and organizing matters up
to the perception of the surrounding
The Western objectivism and materialism for scientiﬁc
descriptions based on cartesian split and in its dead end
specialized arms in Eurocentric capitalistic white male
dominated constructedness of nature of scientiﬁc knowledge.
real world components but representations
knowledge and reality were based on external artifacts.
- Die struktur der allgemeinen Systementwicklung muss
nachgefahren werden
- dichotonomische Ordnung der symbolischen Ordnung
dekonstruiert und detabilisiert werden (bzw. werden
sollten) und schon insofern das humanistiche Denken
nicht mehr adäquat ist.
- Complex dynamic system in dependency of time &
space
resulting coherent interaction as an Intra action amongst the
different systems and spheres.

in the process of becoming
new forms of basic addition and seperation -> new logic
derives from there
limit to rationalism / end of dualism nature culture
Goal is to a fresh non-static, non-dualistic form of
"technology",
reevoking the essential roots for technology and culture,
ontologic (topologic) point of identity, intersection,
bifurication, process, distinction, and combination. new
emergent forms, superpositioned...
The challenge, however, remains the construction of an
observing system which is able to predict developments in
the complex system under observation (Dubois, 2002).
"to on legetai polachös"?
§1 The artiﬁcial separation of process and content in
knowledge becomes especially problematic in systems of
thought that seek to encompass the totality of existence
(as do grand uniﬁed theories in physics, for example)
§2 physical reality is not a collection of separate objects
(as it appears to us), but rather it is an undivided whole
that is in perpetual dynamic ﬂux.
to relate to old and new information.
Entwicklung und Übergang.
‘abstract’ type with the ‘physical’ type / phenomena

Theory
on the connection between the diﬀerentiatied. The story
of the line, the crossing and the system, on its path of
time.
System ist Form mit zwei Seiten, Diﬀerenzierung als
zeitlicher vollzug und selbstreferentielles fortbstehendes
fraktal
Beginnend mit Raum und Zeit und Übereinkunft beider
zu sein, bewirkt sich dieses und seine Ausdauer, eine
ﬂache Unterscheidung und ein self-referential Zeit
generierendes Prinzip des In-Existenz bringens und in
Existenz gebracht sein. (Die Grundregel des Holens in
Bestehen und in Bestehen holend erzeugen.)
Der Kreuzung selbst ist natürliches self- organisierendes
Evoluzinogen neuronaler Netze entlang Prozess, Mütter,
Entwicklung, Evolution, Zeit und Verdauung und ist Form
der Selforganisierenden Links, die in tiefer ins Fraktal
führen. Unsere Intra-tätigkeiten innerhalb des Ganzen
selbst ist Prozess und Umwandlung.

"the straight line is a curve, any part of which is similar to
the whole"

performative alternatives to representationalism shifts
the focus from questions of correspondence between
descriptions and reality (e.g., do they mirror nature or
culture?) to matters of practices/
doings/actions. I would argue that these approaches also
bring to the forefront important questions of ontology,
materiality, and agency, while social constructivist
approaches get caught up in the geometrical opticsof
reﬂection where, much like the inﬁnite play of images
between two facing mirrors, the epistemological gets
bounced back and forth, but nothing more is seen.
Moving away from the representationalist trap of
geometrical optics, I shift the focus to physical optics, to
questions of diﬀraction rather than reﬂection.
Diﬀractively reading the insights of feminist and queer
theory and science studies approaches through one
another entails thinking the “social” and the “scientiﬁc”
together in an illuminating way. What often appears as
separate entities (and separate sets of concerns) with
sharp edges does not actually entail a relation of
absolute exteriority at all. Like the diﬀraction patterns
illuminating the indeﬁnite nature of boundaries—
displaying shadows in “light” regions and bright spots in
“dark” regions—the relation of the social and the
scientiﬁc is a relation of “exteriority within.” This is not a
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static relationality but a doing—the enactment of
boundaries—that always entails constitutive exclusions
and therefore requisite questions of accountability.3 My
aim is to contribute to eﬀorts to sharpen the theoretical
tool of performativity for science studies and feminist
and queer theory endeavors alike, and to promote their
mutual consideration. In this article, I oﬀer an
elaboration of performativity—a materialist, naturalist,
and posthumanist elaboration—that allows matter its
due as an active participant in the world’s becoming, in
its ongoing “intraactivity.”

-”What often appears as separate entities (and separate
sets of concerns) with sharp edges does not actually
entail a relation of absolute exteriority at all.”
“Metapher und Materialität in den kulturspeziﬁschen
Apparaten körperlicher Produktion zur Imploion zu
bringen. (Harraway)”
How to integrate complexity diversity, multiplicity and
simultaniosity, degrees of freedom into all dimensions of
entity
all parts of it.

a doing—the enactment of boundaries—that always
entails constitutive exclusions and therefore requisite
questions of accountability. (...) (and) allows matter its
due as an active participant in the world’s becoming, in
its ongoing “intraactivity.”
Ontology, Topology,
- politics of multiple identities/subjectivities
- Verknüfung, Verteilung, Verschiebung & Überführung

To manage and to deal with the most origin for of
change itself, we have to integrate its most inherent
structure within the calculation. The step-outside opens
cascades of
multitudes an is at the same time selfreferential as it bases on distinction of the
objectivated proposition.
Rep
- “geometries and mateaphors of the future must remain
partial and located, and continue to describe a dynamic,
interubjectibe and open relation to m/other nature.”
Kember 1996)
basal basic rule of the development and the transition an up-to-date re-presentation of the enclosing (in the
sense of the world)/nature (in the sense of the form)
“dilemma of intersectionality”
“Here the problem is not to choose the correct scale of
description, but rather to recognize that change is taking
place on many scales at the same time and that it is the
interaction among phenomena on diﬀerent scales that
must occupy our attention.”

Entity

3
“The theory of self-producing, autopoietic systems can
be transferred to the domain of action systems only if
one begins with the fact that the elements composing
the system have no duration, and thus must be
constantly produced by the system these elements
comprise… The system would simply cease to exist in
any, even the most favorable, environment if it did not
equip the momentary elements that compose it with the
capacity for connection, that is, with meaning, and thus
reproduce them”

surrounding
enclosure
relation
border
Messurement

Within a new framework of individual's sociocultural
context as a postmodern data matrix instead of a
landscape<<integrate this is on the “pov's movement
through it.”3 - located in space, but it exists in time. It is
abstracted into a purely temporal entity with no spatial
extension; signifying processes of ﬂexible accumulation
for a specialised level of knowledge environments and
sophisticated architecture evolve in a new direction.
Concepts of self-fullﬁlling entity
Temporality and spatiality emerge in this processual
historicity. Relations of exteriority, connectivity, and
exclusion are reconﬁgured.
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“environments characterized by turbulence and
uncertainty, complex problems are typically value-laden,
open-ended, multidimensional, ambiguous, and
unstable.”
Topologic View of Relation to the Surrounding including
System- Internity and the Outside as structural aspect
are prooﬁng the Existence of OUTSIDE.
Letting in the voices and sights that surround us. /
(Noise)

Heterarchy
- “Towards a Global Systems Steering Vision system
explanation and prediction taking into account the
multiple probabilistic alternative mechanisms which
already exist.”
- “Heterarchical structure is important for achieving
robustness and evolvability in a wide variety of types of
biological systems including human motivational
systems. Normally “heterarchy” is a state wherein any
pair of items is likely to be related in two or more
diﬀering ways. Whereas, hierarchies sort groups into
progressively smaller categories and subcategories,
heterarchies divide and unite groups variously, according
to multiple concerns that emerge or recede from view
according to current perspectives. Crucially, no one way
of dividing an heterarchical system can validly ever be a
totalizing or all- encompassing view of the system
(Wikipedia, 2010). The highest emergent level involves
at least two leading systems. Lower emergent levels
involve multiple active systems. This complexity leads us,
as perceivers, to a feeling of contradiction that invites
new ways of envisioning and redeveloping the
processes.” (Dockens, 2010).
- “Towards a Global Systems Steering Vision system
explanation and prediction taking into account the
multiple probabilistic alternative mechanisms which
already exist. Heterarchy is a name for a hydra-headed
state of aﬀairs, where there is redundancy of potential
control. The conceptualisation of
an appropriate functional heterarchy usually requires
ambivalent thought.-.a willingness
to ambulate freely between diverse perspectives. At
times we need to increase our
uncertainty in order to generate valuable new options
(Boyd and Zeman, 1995].
““heterarchy” is a state wherein any pair of items is likely
to be related in two or more diﬀering ways. Whereas,
hierarchies sort groups into progressively smaller
categories and subcategories, heterarchies divide and

unite groups variously, according to multiple concerns
that emerge or recede from view according to current
perspectives.”
“Lower emergent levels involve multiple active systems.
This complexity leads us, as perceivers, to a feeling of
contradiction that invites new ways of envisioning and
redeveloping the processes (Dockens, 2010).”

Complementarity
“complex information processing systems are best
described using diﬀerent, complementary views. To this
end there exist various, fundamentally diﬀerent models
for the relevant aspects such as data, state transitions,
recursive deﬁnitions at all levels as well as the dynamics
and mobility of self-conﬁguring networks. Another topic
is the stepwise development of such systems.”

Imaginary Values.
integration of the unclaer
Fixed Point and Self-Replication
-not simple static distinceted but also AND entangled
-self referential reproducing imaginary part manifesting
in its probability through time

BETWEEN
the translucent ‘space between’ becomes a surprising
place of connection and exchange.“
crossing the between
AND Beziehung mehr als Objekt
inter and Intra relation
of form, not of matter (Langton 1996)
- relative trajectory
we get new form of addition and combination with
emergent entangled agents.

agents

Interface
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“It is no longer whether a net is a representation or a
thing, a part of society or a part of discourse or a part of
nature, but what moves and how this movement is
recorded.” (Latour 1996)
information is a probability function with no dimenions,
no materiality, an no necesary connection with meaning.
It i a pattern, not a presence.” (Hayles 1999)

Complexity
qualities of the complex
dynamical system is a manifold M called the phase (or
state) space endowed with a family of smooth evolution
functions Φ t that for any element of , the time, map a
point of the phase space back into the phase space. The
notion of smoothness changes with applications and the
type of manifold. There are several choices for the set T.
When T is taken to be the reals, the dynamical system is
called a ﬂow; and if T is restricted to the non-negative
reals, then the dynamical system is a semi-ﬂow. When T
is taken to be the integers, it is a cascade or a map; and
the restriction to the non-negative integers is a semicascade.
Temporality has to be an Integral Element in our Focus in
the Complex System
probability distribution of preferences
This distribution contains an uncertainty

Dynamic System
- increasingly complex systems of organization (and
multiple time simultaneous events)
mappings or systems of ordinary diﬀerential equations
deﬁned on a ﬁnite -dimensional euclidean space
qualitate properties classiﬁed
fundamental problem: determination of trajectories from
their initial condition (digitalisation: -what-if->modell)

phase portrait trajectories with similar behaviour of
phase space of a system pattern form a taxonomy ->
answer sys behavior
univeral geometric pattern do exist in dynamic systems
Trajectories wandering (transient) / non-wandering
ii. Open System Requirements:
operative Rekursivität
Selbstreferenz
Zirkularität
- weber:9
materielle oﬀenheit
-informationstheoretische beschreibung von
Evolution und Emergenz
Prozess
Sorten von Abfolge
In summar y, the universe is agential intra-activity in its
becoming. The primar y ontological units are not “things”
but phenomena—dynamic to- pological reconﬁgurings/
entanglements/relationalities/(re)articulations. And the
primar y semantic units are not “words” but materialdiscursive practices through which boundaries are
constituted. This dynamism is agency. Agency is not an
attribute but the ongoing reconﬁgurings of the world.
According to Bohr, theoretical concepts (e.g., “position”
and “momentum”) are not ideational in character but
rather are speciﬁc physical arrangements.18 For
example, the notion of “position” cannot be presumed to
be a well-deﬁned abstract concept, nor can it be
presumed to be an inherent attribute of independently
existing objects. Rather, “position” only has meaning
when a rigid apparatus with ﬁxed parts is used (e.g., a
ruler is nailed to a ﬁxed table in the laborator y, thereby
establishing a ﬁxed frame of reference for specifying
“position”). And furthermore, any measurement of
“position” using this apparatus cannot be attributed to
some abstract independently existing “object” but rather
is a property of the phenomenon—the inseparability of
“obser ved object” and “agencies of obser vation.”
Similarly, “momentum” is only meaningful as a material
arrangement involving movable parts. Hence, the
simultaneous indeterminacy of “position” and
“momentum” (what is commonly referred to as the

9

materialer Offenheit und einer informationstheoretichen Beschreibung von Evolution und Emergenz als auch eine formale und
reduktionistische Bestimmtheit universaler Selbtorganisationsprozesse ermöglichen die theoretische Bechreibung und Operationalisierung
von komplexen dynamischen Sytemen. Die Kategorie des Werdens, der Möglichkeiten und der Spontaneität werden für die Logik der
Technowisschenschaften nun faßbar.
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Heisenberg uncertainty principle) is a straightfor ward
matter of the material exclusion of “position” and
“momentum” arrangements (one requiring ﬁxed parts
and the complementary arrangement requiring movable
parts).

The future cannot be experienced but can be
anticipated; the past merely recalled (Wood, 2005).
- ongoing distinction
- How are distance an existence combined?
- Seriation Hayles
manifestation

(i)
Forms of Addition and Overlay Rhizomatic /
Dynamic Forms - new entries
Event
fractal
self-referential
I am the observed realtion between myself and “
observing
myself”
classical logic of self-replication and self-reference.

Matter
how matter matters
impact of the combination of meaning and body.
- Systematic of addition is not any longer one
dimensional or simple of line. those new structures of
overlaying, simultaniousity give freedom in dealing with
the sourrounding

Tranjectory through
when we search is a function of how we look” (Lissack,
1996)

Information

(The metaphor of intersection is an apt image for the
application of mechanism. Because a
process is divided, you have converging diﬀerent paths

System braucht nur eine einzige Operation die Diﬀerenz
zu reproduzieren Kommunikation durch Kommunikation

System ist Form mit zwei Seiten, Diﬀerenzierung als
zeitlicher vollzug und selbstreferentielles fortbstehendes
fraktal

“Who does the lamp
communicate with? The mountain? The fox?”
“language of things but ampliﬁes it potential of change.”

Materie ist primär oder gar auschließlich Trägersubstanz
der Information.
““Words and things” is the entirely serious title of a
problem.”
all trying to get through a central
point. As the eﬀort or traﬃc for each path increases it is
inevitable that it becomes more
diﬃcult to get into the centre. Any one ﬂow entering the
centre blocks another. At the
extreme you get gridlock–the point where none of the
ﬂows can move.)

Zeit
History

“Compared to the analytical procedure of classical
science with resolution into component elements and
one-way or linear causality as basic category, the
investigation of organized wholes of many variables
requires new categories of interaction, transaction,
organization, teleology…” “These considerations lead to
the postulate of a new scientiﬁc discipline which we call
general system theory. It's subject matter is formulation
of principles that are valid for “systems” in general,
whatever the nature of the component elements and the
relations or “forces” between them… “General system
theory, therefore, is a general science of wholeness”…
The meaning of the somewhat mystical expression, “The
21

whole is more that the sum of its parts” is simply that
constitutive characteristics are not explanable from the
characteristics of the isolated parts. ”

- "the straight line is a curve, any part of which is similar
to the whole"
- -> symmetry within the “covering space”
- (Munkres, 1975)

causality and determination

“Paradox Generates Time.”
Zeit nur bei einer Veränderung

“Niels Bohr's deﬁnition of the logical framework of
complementarity, which we regard as fundamental to
understanding the actual character of physical reality in a
quantum mechanical universe, we will advance and
attempt to support the view that complementarity is the
most fundamental dynamic in our conscious
constructions of reality in both ordinary and
mathematical language systems.”
“That hypothesis is that since complementarity has been
a primary feature in every physical theory advanced in
mathematical physics beginning with the special theory
of relativity in 1905, and since complementarity can also
be shown to be an emergent property or dynamic in the
life of the evolving universe at increasingly larger scales
and times, then future advances in physical theory in
cosmology, or in the study of the origins and evolution of
the entire universe, will also feature complementary
constructs."
- In a knowledge-based order, decisions can increasingly
be informed by expectations.
- “begin to address with n-dimensional queries and a
renewed eﬀort to cultivate “knowledge skills”.”
- Combination of meaning and body
add meaning with being structures.
not as a hierarchical ordered form but as a living
organism moving through time. it might be easier to
understand growth and time as two vectors leading into
the same direction.
„A glance is enough to identify nodes with the most links,
nodes straddling diﬀerent subgroups, and nodes
isolated by their lack of connections.“
Tiefe / Dimension
- To start to mulitply the intersection of points/planes
and the resulting shift in perception that takes place
when this happens.
multidimensionally dynamic models
mighty of including all its subsets to an entity

“The universe that we know Comes into being Through
Imagination”
Bringing forth A world of distinctions that we take to be
Real.”
Cause
a non-linear and unresolved relation to origin.
senitive dependance on the initial conditions of that
system.
Emergence, Entanglement, Superposition, Endurance,
Development and Diﬀusion
interwoven polyphonic multiverse
2.0ismen multiplism
Agency
“a set of observed reactions of various systems under
diﬀerent conditions. Those conditions are crucial insofar
as the environment provides the context for the actions
and reactions —the behavior —of a system, a necessary
link in the chain of cause and eﬀect. ‘‘Observation’’ is also
cru- cial here, as it is throughout cybernetics, as the basis
for determining the system and phenomena in question
—both are meaningless in the absence of an observer.”
The form of directedness is not enough studied yet. Not
in its theoretical processual arms.
better explanatory and probabilistically predictive
models of the fundamental (causal) processes
Memes Stigmergy

Technology of innovation
Forschungsansatz der alle wichtigen aspekte gleichzeitig
umfasst
Combining Principle
2.4. ICT Platforms
Internationale vernetzung
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Erdsystem
Klima und energie
Nachhaltiges wirtschaften u. Ressourcen

Schlüsseltechnologien Vernetzung
“In that way we substantiate and specify the necessary
change in life sciences and related ﬁelds, which can
uniquely solve the growing “diﬃcult” (e.g. “ethical”)
problems of the modern blind, purely empirical
technology development and provide the basis for
the truly sustainable future. The latter involves
genuine, causally complete understanding and control of
living form emergence and dynamics, at any level of
interest, giving rise to new possibilities in both
fundamental (e.g. mathematical) and applied aspects
of knowledge, including such directions as constructive
genetics and integral medicine [9,10]. “
2.5. Applications
Global tragfähige lösungen
Smart, sustainable and inclusive growth
Ausblick/ Szenographie:
Intelligent Environments
Optimization
Meta- Omni and Leveled concerns
femtech alternatives
Knowledge Managment,
oppressed develop smartness
Innovation gap
migration,
climate
environmental issues,
demographic change
knowledge
upgrade to next levels
level aware
“for educational design purposes should we aim to support
global symviability capability in terms of modelling how
people can learn to participate in the two top-level sociocybersystems?(...) But, can educational systems for
symviability through enculturing people to become
productive members of these two higher-order systems
actually be `designed' and implemented by co-opting the
rapidly growing and complexifying global communication
media? Perhaps yes given the encouraging progress being
made with various forms of e-Learning, educative on-line

games and intelligent tutoring systems (Floden and McKevitt,
2002).
including the systems of myth and meanings
structuring our
imagination.
Frage: what will it have been?
acquisition of new knowledge
fresh basal roots / .has a new (theoretical political, etc.)
order as
consequence.
to use creativity in a mindful way
cross-cultural ﬂexibility
global environment strategies of survival and ﬂourishing
competence in systems design and practice
evolutionary perspective and sustainable performance
responsibility
- New forms of information retrieval system or onto- und
meta- genetic forms of regard on the empiric surrounding.
Education
Training for Participation in Society
successful citizenship education participation in the
local community and wider society in civic-related
community activities
Developing
Key Competences
a more strategic approach to supporting the
development of key competences
New concepts shaping modern curricula 19
2.2. Curriculum organisation – approaches to the
transversal competences
School in Europe:
Challenges and Opportunities for Policy
in MST ﬁelds mathematics, science and technolog
2.6. Wy FET?

3. Science and Tecnology Plan
embodied form of enduring grouping of complexes that
allows perceptions interactions and relations that
influence development and behaviour in the most fruitful
way.
“Here the problem is not to choose the correct scale of
description, but rather to recognize that change is taking
place on many scales at the same time and that it is the
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interaction among phenomena on diﬀerent scales that
must occupy our attention.”

“From the physical point of view, phase space is
structured; it contains regions of speciﬁc types of
attractors (e.g., point attractors, cyclical attractors,
‘strange’ or chaotic attractors) who delimit the
possibilities that a system in its movement through
phase space may choose, even when ‘choices’ are real
(as in bifurcations).”
-2Evolutionary theory adds that the implicit goal of all
systems created through natural selection (and thus of all
non-artiﬁcial agents) is the maximization of ﬁtness, i.e.
survival, reproduction and development. Evolution can in
general be seen as a learning process, during which the
evolving system accumulates knowledge or
information about how best to survive and thrive in its
environment. (Campbell 1974), which sees all forms of
knowledge as a product of evolution, and—in its more
radical version—all evolutionary adaptation as a form of
knowledge. Its main idea is that evolution is a
problem-solving process based on trial-and-error, where
the successful trials are
selectively retained or “memorized”—thus adding to the
evolving system’s store of knowledge—, while the errors
are eliminated.

A break is unlike the normal changes in a dynamic
machine in an impor- tant way. A break is a change in the
organization of a system. In changing its organization, the
machine ceases to be the machine it was and becomes a
new machine. In the mathematical theory of
mechanisms, the equations or functions that previously
deﬁned the system no longer hold true. To de- scribe the
change mathematically we must either deﬁne a new
system of equations or must have previously deﬁned a
set of equations containing constants whose values can
represent the current and alternate organiza- tions of the
machine. When the machine ‘‘breaks,’’ those constants
change and consequently the relationships between the
variables of the system suddenly become diﬀerent. And
while the variables in a system can change either in
discrete steps or continuously, a break, or change in the
constants, is necessarily a discontinuous change from one
distinct organization to another distinct organization—in
other words, a shift from one set of equations to another
set of equations.”

directedness and stability or self-organizing entity
on the path of time.
In organized systems and hierarchies, these transversal
updates at subsystematic levels are synchronized at the
top with reference to an external environment, but a
functionally diﬀerentiated system has replaced this
option for survival by considering the subsystems as
relevant environments for one another.
Knowledge / Trust in concepts like
substainability, interconnectedness (and the theory
behind) also including the risks -> letting open (method)
“need for orientational knowledge is growing” [1]
- strong development dynamics and important future
markets
“ goal-directed systems can succeed in a complex,
variable environment, by counteracting any
perturbations that make them deviate from their
preferred course. Adopting a more modern terminology,
we will call such systems that try to reach their goal by
acting upon their environment agents.”
fast responible, ﬂexible and elf-organizing system
capable of constantly reinventing itelf (Hayles1999)
"variety absorbs variety, deﬁnes the minimum number of
states necessary for a controller to control a system of a
given number of states." In response Conant (1970)
“variation and selection automatically produce
diﬀerentiation (variety) and integration (dependency)”
konservative und dissipative Selbtorganisationsprozesse
collective and polycultural
‘integrative pluralism’
complexity and variety.
Structural complexiﬁcation produced by spatial
diﬀerentiation and the selection of ﬁt linkages between
components.
“fundamental mechanisms of evolution” (heyleigen)
“variation, which produces spatial diﬀerentiation”
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“selection on the basis of (relative) ﬁtness, which
produces structural integration, by creating more and
stronger linkages between diﬀerent systems. “

Together they produce the growth of structural
complexity, characterized by the development of nested
hierarchies of subsystems and supersystems
self-reinforcing, because the ﬁlling of a niche by an
additional system (i.e. the creation of a link) creates
further niches (i.e. opportunities for additional linkages).
“increase in the variety and linkage of a system's activities
or functions.”
Selection for functional diﬀerentiation
law of requisite variety,

mulitvalued (probabilistic)
“probability distribution density”
“process of interaction development into a
probabilistically fractal structure. “
fractal
“The material composition assumption that every object
is made up of one type of substance, namely, matter,
suggests that there is some basic level of description of
the material building blocks”10
“The theory of the intra-perspective (as focused in
feminist art: as the entanglement of body:society)does
not have to focus on one branch of it testimonies, but on
the form itself it does have. so in the last reducd sense
this is about th 1st to the distincted and the sort of
transistion, crossing, intersecting.”
If performativity is linked not only to the formation of the
subject but also to the production of the matter of
bodies, as Butler’s account of “materialization” and
Haraway’s notion of “materialized reﬁguration”
suggest, then it is all the more important that we
understand the nature of this production.
Foucault: how the body’s materiality—for example, its
anatomy and physiology—and other material forces
actively matter to the processes of materialization.
show how the deployments of power are directly
connected to the body—to bodies, functions, physiological

10

processes, sensations, and pleasures; far from the body
having to be ef faced, what is needed is to make it visible
through an analysis in which the biological and the
historical are not consecutive to one another . . . but are
bound together in an increasingly complex fashion in
accordance with the
development of the modern technologies of power that
take life as their objective.
Crucial to understanding the workings of power is an
understanding of the nature of power in the fullness of its
materiality. To restrict power’s productivity to the limited
domain of the “social,” for example, or to ﬁgure matter as
merely an end product rather than an active factor in
further materializations, is to cheat matter out of the
fullness of its capacity.

This will require an understanding of the nature of the
relationship between discursive practices and material
phenomena, an accounting of “nonhuman” as well as
“human” forms of agency, and an understanding of the
precise causal nature of productive practices that takes
account of the fullness of matter’s implication in its
ongoing historicity.

“agential realism.”
is an account of technoscientiﬁc and other practices that
takes feminist, antiracist, post- structuralist, queer,
Marxist, science studies, and scientiﬁc insights seriously
discursive practices,
materialization,
agency,
causality

a causal relationship between speciﬁc exclusionary
practices embodied as speciﬁc material conﬁgurations
of the world (i.e., discursive practices/(con)ﬁgurations
rather than “words”) and speciﬁc material phenomena
(i.e., relations rather than “things”). This causal
relationship between the apparatuses of bodily
production and the phenomena produced is one of
“agential intra-action.”

interfaces

(Moser & Trout, 1995)
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Interaction
“alternative means of interpreting and resolving
interface imbalances”
synergistic interactions “within the situation
created by these imbalances”
tentative morphology of problem interfaces and
interactions

solution / goal directed
coordination policies
organisation
“numerous organizational structures /
restructuration of former organizations”
federalization
“Dissipative structuration”
swarms and nested structures
non-power

complex phenomena.
“Functional complexiﬁcation follows from the need to
increase the variety of actions in order to cope with more
diverse environmental perturbations, and the need to
integrate actions into higher-order complexes in order to
minimize the diﬃculty of decision-making.”
Both processes produce a hierarchy of nested
supersystems or metasystems, and tend to be selfreinforcing.
Geometry
highest form simultaniously all its potentials. The
transcendental entanglement might be, that kind of local
potentiality that emerges within a nearly scale-invariantly
intrsection of time and space.

description [14,15]), whereas practically all scholar
applications of this well-known approach (see e.g. [16])
resort to its perturbative reduction that kills inevitably all
manifestations of complex (chaotic) dynamics and is
equivalent to the dynamically single-valued, eﬀectively zerodimensional (point-like) model of reality, containing only
one, “averaged” system realisation (or projection).” [50])11
Trans- u. Interdisziplinäre %orschung
- institutional infrastructure focusing on the main topic
uniting in 1st relational concept.
- composition of sciences and education system - focus
on self-management -> with the open factors of
redeﬁnition of job/value/power/
- internationalization / cooperations of research and
innovation policy - awareness of the urgency - ﬁnd
those ﬁghters
- policy advise on science, research and innovation
- science, humanities, law, social sciences
- global expenditure on research and development (R&D)
Gesellschaftliche entwicklung
Wissenschaft und wirtschaft
- %orschungskooperation mit schwellenländer
- to helpo supplement their own skills and expertise,
improve and envision / competitiveness
- cooperation with developing countries on education,
research and developpment
Wissensaustausch über die grenzen v. Institutionen,
disziplinen und technologien
3.1. Data
3.2. Teory
3.3. ICT Platform
3.4. metodology
3.5. Applications

Stable mode symmetry of divvy.
greater extent
large-scale facilities
High-Tech Strategie
(“dynamic multivaluedness is obtained only in the unreduced
EP version (starting from the genuine quantum chaos

3.6. Coordination of resources and researc
communities

4. Implementation

11

[50] Kirilyuk, A.P. (2005): Complex-dynamical extension of the fractal paradigm and its applications in life sciences.: Fractals
in biology and medicine.: Springer, 233--244
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The three selection mechanisms have in common that
meaning is provided from the perspective of hindsight
and can therefore be modeled using incursive
equations (Dubois, 1998; Leydesdorﬀ, 2005). Incursive
equations—to be explained below—invert the time axis
by appreciating the past from the perspective of the
present. Leydesdorﬀ & Dubois (2004) have shown that
the incursive formulation of the logistic equation can be
used to model interaction and aggregation in interhuman communication. Interaction and aggregation can
be considered as the building blocks of social systems of
communication because (1) interaction is recursive (that
is, interactions can operate on previous interactions), (2)
interactive processes can be aggregated, and (3)
aggregations can interact (Leydesdorﬀ, 2003).
framework conditions
Communication, Dialogue and Education
Dealing with uncertainty in sustainability assessment
Making use of ﬂexibility
Organisational change
Interoperability of technologies
Provided a good network exists, economies of scale and
innovative features can be exploited in a decentralised
system, through co-operation and coordination,
A future interconnection environment
To Enable highly selective resource sharing, very
sensible knowledge discovery and collective
intelligence12

4.1. The callenge
technology transfer
value added potential
This is undertaken in order to focus on the interplay of
hitherto separated areas and to question traditional
boundary-drawing: this concerns the boundaries drawn
between scientiﬁc disciplines as well as those commonly
upheld for instance between research, technology, the
arts and politics.

researc organiation
To foster the investigation of the analogy or isomorphy of
concepts, laws, and models in various disciplines and
professions.
To promote the unity of science through improving
communications among the specialists in various
scientiﬁc ﬁelds.
To facilitate transfer of concepts, laws, and models
across disciplines and professions.
To encourage development of theoretical models
where they are lacking.
To reduce the duplication of theoretical eﬀorts
between and among disciplines and professions.
To encourage applications of systems thinking to
solutions of speciﬁc problems; in particular, to help to
focus research and promote eﬀorts toward the service of
humanity.
To develop, to encourage the development of, and to
provide for programs of education in systems thinking
and application.
To perform, encourage, and provide for charitable,
scientiﬁc, literary, and educational acts and works.
To receive property, either real, personal, or mixed, by
devise, bequest, or gift; to own, purchase, convey,
exchange, lease, mortgage, encumber, or otherwise
dispose of property, both real and personal; to borrow
money, contract debts, notes, debentures, and to secure
the same; to do all other acts necessary or expedient,
as determined by the board of directors, and as
permitted by law for the administration of the aﬀairs or
attainment of the overall purpose of the corporation.”
Methods and Processes
“PROPOSAL The eﬀort as a whole would be divided into
two distinct steps: First: The “project” as described
herein, undertaken by the Club of Rome and dealing with
the empirical aspects of the situation, its
morphology and the interrelationships that
operate among its components. This would be the
rough modeling phase; Second: A subsequent and more
ambitious phase, hopefully to be undertaken by the
World Forum, dealing with the study of the critical
aggregations revealed by the initial model and
would aim at the discovery of alternative means of
interpreting and resolving interface imbalances

DIE DYNAMIK VON PROZESSEN
12

Zhao-hui Wu. Hua-jun Chen Springer
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and to the identiﬁcation of various options that are
suggestive of coordinated policies.
SCOPE At the present juncture, the scope of the project
(ﬁrst step) is seen as follows:
to deﬁne criteria for identifying imbalances of a global
nature especially with reference to their future evolution
to attempt a qualitative and quantitative delineation of
the interactions that appear critically synergistic within
the situation created by these imbalances;
to establish a tentative morphology of problem
interfaces and interactions;
to identify and evaluate the main trends of research
currently being undertaken with reference to this type of
problem, to determine the degree to which such
research can contribute to the investigation of the overall
problematique; 26
to outline programmes, initial methods of approach
tasks and responsibilities pertaining to the investigation
as a whole;
to attempt to take the ﬁrst steps necessary for the
development of a dynamic computerized model by
means of which the entire structure, rather than the
mere parameters, of the situation can be manipulated,
so that new conﬁgurations of the problematique may be
revealed and experimented with. “
To foster the investigation of the analogy or isomorphy of
concepts, laws, and models in various disciplines and
professions.
To reduce the duplication of theoretical eﬀorts
between and among disciplines and professions.

We support you to preconceive the future, to be able to
make the right innovation decisions today. Together with
you we identify the most promising innovation ﬁelds and
help you think ahead how these may look like in 10, 20,
or even 50 years. This is much more than a mere
scenario planning, because we do not only consider
changes of boundary conditions, but also developments
in innovation potentials, and project both onto one
another. Only thus radical changes and breakthrough
innovations can be preconceived – and we are able to
tell you what activities you should embark on today to be
prepared for tomorrow.
You want innovative product concepts that transcend
mere technology development and short-term marked
reaction?
We help you to think out of the box – creatively but at
the same time systematically oriented towards success –
to ﬁnd new product concepts and start their realization.
For this purpose we adapt our methodology of holistic
innovation to your needs and objectives and to the
speciﬁc conditions in the respective innovation ﬁeld:
innovation processes oﬀ the shelf are rarely eﬃcient
tools. In our core ﬁelds of activity sports, health,
movement, and lifestyle we furthermore support you
with our knowledge on user motivation and integration
into the ambient environment, with our competences in
the building and testing of prototypes, and with our
ideas and contacts to aid market introduction.

4.2. governance
4.3. management

The present proposal of STREP aims at addressing this
gap and research opportunity by considering in depth
for the ﬁrst time the representation of ecological and
evolutionary relationships among biological entities of
diﬀerent kinds -organisms, populations, taxa- in terms of
networks leading to the development of methods to
identify such structures from ______*tic data, and explore
evolutionary processes and the underlying ______* ﬂow
among them. The approach is to use the most advanced
methods available to examine complex systems to
address ______* ﬂow and population ______*tics, thereby
expanding the range and power of the limited toolbox
available at present for the analysis of these processes.

4.4. costs revenues
4.5. additional financial resources
4.6. Know-how and technical facilities
4.7. initial HBP Consortium
4.8. Gender equality
4.9. Alignment with national, European and
international priorities
4.10. use of results and dissemination of
knowledge
4.11.Risks and contingencies
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aufwertung des bildes von vermengung und überlagerung

“European intention of becoming the most competitive
knowledge-based macroeconomy worldwide” [1]

5. Impact
As it is not avoidable, EU shall take this chance and see the
possibilities and implications, if the EU was the ﬁrst
conglomerat of technologist, thinkers and doers with a
always modern way of thinking, taking the PARADIGMATIC
SHIFT and the INTERCONNECTEDNESS for real and is aware
of what is laying in front of us, proclaming: A NEW METASCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY: open form deduction sets, bottom
up structures, participation...
connecting its members or fans or likers to any degree
that they want (and on other ﬂuid layers) and trust in,
what this conglomerate has to oﬀer. It will be a global
network and a local one. There will also be many other
networks, functions, trajectories on diﬀerend levels over
and cross it. The function can be split in a fractal of curves.
EU may reconsider its presence, relationships (as always)
connections (on spheres like proﬀesional advertisement
comparable to market products and services), node,
properties, attributes, APIs, services, implemetations.
The organisational structure will become liquid
>“effective links to other units” - is such a potential. EU would
be the Network cloud.

Offering services like real time data crisis maps

5.4.Society and ethics
Aus und Weiterbildung
Kürzung der Bildungsprozesse: kein statischer Zugang zur
Information sondern freies Schwimmen -> herausbilung der eigenen
Fähigkeiten innerhalb der zur Verfügung gestellten Strukturen
(favorisierbare Inhalte- individuelle Neigung(s)gruppen) (z.b.
hochschulreform absolut unﬂexible informationsaneignung)

lebensraum virtualisierter ->handeln denken ->lookalisieren
dementsprechend orientierung im raum
selbstvorstellung teilbar (users)
anpassung der geschwindigkeit
anpassung der reizschwelle
integration der vorstellung des remixes / version als grundprinzip
für den umgang mit informations cluster

simultanität
kakophonie
noise
rauschen

5.1. Science
struktur und andere struktur drüber. emergente formüberlagerung.
(vgl. minimal)
reduktion auf alle ebenen durchdringend grundeigenschaften kgT

5.2. Tecnology

value / exchange / relaTION

5.3.The European economy and industry

pyseical
erst durch das bewußtsein des eigenen physischen wird
der raum als solcher empfunden, denn
auch dieser tritt physiognomisch in erscheinung. so tritt
der raum als begrenzung erst sekundär in
erscheinung. primär ist mauerwerk, etwas -informativ
betrachtet-metatextlich: begrenzendes
metametatextlich : aus-und /oder einschließendesphysisches anwesend,
dessen inhalt/umfassende leere (nichtwertend) als raum
bezeichnet wird.
eine art physiognomisches gegenüber,
1. das in irgendeiner form als etwas das ausserhalb
unserer selbsdt verstanden wird.
2. in form seiner ausser-ichlichkeit als etwas anderes,
fremdes erkannt wird
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3. das in seiner fremdheit einer kategorie zugeordnet
wird.
4. das in seiner form seine selbsterzeugung ist.
in anbetracht seiner pysischen existenz sehen wir uns
auf uns geworfen. demgegenüber. als
gegenpol, als das, was nach 1., 2., 3. deﬁniert ist.
körper als these -perfektion, die wahr oder falsch sein
kann . gedanke des ideals (plato) extrem ausgeprägt.
ﬂeisch geworden oder besser: das ﬂeisch zu dem stoﬀ
geworden, der bis aufs letzte mit dem ideal verglichen
werden kann und zu einem ergebnis führt. geist wird
nicht mehr verstanden als ratio,
nicht nur im sinne von vernunft sondern als die form der
sprachlichkeit, als bündel an informationen . wissen..
einverleibung an ausseninformationen oder
informationen das innen betreﬀend die aus dem aussen
kommen.
- objectivity is about accountability to the marks on the
body; responsibility to the entanglements of which we
are a part.
lifelong lerning
of national impoortance
structure of matter
transport
demand oriented

CONCLUSIONS

Institutions
Strategic Forum for International Cooperation (SFIC)
Global Science Forum (GSF)
World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO)
European Research Programmes
7th Framework Research Programme
European Research council (ERC)
European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST)
& EUREKA
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)
Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology (BMWi)
Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and consumer
Protection (BMELV)
Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conservation and Nuclear safety (BMU)
Federal Ministry of Health (BMG)
Kompetenznetze Deutschland / BMWi

German house of Science and innovation (DWIH)
German Research Association (DFG)
German Council of Science and Humanities
(Wissenschaftsrat)
German Academy of Scienbces Leopoldina
Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and
Humanities (BBAW)
Industry-Science Research Allience (Forschungsunion
Wirtschaft-Wissenschaft)
Max-Planck Instituts (MPG)
Lebniz Association (WGL)
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Fraunhofer institut
Helmholtz Assiciation of German Research Centres (HGF)
Scientiﬁc and Technological Cooperation
(Wissenschaftlich-Technologische Zusammenarbeit, WTZ)
CERN
Deutsches forschungszentrum f. Künstliche intelligenz

Joint Research (enter of the European Commission (JRC)
Spatial Data Infrastructures Unit (SDIU)
Fraunhofer IITB
Austrian Research Centers GmbH-arc, smart systems
division (ARCS)

REFERENCES
Kauﬀmann
Cild
[1] Federal Report on Research and Innovation 2010 Abstract, Federal Ministry of Education and Research
[2] Forschung für nachhaltige entwickliungen Rahmenprogramm des BMBF

“Scientiﬁc Freedom Act”
“A Digital Agenda for Europe”
Lisbon Treaty
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, TFEU

Abbildungen
Additional
internationalisation strategy “It is based on traditional
scientiﬁc expansions of scientiﬁc strength, which at least
in some countries, involves the strategic expansion of
scientiﬁc potentia, growing market potential close to the
EU and the strategic importance of the region in solving
global püroblems, in particular with regard to climate
change and guaranteeeing the supply of energy.” [1]
Appendix: Animation: The shape of European border / The
shape of European wealth (Graph)
________
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immerse into self-referential depth, nested imaginary parts, leveled loops
production productivity / effectiveness work, value
belief desire
fluctuatin instability resolution
spread and bin
limtiles borderless
constant change
/continuum
Transfer interfaces flexible infrastructures
distance from outside
open ended ontologies
macro & micropolitics of the multiple
virtualization
meta
new horizon spans
interrelated
interaction
conscousness of abstracting
level awareness
new scales & spheres
complex practices
without center
exclusion distance
exteriority
scale cuasality
transcending needs and visions
effective links, next order territories, a new savoir-vivre
allowing open ended parameters
augmented system of amongst
new base fundament
problem-solvingsharing exchange
mightier forms on a global level
combin ation of meaning and body
Trans methods to the next un time and space
materialism
becoming
boundaries, relation, trajectories
differentiation
transformation
generic co-constitutional
emergent addition, entanglement
enactment
interrelated
logic
process of differentiation
cross-breeding
content / form
the left paradigm is even wider, not us against nature, but an auflösung of against in general.
Where are we
Taking it serious we are at the border to sth. really completely different to the past: major global crisis will
become loud within the next some years, global uprises and imbalances raise high waves..
crisis is
within speedening up global interwoven polyphonic multiverse
- with a black hole in the middle a potential additional one next to it on the center,
- dematerialized fragmented agents
errupting static structures.
Having overcome
dualistic splits (culture nature, etc)
ontological reductionism basing on
separability, cartesian dualism, objectification
construct of rationalism,
through distinction,
dialectic splitting machinery keeping up western male dominant power systems.
keeps up active unstability of imbalences In the rulers language: exclusion.

identified through objectified properties,
information, piece and bit, quantification and form of addition. dematerialised fragmentized agents,
set relation and locally fixed structures that
set limits to the drives and forces of lower level-entities,
fixes, determines,
a moment-by moment history
quality of post-quantity
paradigms
We have not just left one paradigm, we have left many continuing:
deduction sets
ashaken epistemology: subject object interconnected,
body, environment, system
identity, its borderlines, content relation
larger context of existence. ontology
- within complexity
- Dynamic system, process form, flux drive,,
- relativity
- Depth Fractal Dimension,
- interconnectedness,
- diffraction,
we have completely left the grounds of ‘cene` in any way.
- diversity level of integration of compound

- inclusion and relation, to the outside, the residual, and the rest, to the environment and to the
bigger surrounding.
- deduce rules of transformation to the next in respect to time
- Differentiation
- in time: process
Trajectories
Equilibrium
and Entity
Focus
having left: how does this space look like? What are it´s varialbes, how are the dimensions connected?
: angle of holism
Critical examination of representationalism

- combination and merge, transgression
- what technologies and practices are cultivated
perception / space time realisation
transform perception.
waht Transformation and change can mean and what scales they might include
a shift in the notion of value, “content”, effectivity, Growth,
fresh focus: combination, merge, diffusion with open ends:
invention of techniques and procedures
redesign interactivity & communication
enatangle enactment: reflective engagement
(not repetition but) continuous refinement
Self-organization, Emergence

continuosity
inseparable
occurance
surprises, flaws, and opportunities
- a new enabling infrastructure
Topology and ontology of intersection.
The concepts of matter, time and space
formal
patterns
-flux
to be realized is matter-dependent
- meaning making, becoming meaningful
- epistemological awareness
- correspondence between descriptions and reality

relation
merge comb meaning, openness, scale-invarinat merge, meaning
dif ferent metaphysics.

need in general
for coexisting
changing strategies
So what to do and where do art, technology and sciences come after the point of shaking hands and
staying astonished.
creative processes
Catalysts / Digestion /
scale similiarity, relation, connection on specific spheres
- not just “applied” and stay mutually distinct, but
focus on major needs ands visions, change in focus & motives that will dramatically come to our view when
rethinking aesthetics:
post-representation:
ntelligent Environment should be the product of culture or the applied art of moving in the line.
new forms of addition and combination,
opening up to the surrounding as it is truth producing following direction.
To get to know the form of this direction could be the intelligent environments next step.
APPLIED again:
- Structural Concepts like emergence, diffusion, equillibrium
- The Big Picture - from further outside, combining/unifying larger scales

- interoperable

being permanently entangled within and to potential future.
There is no permanent state but the possibility to flexibility to accumulate and stay permanently reactive
within the flux of change (entangled states)
Flat spheres to be crossed, there are so much more dimensions to take..
Redefining outside’ s potential reorganizes borders and centers in a completely fresh way: with a black hole
within the center of our galaxy, with vivid global streams of information and power, there is a major change
in focus that needs to be taken.
There have been taken several paradigmatic steps within few time.
To to level up old space and time concepts, to apply on the 3D spheres and 2D borders that confront us, we
shall take boundaries and overcome dichotome in the basic sense: we hardly have overcome the 2-sided
views and taken the angle of potential of combined. Timeline has stayed linear within all the narratives

within, although it takes strange loops and familiar re-appearances and necessary re-evocations. To move in
time-space still is our dimension to move on, but potential as emergent effective is coming to overcome with
open processing.
A Fresh Border momentum:
Borderlining entity is to change the focus of outside, bringing together what is so close.
There are multiple forms to take a further advanced state of forming equilibrium sets or to map the changing
equilibrium state between two, the are underground pipes connecting potential sublime energies, obvious
enforcement “visualized” or applied practices that show the balance of static forces..
But more, rather interesting is the renewal of the line of power itself as it was always the line to the yet
unknown: the realization of a potential future.
Let´s invent the exchange form, that come after money and reset values and work, crowd-source needs and
visions.
Or take two mirrors opposite to each other and mirror the border itself to eternity.. this is the cold separation
which we can leave without us. We could also make the borderline in its right fractal outline, while dropping
into scale. We had to sharpen our pencils therefor. Or why not send another combined plate on humankind
out into the universe... an upgrade to the plate that was sent in 60s. Thinking bigger and out of the distinct
state of linear separation is the best momentum to cold war that can happen. All the distance combined
within one dimension. Timeless.
a doing—the enactment of boundaries—that always entails constitutive exclusions and therefore requisite
questions of accountability. (...) (and) allows matter its due as an active participant in the world’s becoming,
in its ongoing “intraactivity.”
horizon
The artificial separation of process and content in knowledge becomes especially
problematic in systems of thought that seek to encompass the totality of existence (as do
grand unified theories in physics, for example). As Bohm notes (Bohm 1980), it then
becomes quite easy to slip into "the trap of tacitly treating such a view as originating
independently of thought, thus implying that its content actually is the whole of reality. From
this point on, one will see, in the whole field accessible to one, no room for change in the
overall order, as given by one's notions of totality, which indeed must now seem to
encompass all that is possible or even thinkable. . . To adopt such an attitude will evidently
tend to prevent that free movement of the mind needed for clarity of perception, and so will
contribute to a pervasive distortion and confusion, extending into every aspect of
experience." (p. 62)
physical reality is not a collection of separate objects (as it appears to us), but rather it is an
undivided whole that is in perpetual dynamic flux.
is undivided whole is not static but rather in a constant state of flow and change,
The term chaos theory is somewhat of a misnomer because the new discoveries are more
about order than chaos. It has been found that most nonlinear systems embody a multitude
of self-similar structures that are nested within one another at different scales. each
replicates the whole, in a sense, and contains information about the entire nonlinear process.
absolute exteriority at all.
This will require an understanding of the nature of the
relationship between discursive practices and material
phenomena, an accounting of “nonhuman” as well as “human”
forms of agency, and an understanding of the precise causal
nature of productive practices that takes account of the fullness
of matter’s implication in its ongoing historicity. 1

fresh refined forms of relation
sharing
1 Barad, K., 2008. Posthumanist performativity: toward and understanding of how matter comes to matter. In: S. Alaimo and S. Heckman, eds.
Material feminisms. Indiana University Press, 120-155.

of form, not of matter (Langton 1996)
courageous
metalevel of thinking, cross-disciplinary and cross-cultural boundary-crossing enhances the
development of tactics, skills, resources and knowledge essential to all of us for adapting to
a rapidly evolving global culture.
inscenes instrumentalized
NEW COMMUNITIES;

value / exchange / relaTION

Fresh Millennium Skills #Combine Meta Trans. Intelligent Survival Dynamics.

by Volution Labs aka. Lisa Erb

Concept
5 to 12 facing challenges & dangers of the coming years .Within some years, we will all be occupied by questions of
survival.
A dematerialization of art into techne-logia shall be the ground that dares to focus on essential analysis and integrates
very new forms of pattern production, and outlining “the big picture”, doing the merge of ongoing temporal effects/sets
and causes. Not specified, but universal, cross-disciplinary and meta-investigative must be our view facing a Millennium
of Change aiming to promote highly interdisciplinary research that will make real advances to the solving of important
scientific questions where complexity is a key issue. Still we are afraid of the next level that needs to be taken as
paradigmatic change, but we are in level crisis.
For really risking the next major step out of the flat lands - seeking to catalyze fruitful solutions for the challenges of 21st
century - we need fundamental root rewritings, a renewal of “connective” and relational technologies - new tendencies in
the mode of representation and negation, basing on change factors and complex dynamic forms of organization.
Our old concepts of relation enactment still base on cartesian split. A system of static dominant hierarchies has been
applied in all fields of economic and time structuring and organizing matters up to the perception of the surrounding as
simple yes or no. Since the introduction of dialectic, we split bodies of meaning, one of the other one, between, we
concentrate on distinction. Given the long tradition of dominance that presence and absence have enjoyed in the
Western tradition, including the desire machines and systems of myth and meanings structuring our imagination. But
these forms are not in the position to describe the complex system as which and in which we are living. There is the lack
of a “true through” real-time interface connection to the next/other as entity within movement.
Also our interface has changed: As dematerialized fragmentized agents we have entered complex dynamic spheres:
Fast fluxes of accumulation. One big stream. The increasing complexity, the multiplicity of perspectives and the
virtualization of surfaces and self, implies a preferred direction: a continuing process as progress of open-ended
ontologies - freed from dominance, but co-existence.
We need fresh positivism towards #change, volutive instead of hierarchic forms: Towards an open viable connection to
the open space of possibilities. The fresh form has to go beyond static reciprocals and allow multitudal set within the
frameworks of uncertainty and fuzziness, allowing more complex sets of relational translocations. Exceeding boundaries
must mostly mean exceeding the boundaries of the basal relational techniques. Resetting the basal roots means
imposing a different way of viewing: out of non-separability we extend. while our dimensions of difference change.
Therefor we still lack concepts to new ways of Power-Sharing, decentralization of Power,visionary intra-actions within the
constant flux of changing tangled state, blown up to a big scale, Softening and re- education what entity is, acceptance of
fragility, healthy relations. A shift in perception is necessary, as the emergent impact of the combination of meaning and
body. We need to get to Level skills, that enable us to leave old frames again in reconfiguring our position in regard to the
wholeness and togetherness and the structural in between. We need new abstract sets and pattern that are capable to
be transferred, a new idea of media and potential, especially concerning causal factors, symmetry and time principle to
relate space, and time, as well as an analysis of variables associated with complexity of domain, diversity of context and
consequent multiplicity of perspectives mighty to include all subsets of the entity within emergent exchange, a fresh form
of crowd-intelligence, combined, shared - rethinking entanglement, entity, state, rearranging borders, trajectories,
deduction. We need new multidimensional dynamic models, which describe increasingly complex systems of
organization (and multiple/simultaneous events) and the resulting coherent interaction as an Intra-action amongst the
different systems and spheres. As a new framework for complex set of phenomena we need change in the spheres of
our understanding of rational linguistic, the embodied identities and social and theoretical realms of changing demands.
We must entail potential — and thereby lay a groundwork for the acquisition of new knowledge.
The questions are: How do we relate to the intrinsic complexity of evolving environment in regard to our agency in
relation to identity, its differentiation and integration and its form of relatedness to sub- and meta-systems on causal /
spatial / temporal scale levels and how to integrate complexity diversity, multiplicity and simultaneity, degrees of freedom
into all dimensions of entity? How we might best (re)present multi-level, multi-component complex systems and what
alternative forms of merge offers a sustainable maintenance, towards a new conceptual framework for all entangled
agents.
A first step: unite levels. go meta-disciplinary. There are big questions. Starting with fresh differentiation under the
uncertainty principle and all self-recursive dynamic parameters opens the pathway for a new view on the set:
Fundamental Form Basics with the shifting framework for an understanding of the Volutive Principle, A Critical Structural
Reformulation of Distinctive Practice, Post-differentiated Basics of Relationality / to the next, Time and Transgression in
Complex Trajectories, Fresh Forms of Representationalism in Regard to Superposition, Endurance, Development and
Diffusion in Time and Space: New Form of Combining as a Fundamental Principle of Evolvement, Deduction fresh from
the beginning: omni-disciplinary combinations as Intelligent Environments. How are distance and existence combined?
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The focus must be a fresh innovative adequate reformulation an extension of multiple relations and entanglements of
becoming to the compound as source. Ontologic sphere integration, combined from all sides. A search for shared // multi
potential via Bottom up Transfer & Deduction.

Introduction on the artists
There is a sphere that some already have left, towards more complex forms to sort and order and new spheres to play
on. Bottom up design and many many theories outside our western science area offer a complete different view on the
whole set.
Bringing together revolutionary thinkers and visionaries from diverse spheres: a basic research foundation initiative on
fresh deductions, volutive energies, emergent combinations - in regard to fresh leveled form (under the Einstein / Bohr
modell of uncertanity of spacetime within the calculation) - shall be established.
The invited artists, intellectuals are nowaday visionaries that are capable to bring forward fresh sphere outlines:
Acid intelligences - thinking globally - focusing on meta-structural arrangements for fresh form visions, not jut applying
visual interfaces within the art / theory context, but involved in bigger spheres. The next century artist’s explicit skill.
Dimensional work. A sphere switcher (s)he will become.

The suggested minds will come from quant physics, differentiation theory, technosciences, and other po-post relational
spaces:
Karen Barad,
Karen Barad (born April, 1956) is best known for her theory of Agential Realism. She is currently Professor of Feminist
Studies, Philosophy, and History of Consciousness at the University of California, Santa Cruz.[1] She is the author of
Meeting the Universe Halfway: Quantum Physics and the Entanglement of Matter and Meaning.[2][3] Her research topics
include feminist theory, physics, twentieth-century continental philosophy, epistemology,ontology, philosophy of physics,
cultural studies of science, and feminist science studies.[4] Barad earned her Ph.D. in theoretical particle physics.
http://feministstudies.ucsc.edu/faculty/singleton.php?&singleton=true&cruz_id=kbarad
Sue Jane Stoker,
lives and works in the Netherlands & The Watermill Center, NY/USA
she is stage manager of Robert Wilson, associate producer and dramaturg her deep pool of rhizomatic connectivity is a
heart of love, she is colaborating with Andre Gingras and is involved in multitudes of video, performance, and dance
projects.
http://watermillcenter.org/suejanestoker
Manuel DeLanda,
(b. in Mexico City, 1952), based in New York since 1975, is a philosopher, media artist, programmer and software
designer. After studying art in the 1970s, he became known as an independent filmmaker making underground 8mm and
16mm films inspired by critical theory and philosophy. In the 1980s, Manuel De Landa focused on programing, writing
computer software, and computer art. After being introduced to the work of GillesDeleuze, he saw new creative potential
in philosophical texts, becoming one of the representatives of the 'new materialism'.
http://www.egs.edu/faculty/manuel-de-landa/biography/
Sands Murray-Wassink
In his work, Sands Murray-Wassink explores alternative means of representing homosexuality, masculinity and intimacy.
He deliberately and systematically forges connections with the history of feminist art and invites female artists to
participate in personal collaborations.
http://sands1974.com/
Terre Thaemlitz
The revolution is always just beyond the horizon, and today is no exception. For what is at stake is not the ability for
technology to transform my hapless desires as a producer into "finished" pieces of music. Rather, it is my use of
technology to cheaply and quickly emulate musical signifiers - the pianist's gesture, or Modernist computer musician's
abstract formalism - in a manner which attempts to challenge High Culture musical art forms by associating them with
financial limitations of a contemporary digital Folk Music. Thus, in my own productions there is no refuge in a critique of
High Culture. It is only a precursor to positioning my own actions in relation to the reappropriation and regurgitation of
"alternative discourses" by a marketplace which seeks to sell revolution and subversion until, ultimately, there is no need
for direct social action or political organization, because advertisers tell us a percentage of every purchase we make on
our credit cards over the next month will benefit one charity or another. Meanwhile, the desire for communal
empowerment will not be realized through transformations of technology, but through transformations of perception and
action. Its sound is that of social relations.
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("The Revolution Will Not Be Streamed On The Internet", Terre Thaemlitz, in Post-Techno(logy) Music. Tokyo: Ohmura
Shoten, 2001, pp. 181-186.)
http://www.comatonse.com/thaemlitz/

Francis Heyleighen
Francis Paul Heylighen (born September 27, 1960) is a Belgian cyberneticist, and research professor at the Vrije
Universiteit Brussel, the Dutch-speaking Free University of Brussels, where he directs the transdisciplinary research
group on "Evolution, Complexity and Cognition".[1][2]
http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/HEYL.html

Adrian Piper
Adrian Margaret Smith Piper (born September 20, 1948) is a first-generation conceptual artist and analytic philosopher
who was born in New York City and lived for many years on Cape Cod, Massachusetts before emigrating from the United
States. Since 2005 she has lived and worked in Berlin, where she runs the APRA Foundation Berlin and edits The Berlin
Journal of Philosophy.
http://www.adrianpiper.com/
n.n.
(e.g. more / closer parcipants from Complexity /System Theory, Boundary & Catastrophy Theory, ...)

Program Parts
Advancing a "big picture" of involved spheres: basic sets and fundamental outlines combined, manifested and shared with all possible media: an omni-disciplinary trans-media approach (including Conference, reading, performance,
screening, exhibition music, lectures)
question answer. ADD and multiply! TRANSFER. TRUEthrough? TELL!
How do you wanna wrap?
The proposed is LIFE DIGESTION of the given intersections, as a multitude of the intersection within the duration set.
This is fiction and truth within its surrounding at the same time. Within relating planes of perception the occurring, will
draw readable traces, sparkle in miraculous light, be a road to follow, a string to play on.
Understanding intersection in time and space as „homeopathically “elements, it reconstructs functionally to perception of
intersection and transfer. Portions of reality can be reordered and reconstructed. This is the new sphere to work in:
Crossing and its consequences. Together we can check on validity, sort, order. This is on communion dialogue. Together
we will unite and transcendent it‘s content.
Methods: simplification / slaughtering / multiplication or alchemic dealing with and on the entity /monade / system - a
dimensional act of Deconstruction is exponent objective. Dynamic TRUE through with focus on reality as it is true in its
performance. Potential clouds, big spontaneous accumulative drives and any other form that turns out to be necessary
and might appear under the laws of certainty and potential. This could become a crowdsource opportunity, a semantic
co-work cloud, a rating agency and or a movement.

L.E.
Lisa Erb is a media / information artist born and raised in the Bavarian Forest, living in Munich.
She has worked in diverse media and has been involved in many exhibitions. Since 3 years she mostly works as
an investigator on #change, post-dualistic concepts, their application and their base fundamental outline.
Concepts derived from quant physics, mathematics system and catastrophy theories, techno-scientific, cyber-feminist,
cybernetic concepts, studies on dynamics, complex frameworks, structures and the fields that need action.
Working on ontological (topological) fundaments that dynamic complexity raises, new concepts of relationality,
entanglement, process, and support system structures that offer fresh liquid ways of relationality, meta-level forms of ..
As an artist she is trying to bring forward a fresh understanding of technology and culture as an ability to improve - aware
of its environment or enclave. A omni-discipliary unification of sciences and "the arts", sharing systems to combine
freshly, alternative forms of merge - as process form needs a fundamental fresh basis - to what this form might be.
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Understanding the times we are in, must lead us to a unification of powers, to a stable dynamic support system on a
global scale. Breaking with hierarchic dominance systems, stepping out of again, coming to more adequate forms
towards decentralized entangled compounds, substainable progress, a fresh understanding of growth. Not just applied
but TRUE through.
Lisa Erb has worked on structural applications of identity, relation, border, depth (...), concepts like `Horror Vacui`,
‘Monade’, Semipermeability, liquid and organic forms, relation, perception and inclusion and their poetic derivates since
2000. After 10 years of _APPLIED, she started TRUE_Investigation, focusing on the “Volutive Principle”: Volution
Institute (http://volution.cc)
She was active as VJ: as VJ L.S.E. she was active for feminist festivals in Vienna in 2006; since 2010 she is giving
"dancable post-dual theory lectures" from time to time.
She has also worked as curator (FAILURe as a system-integrative, 2009) and has set the "1st Fresh Future Theory
Festival" in 2011.
Since Wikileaks and first crowd-active drives appeared, she is working on knowledge-architectures and the optimization
of real-time 'through' with combined forces and media towards an understanding for a FRESH NET and its nodes,
relations and potentials, its principles and forms. Post-dual sphere-switching. Next order skills. At the moment she is
doing investigations on semantic linked data, API combinations and needful things.
http://lisaerb.com

61 messy pages

It ist he diversity of the ‘solutions’ to adaptive problems and the historical contingencies influencing
those variable paths that preclude global, theoretical unification.
Different degrees of abstraction, attention to different components of a system are appropriate to our
varying pragmatic goals and conceptual and computational abilities.
Higher-Order Emergent Cybersystems to be oriented towards Symviability
We use Boyd's (2000) theory of the evolutionarily emergent levels of the
cybersystems, which constitute human becoming, is a refinement of Kenneth Boulding's
systems levels scheme and a development guided by Mario Bunge's theoretical definition
of emergent levels schemes. More precisely Boyd's model of emergent cybersystem
levels is derived from considerations of distinct levels of operationally measurable kinds
of uncertainty-reduction such as Shannon-receiver-uncertainty-reduction objective
information, Klaus Weltner’s subjective-information, and various kinds of higher-level
wisdom needed for survival (Klir & Weierman, 1999).
The evolution of our cybersystemic levels can be portrayed in a `Just-so Story':
Obviously, the most elementary living systems to survive were formed in ways, which
reduced the likelihood of extinction in their environments.
Primitive animals evolved nervous systems, which reflected their environmental niches in
ways,
which allowed them to deal with uncertain choices of what not to eat and of fight vs.
flight. In a sense,
their nervous systems modeled their worlds. Those were “Subsistantial cybersystems”. Instinctual systems
were selectively formed into emulative learning systems with trial-&- error-correction learning, approaches
good enough for a lot of animal species’ survival. Our Human nervous systems and communicative
interaction capabilities have
evolved to do much better, and moreover to do it collaboratively in groups. The range and
scope of uncertainties' which we have evolved and constructed ways of learning to deal
with, has continually increased stepwise, adding at least four new levels to the basic ones
developed in earlier animals. We added Negotiative ( bargaining for resources), and “Conjugopropagative” (bargaining with, and for, soul-mates) cybersystems many
millennia ago. In addition, more recently on top there have emerged the two levels of
systems:- the "Liberative" (replacing inadequate learning habits, limiting beliefs and
neurotic coping mechanisms), and the "Scientosophic" (co-constructing a coherent well
validated model of the all aspects of the universe..

self-reinforcing habits of thought

The variable ìorientationî defines an emergent property: it does not exist for an individual atom, as it describes
the state of the relation between the two atoms.

"variety absorbs variety, defines the minimum number of states necessary for a controller to control a system
of a given number of states." In response Conant (1970)
produced his so called "Good Regulator theorem" stating that "every Good Regulator of a System Must be a
Model of that System" [10].

1

Attractor dynamics
Any dynamic system undergoing unrestricted variation will sooner or later end up in an
attractor of the dynamics, i.e. a subset A ⊂ S that it can enter but not leave. Such
irreversible transition is the essence of self-organization [22,13,9,1], since after entering
the attractor the statistical entropy or uncertainty concerning the state of the system
has been reduced, so that the system has become more ordered or predictable. The
attractor imposes a constraint on the further variation of the system.
A constraint on a system in general entails a covariation between its components: if one
of the component systems varies, the other ones will have to vary within a limited range
as well. The components have become mutually dependent, and will now vary together,
rather than individually. Covariation decreases the number of degrees of freedom, as the original variables
describing these degrees of freedom have become co-dependent.

0.

collective and polycultural

‘integrative pluralism’
complexity and variety.
complex phenomena.

“The success of fractal paradigm in bio-system structure analysis, (...) reflects high efficiency of fractal
geometry in life function realisation conceived and used by nature itself. In a broader sense, fractal structure
efficiency appears inevitably and naturally in a wide variety of real processes, from physico-chemical structures
to economic system evolution [4-8], driven by unreduced interaction processes and often referred to as systems
with complex dynamics. Using the universally nonperturbative analysis of a generic interaction process, we
have rigorously specified the connection between fractality and dynamic complexity [9,10], where the extended,
complex-dynamic fractality has been derived as inevitably emerging structure of any real interaction process. In
that way, the dynamic complexity as such acquires a rigorous and universally applicable definition, while the
fractal structure of a real interaction is obtained as the truly complete, dynamically multivalued
(probabilistic) general solution of a problem, replacing its reduced, dynamically single-valued (regular)
version. The dynamically probabilistic, permanently changing fractal of real system dynamics is a natural
extension of the canonical, “geometric” fractality possessing an involved, but basically predictable
(regular) and fixed structure. Complex-dynamic fractality is not a “model” any more, but the unreduced
version of any real, “nonintegrable” and “nonseparable” system structure and dynamics, which is especially
interesting for fractality involvement with living systems because it provides rigorously derived versions of
those essential life properties — such as intrinsic adaptability, self-development and “reasonable” behaviour —
that determine its specific efficiency and remain largely “mysterious” within usual, perturbative theory.”
“Dynamic complexity, C, can be universally defined now as any growing function of system realisation
number, or rate of their change, equal to zero for only one system realisation. It is the latter case of zero
2

unreduced complexity that is invariably considered in the canonical, dynamically single-valued, or unitary,
theory, which explains all its old and new difficulties at various levels of world dynamics [9-13]. The unreduced
dynamic complexity is presented by the majority of actually measured quantities, such as energy, mass,
momentum, action, and entropy, now provided with a universal and essentially nonlinear interpretation in terms
of the underlying interaction processes. Space and time are two universal, physically real forms of complexity,
causally derived as tangible quality of dynamically entangled structure and immaterial rate (frequency) of
realisation change events, respectively. Complex dynamics is a structure emergence process (dynamically
multivalued self-organisation) and can be described by the universal Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the
generalised action, which is dualistically related to the universal Schrödinger equation mentioned above through
the causal quantization condition (it reflects realisation change by transition through the intermediate realisation
of the wavefunction) [9,11,12]. Note finally that dynamic complexity thus defined represents at the same
time universal measure of genuine and omnipresent chaoticity and (generalised) entropy.”

“a set of observed reactions of various systems under different
conditions. Those conditions are crucial insofar as the environment provides the context for the actions and reactions —the behavior —of a system,
a necessary link in the chain of cause and effect. ‘‘Observation’’ is also crucial here, as it is throughout cybernetics, as the basis for determining the
system and phenomena in question—both are meaningless in the absence
of an observer.”

Re-Entry
“Form that reenters its own indictional space”

Feedback and Symmetry
are close
b=...>>>>>>>>>>>>....
matematical concept of symmetry
“presence of a geometric operation T such as rotation, reflection or transation, such that the form F is
invariant under the operation of transformation. (...) The abstract idea of invariance under
transformation is shared in the formalism of both symmetry and self-similarity. (...)
a=>a
b = T (b)
The forms a and b are each invariant under a certain transformation, but we regard T as a symmetry
since it does not change th shape or size of b, but in moving it, it matches b to itself.”

There is information in the connections.
„connections between objects in a compiled grammar“

3

Hierarchical architectures
A multicomponent system entering an attractor can be seen on the lower level as a
mutual adaptation [1], or fitting together [22, 12], of the individual components.
Generally, the attractor states or ìfitî states constitute a mere fraction of the set of all
states. Therefore the probability is small that a random interaction would result in the
creation of such a bond. This applies in particular if more than two components are
involved, since the probability of fitting together decreases exponentially with the
number of components that need to discover the state that is fit relative to all others.
This is why H.A. Simon in his classic paper on ìThe architecture of complexityî [34]
argued that typical assemblies of components formed by random interaction are small,
and that the only practical way to increase the size of the system is to have these small
assemblies function as new components or ìbuilding blocksî, to produce higher level
assemblies.”

goal-directed systems can succeed in a complex, variable environment,
by counteracting any perturbations that make them deviate from their preferred
course. Adopting a more modern terminology, we will call such systems that try to
reach their goal by acting upon their environment agents.”
“

“Obviously,

the most elementary living systems to survive were formed in ways, which
reduced the likelihood of extinction in their environments. ”(...) Our Human nervous systems and
communicative interaction capabilities have
evolved to do much better, and moreover to do it collaboratively in groups. The range and
scope of
uncertainties' which we have evolved and constructed ways of learning to deal
with,
has
continually
increased stepwise, adding at least four new levels to the basic ones
developed in earlier animals. We added
Negotiative ( bargaining for resources), and “Conjugo-propagative” (bargaining with, and for, soul-mates)
cybersystems many millennia ago. In addition, more recently on top there have emerged the two levels of
systems:- the "Liberative" (replacing inadequate learning habits, limiting beliefs and
neurotic
coping
mechanisms), and the "Scientosophic" (co-constructing a coherent well validated model of the all aspects of the
universe.. “
fast responible, flexible and elf-organizing system capable of constantly reinventing itelf (Hayles1999)

Importantly, _______ merges Deleuze's ideas of both assemblages and strata into his model of assemblages,
regarding the distinction as inconsequential in the context of ANPS. He does however maintain the idea of
assemblages as non-essentialist (they are historically contingent actual entities, not instances of ideal forms)
and non-totalizing (assemblages are not seamless totalities but collections of heterogeneous components that
should be analysed as such).
_________________

We need fundamental root rewritings, a renewal of “connective” and relational technologies - new
tendencies in the mode of representation and negation, basing on change factors. Rethinking
RELATION - means rewriting combination and to Rel.Set of Entity / PUBLIC /
To improove knowledge and ability we need a dynamic form of organisation. Softening and reeducation what entity is, acceptence of fragility, visionary intra-actions withing the constant flux of
change tangled state.
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We need fundamental root rewritings, a renewal of “connective” and relational technologies - new
tendencies in the mode of representation and negation, basing on change factors. Rethinking
RELATION - means rewriting combination and to Rel.Set of Entity / PUBLIC /
To improove knowledge and ability we need a dynamic form of organisation. Softening and reeducation what entity is, acceptence of fragility, visionary intra-actions withing the constant flux of
change tangled state.

We need new abstract sets and pattern that are capable to be transferred, a
new idea of media and the possibilities, especially concerning causal factors,
symmetry and time principle to relate space, and time as well as quantitative
analysis of variables associated with complexity of domain, diversity of context
and consequent multiplicity of perspectives to the domains in question stable
form that is mighty of including all subsets of the entity.
complexity is a inherent product of differentiation and integration
on every dimension of spatial, temporal, time/dynamics/ scale/ form,
regarding dependency, relation, distinction and variety and
their increase via symmetry breaking.

complexity necessarily grows during evolution while complexity is itself a complex concept.
The.
The next forms has to go beyond static reciprocals and allow multitudal set within the frameworks of
uncertainity and fuzziness. Allowing more complex sets of relational translocations.
Rethinking the coefficients of the virtual within fresh set under inclusion of the observer.
There is the lack of a “true through” real- time interface connection to the next/other as entity within
movement.
. #Change is form itself is such a base outline. Fast fluxes of accumulation. One big stream.
Media is the change, constant flux of change Tangled State,

Talking on pattern as a reduction of representative structure elements repeated
(meaningful in a sense of it is) form as content, this is the strategy that works
here dealing existing truthes as information. As since some time information
now is a deep sea we swim in, we should at least step on one level above.
Giving a wide range of presence as a set value or patch working linear starting
at one point and relating to each other are used for sorting and ex/in
cluding information as a representative readable pattern.
embodied form of enduring grouping of complexes that allows perceptions interactions and relations
that influence
development and behaviour in the most fruitful way.
5

“The probabilistically changing, fractal hierarchy of genome dynamics provides also the
necessary combination of relative stability of a species genome and its capacity for rare evolutionary
changes.”
“It is determined by the complete transformation of system interaction complexity from
“potentialities” (dynamic information) to “reality” (dynamic entropy), where characteristic,
observable signs of approaching “bifurcation” can be predicted [9] and correlate with a
number of currently growing “criticality” features “

intersection border perception/ relation / / operation
"one AND all“,

distinction and connection
relation
identity
“generic interarction process”
Embodiment means making it a semipermeable membrane that allows awareness of the medium as
an informational pattern itself. “At any moment in development, the environment is assimilated in the
schemes of action ,that are already available and these schemes are transformed or accommodated
to the peculiarities of the objects of the environment, if they are not completely appropriate.”6 This
leads to increasing expansion of the field of application of schemes, increasing coordination between
them, increasing interiorization, and increasing abstraction.

“variation and selection automatically produce differentiation (variety) and integration
(dependency)”
“Functional complexification follows from the need to increase the variety of actions in order to
cope with more diverse environmental perturbations, and the need to integrate actions into higherorder complexes in order to minimize the difficulty of decision-making.”
“respective increases in structural and functional complexity, although selection for simplicity is
likely to minimize complexification.”
Both processes produce a hierarchy of nested supersystems or metasystems, and tend to be
self-reinforcing.
Structural complexification produced by spatial differentiation and the selection of fit linkages
between components.
“fundamental mechanisms of evolution” (heyleigen)
“variation, which produces spatial differentiation”
“selection on the basis of (relative) fitness, which produces structural integration, by creating
more and stronger linkages between different systems. “
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Together they produce the growth of structural complexity, characterized by the development of
nested hierarchies of subsystems and supersystems
self-reinforcing, because the filling of a niche by an additional system (i.e. the creation of a link)
creates further niches (i.e. opportunities for additional linkages).
“increase in the variety and linkage of a system's activities or functions.”
Selection for functional differentiation
law of requisite variety,
mulitvalued (probabilistic)
“probability distribution density”
“process of interaction development into a probabilistically fractal structure. “
fractal

interfaces
Interaction
“alternative means of interpreting and resolving interface imbalances”
synergistic interactions “within the situation created by these imbalances”
tentative morphology of problem interfaces and interactions

solution / goal directed
coordination policies
organisation
“numerous organizational structures / restructuration of former organizations”
federalization
“Dissipative structuration”
swarms and nested structures
non-power

Observational Process
only the difference between you and the rest of the world is accessible
alles Wirkliche entgegengesetzte Bestimmungen in sich enthält und daß somit das Erkennen und näher das
Begreifen eines Gegenstandes eben nur so viel heißt, sich dessen als einer konkreten Einheit entgegengesetzter
Bestimmungen bewußt zu werden."

consciousness
There is an outside view
Entwicklung von Beobachtersystem / who or what is the observer?
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Unterscheidung
Grenzen der Systeminternalität

that messurement involve containing determinate interactions such that the value of the properties of obtained
can properly be assigned to the premessurement properies of objects as seperate from the agencies of observation

i.

meta
the observer regarding his own state
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

observations reveal preexisting properties of an observation independant reality

“A Sign, or Representamen, is a First which stands in such a genuine triadic relation to a Second,
called its Object, as to be capable of determining a Third, called its Interpretant, to assume the
same triadic relation to its Object in which // p. 318 / it stands itself to the same Object” (C. Pierce.
2.274).

6)
7)
System ist Form mit zwei Seiten, Differenzierung als zeitlicher vollzug und selbstreferentielles fortbstehendes
fraktal
System braucht nur eine einzige Operation die Differenz zu reproduzieren Kommunikation durch
Kommunikation

“Who does the lamp communicate with? The mountain? The fox?”
Intra and internal-systematic structure throttle here the opinion range on the adjustment of the Settings within
network, history and reference. Within defined opinion systems this produces TRUE VALUEs, successions of
relations and linkages. By the reduction of the investigation on a point of approach and reciprocating values on
the other side possible recordablenesses, samples, scratch, traces and marks show up in the overlay.
“language of things but amplifies it potential of change.”
I

Materie ist primär oder gar auschließlich Trägersubstanz der Information.
““Words and things” is the entirely serious title of a problem.”
“Compared to the analytical procedure of classical science with resolution into component elements and oneway or linear causality as basic category, the investigation of organized wholes of many variables requires new
categories of interaction, transaction, organization, teleology…” “These considerations lead to the postulate of
a new scientific discipline which we call general system theory. It's subject matter is formulation of principles
that are valid for “systems” in general, whatever the nature of the component elements and the relations or
“forces” between them… “General system theory, therefore, is a general science of wholeness”… The meaning
8

of the somewhat mystical expression, “The whole is more that the sum of its parts” is simply that constitutive
characteristics are not explanable from the characteristics of the isolated parts. ”

Scale Relativity (or ScR) theory
The laws of nature must be valid in
every coordinate systems, whatever
their state of motion and of scale.

WE ARE
IN A BIGGER CONTEXT
impose a different way of viewing - out of non-separability we extend.

integration of the unclaer
Noise / complex number rest
Cacophonia and noise offer new retrieval systems for new metaphors and metaspheres.
The world is a dynamic process of intra-activity in the ongoing reconfiguring of locally deter- minate causal str
uctures with determinate boundaries, proper ties, mean- ings, and patterns of marks on bodies. This ongoing
flow of agency through which “par t” of the world makes itself dif ferentially intelligible to another “par t” of the
world and through which local causal str uctures, boundaries, and proper ties are stabilized and destabilized
does not take place in space and time but in the making of spacetime itself. The world is an ongoing open
process of mattering through which “mattering” itself acquires meaning and form in the realization
of dif ferent agential possibilities.
“It should become more widely recognised that Systems (and only Systems) as a discipline is
purpose-built to appreciate and deal with truly complex situations.”

Dynamic
“The concept of a dynamical system has its origins in Newtonian mechanics. There, as in other natural sciences
and engineering disciplines, the evolution rule of dynamical systems is given implicitly by a relation that
gives the state of the system only a short time into the future. (The relation is either a differential
equation, difference equation or other time scale.) To determine the state for all future times requires
iterating the relation many times—each advancing time a small step. The iteration procedure is referred
9

to as solving the system or integrating the system. Once the system can be solved, given an initial point
it is possible to determine all its future points, a collection known as a trajectory or orbit.

For simple dynamical systems, knowing the trajectory is often sufficient, but most dynamical systems are too
complicated to be understood in terms of individual trajectories.
The difficulties arise because:
The systems studied may only be known approximately—the parameters of the system may not be known
precisely or terms may be missing from the equations. The approximations used bring into question the validity
or relevance of numerical solutions. To address these questions several notions of stability have been introduced
in the study of dynamical systems, such as Lyapunov stability or structural stability. The stability of the
dynamical system implies that there is a class of models or initial conditions for which the
trajectories would be equivalent. The operation for comparing orbits to establish their equivalence
changes with the different notions of stability.
The type of trajectory may be more important than one particular trajectory. Some trajectories may be
periodic, whereas others may wander through many different states of the system. Applications often require
enumerating these classes or maintaining the system within one class. Classifying all possible trajectories has
led to the qualitative study of dynamical systems, that is, properties that do not change under coordinate
changes. Linear dynamical systems and systems that have two numbers describing a state are examples of
dynamical systems where the possible classes of orbits are understood.
The behavior of trajectories as a function of a parameter may be what is needed for an application.
As a parameter is varied, the dynamical systems may have bifurcation points where the qualitative behavior of
the dynamical system changes.
For example, it may go from having only periodic motions to apparently erratic
behavior, as in the
transition to turbulence of a fluid.
The trajectories of the system may appear erratic, as if random. In these cases it may be necessary to compute
averages using one very long trajectory or many different trajectories. The averages are well defined for ergodic
systems and a more detailed understanding has been worked out for hyperbolic systems. Understanding the
probabilistic aspects of dynamical systems has helped establish the foundations of statistical mechanics and of
chaos.”

“However, [my] initial interest [in automata theory] was increasingly set aside in favor of computational
complexity, an exciting fusion of combinatorial methods, inherited from switching theory, with the
conceptual arsenal of the theory of algorithms. These ideas had occurred to me earlier in 1955 when I coined the
term "signalizing function", which is nowadays commonly known as "complexity measure".

wave-behavior of matter ”wave particle duality paradox”
- Nichtlineare Dynamik
Bei der Nichtlinearen Dynamik steht der Aspekt der zeitlichen Dynamik im Mittelpunkt, weniger die
räumlichen Strukturen wie bei der Quantenmechanik. Neben der Dichotomie von Konkretion und
Abstraktion sowie Endo- und Exoperspektive ist bei Zeitbetrachtungen vor allem die Unterscheidung von
Reversibilität und Irreversibilität von Bedeutung. Die Existenz eines Zeitoperators setzt in klassischen
Systemen Irreversibilität und bei offenen, dissipativen Systemen Selbstorganisation oder Deterministisches
Chaos voraus. Heutzutage hat sich insbesondere durch die Chaosforschung ein verstärktes Interesse am Thema
Zeit entwickelt, da diese dort ein Maß für die innere Entwicklung von Prozessen in einer Welt des
Nichtgleichgewichts darstellt./40/
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i.

Dynamic System
(2) mappings or systems of ordinary differential equations defined on
a
finite -dimensional euclidean
space
(1) qualitate properties classified
(1) fundamental problem: determination of trajectories from their
initial condition (digitalisation: -what-if->modell)
(1) phase portrait trajectories with similar behaviour of phase space
of a system pattern form a taxonomy -> answer sys behavior
(2) univeral geometric pattern do exist in dynamic systems
(3) Trajectories wandering (transient) / non-wandering
(4) Open System Requirements:

operative Rekursivität
Selbstreferenz
Zirkularität

Topologie
„Anschauungsraumes“ der Elementargeometrie verstanden werden, und der erstaunliche Erfolg dieses
Konzeptes ist die Folge seiner Fähigkeit, eine Vielzahl von Phänomenen zu integrieren.
Funktionalanalysis
Vektorräumen und stetigen Abbildungen
Komplex Numbers

Systemtheorie

Komplexe Systeme
Eigenschaften (Auswahl):
Nichtlinearität:
Kleine Störungen des Systems oder minimale Unterschiede in den Anfangsbedingungen führen rasch zu sehr
unterschiedlichen Ergebnissen (Schmetterlingseffekt, Phasenübergänge). Die Wirkzusammenhänge der
Systemkomponenten sind im allgemeinen nichtlinear.
Emergenz:
11

Im Gegensatz zu lediglich komplizierten Systemen zeigen komplexe Systeme Emergenz. Entgegen einer
verbreiteten Vereinfachung bedeutet Emergenz nicht, dass die Eigenschaften der emergierenden Systemebenen
von den darunter liegenden Ebenen vollständig unabhängig sind. Emergente Eigenschaften lassen sich jedoch
auch nicht aus der isolierten Analyse des Verhaltens einzelner Systemkomponenten erklären.
Wechselwirkung (Interaktion):
Die Wechselwirkungen zwischen den Teilen des Systems (Systemkomponenten) sind lokal, ihre Auswirkungen
in der Regel global.

Offenes System:
Komplexe Systeme sind üblicherweise offene Systeme. Sie stehen also im Kontakt mit ihrer Umgebung und
befinden sich fern vom thermodynamischen Gleichgewicht.
Selbstorganisation:
Dadurch können sie die Fähigkeit zur Selbstorganisation und zur Selbststabilisierung oder Homöostase
entwickeln. Sie sind also in der Lage, Informationen zu verarbeiten bzw. zu lernen.
Selbstregulation:
Dadurch können sie die Fähigkeit zur inneren Harmonisierung entwickeln. Sie sind also in der Lage, aufgrund
der Informationen und derer Verarbeitung das innere Gleichgewicht und Balance zu verstärken.
Pfade:
Komplexe Systeme zeigen Pfadabhängigkeit: Ihr zeitliches Verhalten ist nicht nur vom aktuellen Zustand,
sondern auch von der Vorgeschichte des Systems abhängig.
Attraktoren:
Die meisten komplexen Systeme weisen so genannte Attraktoren auf, d. h. dass das System unabhängig von
seinen Anfangsbedingungen bestimmte Zustände oder Zustandsabfolgen anstrebt, wobei diese
Zustandsabfolgen auch chaotisch sein können; dies sind die "seltsamen Attraktoren" der Chaostheorie.
Physics

“environments characterized by turbulence and uncertainty, complex problems are typically value-laden, openended, multidimensional, ambiguous, and unstable.”

“The success of fractal paradigm in bio-system structure analysis, (...) reflects high efficiency of fractal
geometry in life function realisation conceived and used by nature itself. In a broader sense, fractal structure
efficiency appears inevitably and naturally in a wide variety of real processes, from physico-chemical structures
to economic system evolution [4-8], driven by unreduced interaction processes and often referred to as systems
with complex dynamics. Using the universally nonperturbative analysis of a generic interaction process, we
have rigorously specified the connection between fractality and dynamic complexity [9,10], where the extended,
complex-dynamic fractality has been derived as inevitably emerging structure of any real interaction process. In
that way, the dynamic complexity as such acquires a rigorous and universally applicable definition, while the
fractal structure of a real interaction is obtained as the truly complete, dynamically multivalued (probabilistic)
general solution of a problem, replacing its reduced, dynamically single-valued (regular) version. The
dynamically probabilistic, permanently changing fractal of real system dynamics is a natural extension of the
canonical, “geometric” fractality possessing an involved, but basically predictable (regular) and fixed structure.
Complex-dynamic fractality is not a “model” any more, but the unreduced version of any real, “nonintegrable”
and “nonseparable” system structure and dynamics, which is especially interesting for fractality involvement
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with living systems because it provides rigorously derived versions of those essential life properties — such as
intrinsic adaptability, self-development and “reasonable” behaviour — that determine its specific efficiency and
remain largely “mysterious” within usual, perturbative theory.”

“Dynamic complexity, C, can be universally defined now as any growing function of system realisation
number, or rate of their change, equal to zero for only one system realisation. It is the latter case of zero
unreduced complexity that is invariably considered in the canonical, dynamically single-valued, or unitary,
theory, which explains all its old and new difficulties at various levels of world dynamics [9-13]. The unreduced
dynamic complexity is presented by the majority of actually measured quantities, such as energy, mass,
momentum, action, and entropy, now provided with a universal and essentially nonlinear interpretation in terms
of the underlying interaction processes. Space and time are two universal, physically real forms of complexity,
causally derived as tangible quality of dynamically entangled structure and immaterial rate (frequency) of
realisation change events, respectively. Complex dynamics is a structure emergence process (dynamically
multivalued self-organisation) and can be described by the universal Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the
generalised action, which is dualistically related to the universal Schrödinger equation mentioned above through
the causal quantization condition (it reflects realisation change by transition through the intermediate realisation
of the wavefunction) [9,11,12]. Note finally that dynamic complexity thus defined represents at the same time
universal measure of genuine and omnipresent chaoticity and (generalised) entropy.”
“However, [my] initial interest [in automata theory] was increasingly set aside in favor of computational
complexity, an exciting fusion of combinatorial methods, inherited from switching theory, with the conceptual
arsenal of the theory of algorithms. These ideas had occurred to me earlier in 1955 when I coined the term
"signalizing function", which is nowadays commonly known as "complexity measure".

"variety absorbs variety, defines the minimum number of states necessary for a controller to control a system of
a given number of states." In response Conant (1970)
produced his so called "Good Regulator theorem" stating that "every Good Regulator of a System Must be a
Model of that
The notion of intra-action (in contrast to the usual “interaction,” which presumes the prior existence of
independent entities/relata) represents a profound conceptual shift. It is through specific agential intra-actions
that the boundaries and properties of the “components” of phenomena become determinate and that
particular embodied concepts become meaningful. A specific intra- action (involving a specific material
configuration of the “apparatus of obser vation”) enacts an agential cut (in contrast to the Cartesian cut—an
inherent distinction—between subject and object) ef fecting a separation between “subject” and “object.” That
is, the agential cut enacts a local resolution within the phenomenon of the inherent ontological indeterminacy. In other words, relata do not preexist relations; rather, relata- within-phenomena emerge through
specific intra-actions. Crucially then, intra-actions enact agential separability—the local condition of
exteriority- within-phenomena. The notion of agential separability is of fundamental importance, for in the
absence of a classical ontological condition of ex- teriority between obser ver and obser ved it provides the
condition for the possibility of objectivity. Moreover, the agential cut enacts a local causal structure among
“components” of a phenomenon in the marking of the “measuring agencies” (“effect”) by the “measured
object” (“cause”).

Hence, the notion of intra-actions constitutes a reworking of the traditional notion of causality.
dynamic (re)configurings of the world, specific agential practices/intra-actions/performances through which
specific exclusionar y boundaries are enacted. Apparatuses have no inherent “outside” boundary. This
indeterminacy of the “outside” boundar y represents the impossibility of closure—the ongoing intra-activity in
the iterative reconfiguring of the apparatus of bodily production. Apparatuses are open-ended practices.

“A dynamical hierarchy [33,10,24] is defined in the introduction to this special issue as a
dynamical system with multiple levels of nested subcomponent structures, in which the
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structures and their properties at one level emerge from the ongoing interactions
between the components of the lower level. The central issue is emergence: the
appearance of high-level properties that cannot be reduced to a simple sum or aggregate
of the properties exhibited by the components of the lower level. Thus, higher level
components can be seen as wholes or ìindividualsî [30], i.e. systems that have an
identity of their own which would be lost if the system would be decomposed into its
parts

,Komplexität Emergenz
eine stabile Beschreibung der Dynamik, der Evolution, der Entstehung von Neuem.
Neuerung und Unvorhersehbarkeit
nichtlinearen dynamischen Prozess
Komplexität
Obwohl keine allgemein geltende Definition der Komplexität existiert, ___wird es verwirklicht___, dass weit
verschiedene Systeme, bestehend aus vielen interagierender Einheiten, erzeugen unter bestimmten Bedingungen
eine charakteristische allgemeine Phänomenologie, deren vorstechendste Signatur das Hervortreten neuer
Muster ist, welche die Eigenschaften der einzelnen Einheiten überschreiten. Solche Systeme sind in vielen
Bereichen der Natur-/Humanwissenschaften sowie im Bereich der Technologie allgegenwärtig. Zu den
Anforderungen an ein transdisziplinäres Vorgehen gehört es, Probleme in ihrer relevanten Komplexität zu
erfassen, die vielfältigen Sichtweisen in der Wissenschaft und der Wissensgesellschaft dabei angemessen zu
berücksichtigen, abstrahierende Wissenschaft und fallspezifisch relevantes Wissen zu verbinden, und zwar mit
dem Ziel, Wissen zu einer am Gemeinwohl orientierten praktischen Lösung von Problemen zu erarbeiten (Pohl
& Hirsch Hadorn 2006, Jaeger & Scheringer 1998). Die Annäherung ist, die höchstentwickelten Methoden
anzuwenden, um komplexe Systeme zu erforschen, um Fluss und Entwicklung zu adressieren, dadurch Strecke
und die Energie des begrenzten Werkzeugkastens, der für die Analyse dieser Prozesse vorhanden ist, zu
erweitern. In den verschiedenen Bewegungen seit den siebziger Jahren, die Nachhaltigkeit als zentralen
Bezugspunkt verzeichnen, zum Beispiel Sozialökologie und Ecofeminismus, ist Nachhaltigkeit unentwirrbar mit
einer schlauen Kritik an dominierenden hierarchischen Strukturen verknüpft. Umdeutung von Relation und
Wahrnehmung auf Umgebendes bietet neue Formen der Bezugnahme und Bewegung.
One cannot say where the organ ends and the processing begins!
Oswald Wiener

“Das fundamentale Prinzip von Wandel ist Konstanz.”
Dynamik
Eine Beschleunnigung des erlebten Zeitstranges bedroht nicht nur die Stabilität der Prozessen, sondern ist auch
eine unwahrscheinliche Herrausforderung für die Bewegung hindurch. Mittlerweile wird die Welt, auf die wir
einwirken müssen, an sich immer komplizierter. Moderne Technologie und Systematik bedeuten, dass die auch
Anzahl und Art der Interaktionen multipliziert haben.

Apparatuses are open-ended practices. Importantly, apparatuses are themselves
phenomena. [Barad 2003:816]
There the Introduction of the Viewer to self-referential Fractal is Borderline Research of the first Relation 1:1
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erst durch das bewußtsein des eigenen physischen wird der raum als solcher empfunden, denn
auch dieser tritt physiognomisch in erscheinung. so tritt der raum als begrenzung erst sekundär in
erscheinung. primär ist mauerwerk, etwas -informativ betrachtet-metatextlich: begrenzendes
metametatextlich : aus-und /oder einschließendes- physisches anwesend,
dessen inhalt/umfassende leere (nichtwertend) als raum bezeichnet wird.
eine art physiognomisches gegenüber,
1. das in irgendeiner form als etwas das ausserhalb unserer selbsdt verstanden wird.
2. in form seiner ausser-ichlichkeit als etwas anderes, fremdes erkannt wird
3. das in seiner fremdheit einer kategorie zugeordnet wird.
4. das in seiner form seine selbsterzeugung ist.
in anbetracht seiner pysischen existenz sehen wir uns auf uns geworfen. demgegenüber. als
gegenpol, als das, was nach 1., 2., 3. definiert ist.

Concepts of self-fullfilling entity

(i)

Self-Reference

“At least one distinction is involved in the presence of self-reference. the self appears, and an indication of
that self that can be seen as seperate from the self. Any distinction involves the self refence of “the one who
distinguishes”. Therefore, self-reference and the idea of distinction are inseperable (hence conceptually identical).
We explore self-refernce by examining what appear to us as distinctions. Through experiencing self-reference,
we come to understand the possibility of distinguishing.”

Recursion affects Time. (L.E.)
Circulation
i)

The unceasing, probabilistic change of system realisations provides the dynamic origin of time,
absent in any version of unitary theory: in the new mathematics and in the real world one always
has a for any measurable, realistically expressed quantity or structure , while one of the basic, often
implicit postulates of the canonical mathematics is “self-identity”, aa≠aa= (related to
“computability”). It has a direct bio-inspired implication: every real structure is “alive” and
“noncomputable”, in the sense that it always probabilistically moves and changes internally. In
fact, any realistically conceived represents a part of a single, unified structure of the new
mathematics introduced above as dynamically multivalued (probabilistic) fractal (of the
world structure) and obtained as the truly exact, unreduced solution of a real interaction
problem (section 2).“

Feedback
G (X) = G(G (X))
“=< B | 1 |A >
This identity now corresponds to the fact that 1 is the sum of the probabilities of an arbitrary state being
projected into one of these intermediate states. (...)”That the unit 1 can be written as a sum over the
intermediate states is an expression of how the environment (in the sense of the space of possibilities)
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impinges on the quantum amplitude, just as the expression of the environment as a soup of bases ready to be
paired (a classical space of possibilities) serves as a description of the biological environment.”
Re-Entry
“Form that reenters its own indictional space”

Feedback and Symmetry
are close
b=...>>>>>>>>>>>>....
matematical concept of symmetry
“presence of a geometric operation T such as rotation, reflection or transation, such that the form F is
invariant under the operation of transformation. (...) The abstract idea of invariance under transformation is
shared in the formalism of both symmetry and self-similarity. (...)
a=>a
b = T (b)
The forms a and b are each invariant under a certain transformation, but we regard T as a symmetry since it
does not change th shape or size of b, but in moving it, it matches b to itself.”

(i)
Self-Reference
“At least one distinction is involved in the presence of self-reference. the self appears, and an indication of
that self that can be seen as seperate from the self. Any distinction involves the self refence of “the one who
distinguishes”. Therefore, self-reference and the idea of distinction are inseperable (hence conceptually
identical). We explore self-refernce by examining what appear to us as distinctions. Through experiencing selfreference, we come to understand the possibility of distinguishing.”

“The unfolding itself holds the simple secrets of any infinite form. These are invariance and self-similarity. ”

Circulation
The unceasing, probabilistic change of system realisations provides the dynamic origin of time, absent in any
version of unitary theory: in the new mathematics and in the real world one always has a for any measurable,
realistically expressed quantity or structure , while one of the basic, often implicit postulates of the canonical
mathematics is “self-identity”, aa≠aa= (related to “computability”). It has a direct bio-inspired implication:
every real structure is “alive” and “noncomputable”, in the sense that it always probabilistically moves and
changes internally. In fact, any realistically conceived represents a part of a single, unified structure of the new
mathematics introduced above as dynamically multivalued (probabilistic) fractal (of the world structure) and
obtained as the truly exact, unreduced solution of a real interaction problem (section 2).“
Equilibrium
“the concept of ‘‘equilibrium’’ is essentially a dynamic one.”
It is only when we disturb the bodies and observe their subsequent reactions that
the concept develops its full meaning. . . .
A "system," for Gille, is a temporal unity, composed of interdependent elements, and stabilised around a point
of equilibrium. The progressive complexity of the interrelation leads to globalisation and deterritorialisation, to
a planetary technics and worldwide interdependence.
“And so does the part become divided from the whole while still enfolded within it. (...) Here we are literally
describing a form that sits within itself.”
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Depth
Hierbei geht es immer um die Art der Unterschiedenheit des einen vom anderen auf den umschlossenen Ebenen
relativ zu der Gesamtheit der Ebenen.
Die Art der Unterschiedenheit kann meinen, dass
wenn das Eine nicht das Eine ist, es nicht zwangsläufig das Nicht-Eine sein muss, sondern ein anderes sein kann
- ein Drittes, Viertes und Fünftes und dieses Dritte, Vierte und Fünfte gleichzeitig –zwar auf einer
unhierarchischen Ebene ins eigene Fraktal stürzt, aber – realitätsnähere Ergebnisse liefert.
Existence on diverse Levels
Dimensional Aspects
ein pluralistisches Konglomerat der Ebenen zulässt

“There are forms within forms both up and down the
scale... Units are nested within larger units. Things are
components of other things. They would constitute a
hierarchy except that this hierarchy is not categorical but
full of transitions and overlaps.” (Gibson, 1979: 9)
körper als these -perfektion, die wahr oder falsch sein kann . gedanke des ideals (plato) extrem ausgeprägt.
fleisch geworden oder besser: das fleisch zu dem stoff geworden, der bis aufs letzte mit dem ideal verglichen
werden kann und zu einem ergebnis führt. geist wird nicht mehr verstanden als ratio,
nicht nur im sinne von vernunft sondern als die form der sprachlichkeit, als bündel an informationen . wissen..
einverleibung an ausseninformationen oder informationen das innen betreffend die aus dem aussen kommen.

The material composition assumption that every object is made up of one type of substance, namely, matter,
suggests that there is some basic level of description of the material building blocks (Moser & Trout, 1995)
The theory of the intra-perspective (as focused in feminist art: as the entanglement of body:society)does not have
to focus on one branch of it testimonies, but on the form itself it does have. so in the last reducd sense this is
about th 1st to the distincted and the sort of transistion, crossing, intersecting
If performativity is linked not only to the formation of the subject but
also to the production of the matter of bodies, as Butler’s account of
“materialization” and Haraway’s notion of “materialized refiguration”
suggest, then it is all the more important that we understand the nature
of this production.

Foucault: how the body’s materiality—for example, its anatomy and physiology—and other material forces
actively matter to the processes of materialization.
show how the deployments of power are directly connected to the
body—to bodies, functions, physiological processes, sensations, and
pleasures; far from the body having to be ef faced, what is needed
is to make it visible through an analysis in which the biological and
the historical are not consecutive to one another . . . but are bound
together in an increasingly complex fashion in accordance with the
development of the modern technologies of power that take life as
their objective.
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Crucial to understanding the workings of power is an understanding
of the nature of power in the fullness of its materiality. To restrict power’s
productivity to the limited domain of the “social,” for example, or to
figure matter as merely an end product rather than an active factor in
further materializations, is to cheat matter out of the fullness of its capacity.

This will require an understanding of the nature of the relationship between discursive practices and
material phenomena, an accounting of “nonhuman” as well as “human” forms of agency, and an
understanding of the precise causal nature of productive practices that takes account of the fullness of
matter’s implication in its ongoing historicity.

“agential realism.”
is an account of technoscientific and other practices that takes feminist, antiracist, post- structuralist, queer,
Marxist, science studies, and scientific insights seriously
discursive practices,
materialization,
agency,
causality

a causal relationship between specific exclusionary practices embodied as specific material configurations
of the world (i.e., discursive practices/(con)figurations rather than “words”) and specific material phenomena
(i.e., relations rather than “things”). This causal relationship between the apparatuses of bodily production and
the phenomena produced is one of “agential intra-action.”
According to Bohr, theoretical concepts (e.g., “position” and “momentum”) are not ideational in character but
rather are specific physical arrangements.18 For example, the notion of “position” cannot be presumed to be a
well-defined abstract concept, nor can it be presumed to be an inherent attribute of independently existing
objects. Rather, “position” only has meaning when a rigid apparatus with fixed parts is used (e.g., a ruler is
nailed to a fixed table in the laborator y, thereby establishing a fixed frame of reference for specifying “position”).
And furthermore, any measurement of “position” using this apparatus cannot be attributed to some abstract
independently existing “object” but rather is a property of the phenomenon—the inseparability of “obser ved
object” and “agencies of obser vation.” Similarly, “momentum” is only meaningful as a material
arrangement involving movable parts. Hence, the simultaneous indeterminacy of “position” and
“momentum” (what is commonly referred to as the Heisenberg uncertainty principle) is a straightfor ward
matter of the material exclusion of “position” and “momentum” arrangements (one requiring fixed parts and
the complementary arrangement requiring movable parts).

Consciousness studies tries to overcome the traditional sceptical position of the ‘hard’ // p. 314 / sciences that
one could not deal in any serious theoretical fashion with subjective phenomena—i.e. with phenomena which
hitherto were studied only phenomenologically ‘from within’ (or even by very
naive forms of ‘introspection’), or by relating data ‘from without’ of human brain activity
(gained by various scanning methods) with the verbal reports of experimental subjects
communicating their simultaneous experiences ‘from within’ of doing different tasks. In
the same period, traditional philosophy of mind seemed to ‘rediscover’ its proper object
(Searle 1992) and again became a flourishing area of research. Indeed, philosophy of mind
was inspired by cognitive science to state (or reformulate) the so-called ‘hard’ problem of
consciousness (Chalmers 1996). Similarly, cognitive semantics (Lakoff & Johnson 1999)
and ‘new AI’ or new robotics (Ziemke & Sharkey 2001) increased the interest in new
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conceptions of knowledge and language as phenomena that are always strongly tied to the
condition of being realized through a body (‘embodied knowledge’)—as ‘enacted’
phenomena in interaction with a surrounding environment in specific situations (‘situated
cognition’) and expressed in sign systems whose meaning is grounded in basic metaphors
related to the body and the specific context in which that local agent is embedded.
- physical optics (based on a different distribution of differences)
- quantum physics
- knowing is about direct material engagement
- subjects and objects are intertwined, entangled
- objectivity is about accountability to the marks on the body;
responsibility to the entanglements of which we are a
part.

i.
2.
3.

4.

materialized performance
•
"Each configuration of operations of distinctions that the observer performs specifies a
domain of reality as a domain of operational coherences of his or her praxis of living in which he
or she brings forth particular kinds of objects through their application..."
"Although all domains of reality are different in terms of the operational coherences that constitute
them, and, therefore, are not equal in the experience of the observer, they are all equally legitimate
as domains of existence because they arise in the same manner as they are brought forth through
the application of operations of distinction by the observer in his or her praxis of
living." (Maturana, 1988a, "Reality...", p. 31)

5.
6.
7.
The material composition assumption that every object is made up of one type of substance, namely, matter,
suggests that there is some basic level of description of the material building blocks (Moser & Trout, 1995)

Man muss weit zurückreichen um da Prinzip der Vorrherrschaft zu identifizieren. So legt Demokrit mit einem
Atomismus den Grundstein für den Materialimus und Dualismus auf dem unsere Vorstellung von (Unter-)Teilen
als Akt der Unterscheidung /der identifikation /Lokalisation verortet und somit die Unterscheidung in Subjekt
uind Objekt die dann später durch triadische trukturen transzendiert werden. Dabei verhäält sich da
transzendierende Dritte objekthaft zwichen den ko-objekten. seine fläche it zwar semipeermeabel, offen
(identisch) aber dennoch des gleichen raumes entsprechend.
bestimmte atomare oder molekulare Reaktionmuster durchsetzen und dem geamten materieleeen ytem ihre
Ordnungsstruktur aufprägen. (Mainzer 1996)
Atomismus Demokrits und Materialimus, führt zu keinen tieferen Einsichten (Rotry 1987)
Technologie wird im Rahmen des Materialismuses als Objekt generierendes Feld gesehen , nicht als
form der entwcklung an sich.

wie die Herstellung von kultureller Nicht-Intelligibilität unterschiedlich mobilisiert
wird, um das politiche Feld zu regulieren - wer wird also als ein Subjekt gelten und
wem wird
es abverlangt werden, nicht als Subjekt zu gelten? (Butler 1995)
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Dominante Struktur setzt sich durch (Weber 2000)

"By tracing the way we represent such a severance, we can begin to reconstruct, with an accuracy and coverage
that appear almost uncanny, the basic forms underlying linguistic, mathematical, physical, and biological
science, and can begin to see how the familiar laws of our own experience follow inexorably from the original
act of severance." - (Laws of Form, 1972 edition, p. v)
If performativity is linked not only to the formation of the subject but
also to the production of the matter of bodies, as Butler’s account of
“materialization” and Haraway’s notion of “materialized refiguration”
suggest, then it is all the more important that we understand the nature
of this production.

- physical optics (based on a different distribution of differences)
- quantum physics
- knowing is about direct material engagement
- subjects and objects are intertwined, entangled
- objectivity is about accountability to the marks on the body;
responsibility to the entanglements of which we are a
part.

a causal relationship between specific exclusionary practices embodied as specific material configurations of
the world (i.e., discursive practices/(con)figurations rather than “words”) and specific material phenomena
(i.e., relations rather than “things”). This causal relationship between the apparatuses of bodily production and
the phenomena produced is one of “agential intra-action.”
"What is decisive is the fact that we are in a process of understanding and experiencing the relationship
between theory and practice in a new way. Until now practice was either understood as an application of
theory, as a mere consequence, or it was assumed that practice must inspire theory, that it could bring forth new
theories. In either sense, its relationships were seen as representing a process of totalization..."
Connectedness and Relation - Silent Crossing
2.
The points of zero find their own optimal position in sequence. First a zero point begins its repulsive Kraft and
moves also-closes points of zero further away. Then it is the revolution of the following zero point, and then
differently up to everyone a probability had to bring itself in position. But the sequence must be repeated since
newer points of zero can into the area of a preceding zero point disturb; many repetitions can be necessary, until
a condition of the equilibrium is reached.
„A glance is enough to identify nodes with the most links, nodes straddling different subgroups, and nodes
isolated by their lack of connections.“

i. Geometry
highest form simultaniously all its potentials. The transcendental entanglement might be, that kind of local
potentiality that emerges within a nearly scale-invariantly intrsection of time and space.
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Stable mode symmetry of divvy.
fractal
Furthermore, the selections can operate upon each other: some selections can be mad for stabilization, while
other are selected for globalization. Selection mechanisms may thus co-evolve in a process of “mutual
shaping.” A third selection mechanism can be expected to disturb such mutual shaping by adding another
source of uncertainty. In the case of biological systems, this third selection mechanism is determined as
“natural” selection, and thus would drive the aging of the system.
Combining Principle
Endophysics

“Systemics is not a new development or logical consequence of an old science. It is a new way of
looking at old science, a new research paradigm. Systemic science therefore does not invalidate old
science, rather it attempts to integrate it. In order to do accomplish this systemic inquiry, from the
ontological (fundamental) perspective, it is necessary that all viewpoints are assumed valid. This is
because first if all all viewpoints are under consideration sooner or later.The systemic (holistic
systems) approach is first of all, and necessarily so, multi-perspectual. So we take into consideration
what is known as analytic and synthetic thought. We consider both the parts and the wholes. What is
“new” is that we (can) do this by considering the relationships common to both parts and wholes”

states of perfect symbiosis/symmtry with the surrounding environment
Strukturen und Modelle, die sich universell anwenden lassen
Auslagerung bestimmter innerer oder äusserer Notwendigkeiten,
innovative Re-organisation mutitudinaler Ebenen (sinn & seins relative Wesenseigenschaften, Sinnesebenen in
andere Ebenen /Disziplinen oder fremde Teilbereiche)

Vor allem besteht kein Grund für eine ontologische Entgegensetzung des Organichen, des Technischen und des
Textuellen. (Harraway)
The ambiguity is only temporarily, contextually decided, and therefore, descriptive characterizations do not
signify properties of abstract object or observation-independant biengs, but rather describe the “between of our
intractions” as it is marked by particular constructed delineations

“Compared to the analytical procedure of classical science with resolution into component elements and oneway or linear causality as basic category, the investigation of organized wholes of many variables requires new
categories of interaction, transaction, organization, teleology…” “These considerations lead to the postulate of
a new scientific discipline which we call general system theory. It's subject matter is formulation of principles
that are valid for “systems” in general, whatever the nature of the component elements and the relations or
“forces” between them… “General system theory, therefore, is a general science of wholeness”… The meaning
of the somewhat mystical expression, “The whole is more that the sum of its parts” is simply that constitutive
characteristics are not explanable from the characteristics of the isolated parts. ”
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“Advances in the new sciences suggest a further modification of this assumption about the nature of reality. In
light of what scientists are beginning to glimpse regarding the nature of the quantum vacuum, the energy sea
that underlies all of spacetime, it is no longer warranted to view matter as primary and space as secondary. It is
to space or rather, to the cosmically extended “Dirac-sea” of the vacuum that we should grant primary reality.
The things we know as matter (and that scientists know as mass, with its associated properties of inertia and
gravitation) appear as the consequence of interactions in the depth of this universal field. In the emerging
concept there is no “absolute matter,” only an absolute matter- generating energy field.The subtle relationship
between the material things we meet with in our experience and the energy field that underlies them in the depth
of the universe also transforms our view of life. Interactions with the quantum vacuum may not be limited to
micro-particles: they may also involve macroscale entities, such as living systems. Life appears to be a
manifestation of the constant if subtle interaction of the wave-packets classically known as “matter” with the
underlying vacuum field. These assumptions change our most fundamental notions of life. The living world is
not the harsh domain of classical Darwinism, where each struggles against all, with every species, every
organism and every gene competing for advantage against ev ery other. Organisms are not skin-enclosed selfish
entities, and competition is never unfettered. Life evolves, as does the universe itself, in a “sacred dance” with
an underlying field. This makes living beings into elements in a vast network of intimate relations that
embraces the entire biosphere itself an interconnected element within the wider connections that reach into
the cosmos.
Ordnung wird generell zum rechten Maß an Information - an der Grenz von Informationsmangel (Starre) und
Informationsüberfluss (Entropie). Der Informaitonsüberfluss bzw. die Entropie kann aber gleichzeitig auch
Information bedeuten.

(The metaphor of intersection is an apt image for the application of mechanism. Because a
process is divided, you have converging different paths all trying to get through a central
point. As the effort or traffic for each path increases it is inevitable that it becomes more
difficult to get into the centre. Any one flow entering the centre blocks another. At the
extreme you get gridlock–the point where none of the flows can move.)

According to Bohr, theoretical concepts (e.g., “position” and “momentum”) are not ideational in character but
rather are specific physical arrangements.18 For example, the notion of “position” cannot be presumed to be a
well-defined abstract concept, nor can it be presumed to be an inherent attribute of independently existing
objects. Rather, “position” only has meaning when a rigid apparatus with fixed parts is used (e.g., a ruler is
nailed to a fixed table in the laborator y, thereby establishing a fixed frame of reference for specifying
“position”). And furthermore, any measurement of “position” using this apparatus cannot be attributed to some
abstract independently existing “object” but rather is a property of the phenomenon—the inseparability of
“obser ved object” and “agencies of obser vation.” Similarly, “momentum” is only meaningful as a material
arrangement involving movable parts. Hence, the simultaneous indeterminacy of “position” and
“momentum” (what is commonly referred to as the Heisenberg uncertainty principle) is a straightfor ward
matter of the material exclusion of “position” and “momentum” arrangements (one requiring fixed parts and
the complementary arrangement requiring movable parts).

Therefore, according to Bohr, the primar y epistemological unit is not
independent objects with inherent boundaries and proper ties but rather
phenomena. On my agential realist elaboration, phenomena do not
merely mark the epistemological inseparability of “obser ver” and “obser ved”; rather, phenomena are the ontological inseparability of agentially intra-acting “components.” That
is, phenomena are ontologically primitive relations—relations without preexisting relata.
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(1) =
(2) sign of identity
(3) prescription for the action

“In fact, it is precisely because material interfaces have changed that pattern and radomness can be perceived as
a dominant over presence and absence. The pattern / randomness dialectic does not earase the material world;
information in fact derives its efficacy from material infrastructures it appears to obscure. The illusion of earaure
should be the subject of inquiry, not a presupposition that inquiry take for granted.” (Hayles 19999)

postmodern science of chaos theory offer two particularly resonant metaphors of complexit, drawn from model
of nature - the strange attractor and self-similarity.

non-kontradiktorische Koexistenz von zwei Merkmalen, die in dem Augenblick, wo man zur eigentlcihen
Wirklichkeit übergeht, inkompatibel werden” (Zizek 1996)

multiple interconnection and transmigration of notions (Braidotti 1994)
„Deduct from any phenomenon such part as is known by previous inductions to be
the effect of certain
antecedents, and the residue of the phenomenon is the effect of
the remaining antecedents.“

Entanglement!
Obgleich schwer, mit Präzision bestimmbar ist, wird das Konzept des komplexen Systems immer assoziert mit
dem Vorhandensein vieler aufeinander einwirkender Units, so dass emergente Eigenschaften entstehen, die zu
den Eigenschaften eines einzelnen Elements isoliert grundlegend unterschiedlich sind.
Das globale Verhalten ist mehr vom Set der Interaktionen als auf der Art der aufeinander einwirkenmaßeinheiten
selbst abhängig. Der Bereich der komplexen Netzwerke, der Interaktionen und der Relationen ihrer Bestandteile
ist eins der zentralen Paradigmen in der Wissenschaft der komplexen Systeme. Ungewissheit und
Unbestimmtheit bleiben, dass ihr Übergang von Wahrscheinlichkeit zu Sicherheit ein Frage der Zeit ist.
Wirklichkeit ist ein dynamischer Prozess. Moderne Kosmologie und Physik heben die gegenseitige
Abhängigkeit der komplexen Systeme auf Skalen vom mikroskopischen zum makroskopischen hervor. Jedes
Teil körperlicher Wirklichkeit enthält Informationen über das Ganze an auf verschiedenen Skalen. " ein UND
alle „- dieses hat die politischen, soziologischen, theoretischen und praktischen Konsequenzen.

“Imbed a n w - 1 sphere in an n sphere, and the complement is divided into two components. It seems that the
closure of each of the resulting components should be a topological w-cell. This statement isn't true. The
classical counterexample (in dimension 3) is the Alexander Horned Sphere.1 It was conjectured, however, that if
one restricts one's attention to some class of well-behaved imbeddings, then the statement is true. For instance,
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in the differentiable case, the Schoenflies Problem asks an even stronger question: Given <j>: Sn~l —>En, a
differentiable imbedding of the (ra —1) -sphere in Euclidean space, can one extend <j> to a differentiable
imbedding of the unit ball(of which Sn~x is the boundary) into Euclidean space?2
And, in fact, proofs exist for the usual categories of nice imbeddings: differentiable and polyhedral, in
dimensions 1, 2, and 3.3 The problem, then, is to prove this statement for arbitrary dimension N. Such a proof
follows under a niceness condition which includes thecondition of differentiability.”

“the pattern which connects” Bateson
“the matrix whic embeds”

“The unfolding itself holds the simple secrets of any infinite form. These are invariance and self-similarity. ”

Equilibrium
It is only when we disturb the bodies and observe their subsequent reactions that
the concept develops its full meaning. . . .

Depth
Hierbei geht es immer um die Art der Unterschiedenheit des einen vom anderen auf den umschlossenen Ebenen
relativ zu der Gesamtheit der Ebenen.
Die Art der Unterschiedenheit kann meinen, dass
wenn das Eine nicht das Eine ist, es nicht zwangsläufig das Nicht-Eine sein muss, sondern ein anderes sein
kann - ein Drittes, Viertes und Fünftes und dieses Dritte, Vierte und Fünfte gleichzeitig –zwar auf einer
unhierarchischen Ebene ins eigene Fraktal stürzt, aber – realitätsnähere Ergebnisse liefert.
Existence on diverse Levels
Dimensional Aspects
ein pluralistisches Konglomerat der Ebenen zulässt

“There are forms within forms both up and down the
scale... Units are nested within larger units. Things are
components of other things. They would constitute a
hierarchy except that this hierarchy is not categorical but
full of transitions and overlaps.” (Gibson, 1979: 9)
P versus NP problem
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“The complexity class P is often seen as a mathematical abstraction modeling those computational tasks that
admit an efficient algorithm. This hypothesis is called the Cobham–Edmonds thesis. The complexity class NP, on
the other hand, contains many problems that people would like to solve efficiently, but for which no efficient
algorithm is known, such as the Boolean satisfiability problem, the Hamiltonian path problem and the vertex
cover problem. Since deterministic Turing machines are special nondeterministic Turing machines, it is easily
observed that each problem in P is also member of the class NP.
The question of whether P equals NP is one of the most important open questions in theoretical computer
science because of the wide implications of a solution.[2] If the answer is yes, many important problems can be
shown to have more efficient solutions. These include various types of integer programming problems in
operations research, many problems in logistics, protein structure prediction in biology,[4] and the ability to find
formal proofs of pure mathematics theorems.[5]
The P versus NP problem is one of the Millennium Prize Problems proposed by the Clay Mathematics
Institute. There is a US$1,000,000 prize for resolving the problem.[6]
Problems in NP not known to be in P or NP-complete
It was shown by Ladner that if P ≠ NP then there exist problems in NP that are neither in P nor NP-complete.
[3] Such problems are called NP-intermediate problems. The graph isomorphism problem, the discrete logarithm
problem and the integer factorization problem are examples of problems believed to be NP-intermediate. They are
some of the very few NP problems not known to be in P or to be NP-complete.
The graph isomorphism problem is the computational problem of determining whether two finite graphs are
isomorphic. An important unsolved problem in complexity theory is whether the graph isomorphism problem
is in P, NP-complete, or NP-intermediate. The answer is not known, but it is believed that the problem is at least
not NP-complete.[7] If graph isomorphism is NP-complete, the polynomial time hierarchy collapses to its second
level.[8] Since it is widely believed that the polynomial hierarchy does not collapse to any finite level, it is
believed that graph isomorphism is not NP-complete. The best algorithm for this problem, due to Laszlo Babai
and Eugene Luks has run time 2O(√(n log n)) for graphs with n vertices.
The integer factorization problem is the computational problem of determining the prime factorization of a given
integer. Phrased as a decision problem, it is the problem of deciding whether the input has a factor less than k.
No efficient integer factorization algorithm is known, and this fact forms the basis
of several modern
cryptographic systems, such as the RSA algorithm.
The integer factorization problem is in NP and in co-NP (and even in UP and co-UP[9]). If the problem is NPcomplete, the polynomial time hierarchy will collapse to its first level (i.e., NP will equal co-NP).
The best known algorithm for integer factorization is the general number field sieve, which takes time
to factor an n-bit integer. However, the best known quantum algorithm for this problem, Shor's algorithm,
does run in polynomial time. Unfortunately, this fact doesn't say much about where the problem lies with
respect to non-quantum complexity classes.
Separations between other complexity classes
Many known complexity classes are suspected to be unequal, but this has not been proved. For instance P ⊆ NP
⊆ PP ⊆ PSPACE, but it is possible that P = PSPACE. If P is not equal to NP, then P is not equal to PSPACE
either. Since there are many known complexity classes between P and PSPACE, such as RP, BPP, PP, BQP, MA,
PH, etc., it is possible that all these complexity classes collapse to one class.
Proving that any of these classes are unequal would be a major breakthrough in
complexity theory.
Along the same lines, co-NP is the class containing the complement problems (i.e. problems with the yes/no
answers reversed) of NP problems. It is believed[10] that NP is not equal to co-NP; however, it has not yet been
proven. It has been shown that if these two complexity classes are not equal then P is not equal to NP.
Similarly, it is not known if L (the set of all problems that can be solved in logarithmic space) is strictly
contained in P or equal to P. Again, there are many complexity classes between the two, such as NL and NC,
and it is not known if they are distinct or equal classes.”
El
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i.

nature of superpositions and their relationship to so-called entanglements of states
wave function entspricht potential

condition space for a higher level of symmetry
“Solutions to the hierarchy problem include theories with supersymmetry or technicolor, or, more recently,
extra dimensions.”(...)”The details of the precision with which unification occurs is model dependent, but
generically, the couplings unify at the level of the standard model, and higher precision is possible
with supersymmetry or additional scalars. The scale at which unification occurs depends on the cutoff
scale where the theory becomes strongly interacting, which is again a model dependent parameter, though
ultimately one would hope to understand the microscopic physics sufficiently well to pin it down. What is clear
that even if we view unification as a clue to physics underlying the standard model, there are many possible
solutions. The physics of the warped models that address the hierarchy is entirely different from the physics of
supersymmetric models.”

characteristic of quantum states
“One of the interesting questions which have been addressed in many studies (see e.g. [3] and references
therein) is the behavior of entanglement near phase transitions.It has been shown that the entanglement
of the ground state changes close to phase transitions. For example, in the XXZ and XY spin chain
models, the entanglement between a block of spins and the rest of the system diverges logarithmically
with the block size at the transition point [4], making classical simulations harder.”(...)

We consider entanglement between blocks of qubits. In the case of the Anderson transition, this amounts to
directly relate entanglement to the quantum simulation of the system on a nr–qubit system, the number of
lattice sites being 2nr rather than nr as in [5]. Entanglement of random pure states was mainly studied in the
case of columns of matrices drawn from the Circular Unitary Ensemble (CUE) [7]. However, such vectors are
extended and cannot describe systems with various amounts of localization, from genuine localization to
multifractality. Recently it was shown in [8, 9] that for localized random vectors, the linear entanglement
entropy (first order of the von Neumann entropy) of one qubit with all the others can be related to
thelocalization properties.”(...)”First we show that for any bipartition, the linear entropy can be written in
terms of the participation ratio, a measure of localization.”(...)”We then show that higher-order terms
also depend on higher moments of the wavefunction. In particular, for multifractal systems they are
controlled by the multifractal exponents.”

N-dimensional Query
One of the most fundamental knowledge structures is the correlation. In this case, we are emphasizing
correlation’s meaning as a (statistically significant) association of one thing with another rather than the more
narrow meaning in the field of statistics of the degree with which two or more things are related or change
together, although these two definitions are interdependent rather than exclusive. “Statistically significant”
is parenthetically inserted because we are generally not interested in non-significant associations; these we
include in the categories of “coincidence” or “noise” even in common experience. Correlation can also be
viewed as one of the most fundamental structures of learning, e.g. the probability-based associations formed
between unconditioned stimulus and conditioned stimulus, and the importance of the strength of
correlation for determining excitation verses inhibition in the Rescorla-Wagner Model (Rescorla & Wagner,
1972). Correlation may also been seen as the basis for much of scientific investigation; the pattern or anomaly in
a pattern which inspires formal research. The importance here is that correlation appears to be a basic trait of
human cognition and is therefore an excellent candidate for finding and structuring knowledge in “natural”
ways. In addition, correlations are a beginning to structure, a "likely to be disconfirmed" (Kuhn, 1996) sort
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of structure and, thus, a natural laboratory for learners to engage higher-order critical thinking.
Correlations are also ontological in nature; that is, a correlation pops into being as objects-phenomena
relationship that must be at least temporarily reified to be investigated.

basic obstacle: that must be overcome for a transition to be successful: the intrinsic conflict over
resource consumption that exists between individual components and between lower level
components and the emerging higher level. It will propose the principle of selective
pressure for synergy to explain how evolution tackles this problem, pointing out its different effects on
symmetric and asymmetric interactions.

The impact of the combination of meaning and body is the subject.
alle Anordnungen des
Mastermoleküles wiederholt (Keller 1998)
“the pattern which connects” Bateson
“the matrix whic embeds”
“Imbed a n w - 1 sphere in an n sphere, and the complement is divided into two components. It seems that the
closure of each of the resulting components should be a topological w-cell. This statement isn't true. The
classical counterexample (in dimension 3) is the Alexander Horned Sphere.1 It was conjectured, however, that if
one restricts one's attention to some class of well-behaved imbeddings, then the statement is true. For instance,
in the differentiable case, the Schoenflies Problem asks an even stronger question: Given <j>: Sn~l —>En, a
differentiable imbedding of the (ra —1) -sphere in Euclidean space, can one extend <j> to a differentiable
imbedding of the unit ball(of which Sn~x is the boundary) into Euclidean space?2
And, in fact, proofs exist for the usual categories of nice imbeddings: differentiable and polyhedral, in
dimensions 1, 2, and 3.3 The problem, then, is to prove this statement for arbitrary dimension N. Such a proof
follows under a niceness condition which includes thecondition of differentiability.”

i. nature of superpositions and their relationship to so-called entanglements of
states

N-dimensional Query
One of the most fundamental knowledge structures is the correlation. In this case, we are emphasizing
correlation’s meaning as a (statistically significant) association of one thing with another rather than the more
narrow meaning in the field of statistics of the degree with which two or more things are related or change
together, although these two definitions are interdependent rather than exclusive. “Statistically significant” is
parenthetically inserted because we are generally not interested in non-significant associations; these we
include in the categories of “coincidence” or “noise” even in common experience. Correlation can also be
viewed as one of the most fundamental structures of learning, e.g. the probability-based associations formed
between unconditioned stimulus and conditioned stimulus, and the importance of the strength of correlation
for determining excitation verses inhibition in the Rescorla-Wagner Model (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972).
Correlation may also been seen as the basis for much of scientific investigation; the pattern or anomaly in a
pattern which inspires formal research. The importance here is that correlation appears to be a basic trait of
human cognition and is therefore an excellent candidate for finding and structuring knowledge in “natural”
ways. In addition, correlations are a beginning to structure, a "likely to be disconfirmed" (Kuhn, 1996) sort of
structure and, thus, a natural laboratory for learners to engage higher-order critical thinking. Correlations are
also ontological in nature; that is, a correlation pops into being as objects-phenomena relationship that must be
at least temporarily reified to be investigated.
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Diffractively reading the insights of feminist and queer theor y and science studies approaches through one
another entails thinking the “social” and the “scientific” together in an illuminating way. What often appears as
separate entities (and separate sets of concerns) with sharp edges does not actually entail a relation of absolute
exteriority at all.

This is not a static relationality but a doing—the enactment of boundaries—that always entails constitutive
exclusions and therefore requisite questions of accountability. active participant in the world’s becoming, in its
ongoing “intra-activity.”(see Rouse 2002 )

a relation is a property that assigns truth values to combinations,

The idea that beings exist as individuals with inherent attributes,
anterior to their representation, is a metaphysical presupposition that underlies the belief in political, linguistic, and epistemological forms of representationalism. Or, to put the point the other way around, representationalism is the belief in the ontological distinction between
representations and that which they purport to represent; in particular,
that which is represented is held to be independent of all practices of representing. That is, there are assumed to
be two distinct and indepen- dent kinds of entities—representations and entities to be represented. The
system of representation is sometimes explicitly theorized in terms of a tripartite arrangement. For example, in
addition to knowledge (i.e., rep- resentations), on the one hand, and the known (i.e., that which is pur- portedly
represented), on the other, the existence of a knower (i.e., someone who does the representing) is sometimes made explicit. When this
happens it becomes clear that representations ser ve a mediating function
between independently existing entities. This taken-for-granted ontological gap generates questions of the accuracy of representations. For example, does scientific knowledge accurately represent an independently
existing reality? Does language accurately represent its referent? Does a
given political representative, legal counsel, or piece of legislation accurately represent the interests of the people allegedly represented?

Why do we think that the existence of relations requires relata?
I present a relational ontology that rejects the metaphysics of
relata, of “words” and “things.” On an agential realist account, it is once
again possible to acknowledge nature, the body, and materiality in the
fullness of their becoming without resorting to the optics of transparency
or opacity, the geometries of absolute exteriority or interiority, and the
theoretization of the human as either pure cause or pure effect while at
the same time remaining resolutely accountable for the role “we” play in
the intertwined practices of knowing and becoming.
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beyond the framework of representationalism

Indeed, it is possible to develop coherent philosophical positions that
deny that there are representations on the one hand and ontologically
separate entities awaiting representation on the other. A performative understanding, which shifts the
focus from linguistic representations to discursive practices, is one such alternative. In particular, the
search for alternatives to social constructivism has prompted performative approaches
in feminist and queer studies, as well as in science studies.

Therefore, according to Bohr, the primar y epistemological unit is not
independent objects with inherent boundaries and proper ties but rather
phenomena. On my agential realist elaboration, phenomena do not
merely mark the epistemological inseparability of “obser ver” and “obser ved”; rather, phenomena are the ontological inseparability of agentially intra-acting
“components.” That is, phenomena are ontologically primitive relations—relations without preexisting
relata.

The notion of intra-action (in contrast to the usual “interaction,” which presumes the prior existence of
independent entities/relata) represents a profound conceptual shift. It is through specific agential intraactions that the boundaries and properties of the “components” of phenomena become determinate and
that particular embodied concepts become meaningful. A specific intra- action (involving a specific
material configuration of the “apparatus of obser vation”) enacts an agential cut (in contrast to the Cartesian
cut—an inherent distinction—between subject and object) ef fecting a separation between “subject” and
“object.” That is, the agential cut enacts a local resolution within the phenomenon of the inherent
ontological indeter- minacy. In other words, relata do not preexist relations; rather, relata- withinphenomena emerge through specific intra-actions. Crucially then, intra-actions enact agential
separability—the local condition of exteriority- within-phenomena. The notion of agential separability
is of fundamental importance, for in the absence of a classical ontological condition of ex- teriority between
obser ver and obser ved it provides the condition for the possibility of objectivity. Moreover, the agential cut
enacts a local causal structure among “components” of a phenomenon in the marking of the “measuring
agencies” (“effect”) by the “measured object” (“cause”).

Relationships which have emergent properties which are then experienced as the whole
“Relationships are of a different categorical level from objects. In short, objects are nouns (identity) , while
relationships are verbs (action).”

Relation - Emergence
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The two elements appear to create a symbolic link to a greater level of wholeness beyond the existence of the
elements themselves.

(i)
(i)
(ii)

Forms of Addition and Overlay Rhizomatic / Dynamic Forms - new entries
within the entity
Event

fractal
self-referential
I am the observed realtion between myself and “ observing myself”
classical logic of self-replication and self-reference.
Neben der in den 90er Jahren verbreiteten Thematik des “Rhizoms, gilt es nun weiter und tiefer führende
Strukturen näher zu erkunden.
()

Tranjectory through

In behaviorial science, system theory and dynamic systems modeling, a behavioral model reproduces
the required behavior of the original analyzed system, such as there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the behavior of the original system and the simulated system. That namely implies that the
model uniquely predicts future system states from past systems states. The behavioral approach is
motivated by the aim of obtaining a framework for system analysis that respects the underlying
physics and sets up the appropriate mathematical concepts from there.
A key question of the behavioral approach is whether a quantity w1 can be deduced given an
observed quantity w2 and a model. If w2 can be deduced given w1 and the model, w2 is said to be
observable. In terms of mathematical modeling, the to-be-deduced quantity or variable is often
referred to as the latent variable and the observed variable is the manifest variable. Such a system is
then called an observable (latent variable) system.
i.
the world is consistent relationally
inherent boundary between observer and observed
i.

Trajectories

The self-organization of fluxes in terms of functional differentiations is not its historically observable, but
only perceptible after a reflexive turn (Husserl, 1929; Luhmann, 1984).

(1)
(2)
(3)
2.
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(1)
=
sign of identity
prescription for the action
"What is decisive is the fact that we are in a process of understanding and experiencing the
relationship between theory and practice in a new way. Until now practice was either
understood as an application of theory, as a mere consequence, or it was assumed that practice
must inspire theory, that it could bring forth new theories. In either sense, its relationships were
seen as representing a process of totalization..."

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

and the relation of the one to the other and even his location (or move as temporal crossing) and his
impact on it, we hold in diverse sectors to find us sheltered within, but it is more a dimensional
factor to find the line in as path to walk through. Metaphysics as a combination of meaning and
body is this researchs subject.
we add meaning with being structures.

In nonlinear system, the parts mut be treated in each other´s presence, rather than independently from one
another, because they behave very differently in each other´s presence than would expect from a study of the
parts in isolation (Langton 1996)
Emergent.
a relation is a property that assigns truth values to combinations,

that messurement involve containing determinate interactions such that the value of the properties of obtained
can properly be assigned to the premessurement properies of objects as seperate from the agencies of
observation

Relativität
Eine Anforderung ist, dass die Beobachtungsmechanismen innerhalb des allgemeinen Rahmens betrachtet
werden. Die neue Form des Addition ist nicht nur die Summe jedes einzelnen Teils sondern zusätzlich
emergente Struktur. (Dieses ist ein Universalphänomen, das auf eine sehr allgemeine Art mathematisch definiert
werden kann vgl. George Spencer Brown, Louis Kauffman). Es gibt bereits einen Fehler in der Projektion von 1
zum anderen, da es nicht eine Projektion ist, die nicht den selbst-referentialen Teil umfaßt. Neue Formen von
Repräsentationen und Trajektorien müssen eingeführt werden. Das Ganze als ein Set, leitet neue Weisen und
Formen der neuen Logik ab. Die qualitative und deterministische Relation und co- Relation von 1: not1, die
quantitativ ungleich und qualitativ unterschiedlich sind, aber gleichzeitig: interaktive Abschnitte größere
Gesamtheit, zusammen koexistiert, viele Eigenschaften teilen, die sich beeinflussen und Spill-Over-Effekte
produzieren. Das globale Verhalten ist abhängiger vom Set der Interaktionen als von der Art der aufeinander
einwirkenden Einheiten selbst.
Beschreibungen von Verknüfung, Verteilung, Verschiebung & Überführung
Es geht nicht allein um die besere Beschreibung, reflektierte(re) Repräsentation von Wirklichkeit, sondern um
jeweilige Interaktionen von Wissenden und Gewußtem. E gibt kein Wissen und keine Erkenntnis jenseits von
Einflussnahme und Engagement.

In summar y, the universe is agential intra-activity in its becoming. The
primar y ontological units are not “things” but phenomena—dynamic topological reconfigurings/entanglements/relationalities/(re)articulations.
And the primar y semantic units are not “words” but material-discursive
practices through which boundaries are constituted. This dynamism is
agency. Agency is not an attribute but the ongoing reconfigurings of the
world.
“Addressing the issue of beingness and becomingness, the new framework defines a simple ontology of
process–structure in ‘physical’ and ‘abstract’ ontic types (see the preceding section). “
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grand narrative of science is changing from the story of the modern scientit a a demiurge, who created artifact
by using the law of nature, to the story of the continuation of nature by its own means.

Die Überführung ist
Gleichzeitigkeit von fortschreitender Systemeinheit und fortgesetzter Differenzierung, Diversifizierung und
Fragmentisierung. (Klinger 1998)

Hierfür brauchen wir eine neue Formen und Operatoren der Transformation und der zeitlichen Überführung
system of differences that not only attributes value to different bodies, but processes, thee bodies according to
-....
This is not a static relationality but a doing—the enactment of boundaries—that always entails constitutive
exclusions and therefore requisite questions of accountability. active participant in the world’s becoming, in its
ongoing “intra-activity.”(see Rouse 2002 )
For Gille, the evolution from one system to another occurs when the limit of that system is reached. The limit is
thus a kind of evolutional potential, and for Gille the catalyst is technical invention, which is not reducible to
scientific discovery.

The changing topologies of the world entail an ongoing reworking of the ver y nature of dynamics.

destined always to be inventing new ways of transferring

“The concept of a dynamical system has its origins in Newtonian mechanics. There, as in other natural sciences
and engineering disciplines, the evolution rule of dynamical systems is given implicitly by a relation that gives
the state of the system only a short time into the future. (The relation is either a differential equation,
difference equation or other time scale.) To determine the state for all future times requires iterating the
relation many times—each advancing time a small step. The iteration procedure is referred to as solving the
system or integrating the system. Once the system can be solved, given an initial point it is possible to
determine all its future points, a collection known as a trajectory or orbit.
The systems studied may only be known approximately—the parameters of the system may not be known
precisely or terms may be missing from the equations. The approximations used bring into question the validity
or relevance of numerical solutions. To address these questions several notions of stability have been introduced
in the study of dynamical systems, such as Lyapunov stability or structural stability. The stability of the
dynamical system implies that there is a class of models or initial conditions for which the trajectories would
be equivalent. The operation for comparing orbits to establish their equivalence changes with the different
notions of stability.
The type of trajectory may be more important than one particular trajectory. Some trajectories may be periodic,
whereas others may wander through many different states of the system. Applications often require enumerating
these classes or maintaining the system within one class. Classifying all possible trajectories has led to the
qualitative study of dynamical systems, that is, properties that do not change under coordinate changes. Linear
dynamical systems and systems that have two numbers describing a state are examples of dynamical systems
where the possible classes of orbits are understood.
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The behavior of trajectories as a function of a parameter may be what is needed for an application. As a
parameter is varied, the dynamical systems may have bifurcation points where the qualitative behavior of the
dynamical system changes.
For example, it may go from having only periodic motions to apparently erratic
behavior, as in the
transition to turbulence of a fluid.
The trajectories of the system may appear erratic, as if random. In these cases it may be necessary to compute
averages using one very long trajectory or many different trajectories. The averages are well defined for ergodic
systems and a more detailed understanding has been worked out for hyperbolic systems. Understanding the
probabilistic aspects of dynamical systems has helped establish the foundations of statistical mechanics and of
chaos.”
“Here the problem is not to choose the correct scale of description, but rather to recognize that change is taking
place on many scales at the same time and that it is the interaction among phenomena on different scales that
must occupy our attention.”

“From the physical point of view, phase space is structured; it contains regions of specific types of attractors
(e.g., point attractors, cyclical attractors, ‘strange’ or chaotic attractors) who delimit the possibilities that a
system in its movement through phase space may choose, even when ‘choices’ are real (as in bifurcations).”
-2Evolutionary theory adds that the implicit goal of all systems created through natural
selection (and thus of all non-artificial agents) is the maximization of fitness, i.e.
survival, reproduction and development. Evolution can in general be seen as a
learning process, during which the evolving system accumulates knowledge or
information about how best to survive and thrive in its environment.
(Campbell 1974), which sees all forms of knowledge as a product of evolution, and—in its more radical version
—all evolutionary adaptation as a form of knowledge. Its main idea is that evolution is a
problem-solving process based on trial-and-error, where the successful trials are
selectively retained or “memorized”—thus adding to the evolving system’s store of
knowledge—, while the errors are eliminated.

A break is unlike the normal changes in a dynamic machine in an important way. A break is a change in the organization of a system. In changing
its organization, the machine ceases to be the machine it was and becomes
a new machine. In the mathematical theory of mechanisms, the equations
or functions that previously defined the system no longer hold true. To describe the change mathematically we must either define a new system of
equations or must have previously defined a set of equations containing
constants whose values can represent the current and alternate organizations of the machine. When the machine ‘‘breaks,’’ those constants change
and consequently the relationships between the variables of the system
suddenly become different. And while the variables in a system can change
either in discrete steps or continuously, a break, or change in the constants,
is necessarily a discontinuous change from one distinct organization to
another distinct organization—in other words, a shift from one set of
equations to another set of equations.”

konservative und dissipative Selbtorganisationsprozesse

over time
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movement of a point
The point on a strange attractor never becomes fixed, never reache equilibrium but forms a pattern of loops and
two wing-like trajectories.
a non-linear and unresolved relation to origin.
senitive dependance on the initial conditions of that system.

-> symmetry within the “covering space”
(Munkres, 1975)
i. Trajectories

The self-organization of fluxes in terms of functional differentiations is not its historically observable, but only
perceptible after a reflexive turn (Husserl, 1929; Luhmann, 1984).
There is information in the connections.
„connections between objects in a compiled grammar“
The nodes themselves find their own optimal position in turn. First one
node employs its repelling force, moving too-close nodes further away. Then
it’s the turn of the next node, and then another until each has had a chance
to position itself. But the sequence needs to be repeated since later nodes
may intrude into the space of a previous node; many iterations may be
needed until a state of equilibrium is reached.

„A glance is enough to identify nodes with the most links, nodes straddling different subgroups, and nodes
isolated by their lack of connections.“

synthesis can move forward spontaneouly, rather than at the complex end where analysis mut work backward.
(Hayles 1999)
system by the association of lower level components. This process has recently become
a focus of study under the name of ìevolutionary transitionî [30, 28, 21] or
ìmetasystem transitionî [17, 38].
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basic obstacle: that must be overcome for a transition to be successful: the intrinsic conflict over resource
consumption that exists between individual components and between lower level components and the
emerging higher level. It will propose the principle of selective
pressure for synergy to explain how evolution tackles this problem, pointing out its different effects on
symmetric and asymmetric interactions.

Attractor dynamics
Any dynamic system undergoing unrestricted variation will sooner or later end up in an
attractor of the dynamics, i.e. a subset A ⊂ S that it can enter but not leave. Such
irreversible transition is the essence of self-organization [22,13,9,1], since after entering
the attractor the statistical entropy or uncertainty concerning the state of the system
has been reduced, so that the system has become more ordered or predictable. The
attractor imposes a constraint on the further variation of the system.
A constraint on a system in general entails a covariation between its components: if one
of the component systems varies, the other ones will have to vary within a limited range
as well. The components have become mutually dependent, and will now vary together,
rather than individually. Covariation decreases the number of degrees of freedom, as the original variables
describing these degrees of freedom have become co-dependent.
The variable ìorientationî defines an emergent property: it does not exist for an individual atom, as it describes
the state of the relation between the two atoms.
Hierarchical architectures
A multicomponent system entering an attractor can be seen on the lower level as a
mutual adaptation [1], or fitting together [22, 12], of the individual components.
Generally, the attractor states or ìfitî states constitute a mere fraction of the set of all
states. Therefore the probability is small that a random interaction would result in the
creation of such a bond. This applies in particular if more than two components are
involved, since the probability of fitting together decreases exponentially with the
number of components that need to discover the state that is fit relative to all others.
This is why H.A. Simon in his classic paper on ìThe architecture of complexityî [34]
argued that typical assemblies of components formed by random interaction are small,
and that the only practical way to increase the size of the system is to have these small
assemblies function as new components or ìbuilding blocksî, to produce higher level
assemblies.”

“All systems which entertain a model of themselves can provide meaning to the modeled system with
hindsight, that is, by inverting the time axis locally. I shall call this the “longitudinal” generation of meaning,
which will be distinguished below from the “transversal” generation of meaning. Transversal meaning can
only be generated by systems which stabilize different codes for providing meaning. Thus, these systems can
be expected to contain more than a single meaning. Furthermore, transversally generated meaning can again
be provided with longitudinally generated meaning: the time axis stands perpendicular to the differentiation.
In other words, the system spans a multi-dimensional space that develops over time.
Meanings may vary at each moment of time, but differently codified meanings can be stabilized only in
systems that are functionally differentiated in terms of the codes of communication. The functionality of the
differentiation means that the system is able to use the differentiation among the codes for its reproduction. “
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Each subsystem (i) develops with reference to its own previous state, but one can expect that all other
subsystems feedback upon this development by entertaining a model of the reference system in the present
using their respective codes. Since each meaning-providing subsystem (i) also provides meaning to its own
development longitudinally, and the two types of meaning-providing can interact, one can generalize Equation
8 as follows:
In this formula n represents the number of subsystems of the functionally differentiated system. While this
number was analytically restricted in Parsons’s structural-functionalism—using his so-called four-function
paradigm—the number of subsystems can vary in Luhmann’s (1997) theory with the historical development of
the media of communication and their symbolic generalization into codes. When the subsystems use different
frequencies for their updates, parameters have to be added to the corresponding selection mechanisms.
Let us now turn to the question of what one can expect when one type of meaning operates upon a differently
codified meaning at one or more interfaces. I mentioned above that the operation of two differently codified
incursions upon each other may lead to “mutual shaping” and the consequent stabilization of a co-evolution
along a trajectory. The formalization will enable us to distinguish between stabilization in a co-evolution
between two subdynamics and the possibility of globalization in the case of three subdynamics.
This function is represented by the solid line in Figure 2a (on the left side): a system with two selections can be
stabilized at the minimum of a quadratic curve. When this minimum is extended along the time dimension, a
valley is shaped in which the system can follow a trajectory (Sahal, 1985; Waddington, 1957).As long as the
selections operate with the same parameters, the global and the stable points of inflection coincide (in a socalled “saddle point”). The historically stabilized system can then be identical with the global one. Perhaps
such a harmonized system can be said to have an identity, since the global optimum coincides with the
localized one.
minimum. At the minimum the system is stabilized, but at the maximum it can be considered as meta-stable. A
bifurcation is thus induced because the system can go backward (to the stabilization of an identity) or forward
(to globalization into a next-order regime). As long as the system remains stable (that is, at the minimum), it
can develop along a trajectory. However, the flux tends to move the system towards the other basin of
attraction. This attraction is caused by the possibility to communicate in an additional dimension, and thus to
process more complexity in the newly emerging configuration (Turing, 1942).
The sign of the equations merits further attention. Equation 10 has a positive sign if one assumes the logistic
equation as the basic format for the selection. If this sign is reversed, another subdynamic has to play a role
because this inversion cannot be endogenous to the mutual selections that co-evolutionarily stabilized the
system. The third (sub)dynamic may either reinforce the prevailing equilibrium and make the system hyperstable, or invert the sign and make the system meta-stable (Figure 3). Thus, both meta-stability and hyperstability indicate that a third subdynamic is operating (but not yet necessarily manifest).
Stabilization can be considered as a result of integration (e.g., by organization), while differentiation among
the self-organizing fluxes can be expected to prevail when the system is less organized. However, the
distinction between these two subdynamics—integration and differentiation—remains analytical; in the social
system they can be expected to concur, since the global system cannot be historically manifest without some
form of 17 stabilization occurring at the same time. The interactions between the various subdynamics make
the system complex and result in the expectation of continuous transitions between provisional (that is, local)
stabilizations versus globalizations at the systems level. How would these subdynamics of stabilization and
globalization operate in the case of a meaning-processing system?
(...)
The other two selection mechanisms can also be expected to interact. A third incursive mechanism can
interact with the interaction term between two incursive selections, and this can generate a next-order
selection or hyper-incursivity. A hyper-incursive equation no longer refers necessarily to a historical
realization because it can interact with the interaction term between the two anticipatory mechanisms which
refer to the new state.
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While each incursion generates meaningful information and thus becomes organized both historically (with
reference to t = t) and reflexively (with reference to t = (t + 1)), hyper-incursion is by itself not yet organized at
t = t because it contains only a reference to t = (t + 1). An additional subdynamic, therefore, would be needed in
order to make the results of this hyper-incursion again organized in historical time. Luhmann (2000)
hypothesized that self-organization among the (differently coded) fluxes of communication—which generate
only expectations—is brought under organizational control by making decisions.
probability distribution of preferences
This distribution contains an uncertainty
However, hyper-incursion continues to create possible futures as interactions among expectations onthe basis
of incursive subdynamics. Decisions change the historical conditions by organizing the system, that is, by
closing the circle

„As the body outside any determinate state,
poised for any action in its repertory; this is the
body from the point of view of its potential,
or virtuality.“
»To be used to mean to be somewhere, to
be situated, in the here and now, but the situation of
the essence of being is undermined by the
instantaneity, the immediacy, and the ubiquity
which are characteristic of our epoch.
[…] From now on, humankind will have to act in
two worlds at once. This opens up extraordinary
possibilities, but at the same time we face the test of
a tearing-up of the being, with awkward
consequences. We can rejoice in these new
opportunities if and only if we also are conscious of
their dangers.«

(i)

Forms of Addition and Overlay Rhizomatic / Dynamic Forms - new entries

(i) Event
fractal
self-referential
I am the observed realtion between myself and “ observing

myself”

classical logic of self-replication and self-reference.
(i) Tranjectory through
when we search is a function of how we look” (Lissack,
1996)

(The metaphor of intersection is an apt image for the application of mechanism. Because a
process is divided, you have converging different paths all trying to get through a central
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point. As the effort or traffic for each path increases it is inevitable that it becomes more
difficult to get into the centre. Any one flow entering the centre blocks another. At the
extreme you get gridlock–the point where none of the flows can move.)

A primary tenet of Bohm's thinking is that all of reality is dynamic process. Included in this is the very
process of thinking about the nature of reality. If we split thought off from reality, as we are conditioned to do,
and then speak of our thought about reality, we have created a fragmentary view in which knowledge and
reality are separate. Knowledge is then in danger of becoming static and somehow exempt from the
conditions of reality. Bohm emphasizes that "a major source of fragmentation is the presupposition that the
process of thought is sufficiently separate from and independent of its content, to allow us generally to carry out
clear, orderly, rational thinking, which can properly judge this content as correct or incorrect, rational or
irrational, fragmentary or whole, etc." (Bohm 1980, 18). In his writing and talks, he was fond of referring to
A. Korzybski's admonition that whatever we say a thing is, it is not that. It is both different from that, and more
than that (Korzybski 1950).
The artificial separation of process and content in knowledge becomes especially problematic in systems of
thought that seek to encompass the totality of existence (as do grand unified theories in physics, for example).
As Bohm notes (Bohm 1980), it then becomes quite easy to slip into "the trap of tacitly treating such a view as
originating independently of thought, thus implying that its content actually is the whole of reality. From
this point on, one will see, in the whole field accessible to one, no room for change in the overall order, as given
by one's notions of totality, which indeed must now seem to encompass all that is possible or even thinkable. . .
To adopt such an attitude will evidently tend to prevent that free movement of the mind needed for clarity
of perception, and so will contribute to a pervasive distortion and confusion, extending into every
aspect of experience." (p. 62)
Bohm postulates that the ultimate nature of physical reality is not a collection of separate objects (as it
appears to us), but rather it is an undivided whole that is in perpetual dynamic flux. For Bohm, the insights of
quantum mechanics and relativity theory point to a universe that is undivided and in which all parts "merge
and unite in one totality." This undivided whole is not static but rather in a constant state of flow and
change, a kind of invisible ether from which all things arise and into which all things eventually dissolve.
Indeed, even mind and matter are united: "In this flow, mind and matter are not separate substances. Rather
they are different aspects of one whole and unbroken movement" (in Hayward 1987, 25).
He believes that each part of physical reality contains information about the whole. Thus in some sense,
every part of the universe "contains" the entire universe very remarkable claim that at first seems, perhaps,
implausible. (...)
The term chaos theory is somewhat of a misnomer because the new discoveries are more about order than chaos.
It has been found that most nonlinear systems embody a multitude of self-similar structures that are
nested within one another at different scales. A well-known example is the Mandelbrot set, which is a
fractal that appears in computer representations much like a black bug, with an infinity of similar "bugs"
embedded at innumerable smaller scales. Each of these "bugs" replicates the whole, in a sense, and contains
information about the entire nonlinear process.
Putting the holographic structure of reality together with its perpetual dynamism, we get the holomovement:
an exceedingly rich and intricate flow in which, in some sense, every portion of the flow contains the entire flow.
As Bohm puts it, the holomovement refers to "the unbroken wholeness of the totality of existence as an
undivided flowing movement without borders" (Bohm 1980, 172).

The three selection mechanisms have in common that meaning is provided from the perspective of hindsight and
can therefore be modeled using incursive
equations (Dubois, 1998; Leydesdorff, 2005). Incursive equations—to be explained below—invert the time
axis by appreciating the past from the perspective of the present. Leydesdorff & Dubois (2004) have
shown that the incursive formulation of the logistic equation can be used to model interaction and
aggregation in inter-human communication. Interaction and aggregation can be considered as the building
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blocks of social systems of communication because (1) interaction is recursive (that is, interactions can operate
on previous interactions), (2) interactive processes can be aggregated, and (3) aggregations can interact
(Leydesdorff, 2003).
“Paradox Generates Time.”

“The universe that we know Comes into being Through Imagination”
Dem Zeitbegriff McTaggerts zufolge kann Zeit nur bei einer Veränderung existieren./24/

The intersection is natural evoluzinogen when neuronal networks form self- organizing links leading into more
fractal arms.

Bringing forth A world of distinctions that we take to be Real.”

directedness and stability or self-organizing entity on the path of time.

“We believe we have now shown that there is a tendency in nature to the continued progression of certain
classes of varieties further and further from the original type- a progression to which there appears
no reason to assign any definite limits- and that the same principle which produces this result in a
state of nature will also explain why domestic varieties have a tendency to revert to the original
type. This progression, by minute steps, in various directions, but always checked and balanced by the
necessary conditions, subject to which alone existence can be preserved, may, it is believed, be followed out so as
to agree with all the phenomena presented by organized beings, their extinction and succession in past
ages, and all the extraordinary modifications of form, instinct, and habits which they exhibit.”
“All systems which entertain a model of themselves can provide meaning to the modeled system with
hindsight, that is, by inverting the time axis locally. I shall call this the “longitudinal” generation of
meaning, which will be distinguished below from the “transversal” generation of meaning.
Transversal meaning can only be generated by systems which stabilize different codes for providing
meaning. Thus, these systems can be expected to contain more than a single meaning. Furthermore,
transversally generated meaning can again be provided with longitudinally generated meaning: the
time axis stands perpendicular to the differentiation. In other words, the system spans a multidimensional space that develops over time.
Meanings may vary at each moment of time, but differently codified meanings can be stabilized only
in systems that are functionally differentiated in terms of the codes of communication. The
functionality of the differentiation means that the system is able to use the differentiation among the
codes for its reproduction. “

Each subsystem (i) develops with reference to its own previous state, but one can expect that all other
subsystems feedback upon this development by entertaining a model of the reference system in the
present using their respective codes. Since each meaning-providing subsystem (i) also provides
meaning to its own development longitudinally, and the two types of meaning-providing can
interact, one can generalize Equation 8 as follows:
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In this formula n represents the number of subsystems of the functionally differentiated system. While
this number was analytically restricted in Parsons’s structural-functionalism—using his so-called fourfunction paradigm—the number of subsystems can vary in Luhmann’s (1997) theory with the historical
development of the media of communication and their symbolic generalization into codes. When the
subsystems use different frequencies for their updates, parameters have to be added to the corresponding
selection mechanisms.
Let us now turn to the question of what one can expect when one type of meaning operates upon a differently
codified meaning at one or more interfaces. I mentioned above that the operation of two differently codified
incursions upon each other may lead to “mutual shaping” and the consequent stabilization of a coevolution along a trajectory. The formalization will enable us to distinguish between stabilization in a
co-evolution between two subdynamics and the possibility of globalization in the case of three
subdynamics.
This function is represented by the solid line in Figure 2a (on the left side): a system with two selections can be
stabilized at the minimum of a quadratic curve. When this minimum is extended along the time
dimension, a valley is shaped in which the system can follow a trajectory (Sahal, 1985; Waddington,
1957).As long as the selections operate with the same parameters, the global and the stable points of
inflection coincide (in a so-called “saddle point”). The historically stabilized system can then be identical
with the global one. Perhaps such a harmonized system can be said to have an identity, since the global
optimum coincides with the localized one.
minimum. At the minimum the system is stabilized, but at the maximum it can be considered as metastable. A bifurcation is thus induced because the system can go backward (to the stabilization of an
identity) or forward (to globalization into a next-order regime). As long as the system remains stable
(that is, at the minimum), it can develop along a trajectory. However, the flux tends to move the system
towards the other basin of attraction. This attraction is caused by the possibility to communicate in
an additional dimension, and thus to process more complexity in the newly emerging configuration
(Turing, 1942).
The sign of the equations merits further attention. Equation 10 has a positive sign if one assumes the logistic
equation as the basic format for the selection. If this sign is reversed, another subdynamic has to play a role
because this inversion cannot be endogenous to the mutual selections that co-evolutionarily stabilized
the system. The third (sub)dynamic may either reinforce the prevailing equilibrium and make the system
hyper-stable, or invert the sign and make the system meta-stable (Figure 3). Thus, both meta-stability and
hyper-stability indicate that a third subdynamic is operating (but not yet necessarily manifest).
Stabilization can be considered as a result of integration (e.g., by organization), while differentiation
among the self-organizing fluxes can be expected to prevail when the system is less organized.
However, the distinction between these two subdynamics—integration and differentiation—remains analytical;
in the social system they can be expected to concur, since the global system cannot be historically manifest
without some form of 17 stabilization occurring at the same time. The interactions between the
various subdynamics make the system complex and result in the expectation of continuous
transitions between provisional (that is, local) stabilizations versus globalizations at the systems
level. How would these subdynamics of stabilization and globalization operate in the case of a meaningprocessing system?
(...)
The other two selection mechanisms can also be expected to interact. A third incursive mechanism
can interact with the interaction term between two incursive selections, and this can generate a nextorder selection or hyper-incursivity. A hyper-incursive equation no longer refers necessarily to a
historical realization because it can interact with the interaction term between the two anticipatory
mechanisms which refer to the new state.
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While each incursion generates meaningful information and thus becomes organized both historically (with
reference to t = t) and reflexively (with reference to t = (t + 1)), hyper-incursion is by itself not yet
organized at t = t because it contains only a reference to t = (t + 1). An additional subdynamic, therefore,
would be needed in order to make the results of this hyper-incursion again organized in historical time.
Luhmann (2000) hypothesized that self-organization among the (differently coded) fluxes of
communication—which generate only expectations—is brought under organizational control by
making decisions.

However, hyper-incursion continues to create possible futures as interactions among expectations
onthe basis of incursive subdynamics. Decisions change the historical conditions by organizing the
system, that is, by closing the circle
2)

What is the relationship between logic and biology?
1)
AND operator
2)
b.
c.
“Addressing the issue of beingness and becomingness, the new framework defines a simple
ontology of process–structure in ‘physical’ and ‘abstract’ ontic types (see the preceding section).
“
d.
e.

Entwicklungskontingenz
As such, the combination of the two elements becomes a visual example of the evolution of consciousness which
creates itself within itself and evolves through these combinations to higher levels of consciousness.

In organized systems and hierarchies, these transversal updates at subsystematic levels are
synchronized at the top with reference to an external environment, but a functionally
differentiated system has replaced this option for survival by considering the subsystems as
relevant environments for one another.

“Double contingency” can thus be considered as a transversal encounter between different sets of
meanings, but in the case of individuals whole systems (agents) meet and update, and not
subsystems. Subsystem of communication operate at a different level, and they can only reproduce a
double contingency towards one another if the functional differentiation between them is warranted
in terms of codes developing along different axes.
dies kann nur in der form geschehen in der er sich aus dem gespannten netz an globalismen und
informationshaushalten enthält denn nur jenseits des netzes findet er das worum es geht, den menschen in
seiner puren form. information ist flüchtig. jener strom reißt mit und lässt sich im blick nach aussen den
ursprung verlieren. es war schon immer leichter den blick von sich zu wenden. wenn alle laufen kann man
sitzen bleiben und zusehen doch nicht dem fluß der laufenden sollte der blick gelten denn jene andere
perspektiven könnten die wahrheit die überprüfbarer wird- in jenen stromgesprächen-, realitätsnäher. prüfen.
das interessante ist der blick als solcher und die entscheidung seine zeit bewußt mit sitzen verbringt. und das
sitzen an sich, denn das ist es was der betrachter tut. er tut nicht schauen, er IST der SeHER.
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• To the mind, ‘abstract’ ps’s are emergent experiences in the present ‘moment’—
becoming, within the context of the subjective moment passing. The future cannot be
experienced but can be anticipated; the past merely recalled (Wood, 2005).
• The two types do not combine, mix or interact in any direct or deterministic fashion,
but dubious phenomenological associations between them made by the workings of
the brain are unavoidable (Maturana, 1988). Reification, as previously mentioned,
confuses the ‘abstract’ type with the ‘physical’ type (Wood, 2005); indeed, the
brain/mind may be built for this and handles it quite easily. Bhaskar’s two epistemic
fallacies (above) involve both types of ps’s as well. Other ‘loose’ associations
between ‘physical’ and ‘abstract’ types include wilful motion, communication, and
the learning process accompanying structural changes in the brain.

to continue the work of nature
foundational structure from which everything in the univere is built up. (Fredkin)

“process–structure’—a dualism of process and structure that is isomorphic
across its ontic manifestations—physical and abstract—as above. Later, the theory’s
epistemology explains why such an ontology is both necessary and sufficient and how, in
practical terms, it serves the systemists’ endeavours. Here is a list of identifying features
and functions of process–structure:ps’s of the brain. They are known to compel structural changes to the brain,
as well— a necessary reciprocity between mind and brain that is not well understood. This may be considered a
cycle in ‘physical’ terms coupled (somehow) with a more or less continuous process in experiential or ‘abstract’
terms.

evolutionary processes that led to their creation, i.e. the
processes of variation and natural selection that result in the creation of a higher level

effects of evolution can best be represented as a monotonous (always increasing) function, although the speed of
the corresponding advance is variable,
with ups and downs that may give an impression of periodicity, but—most importantly—a strong tendency
towards acceleration.
This combination of monotonicity and acceleration allows us to
make extrapolations for the relatively short-term future. However, the trends I will be
speaking about are mostly qualitative, and can only be partially captured by numerical
data. Therefore, my forecast of globalization is basically a complex “picture” of how
a future global social system may look like, which I will designate by the metaphor of
the global brain.

Process–structure is in fact designed so that, out of the infinite number of possibilities (aparadigmatically) which could be ascribed to ‘reality’ at any one time (paradigmatically),
no one form or aspect is nor may be privileged over any other.
One of the most important developments in cybernetic science is Ashby’s “Law of requisite Variety” (which
can be derived from Claude Shannon’s tenth theorem concerning the maintenance of adequate signal to noise
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ratio, or from game theory concerning what is needed to draw or win a game. )Ashby’s law states that for
control (in the engineering, not the psychosocial sense) the controllers must have at their disposal a greater, or equal, resource of
appropriate types of ‘control variety’ – control diversity, than the variety of disturbances
which are to be encountered. [CV>DV]. Ross Ashby when queried agreed with Gary
Boyd (1969) that this indeed provides a good argument for liberty in any society which
wants to survive indefinitely. Only liberty can enable the populace to generate enough of
a variety of solutions to counteract all the myriad challenges to survival which come up
over time. Liberty requires not just enough trust and freedom from censorship to
entertain with one another any possible strategies which can be imagined, but also the
availability of enough quiet leisure time to do so. So clearly now, symviability requires
requisite variety and therefore requires appreciable persongenerate such variety conserving variety.
The points of zero find their own optimal position in sequence. First a zero point begins its repulsive Kraft and
moves also-closes points of zero further away. Then it is the revolution of the following zero point, and then
differently up to everyone a probability had to bring itself in position. But the sequence must be repeated since
newer points of zero can into the area of a preceding zero point disturb; many repetitions can be necessary, until
a condition of the equilibrium is reached.

Time Evolution Development

time experience
manifestating principle
there is a fundamental principle lays beyonst it all and that is development itself.
1.

Time /

zeit: gegenpol: ->raum, höchste abstraktion des (vor- &) nacheinanders von ereignissen. der begriff z.
widerspiegelt die formal quantitative seite des nacheinanders, im unterschied zu dem der
veränderung, der die inhaltlich quantitative seite darstellt. der z.begriff einer person in bestimmten
epochen hängt daher vom eigenen erleben, aber auch von fremden erfahrungen, z.b. überlieferungen
und forschungsergebnissen ab. die u.a. bei newton aufgetretende frage, ob die z. absolut ist, d.h. auch
"vergeht", wenn nichts da ist was sich verändern könnte, ist eine frage der hohen abstraktionsstufe
und der sprachlichen formulierung: z. ist ein sehr selbständiger begriff; dieser scheint daher auf einen
selbständigen gegenstand zu verweisen. betrachtet man die zeit noch etwas konkreter als nacheinander, so wird
zweifelhaft, ob das unabhängig von ereignissen sein kann, die sich einander als vorher-nachher zuordnen lassen.
(...) die relativitätstheorie löscht in der fassung von minkowski die gegenseitige besonderheit von zeit und raum
aus und lässt ein insofern homogenes, vierdimensionales kontinuum zurück. die raum-z.-polarität wird dadurch
zur z. hin aufgelöst, das für den raum charakteristische nebeneinander wird zur gleichzeitigkeit. für die
z.messung eignen sich alle rhytmischen, kreisförmigen schwingenden veränderungen, die die wiederkehr des
gleichen beinhalten. das menschliche z.gefühl beruht auf der gleichzeitigen berücksichtigung zahlreicher
derartiger veränderungen.
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maintanance as setting events in a
a) line
2) direction
§) fields

geschwindigkeitsfaktor (veränderung der erscheinung/realität des bezungspunkts)?
Das Jetzt "hat schon aufgehört zu sein, indem es gezeigt wird."
A-Reihe: Zeitlichkeit in Form von Vergangenheit, Gegenwart und Zukunft
B-Reihe: Beziehungen wie "früher als", "gleichzeitig mit" und "später als"
C-Reihe: Zeit als lineares Kontinuum von Augenblicken

“Physikalische Theorien beinhalten zwei Zeitvorstellungen, die reversible, homogene Parameterzeit
(Relativitätstheorie und Quantenmechanik) und die irreversible, gerichtete Zeit (Thermodynamik). Durch die
Arbeiten Albert Einsteins zur Relativität, bei der dieser die Unmöglichkeit absoluter Bewegung bei
gleichwertigen Bezugssystemen verdeutlichte, wurde die These von Leibniz, daß Raum und Zeit nicht
absolute Sachen, sondern relative Anordnungen von Sachen sind, "verifiziert".
(...)Albert Einstein betonte, daß der Unterschied zwischen Vergangenheit, Gegenwart und Zukunft durch
unsere Interfaces erzeugt wird und eine hartnäckige Illusion unserer Wahrnehmung ist./30/ Nach Einstein
erforderte die Wahrnehmung der Realität die Vorstellung eines vierdimensionalen Raum-ZeitKontinuums. Einstein unterschied einen objektiven von einem subjektiven Zeitbegriff, der vom Bewußtsein
abhängig ist. Die Beobachterabhängigkeit führt in der Relativitätstheorie zu einem neuen Verständnis von
Gleichzeitigkeit und Dauer./31/ Nach der Relativitätstheorie laufen die Uhren eines Systems um so
langsamer, je schneller es sich bewegt. Ursache-Wirkungs-Zusammenhänge haben hierbei nur innerhalb eines
bestimmten Teilbereichs des gesamten Raum-Zeit- Kontinuums, des sogenannten Lichtkegels, ihre Gültigkeit.
- Zeitkonzepte der Quantentheorie
Physiker haben eine Vielzahl solcher Vorstellungen von abstrakten Räumen mit unterschiedlichen Geometrien
entwickelt, wie den Hilbertraum der quantenmechanischen Wellenfunktionen oder den Phasenraum der
Teilchenbewegungen. Da es neben der Impuls-Orts-Unschärfe auch eine Energie-Zeit-Unschärfe zu geben
scheint, benötigt die Quantentheorie/32/ auch zwei unterschiedliche Zeitkonzepte./33/ Hierbei kann man
sowohl eine abstrakte (imaginäre) und eine konkrete (reelle) Zeit als auch einen konkreten und einen
abstrakten Raum unterscheiden:/34/

Endo Exo
Raum-Zeit-Konzept: Geometrie II Geometrie I
Abstrakter Raum Konkreter Raum
Konkrete Zeit Abstrakte Zeit
Geometrie I enthält den Raum als reelle Größe und die Zeit als imaginäre Größe, während Geometrie II die Zeit
als reelle Größe und den Raum als imaginäre Größe betrachtet. Im Rahmen der Relativitätstheorie wird die
Geometrie II als unphysikalisch aussortiert./35/ Die Real- und Imaginärteile von Raum und Zeit gehören
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zwei unterschiedlichen Geometrien an, wie die Bedeutung der Fraktale für die VR-Technologie belegt.
Die Quantentheorie der Gravitation beruht auf dem Konzept einer imaginären Zeit, die keine
Singularitäten kennt und die Ununterscheidbarkeit von Raum und Zeit zur Folge hat./36/ Hawking
deutet an, daß womöglich die konkrete Zeit nur ein Produkt unserer Einbildungskraft ist und die imaginäre Zeit
für das Verständnis eines endlichen Universums ohne Grenze und Rand sowie Anfang und Ende für die Physik
von entscheidender Bedeutung sein könnte./37/ Dies ist auch für das Management interessant, da wir uns
durch die nichtlineare VR- Technologie einem fraktalen Zeitkonzept nähern./38/ Durch die Quantenphysik
müssen wir uns von einem Zeitkonzept des davor und danach lösen und dem Jetzt zuwenden, wozu Deutsch
ausführt:/39/
"We do not experience time flowing, or passing. What we experience are differences
between our present perceptions and our present memories of past perceptions."

- Die Zeit und der Andere
Zeit ist nach Levinas nicht das Faktum eines isolierten und einsamen Subjektes, sondern das
Verhältnis des Subjektes zum Anderen./45/ Es ist ihm zufolge unmöglich, von einer rein persönlichen Dauer
zu sprechen./46/ Wir müssen uns deshalb bewußt werden, daß wir nur in Abhängigkeit von
Anderen überleben können./47/ Levinas zufolge tritt die Zeit erst in Erscheinung, wenn wir uns dem Anderen
nähern,
wobei der Mensch die besondere Fähigkeit besitzt, sich gedanklich in den anderen
hineinzuversetzen./48/ Doch auch wenn wir dies tun oder den Anderen sehen und ihn berühren, sind wir
nicht der Andere./49/ Die Annäherung an den Anderen durch Virtuelle Realitäten hat hierbei das
Problem, daß wir zunehmend nicht wissen können, ob derjenige, dem wir uns nähern, physisch existiert
oder nur virtuell vorhanden ist. Oder wollen wir dies zukünftig gar nicht mehr wissen, da es uns nur
noch auf die Wahrnehmung bzw. den Erlebniswert ankommt?/50/
Nach Levinas ist das Verhältnis zur Zukunft das eigentliche Verhältnis zum Anderen, wobei die Zukunft
durch den Anderen und nicht umgekehrt bestimmt wird./51/
In diesem Kontext wird somit auch der Tod, der ein einzigartiges Verhältnis zur Zukunft ist, gerade durch seine
Andersheit charakterisiert./52/ Sowohl die Endlichkeit als auch die Unendlichkeit/53/ der Zeit für den
Einzelnen sind entscheidende philosophische Probleme, da das menschliche Altern zunehmend durch neuartige
Medikamente/54/ hinausgezögert und durch die Biotechnologie/55/ zukünftig vielleicht sogar überwunden
werden kann (siehe Kapitel 4.4.3).

Der Weg zur fraktalen Zeit
Um die Lücke zwischen den Geistes- und Naturwissenschaften zu schließen, die sich seit etwa drei
Jahrhunderten aufgetan hat, brauchen wir wieder ein qualitatives Verständnis von Zeit, das auch die
Subjektivität und das Jetzt berücksichtigt. So wie es in der Mathematik Eigenwerte gibt, gibt es auch
beim Menschen eine subjektive Eigenzeit, die man als interne und konkrete Zeit bezeichnen kann, im Gegensatz
zur externen und abstrakten Zeit. Nach Lullus ist der Mensch in der Zeit nur mittels des Jetzt, d.h. des
gegenwärtigen Punktes, der so verkleinert ist, daß dieser unteilbar ist./56/ Das verbindende Element von
Zeitunterscheidungen wie vorher/ nachher, Vergangenheit/ Zukunft, Zeit/Ewigkeit und Gleichzeitigkeit/
Ungleichzeitigkeit ist das Jetzt, die Gegenwart./57/ Das Jetzt bildet auch das verbindende Element von Wissen
und Nicht-Wissen im Rahmen unserer subjektiven Gödelgrenzen. Rössler betont, daß das Jetzt einer
subjektiven Erfahrung den Charakter einer unphysikalischen, mehrdimensionalen Zeit hat./58/ Die
mikroskopischen Eigenzeiten bedingen hierbei die akroskopischen, lebenserhaltenden Rhythmen und Kreisläufe,
wobei die Resonanz zyklischer Eigenzeiten die Einheit und Ganzheit der Natur bewahrt./59/
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Mit der Photographie begann eine neue Codierung von Zeit, die sich gegenwärtig mit den
technischen Bildern der Simulation und der Virtuellen Realitäten fortsetzt./60/ Gerade durch
die neue
Technologie der Virtuellen Realitäten, die interaktive Kommunikation ermöglicht, gewinnt die interne Zeit,
die eine Echtzeit ist, eine neue Bedeutung. Die drei klassischen Zeitformen Vergangenheit, Gegenwart und
Zukunft werden aufgrund der telematischen Vernetzung und den sich im Cyberspace abspielenden parallelen
Prozessen zunehmend durch eine einzige Zeitform, die Echtzeit, ersetzt:/61/
"Alles ist hier und jetzt, und ich kann hier und jetzt alles verändern. Und alle anderen sind hier und jetzt bei
mir. Mein Universum ist ein raum- und zeitloser, konkreter Punkt des schöpferischen Mitseins mit allen
andern."
Da wir durch Simulationen im Jetzt alternative Entwicklungen durchspielen können, bekommen wir immer
mehr Entscheidungsalternativen.
Der Umgang mit Macht und das Übernehmen von Verantwortung werden deshalb im Jetzt immer wichtiger
werden. Es ist im Jetzt, wo über die Zeit unserer Nachkommen entschieden wird.
Die Zeit folgt im Jetzt keinem linearen Zeitmuster, sondern sie repräsentiert eine Zeitquelle mit einer
Gleichzeitigkeit von Vor und Zurück./62/
Durch den Eintritt in die Endo- Welten von Computernetzen und Virtuellen Realitäten wird man
zu
einem interaktiven Teilnehmer an simulierten Veränderungsprozessen, bei dem jeder Teilnehmer durch
Handlungen per Tastendruck/63/ das Verhalten anderer Teilnehmer in "Echtzeit" beeinflussen kann.
Beschleunigung (...) ist vielmehr ein Merkmal interfaceorientierter Wahrnehmung in Abhängigkeit von der
Übertragungsgeschwindigkeit./64/ Dies führt zu einer Neuorientierung in der Gegenwart, die zu einem
Erschließungsraum von fraktalen Zeiten (siehe Kapitel 3.4) und aller errechenbaren Simulationen wird.
Statt Vergangenheit, Gegenwart und Zukunft zu unterscheiden, weist uns die Echtzeit der Telematik
zunehmend den Weg in die Unterscheidung von Jetzt und Nicht-Jetzt. Nach Virilio ist das Jetzt, die
Echtzeit eine intensive Zeit, eine Zeit, die sich augenblicklich belichtet und somit eine geschichtslose
Momentaufnahme bildet./65/ Dies alles hat für das Management zur Konsequenz, daß sich in kürzester Zeit
und ohne ausufernden Ressourcenverzehr hochkomplexe, fluide Strukturen aufbauen lassen.
Ein typisches Beispiel hierfür ist ein virtuelles Unternehmen, das es den Menschen ermöglicht zu Hause
zu arbeiten und sich in virtuellen Gebäuden, Büros und Produktionsstätten zu begegnen, die ohne
Materialverbrauch, allein durch die Manipulierung von Bits an neue Verhältnisse angepaßt werden können
(siehe Kapitel 1.3 und Kapitel 4.3.4.2). “

Time Series: X, X’, X’’, ...
Derivative: X = (X’ -X)/dt
Temporality has to be an Integral Element in our Focus in the Complex System
“a set of observed reactions of various systems under different
conditions. Those conditions are crucial insofar as the environment provides the context for the actions and reactions —the behavior —of a system,
a necessary link in the chain of cause and effect. ‘‘Observation’’ is also crucial here, as it is throughout cybernetics, as the basis for determining the
system and phenomena in question—both are meaningless in the absence
of an observer.”
1.
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Time /

“The Form we take to exist arises from framing Nothing.”

“Paradox Generates Time.”

“The universe that we know Comes into being Through Imagination”
Dem Zeitbegriff McTaggerts zufolge kann Zeit nur bei einer Veränderung existieren./24/
A-Reihe: Zeitlichkeit in Form von Vergangenheit, Gegenwart und Zukunft
B-Reihe: Beziehungen wie "früher als", "gleichzeitig mit" und "später als"
C-Reihe: Zeit als lineares Kontinuum von Augenblicken
Many superstring theories have several stable (or extremely long-lived) states that
constitute different effective low-energy theories with different spacetime dimensionalities, corresponding to
different compactifications of the many (e.g. 11 or 26) dimensions of the fundamental manifold. Since the
tunnelling probabilities between these states are negligible, such a theory for all practical purposes predicts an
ensemble of classical (n + m)- dimensional spacetimes, and the prediction for the dimensionality takes the form
of a probability distribution over n and m [1]. There are also inflationary models predicting a universe
consisting of parts of exponentially large size having different dimensionality [2].
we argue that this failure to make the unique prediction (n, m) = (3, 1) is not a weakness of such theories, but a
strength.
To compute the theoretically predicted probability distribution for the dimensionality of our spacetime ‡, we
clearly need to take into account the selection effect arising from the fact that some of these states are more
likely to contain self-aware observers such as us than others.

The intersection is natural evoluzinogen when neuronal networks form self- organizing links leading into more
fractal arms.
The three selection mechanisms have in common that meaning is provided from the perspective of hindsight and
can therefore be modeled using incursive
equations (Dubois, 1998; Leydesdorff, 2005). Incursive equations—to be explained below—invert the time axis
by appreciating the past from the perspective of the present. Leydesdorff & Dubois (2004) have shown that the
incursive formulation of the logistic equation can be used to model interaction and aggregation in interhuman communication. Interaction and aggregation can be considered as the building blocks of social systems
of communication because (1) interaction is recursive (that is, interactions can operate on previous
interactions), (2) interactive processes can be aggregated, and (3) aggregations can interact (Leydesdorff,
2003).

Hence, the notion of intra-actions constitutes a reworking of the traditional notion of causality.
In my further elaboration of Bohr’s insights, apparatuses are not mere static arrangements in the world, but
rather apparatuses are dynamic (re)configurings of the world, specific agential practices/intra-actions/per
formances through which specific exclusionar y boundaries are enacted. Apparatuses have no inherent
“outside” boundary. This indeterminacy of the “outside” boundar y represents the impossibility of closure—the
ongoing intra-activity in the iterative reconfiguring of the apparatus of bodily production. Apparatuses are
open-ended practices.

Importantly, apparatuses are themselves phenomena.
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Furthermore, any particular apparatus is always in the process of intra-acting with other apparatuses, and the
enfolding of locally stabilized phenomena (which may be traded across laboratories, cultures, or geopolitical
spaces only to find themselves dif ferently materializing) into subsequent iterations of particular practices
constitutes important shifts in the particular apparatus in question and therefore in the nature of the
intra-actions that result in the production of new phenomena, and so on. Boundaries do not sit still.

inductive Propability
“P is not a quality of an event itself but a mere name for a degree of ground which we or s.o. else has for
expecting it.”
Every event is in itself certain not propable: if we knew everything, we should either know positively
that it will happen or positively, that it will not happen.
“Degree of expectation of its occurrence. Ind. Prop. is a statement about the logical relationship of the partial
implication between a proposition or hypothesis in which we believe more or less strongely and the
evidence on which that belief is based.”

Causality and Determination (1)
In behaviorial science, system theory and dynamic systems modeling, a behavioral model reproduces the required
behavior of the original analyzed system, such as there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
behavior of the original system and the simulated system. That namely implies that the model uniquely
predicts future system states from past systems states. The behavioral approach is motivated by the aim of
obtaining a framework for system analysis that respects the underlying physics and sets up the appropriate
mathematical concepts from there.

causality linearity of path relation
Seing the matter of society on a structural plane, not as a hierarchical ordered form but as a living organism
moving through time as most recent investigations suggest, it might be easier to understand growth and time as
two vectors leading into the same direction.
fixed determinated or redeemed in Zero. From there, intersecting time as a place to happen: it is becoming.
The process is the linkage of the singular entity with the distincted one. This is happening. Only where first
finds a second including, fixing identification, it takes place. This happens as function and linear connection,
way and action, contained and at the same time bound - one succession of features, of sensuously perceptible
procedures, shapes and connections. The occurring succession of these sensuously perceptible features shows
structure and linkage.
in intersection with the entering as event in my time, which produces stories, which produces history, the body,
the block of the aerial around, and itself as execution in area.
probability distribution of preferences
This distribution contains an uncertainty

Matter / Random Real / Dreamatology / failurE
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“Further the material from which all entities in the world are built is ultimately one kind of “stuff”, that is,
matter.”

“Advances in the new sciences suggest a further modification of this assumption about the nature of reality. In
light of what scientists are beginning to glimpse regarding the nature of the quantum vacuum, the energy sea
that underlies all of spacetime, it is no longer warranted to view matter as primary and space as secondary. It is
to space or rather, to the cosmically extended “Dirac-sea” of the vacuum that we should grant primary reality.
The things we know as matter (and that scientists know as mass, with its associated properties of inertia and
gravitation) appear as the consequence of interactions in the depth of this universal field. In the
emerging concept there is no “absolute matter,” only an absolute matter- generating energy field.The subtle
relationship between the material things we meet with in our experience and the energy field that underlies them
in the depth of the universe also transforms our view of life. Interactions with the quantum vacuum may not be
limited to micro-particles: they may also involve macroscale entities, such as living systems. Life appears to be a
manifestation of the constant if subtle interaction of the wave-packets classically known as “matter” with the
underlying vacuum field. These assumptions change our most fundamental notions of life. The living world is
not the harsh domain of classical Darwinism, where each struggles against all, with every species, every
organism and every gene competing for advantage against ev ery other. Organisms are not skin-enclosed selfish
entities, and competition is never unfettered. Life evolves, as does the universe itself, in a “sacred dance” with an
underlying field. This makes living beings into elements in a vast network of intimate relations that
embraces the entire biosphere itself an interconnected element within the wider connections that
reach into the cosmos.
In the on going co-evolution of matter with the vacuum's zero-point field, life emerges out of nonlife, and mind
and consciousness emerge out of the higher domains of life. This evolutionary concept does not “reduce” reality
either to non-living matter (as materialism), or assimilate it to a nonmaterial mind (as idealism). Both are real
but (unlike in dualism), neither is the original element in reality. Matter as well as mind evolved out of a
common cosmic womb: the energy-field of the quantum vacuum. The interaction of our mind and consciousness
with the quantum vacuum links us with other minds around us, as well as with the biosphere of the planet. It
“opens” our mind to society, nature, and the universe. This openness has been known to mystics and sensitives,
prophets and meta-physicians through the ages. But it has been denied by modern scientists and by those who
took modern science to be the only way of comprehending reality. Now, however, the recognition of openness
is returning to the natural sciences. Traffic between our consciousness and the rest of the world may be constant
and flowing in both directions. Everything that goes on in our mind could leave its wave- traces in the quantum
vacuum, and everything could be received by those who know how to “tune in” to the subtle patterns that
propagate there. This assuption is borne out by the empirical findings of psychiatrists such as Stanislav Grof.
They confirm the insight of Vaclav Havel: it is as if something like an antenna were picking up signals from a
transmitter that contains the experience of the entire human race.

uncertainity
cannot simultaniously know position and momentum
know position and momentumvirtial PArts
Iolate the phyical parts and the virtual parts cease to exist. (Langton 1996)

Strom von Ordnung (Schrödinger 1999)
Furthermore, any particular apparatus is always in the process of intra-acting with other apparatuses, and the
enfolding of locally stabilized phenomena (which may be traded across laboratories, cultures, or geopolitical
spaces only to find themselves dif ferently materializing) into subsequent iterations of particular practices
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constitutes important shifts in the particular apparatus in question and therefore in the nature of the intraactions that result in the production of new phenomena, and so on. Boundaries do not sit still.

fluctuating accounts
varying status
Die Natur sei in ähnmlocher Weise wie der Mench in eine aporetische Entscheidungstruktur eingebunden.
The world is a dynamic process of intra-activity in the ongoing reconfiguring of locally deter- minate causal str
uctures with determinate boundaries, proper ties, mean- ings, and patterns of marks on bodies. This ongoing
flow of agency through which “par t” of the world makes itself dif ferentially intelligible to another “par t” of
the world and through which local causal str uctures, boundaries, and proper ties are stabilized and destabilized
does not take place in space and time but in the making of spacetime itself. The world is an ongoing open
process of mattering through which “mattering” itself acquires meaning and form in the realization of dif
ferent agential possibilities.

In diesem Balanceakt zwichen Momenten der Statik bzw. Kontinuität (Selbstorganiation) und der Dynamik
(Emergenz, Evolution) verleirt die so lange al bedrohlich wahrgenommene Entropie dann auch ihren Schrecken:
Leben wird als Gratwanderung auf einem schmalen Pfad zwischen Ordnung und Chaos verstanden: (Levy 1996)

“qualitative Vielfalt der Energie und ihre (irreverible; J.W.) Tendenz zur Degradation” (Prigogine/Stengers
1986)
Entropie wird nicht mehr als
Abnahme der Ordnung von Energie beim Wärmetransport, sondern als Abnahme der Ordnung von Information
verstanden.
Sie wird eine Wahrscheinlichkeitfunktion.

Kausalität
If information is pattern, than non-information should be the absence of pattern, that is, randomness., This
commonsense expectatin ran into unexpected complication when certain developments within the information
theory implied that information could be equated with randomness a well as with pattern. Identifying
information with both pattern and randomnes proved to be a powerfiul paradox, leading to the realization that
ome instances, an infuion of noise into a system can cause it ti reorganize at a higher level of
complexity.” (Hayles 1999)
a relation is a property that assigns truth values to combinations,
Die Störung (Selbstorganisation) eines natürlichen oder künstlichen Systems durch Rauschen, Chaos bzw.
“falsche” Information wird so interpretiert, da dies u.U. zur Entstehung von Neuem, zur Höherentwicklung und
Komplexität führt. In gewisser Weise wird nun die Entropie - zumindest partiell- kreativ bzw. produktiv.
probabilistisch einschätzenbar und rekonstruierbar
Was bisher global als ursache verstanden wurde ist logishcer aufzusplitten
von Potentialen, in dem es noch keine eigentliche Wirklichkeit gibt (leine lineare Entwicklung in der Zeit, da die
Quantenprozese reversibel ind)
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jeweilige Lösung des Problems ihren eigenen Weg siuchen würde und nur da Ziel durch die Programmierung
festgelegt wurde.

residuen

inductive Propability
“P is not a quality of an event itself but a mere name for a degree of ground which we or s.o. else has for
expecting it.”
Every event is in itself certain not propable: if we knew everything, we should either know positively that it
will happen or positively, that it will not happen.
“Degree of expectation of its occurrence. Ind. Prop. is a statement about the logical relationship of the partial
implication between a proposition or hypothesis in which we believe more or less strongely and the evidence
on which that belief is based.”

wave function entspricht potential
condition space for a higher level of symmetry
“Solutions to the hierarchy problem include theories with supersymmetry or technicolor, or, more recently,
extra dimensions.”(...)”The details of the precision with which unification occurs is model dependent, but
generically, the couplings unify at the level of the standard model, and higher precision is possible with
supersymmetry or additional scalars. The scale at which unification occurs depends on the cutoff scale where
the theory becomes strongly interacting, which is again a model dependent parameter, though ultimately one
would hope to understand the microscopic physics sufficiently well to pin it down. What is clear that even if we
view unification as a clue to physics underlying the standard model, there are many possible solutions. The
physics of the warped models that address the hierarchy is entirely different from the physics of supersymmetric
models.”

characteristic of quantum states
“One of the interesting questions which have been addressed in many studies (see e.g. [3] and references
therein) is the behavior of entanglement near phase transitions.It has been shown that the entanglement of the
ground state changes close to phase transitions. For example, in the XXZ and XY spin chain models, the
entanglement between a block of spins and the rest of the system diverges logarithmically with the block size
at the transition point [4], making classical simulations harder.”(...)

We consider entanglement between blocks of qubits. In the case of the Anderson transition, this amounts to
directly relate entanglement to the quantum simulation of the system on a nr–qubit system, the number of lattice
sites being 2nr rather than nr as in [5]. Entanglement of random pure states was mainly studied in the case of
columns of matrices drawn from the Circular Unitary Ensemble (CUE) [7]. However, such vectors are extended
and cannot describe systems with various amounts of localization, from genuine localization to multifractality.
Recently it was shown in [8, 9] that for localized random vectors, the linear entanglement entropy (first order
of the von Neumann entropy) of one qubit with all the others can be related to thelocalization
properties.”(...)”First we show that for any bipartition, the linear entropy can be written in terms of the
participation ratio, a measure of localization.”(...)”We then show that higher-order terms also depend on
higher moments of the wavefunction. In particular, for multifractal systems they are controlled by the
multifractal exponents.”

i. Geometry
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highest form simultaniously all its potentials. The transcendental entanglement might be, that kind of local
potentiality that emerges within a nearly scale-invariantly intrsection of time and space.
Stable mode symmetry of divvy.
fractal
Furthermore, the selections can operate upon each other: some selections can be mad for stabilization, while
other are selected for globalization. Selection mechanisms may thus co-evolve in a process of “mutual
shaping.” A third selection mechanism can be expected to disturb such mutual shaping by adding another
source of uncertainty. In the case of biological systems, this third selection mechanism is determined as
“natural” selection, and thus would drive the aging of the system.

The distinction as an event of self-referential (loop) consciousness contains a principle that is creating time and
space as containing it. Both effect each other. There is no world without a viewer. The world is round and flat.
One above there is.
We are just about to start.
Methods
In the first step a we will be modelling an ontologic application domain, where the special needs define and
develop as an integrated application model using the special models to come to a simpler handling of the set
system.
With new connections we develop a new (philosophical and value) systems appropriate to new emerging linked
(cultures). Combined, such a structure is processed living coming from the mothers, time, development, and
digestion and evolution.
Therefor we need a new form of representatinalism and have to be aware of the entanglement we in. Not the
picture of a reflective surface of objectivated truth/body/ outside is our position but the diffusive form of
entanglement in the process of percepting -not simple static distinceted but also AND entangled.

scale-independent model of development as basal structure.

excourse 1
Leon Trotskys modell is an introducing interface on the subject lines out
the qualitative and deterministic relation and co relation of 1:1, which
are quantitatively unequal and qualitatively different, but at the same
time interdependent parts of a larger totality, co-existed together,
sharing many characteristics influencing each other and producing spillover effects.
The main aspects are, so T., the adoption or merge into offered directions
of interrelation(+,x,->), the combinatory unique way, not developed simply
through the same sort of linear sequence of necessary developmental stages,
but rather that they could adopt/utilize the results of developments
reached elsewhere, without going through all the previous evolutionary
stages which led up to those results.
Fractality: The main tendencies and trends occurring at the level of a
whole, could be also found in each, where they combined with unique local
trends – locally specific “mix".
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embodied theory
Main aspects are adoption and merge into offered directions of
interrelation(+,x,->), the combinatory unique way, not developed simply
through the same sort of linear sequence of necessary developmental stages,
but rather adopt/utilize the results of developments reached elsewhere.
Fractality: The main tendencies and trends occurring at the level of a
whole, could be also found in each, where they combined with unique local
trends – locally specific “mix".
Environment as (temporal and local) form of connection combinung one to the next is rather a form.
“Dematerialization, understood as an epistemic shift toward pattern/randomness and away from
presence/absence.” (Hayles) The lacks of description via absence and presence came clearly into
focus because it was already being displaced as a cultural presupposition by randomness and
pattern. Presence and absence were forced into visibility (Hayles). Highly heterogeneous
supplements of fissured space in which discursive formations based on pattern and randomness
jostle and compete with formations based on presence and absence. But information is a pattern, in
which randomness is a productive force essential to the evolution of complex systems. “Language is
not a code.”4 Signifiers are relational differences that itself is constituted through continual flux and
displacements. Signifier on one level becomes a signified on the next higher level, not a single
marker, but a “flexible chain of markers bound together by the arbitrary relations specified by the
relevant codes.” (Hayles) Embodiment implies that informatics is imprinted into body as well as mind,
on the other, reservoir of materiality that resists the pressure toward dematerialization.

Goal-directed intelligent agents" form a system that perceives its environment and takes actions
which maximize its chances of success facilitate consistent outcomes that host and support activities
of knowledge building, content contribution functionalities and structured ontologies. confronted with a
challenge that is nearly, but not entirely, novel, engaged in automatizing the performance of the task
to adapt, select and shaping of the environment to maximize their
fit to the context of goal-seekingness to robustness and a compensation of perturbations.
Environment as diversificated differentiation and a convergent divergence on it temporal transgression
relative to its outide point (temp+loc). What is assertive, errativ, feasable toward the open set of
toletance and balance, combination in the form of differentiation, adaption, Integration and migitation.
A development of intra- and interness increases processing efficiency defined in terms of
transgression of processing and capacity. 7
intelligence literally means: “choose between”, and the form of the point of bifurication in its capacitites
to acquire and apply the faculty of power and capacity, retrieval ability, and processing skills to
contentize, operationalize, produce to achieve success include utilizing one's strengths and
compensating or correcting for one's weaknesses.
Enroling decision making, problem solving, and performing activities and requires goal setting and
self-monitoring, facing distractions, and maintaining vigilance within simultaneous successive
processing involving the integration of stimuli into serial order. Integration requires the observation of
relationships and general processing efficiency functions, that enable to represent and process
information. The general understanding and problem solving ability changes qualitatively with age and
this change is related to the succession. To perceive and trandlate collection and process,
understand, evaluate and judge, interpretate and integrate adaptability to a new environment or to
changes in the current environment. As a complex linkage on an formal operational stage. Concrete
operational schemes are coordinated with each other to “broader and deeper capability for
comprehending our surroundings—"catching on," "making sense" of things, or "figuring out" what to
do.”8, as product resulting from the available information or environmental next participation. General
fluency, speed, evolution and Direction of Evolution. increasing complexity implies a prefered direction
as acontinuing process and progress advance towards more sophisticated state. To sum we need a
vertical dimension retrieving the variable that is only increaing during evolution.
The infusion of noise into a system can cause it to reorganize at a higher level of complexity.
expectation of continuous replication can no longer be sustained. The randomness to which mutation
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testifies is always already interwoven into pattern disruption located at a specific moment. No midpoint
between order and disorder, but form manifestating not of the actual positions of the components, but
of the probabilities that a component will be found at a particular position.

Environment itself changes in such a way as it affects the system, no static fitness relation is possible.
The “System must
continuously develop in order to merely maintain it fitness relative to the systems it co-evolve with.”10
Fitness grow relative
to environment in its variety of situations. “Evolutionary transistions are assymetric with respect to
time”11 Homeostasis
means maintainance of an invariant config. in spite of variable disturbances. The state of next
transformations point is
unpredictable and therefor not chaotic but qualitatively full of potential. The integration and process,
the connection via
the evolving “momentum” has therefore to be seen as the most open-ended and self-evolving itself. As unpredictability
and contingence allowing infinte number of directions and trajectories as well as “uncontrollable
factors”. The form of
functional intelligent environment must overcome the one dimensional sphere of hierarchic meta object split but find
itsself becoming new selector for the “directions in which complexity increases are generally
preferred”12

“Evolutionary increase in control variety will necessarily be accompanied by a sequence of
metasystem transitions.” 13
We need a bottom-up design and rebase the idea of ‘production’ trajectory, identity and causality. This
is necessary
when the creator of the knowledge environment wants to deliver replicaple results in hundreds of
specific instances of
the same knowledge environment. An omnipresence of open-linkability as a constraining factor
separating the haves
from the have-nots is not so much possession as access.

Shift in perception
“Change is coming it is in their ryhmes”
#Big changes are ahead. You can smell that.
The “resulting picture” will turn into a New Unification of the Arts with the Sciencs on a level, where one has
not to introduce oneself longly and where we have overthrown partriarchic structures, starting with new findings
in new concepts of relation that allow simultain voices and concurrent levels. (This could lead to an inscenation,
incarnation, presentation, or any for sure prodigious fresh new form of intersection) We also document the
processes, its several sorts of works / and condensations.
Art
“New trends” in technology, sciences and the arts shall not only mean, that art uses technical devices
in a more sophisitcated way for applying and showing tech skills. Often one field is just transferred to
the other field and applies concepts with media devices and more advanced tech toys in a very
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straight way and often gives quite similar models and ontologies of device-tech/media-viewer sets of
inte-/ or exegration). Mostly it just uses devices to illustrate not to illuminate.
The problem sits within the concept where art stays limited to be a form of artistic expression or
nice application while technology is reduced to the production of applied objectification ruled by
markets and consumption.
Who needs art in the precarious forms we are experiencing now? Fed up by the reproducing
objectification machine.. Who needs applied integrated forms into old systems? Or integrated outside
features?
Our Vision`s Statement: An Institute exchanging ideas between art, science and technology, crossdisciplinary research, catalyzations for 21st century challenges.

Techn
Combining Technology and the arts needs the reconsideration of abilities and improof in general. It
shall next freshly evolve wider approaches / generalizations on the questions of function/ (e.g.
innovation) within the complex set and focus on what technology/arts can mean in the broadest
sense. Better, both could be understoodd in their primary sense as improof and refinements of basal
spheres, global needs: process integrative open.
Even a lot of those who work within that, do not have a feeling for the deeper beauty of it. There is no
awareness of the fine lines and what consequences this has on our own existance as being in the
world. We take reality for granted and got fat and do not question anymore.
Exchange of ideas between practitioners in art, science and technology. A cross-disciplinary research in these
fields, seeking to catalyze fruitful solutions for the challenges of 21st century.
Multi-disciplinary approach to analyze complex problems, the arrival of substantive environmental laws and the
growing public awareness of need for action
echnology´s power aspect of object distinctive truth manifestation within a society
controlled by the desire maschine and kept stupid with bad math books. There is no
awareness of the fine lines and what consequences this has on our own existance as
being in the world. We take reality for granted and got fat and do not question
anymore. we do not dare to dig on our historic roots and fixed structures until we are
facing their important necessity to change. cThe focus has to come back to the
fundamental structure principles and its consequences. Therefor we need to bring
forward an intelligent environment for our knowledge and enactment entrance,
opening up to new forms of addition and combination. We need new abstract sets and
pattern that are capable to be transfered, a new idea of media and the possibilities,
especially concerning causal factors, symmetry and time principle to relate space, and
time as well as quantitative analysis of variables associated with complexity of
domain, diversity of context and consequent multiplicity of perspectives to the
domains in question stable form that is mighty of including all subsets of the entity.
To improove knowledge and ability we need a dynamic form of organisation. Subject
is what the question or goal was in the beginning. What the direction is and what it´s
movement.
For a sustainable structure in its different still seperated areas it is necessary towards a new
understanding that culture just can mean technology -in a volutive way- namely, being embodied
directed.
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The focus has to come back to the fundamental consequences and structure principles. Not specific
sidearms. Science itself is stuck in powerstructures. and repressive sets. The focus is on marketoriented product production line. To improove our knowledge and ability we need a new - intelligent
form. Therefore it is necessary to share a holistic view on the root of the sidearms and the possibilities
around and the subject what the question or goal was in the beginning. we do not dare to dig on our
historic roots until we are facing their important necessity to change. Science and especially the
technological part (and to be honest, also what I find in the discurse of Intelligent Environment context
and also what cybernetics has in some many arms become..) seems to be meaning things that are
with cables and stuff like that. object oriented truth within a society controlled by the desire maschine
and kept stupid with bad math books.

'go meta' and look at the bigger picture of how high tech art fits into the world at large," Naimark.
Understanding technology in its basic sense

A Refocus on the origin of "media" and also have to question our monolayered actuality of our being
as well as the simple form of differentiation for basing our sciences and politics on to outline the and over all- in the shift and change and integrate the fundamental and structure principles on all scales.

important guiding role may be waiting for the cultural sector under the new paradigm
enforced integration.

Therefore it is necessary to share a holistic view on the root of the sidearms and the possibilities
around and the subject what the question or goal was in the beginning.

we do not dare to dig on our historic roots until we are facing their important necessity to change.
Science and especially the technological part seems to be meaning things that are with cables and
stuff like that. object oriented truth within a society controlled by the desire maschine and kept stupid
with bad math books.
We take reality for granted and got fat and do not question anymore.
Understanding technology in its basic sense, apart from its applied technological hierarchy
reproducing sense of local dominance but close to the understandiung of holistic entity feeling:
Technics and Time argues that "technics" forms the horizon of human existence. This fact has
been suppressed throughout the history of philosophy, which has never ceased to operate on the
basis of a distinction between episteme and tekhne. Genesis of technics corresponds not only to
the genesis of what is called "human" but of temporality as such, and that this is the clue toward
understanding the future of the dynamic process in which the human and the technical consists.14

“Focusing on the contribution of new technologies to art”
Even a lot of those who work within that, do not have a feeling for the deeper beauty of it.
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There is no awareness of the fine lines and what consequences this has on our own existance as
being in the world.
meaningful crossovers between the arts and other sectors.
Not specified, but universal, crossdisciplinaire and meta-investigative must be our view facing a Millenium of
Change aiming to promote highly interdisciplinary research that will make real advances to the solving of
important scientific questions where complexity is a key issue.
e must set our private own culture and self into a line of direct precursors, substances and conditions or find
ourself within, and that we need and learn an open language to talk and understand the occuring / actual /
intersecting as something to be able to react to and swim in.
We will set one parameter fixed (dialogue), and let the others flow (open). This will be the performance /
storyline / procession
The construction of a machine which would react successfully to situations more complex than can be handled at
present by the human brain would transform many of our present difficulties and perplexities. Such a machine
might be used, in the distant future, not merely to get a quick answer to a difficult question, but to explore
regions of intellectual subtlety and complexity at present beyond the human powers. The world’s political and
economic problems, for instance, seem sometimes to involve complexities beyond even the experts. Such a
machine might perhaps be fed with vast tables of statistics, with volumes of scientific facts and other data, so
that after a time it might emit as output a vast and intricate set of instructions, rather meaningless to those who
had to obey them, yet leading, in fact, to a gradual resolving of the political and economic difficulties by its
understanding and use of principles and natural laws which are to us yet obscure. The advantages of such a
machine are obvious. But what of its disadvantages?

everyone is a designer, curator, as selecting own owns perpetual particular individual
mix of events, experiences, sensual impression to a homogenity of depthed experienced self, though the interface
is open and does not end but reach out in time and space.
the next level, which already happens for us to be is such of a next-level skilled worker and doer, a more
conscious development in a line. equilrient on path.

From there multiplicity of conscious sets at the same time, superposition of sets and enduarance as a production
of production, a function of time, the idea of the idea
cultural sector
“If men were able to be convinced that art is precise advance knowledge of how to cope with the psychic and
social consequences of the next technology, would they all become artists? Or would they begin a careful
translation of new art forms into social navigation charts? I am curious to know what would happen if art were
suddenly seen for what it is, namely exact information of how to rearrange one’s psyche in order to anticipate
the next blow from our own extended faculties…”

ART
But we are producers of visualisations and materialisations in a perspective of a visionary.
new media
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information sharing

Zur Aktualität des Diskurses:
streben der vernunft in aufkl. nach prüfbarkeiten, theorien, inzwischen: große bubbles die das sind
welche theoret. kuppeln damals aufzuziehen begonnen wurde. prüffbarkeit v. früher streben danach
auus dem mud raus, ist jetz t hohles system
Much of the arts of music and film has been co-opted to serve a large industry where artists struggle between
being true to their art and bowing down before market fundamentalism. The 90's Grunge movement emerged
out of a virulent anti-corporate grassroots movement and was co-opted with lightning speed by those very
forces. The Film Hype documented how this movement emerged, with its uncompromising, authentic music and
how it was co-opted by industry consumerism. Jimmy Hendrix's groundbreaking art and his ideal of an Electric
Church was constantly met with commercial interests trying to package him, editing his style and message to fit
the predigested institutionalized commodity. From Michael Jackson to Brittany Spears, many musicians are
over-produced and hyped to soothe the manipulated desires of the consumers and marketed as entertainment.
Many become ‘professional artists’ whose strings of attachment are to fame and financial reward. Puppet
business managers behind the stage manipulate the artist’s insecurity and naiveté while counting the next hit’s
profit margins.

Rasheed Araeen pleads for a collective artistic imagination as the only road towards “[…] rivers and lakes of
clean water, collective farms and the planting of trees all over the world.”
Die Rückgewinnung der Avant-garde.
Araeen pleads for a collective artistic imagination as the only road towards “[…] rivers and lakes of clean
water, collective farms and the planting of trees all over the world.”
n 2011 our old "sciences" and their split are facing a dead end in their fractal arms. The discourse of
Inter- or Transdisciplinarity is around the corner.
But mostly it stucks as the one is mostly a simple application to the other.
We need new interfaces to communicate and therefor more abstract sets and pattern that are capable
to be tranfereded, a new idea of the idea or media and the possibilities, especially concerning causal
factors, symmetry and time principle. E.g within thinking or having the possibility of virtual worlds,
nicknames, the self has the ability to be split, multiple.. This is the real environment we are in.
Intelligent Enactment is also a question how to dig those informations and what comes in and its
transfer. Also a new understanding of superpositioning, mash up, combination and pluralism. (This is
errupting policies and base fundaments)
The part of the intersection or point of bifurication still is not clear.
Intelligent Environments should be the product of culture or the applied art of moving in the line.
Combined we have the duty of an individual to bring forward the understanding and move for the
process as intersection in space and time as it is maintaining and evoking. Within consciousness we
gain the complexity of being environmented around and withinus.
Our society and environment and state of being together in which we produce "those Intelligent
Environments" mostly follows the worth according to market-orientated usability based on it objected
embodiment.
demeterialisation of art
“art is often instrumentalized as an easily digestible form of communication or as a source of illustrative
examples that can be interpreted as needed”
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important guiding role may be waiting for the cultural sector under the new paradigm
enforced integration.
meaningful crossovers between the arts and other sectors.
The construction of a machine which would react successfully to situations more complex than can be handled
at present by the human brain would transform many of our present difficulties and perplexities. Such a machine
might be used, in the distant future, not merely to get a quick answer to a difficult question, but to explore
regions of intellectual subtlety and complexity at present beyond the human powers. The world’s political and
economic problems, for instance, seem sometimes to involve complexities beyond even the experts. Such a
machine might perhaps be fed with vast tables of statistics, with volumes of scientific facts and other data, so
that after a time it might emit as output a vast and intricate set of instructions, rather meaningless to those who
had to obey them, yet leading, in fact, to a gradual resolving of the political and economic difficulties by its
understanding and use of principles and natural laws which are to us yet obscure. The advantages of such a
machine are obvious. But what of its disadvantages?

everyone is a designer, curator, as selecting own owns perpetual particular individual
mix of events, experiences, sensual impression to a homogenity of depthed experienced self, though the interface
is open and does not end but reach out in time and space.
the next level, which already happens for us to be is such of a next-level skilled worker and doer, a more
conscious development in a line. equilrient on path.

From there multiplicity of conscious sets at the same time, superposition of sets and enduarance as a production
of production, a function of time, the idea of the idea

“If men were able to be convinced that art is precise advance knowledge of how to cope with the psychic and
social consequences of the next technology, would they all become artists? Or would they begin a careful
translation of new art forms into social navigation charts? I am curious to know what would happen if art were
suddenly seen for what it is, namely exact information of how to rearrange one’s psyche in order to anticipate
the next blow from our own extended faculties…”

coaching
sinnstiftung
network
übersummativ
Re-Combination of Self and Entity-Thinking
Responsibility
Wenn Kunst heute, analog den oben erwähnten positiven Ausgangspunkt nimmt, muss sie diesen komplizierten
Apparat als Ganzes denken und sich eine Alternative vorstellen. Folglich nur so können wir uns bewegen in
Richtung einer Kunst, die heilend und bejahend ist - und folglich in Richtung einer Eco-Ästhetik das neue
Jahrtausend endlich einläutet.
der Kunst muss ungehindert durch die Begrenzungen durch Representation oder Negation in eine neuen Dekade
in einem neuen Jahrtausend einleiten. Unsere kollektive künstlerische Vorstellungskraft als einziger Weg in
Richtung „[…] Flüsse und Seen mit sauberem Wasser, überlebensfähige Natur.“(Rasheed Areen)
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Nicht nur bildend oder abbildend soll die Kunst sein, sondern das Feld, auf dem neue Prototypen und Modelle
wirklichkeitsverwaltender Wahrheiten ausgehend von der Materialität des Lichtes der und Kausalität der
Wirklichkeit in Hinsicht der Relation zum ihn Bedingenden.
Die ausdrückliche Fähigkeit des Künstlers des folgenden Jahrhunderts: Dimensionale Tätigkeit. Eine
“Spherenwechsler” wird er sein.
Welche Strategien wir sich entwickeln können? Welche Modelle können verursacht werden?
Welche Hinweise treten auf?
Wo sind Schnittstellen?
Auf welcher Schicht können wir Ähnlichkeiten finden?
Welche bisher neuen Strukturen eröffnet dies? Was sind die Mittel?
Welche Konsequenzen entstehen? Enthält dieses alles? Was ist das es, das dieses enthalten kann?
Intelligent Environment practized menas not to set intelligent items, economic useful applications, but
be aware of the implications of the basics intelligent automats base on a complex calculus, that in the
focus of its theoretical implications opens up many new doors for completely different basic sets and
the question of interitorialisation, exteritorialisation, border and integration, a quetion of plurality and
superpositioning of events/sets/levels.
With growing consciousness and or belief in globality and sustainability,
the self awareness of being conscious in time and space is leading to where
we risk a step outside. Risking a bigger view on the thing itself, as it
is, we find ourself and each form of the surrounding as an entity, in pure
existence. Starting with the space and time as intersection to be, this
effects itself and its endurance. The intersection itself is natural
evoluzinogen when neuronal networks form self- organizing links leading
into more fractal arms.
new modells that integrate each scale of existence into an over-all modell.
All
we have is the change, and from there on "the truth” is to have made it". Intelligent Environment
enacts symmetric to
that.
internalize to be able to life to totally full principle..
Languages of reformation, development and actual „applied“ reaction on the
world.
bring forward an intelligent environment for our knowledge and enactment entrance
What we need really are dreams and optimism. and/or the view of a better world in the small as well
as generally
speaking. All our striving must work into this direction.

Our society and environment and state of being together in which we produce "those Intelligent
Environments" mostly follows the worth according to market-orientated uability based on it objected
embodiment.
People need their own body and expierienced selfness again in the chain of late-capitalistic system to
feel incarnated life itself. There is a higher form of inter-enactment - socially and politically.
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“model by means of which the entire structure, rather than the mere parameters, of the situation can be
manipulated, so that new configurations of the problematique may be revealed and experimented with”
Applications and Fundament
conditions for sustainable development and social harmony
pluralism, heterogenity
heterogeneity different parts of the complex behave differently.
Policies
Transdisciplinarity
Transfer concepts across disciplines
unity of science
Education
programmes, initial methods of approach tasks and responsibilities
ART
“not imagination and utopian realities”
“but to actually be ways of living and models of action within the existing real, whatever scale chosen
by the artist."
psychological perspective
existing
behaviour
stress
unconscious
freud, lacan
feminit theory
marry kelly against any physical representation of women body

#TRANS-D

_________
https://soundcloud.com/lhcopensymphony
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Entity Perception and the first 1:1 as a fractal first relation in
the more Complex System.

"We have to be able to say what the
‚sensory core‘ is, if we are to
draw this distinction. And the
trouble about this is that, in
showing how perception goes beyond
the given, one has fluctuating
accounts of what is given or
sensed. Or at least the examples
are of varying status."1
Our sciences have been applying logics and structures, that farly exceed our
prevailing conception of dichotonom forms of seperation and domination. Since
the introduction of dialectics, we have been splitting body from meaning, one
and the other, focused on distinction between, but we have forgotten to think
and talk on structures of overlay, merge, and the emergent impact of combining
and what can be derived therefrom on a scale invariant modell for practiced
living. Evolution and Development always have been the base structure itself.
Still we are afraid of the next level that needs to be taken as paradigmatic
change. Understanding the whole as one set, new ways and forms derive a new
logic on that human society might base on. We have to leave dialectis as it can
not describe the complex system, in which - and at the same time as which - we
are living.
We must dare to integrate very new forms of pattern perception doing the merge
of ongoing temporal effects / sets and causes as a growing network,
rhizomatically spreading, knoting and evolving itself to its higher form. In the
highest form applying the structure is processed living coming from the mothers,
time and digestion. It follows precoursers and a history parallel to time,
starting with the Subject, as impact of the combination of meaning and body
going along with its self-organising and "natural development", that may be
applied trough all relating planes of perception of self / wholeness / system.
Change is coming. It is in their rhymes.
The proposed project is open for representation, adaption and integration of
sets and patterns into an temporal overall frame. It is digestion of the given
intersections within the duration set. As fiction and truth within its
surrounding. In its relating planes of perception, the occurring draws readable
traces, sparkles in miraculous light, is a road to follow, a string to play on,
or just MESSIE-ASS´s pleasure.

© Lisa Erb 2010

1 The Collected Papers of G. Anscombe Vol 2 - Metaphysics and the Philosophy of Mind

Not Here Not There
aware of deadlines
<trans>form to the next.

1. Abstract

The 21st century and the actual global real time situation needs an upgrade to next levels and the depth in
the game interwoven polyphonic multiverse. Rethinking the coefficients of the virtual within the fresh set
under inclusion of the observer. Its composition is rather a completely new system. not as opposed space
but as the multitude of superposed states and potential with open ends. To the next is rather itself a form,
that is change itself. Following this principle of inclusion of entity and depth, means to raise the question
on deduction, transfer, addition and operational supposition of former forms within the dominance of
prevailing systems. Means to also raise the question of the public and private “identity” again. Much
more, there has to be set up complete new form basals of reference and transfer to the next, integrative
forms Root rewritings of cause and time. We need to get to Level skills, that enable us to leave old
frames again in reconfiguring our position in regard to the wholeness and togetherness and the structural
in between. impose a different way of viewing - out of non-separability we extend.

Rewriting technology means rewriting combination, fresh forms of level aware inter-potential, means
future and public combined. Enacting in reality means true becoming, true genesis.
The degree of openness to the next and the levels of involvement of spheres to the most meaningful*
directions. The interface for exchange and sharing: rethinking inter - an exchange, under the rules of
transformation. sphere- integrative.
We need fundamental root rewritings, a renewal of “connective technologies” and relational technologies
or what Foucault calles hypomnemata, new tendencies in the mode of representation and negation, basing
on change factors, openness. Rethinking RELATION - means rewriting combination and to Rel.Set of
Entity / PUBLIC /
The focus must be a fresh innovative adequate reformulation an extension of multiple relations and
entanglements to the compound as source.
Ontologic sphere integration, combined from all sides. A search for shared // multi(potential)
Bottom up Transfer & Deduction potential.
Potential Shared is the Trans 2the NEXXT. Break with subordination, finding new forms of organization
basing on dynamic features on the decentralized and of fluctuating accounts, distributed modes of
interaction.
The fresh framework´s structural component

it is the question of inclusion, split, arrangement, dispersion, allocation.
and the question of the roots of evolvement.
our involvement as individual or set or through set unity multiplicity and depth it is how we relate to / the inner, outside / the environment
as relational enactment in time and space and depth.
it is a question of internity and our relational positioning within perception and participation

2. Intro
“cuius est solum, eius est usque ad coelum et ad inferos” -

The dice.
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“What is that which is left when we have stripped a thing of all sensations, of all its significance as a
means? What but that which philosophers used to call ‘the thing in itself’ and now call ‘ultimate reality’.”
- Bell
H--A-N-D
1. Abstract
2.2. current relationship
as a) representation and framing, b) Perception & Degree, c) Centralisation and Conzentration,
d) participation, public and private, e) outside / residuum / virtual, f) viewer - practice and appropriation, f) engage /
interact
2.3 fresh site levels
1) general
2) media,
3) paradigm,
4) crisis
2.4. from representation to through systems
a) to do
b) formal lacks, what is missing,
c) questions are,
d) to do,
2.5. fresh forms / fresh site level
a) representation / framing
1.Episthem,
location / seperability
Differentiation
Transformation
memes / information
Scale, Symmetry, Complementarity, Depth
Dynamics
Entangled
Becoming
c) participation
2. Ontolog:,
FORM
Information
complex
depth
b) public and private
spatial settings
Within Set: (a) non-linear (b) dynamic (c) complex
features: 1) non-seperability, 2) Diff a) Selection b)diffdiff 3)g/local 4) lower
properties
5) intra-activity
6) emergence
7) viability
A) FLUX
A)
SCALE
B)
Complementarity / symmetry / depth / geometry
C)
-> Forms (add, comb) becoming
D)
tracking self
E)
interface membrane
F)
FORM

outside / residuum / virtual
in 3. What does this mean?
3.1. Intro - theoretical (of features and forms) and practical (of method and applications)
a) thinking potential
3.2 Theoretics and to the Nexxt b) Practics, 1.Technology, 2.Arts
2.2. current relationship

representation / framing
Abtracted Resembles significant structure. Referencing to Relata within the structure of correlation in
Correspondence with the framework in that degree with which two or more things are related or change
together and are “Statistically significant” (Cornwell) therefor. “symbol” holding some meaning which
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can be communicated to others. “virtual experiences.”1 of a “discursive” relation between depiction and
denotation and what it stands for.
Within the triadic structure: Object is a condition of the possibility of its being experienced.
in participating with our senses, experience let´s us construction an individualistic a real world reality (?)
and to the unexperiencable we exclude to outside. We separate and keep the dirty rest, the residual, the
other, there, where it is to not to be: distinct.
Perception & Degree
Perception is about the question how we relate to phenomena, and how we relate to experience.
perception is property oriented sensors -> identification > question of wholeness
identity, entity are of sameness. A monade of irreducible simplicity. A mathematical whole may be
determined by a part in the sense that each member of the whole is "approximable" in a suitable (i.e.,
topological) sense by members of the part.
system - temporal unity, composed of interdependent elements, and stabilised around a point of
equilibrium. The progressive complexity of the interrelation leads to globalisation and deterritorialisation,
to a planetary technics and worldwide interdependence
gille
Symbolic deduction happens in the set of order how we practice distinction and relation in general,
culture, day-life, how we experience and practice time and space and the next. Directedness and
meaning.- a dependent function, relative to its historical and cultural context. History and sciences bases
on how we link, deduct and represent formal identification. Sign / Representation Translation Information
- there is”“power within language formation” 11 ” Reality, nature and history - a matter of lining. A
system of beliefs, oral traditions and culturally specific practices
With the classical System of Classical Physics, and the methodological transfer and lining tools,
a system of ontological reductionism basing on separability, cartesian dualism, objectification to objective
external worlds and things, and a separation of subject/object, knowledge/truth, possessing an objective
truth-value. has been set up.
representationalist triadic structure of words, knowers, and thing. Representationalism holds two main
forms. Those of things and those of relations or forces or media between things, form as ID is
separationed entity with properties and attitudes as relations, behaviors.
A relation is a property that assigns truth values to combinations, Information as sign represents stands for
a specific well-identified representation, that can be compared, translated, measured. It find its legitimacy
in relation to representing or refering to a body.
We have Manifested Borders of Hierarchic Linear Forms, Common opposed sets of Seperation; repeating
its deduction sets. While referencing representations for sense making to, focus on Object presupposes
exclusion and separation between. The Mimetic Representational Status of Language, Sign / Trans-lation
has grouped according to the rules the rulers deduced as a justification of lines and power. The power of
interpretation and formation. who knows / owns what with what effect.
Rationalism´s dualism of nature-culture sets an artificial separation of process and content (Bohm)
Fixed, determined in representational correspondence of transcendental transfer to the next; an atomism
with independent clear-distincted subsystems with, intrinsic properties value-posessing, objective object
orientation with entities with properties, attitude and relation. sourced by materialism, keeping up
opposed entities and their forces between, that, keep up the whole stable concerving the identity and
predictable in respect to the underlying rules.

staying in “distincted connection”, being seperated located, determined lacks compounds.
“mutually independent existence (the ‘being thus’)” of spatio-temporally separated systems (Einstein
1948/1971, p. 169)
dichotonomy´and static reüpresentation´s dead end is of hierarchic linear forms.

1

- Langer
3

LE “The cycling among the selections adds meaningful information to the information flu which develops
with the time axis. By bending the time-axis, the meaning-generating system increasingly reconstructs its
own history (Hellsten et al., 2006).” 40 leydesdorff

Centralisation and Conzentration
The actual worldwide partriarch modell of integrity is stable hierarchical and take efforts to restore
hegemony.The power system keeps up oppressive structures of dominance and control. Patriarchic
dualism has set hierarchies and odd splits: nature culture. body mind. man woman all basing on static
complementary views. - reproducing the ruling systems. keeping up power, and ownership and
dominance setting a static system of separation to keep our system stable. dominance means “subjects
regulated by such structures are, by virtue of being subjected to them, formed, defined, and reproduced in
accordance with the requirements of those str uctures.” 2
Politics of black and white, nation-state based system of political authority and stationary identity.
keep up active instability and imbalences, rise repressive structures of control, sanitized fear & warfare,
with the productions for consumers and a system with a long history of guilt. Politics and world system Is
keeping up a set of distincted, longing, needing consumers, still bread and games to keep the masses
silent.

Benefit and work seperate into object production and services; and focus on market needs.

Economy bases on inequality and follows the idea of permanent growth based on the principle of
expansion - a permanent rise of what is there. The neverending expansion of the tree of anchestors
around the globe. We always meant of our own, as we thought of the other.
Technology nowadays reminds of medieval practices, of mechanical form repetitions of the tools of
dominance and advantage. The discourse of development has ways too much just reached flat industrialage like skills of reproducing and washing out - surface design of cooperate identities of mainstream
institutionalisation´s dictate. Innovation´s innovation is misunderstood as mechanical surplus of power for
this (and than old) system: Growth is a monolayered horse-race not a polyphonic symphony. Patriarch old
sys. - Innovation is also orientating into that direction and looses itself in the ongoing competition in the
dictated sectors and fields of ID buildening and representing and in reproduction cycles with tools we did
not know we needed them. The same act towards the public as the others.
Sciences? We have reached the dead end in the fractality of the so split sidearms.
Hierarchies limit growth as they face fractal structure the deeper their arms are developed.

A dissemination of Western ideology. Within the form deduction spectre.
The Western objectivism and materialism for scientific descriptions based on cartesian split and in its
dead end specialised arms in Eurocentric capitalistic white male dominated constructedness of nature of
scientific knowledge bound in a cultural context and sociocultural milieu of social and ideological power
dominance construction, that asserted that knowledge and reality were based on external artifacts. The
constructedness of truth and reality, and it empirical focus on "evidence", and "proof", meant "petting the
snakes heads" and were not sufficiant for a design of technology for improving environmental quality as it
focuses in a surfacial way. Divided into two categories of natural environment and the built environment,
the flux is stopping as it is not finding real world components but representations. Given the long tradition
of dominance that presence and absence have enjoyed in the Western tradition, complexity necessarily
grows during evolution while complexity is itself a complex concept.
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butler
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Feminist theory, technosciences quant physics, Bottom up design and many many theories outside our
western science area offer a complete different view on the whole set. There are fundamental basics that
will be renewed. This starts with facing distinction and combination freshly.
Nothing is as fixed set as it seemed all the years. We need a new drive and wake up to fulfill the mission.

If we wanna set an intelligent environment, that is capable to allow heterogenious, pluralistic
superpositioning, we get new form of addition and combination with emergent entangled agents. Selfreferential principle is errupting the time and trajectories modells we still base on. The trajectories from
one to the next are complex and dynamic. The object oriented entrance is no longer a solution.

participation
Participation can therefore within the sets just mean hitting the border. There is no true relation to, as
there is the seperation that allows no resolution.

public and private
Depth of one and the same.
outside / residuum / virtual

viewer - practice and appropriation

fresh site levels

media
Nowadays appearances are in new environments: We are in post dualistic times within dynamic patterns
that have overcome dichotonomy*. The interface has changed. There is a complexification of
circumstances: Our input regimes, Information technologies are of speed, simultaniousity, Superposition
and Multiplicity.
adaptability?
copy, reproducing, surfaces and self,, reproduced following patterns. have virtualized
.meta, level awareness /consciousness, .filter =>transcendental “behavior”, There have been realized
structural changes in the brain. our bodies have become delocated, .on, limit- and borderlessness,
endurance has become a dark possible path.
A general expansion without limits. Growing as there would be no end.
We have reached everything in potential, we are literally interconnected, and we have forgotten where to
look at. media is nowadays mediating through us. self-reproducing values that can be consumed or kept.
In information the speed, with which we swim through all possibilities. Information can not be accessed
anymore by the methods of static derivals.
The role ‘media’ plays in the mot common interhuman dialogue is a farce on its potential.
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When cybernetics (re-)volutionary insights into self-referential systems and the underlying dynamic
complex systematic came up, `technology` focused on the applications that can be developed and
materialized. Through cuts in the financial means for the research of the theoretical implications of such
theory were limited and although some good research institutes, thinkers and drivers are on the horizon,
there is to less focus on the deduction lines of the theory and implications of quantum theory (Bohr) on a
global scale.
“A Critical examination of representationalism did not emerge until the study of science shifted its focus
from the nature and production of scientific knowledge to the study of the detailed dynamics of the actual
practice of science.” 3

the Paradigm of the New_Era.
What levels does this concern?
Of what form is `outside` this time?

Systemkollaps
Turbulences will rise,
collapse and crisis are within the global structure of differentiation derivals. (?)
It base on diversity through distinction, identifies through objectified properties, set relation and locally
fixed structures that set limits to the drives and forces of lower level-entities, excludes and cuts, sets to
places, fixes, determines, deducts rules to the next without transformation in respect to time and keeps
up active unstability of imbalences and Competition. In the rulers language: dispossession-exploitationexclusion.
Inequality of Market and social justice rise the question of the relation between the technical system and
the social system. this has become the problem of consumption, and the need for the consumer to adapt
attitudes and behaviour ever more quickly. (stiegler)
The system is fast reaching the limits of its reproduction. We face the real spectre of resource depletion
and environmental catastrophes that threaten a system collapse.
Ecology, Resources vs. Demography,
The crisis is a structural form.

2.3 from representation to through systems

To do
The paradigm is to access change the basal state that we are in.
IT is time to dare fundamental structural reformulation. We have to burst binary relationality.
It is changing.
potential sphere to the next is the rooting line.
Structural Reformulation in Distinctive Practice of Differentiation and Integration, combination
A fresh Topology and ontology of intersection.
Focus must be to implement all levels that are concerned by the structure of deduction, lining (and
evolutionary/ creational theory). Including practically every sphere of research, activity and belief.

3
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rethinking the role we play in the interwoven game To overcome the problem of dualism, how to
overcome borders,
Paradigm´s Glimpse to oustide can tell there why.
Formal Lacks
We have changed and dynamic adds to linearity. This is a fragmented summation, finding its own line
through the move.
We have to offer means and ways to the understanding knowledge and connection to the principles of a
self-organising
form, that is capable to reproduce itself, according to its form.
We are in the age the global change ecologic, economic, populative, etc and we still discuss along
discourses within the specific arms of the fractals of static power structures within our late capitalistic
structure, which stabilizes basing on dominating hierarchy, suppression and demarcation. Our sciences
found logic and structures, which exceed our relevant view of the dichotomizing forms of the distinction
and the rule by far. Since the introduction of dialectic, we split bodies of meaning, one of the other one,
between, we concentrate on distinction. We have forget structures of overlay, mixing and emergent effects
of the combination and which can be derived from it from an scale-independent model of development as
a basal structure.
Static representation and objectism has too long been taken for real. reductionism replaces “higher-level
abstractions by lower-levle ones”.4 There is no derivability, interertranlatability nor neat, nested
hierarchies. There is no absolute exteritority, nor artificial separation of process and content. object-ism“whatever we say a thing is, it is not that. It is both different from that, and more than that” (Korzybski)
reality is not a collection of seperate opposed objects. There is no seperability. mono-layered
representation lacks depth and show the dilemma of linkage. Static representation lacks the function of
the potential difference to the next.
“our characterisations do not signify properties of objects but rather describe the intra-action as it is
marked by the perticular constructed cut chosen by the experimenter” (Barad)
static representation limits function into relata and corresponding reference representation.
representation lacks the stable frame correspondence function between relata and reference.
it does not constitute identical representations across levels.

"Although the laws of physics explain much of the world around us, we still do not have a
realistic description of causality in truly complex hierarchical structures."5
seing is always an active individally shaped act to perceive reality
The separation of process and content in knowledge is artificial.
Fresh Organization of variety complexity, one and the many must be a
next order relationality: Connectedness: entangled levels of interrelatedness:
Thinking relativity, rethinking complementarity:
sphere integration:

integration of the unclaer, and locate causality and determination
Environment as (temporal and local) form of connection combining one to the next is rather a form.
“Dematerialization, understood as an epistemic shift toward pattern/randomness and away from presence/
absence.” (Hayles) The lacks of description via absence and presence came clearly into focus because it
was already being displaced as a cultural presupposition by randomness and pattern. Presence and
absence were forced into visibility (Hayles). Highly heterogeneous supplements of fissured space in
which discursive formations based on pattern and randomness jostle and compete with formations based
on presence and absence. But information is a pattern, in which randomness is a productive force
essential to the evolution of complex systems. “Language is not a code.”4 Signifiers are relational
differences that itself is constituted through continual flux and displacements. Signifier on one level
becomes a signified on the next higher level, not a single marker, but a “flexible chain of markers bound
together by the arbitrary relations specified by the relevant codes.” (Hayles) Embodiment implies that
informatics is imprinted into body as well as mind, on the other, reservoir of materiality that resists the
pressure toward dematerialization.
4
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5 Physics, complexity and causality George F. R. Ellis1 Nature 435, 743 2005
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What is missing is
A renewal of the concepts of external, new multivalued interwoven connected set, new integrative
arrangements of every, row and depth., integration of the different into interoperable reflections of the
various aspects of real systems. that allow abilities to interact,

“An axiomatic formalization of the relation between structures and the processes preserving
them”6, It is the question how to deal with diversity and how we draw identities other than focusing on
the objectification of identities with seperate properties, Superpositional states, overlaps..
Also “the dynamic complexity as such acquires a rigorous and universally applicable

definition,”3 in the framework for the dynamics of the whole, an inclusion of the unknown
parts, connection between the various forces while accounting for their apparent diversity
The questions are
The question is of the level of integration of compounds*, former components, in view of
inclusion and relation, to the outside, the residual, and the rest, to the environment and to the bigger
surrounding.
Of what basic organizational form is to the next?
being able to handle, Diversity, pluralism, streams and flows, what we define as Progress/
improof, (Technology/Innovation), content and value forms of how we share them (Work, Capital and
Service, Production/Productivity. Value) new understanding of "technology”, “the arts”

We have to bring together the specialized fields of sciences and the sciences with the humanitie,y the
politics and the religions. There is no lower level to tell this. This is about a complete change in system.
The Volutive Principle is Fresh Basic Flux Deduction Fundament.
fresh forms
under the scopes of following features:
We need a basal retinking of phenomena we experience, the reality and the access to the world.
Facing the structures we have found out so far, set some explicit clear features of the whole.
Within Set: (a) non-linear (b) dynamic (c) complex
features: 1) non-seperability,
2) intra-activity
3) emergence
4) viability

In the following lines there shall be an investigation on the experimental / real time sets a structural
implications from outside. Next, there shall be a focus on the form of differentiation and on the
involvement through observation as becoming part of the generative evolvement of experiment/event.
There shall be outlined
forms and

representation / framing
Space is what would be if there could be a distinction. Time is what would be if there could be
oscillation.
gsb

6

Mitchell
8

NEW SITE:
1-> Next
It is about How identity relates to entity, how Environment, Relation and Relativity connect,
what residuals are, the potential, differentiation to the next, operators, dimensions, space, time, cause,
matter, energy, existance.
How Identity is set of information, consistence, substance, body, in what levels the questions of subject
object split can be introjected.
Entity is a set of oscilating potential. A condition -instead of position - in regard to environment/context/
enclousures and the basal question of externity in general. Relationed en face to its connection and under
inseperability of agency - the start a feedbackloop boundaring interdependence.
Relativity between the spheres, scales, linkages, variants, functions, sequential runs.
Differentiation is materialisation through the inclusion of exchange into diffractive crossing.
“There is no derivability, intertranslatability nor neat, nested hierarchy” there are multi-leveled
superposed states in exchange. Nonseperable and intra-active. A mutal exchange between. There is no
sharp distinction at all. it is a dynamic making.
“of form, not of matter” (Langton 1996)

This will require an understanding of the nature of the relationship between discursive
practices and material phenomena, an accounting of “nonhuman” as well as “human” forms of
agency, and an understanding of the precise causal nature of productive practices that takes
account of the fullness of matter’s implication in its ongoing historicity. 7

unentscheidbarkeit
One cannot say where the organ ends and the processing begins! Oswald Wiener
Meaning is selectively used and reproduced by communication. 46 46 Luhmann 84
“What often appears as separate entities (and separate sets of concerns) with sharp edges does not actually
entail a relation of absolute exteriority at all.”
Uncertainty and there are the Imaginary Values.
“‘object’, far from indicating any kind of ‘existence’,” but possibilities of being
Viability or “functional fit” instead of Truth
There are multiple probabilistic alternative mechanisms and unmarked space.
probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics is not a temporary feature which will eventually be replaced
by a deterministic theory, but instead must be considered to be a final renunciation of the classical ideal of
causality (bohr)

Episthem:
Drawing a distinction is the existence of the agent.

7 Meeting the universe halfway: quantum physics and the entanglement of matter ... von Karen Michelle

Barad
9

Inseperability of <inter>: dependence and feedback, boundary taking is agency. observationconnection.
differentiation
System as Difference
Boundaries of system internity
environment / set
This is not a static relationality but a doing—the enactment of boundaries—that always entails
constitutive exclusions and therefore requisite questions of accountability. active participant in the world’s
becoming, in its ongoing “intra-activity. the matter of crossing a generic interaction process.
A Trans . Cross Operation, an enactment of boundaries
boundary conditions (Dirichlet, Cauchy) tolerance for inklusion and integration covariance towards.
"consciousness of abstracting"
ongoing “intra-activity, (self) formation, “materialized refiguration”
Re-Entry

“Form that reenters its own indictional space”

“It is a calculus about the properties of the distinction made by any circle or oval in the plane, and by
abduction it is about the properties of any distinction.”8 steyerl
Subversive Abstraction
differentiation should be considered as a differentiation of the
symbolically generalized media of communication
Ableitung ist der Proportionalitätsfaktor zwischen verschwindend kleinen (infinitesimalen) Änderungen
des Eingabewertes und den daraus resultierenden, ebenfalls infinitesimalen Änderungen des
Funktionswertes.
lepiniz

Differentiation
differentiation is active enactment.
“We take as given the idea of distinction and the idea of indication, and that it is not possible to make an
indication without drawing a distinction. We take, therefore, the form of distinction for the form.” 37
gsb

intersection border perception/ relation / / operation
rates of change in space and/or time to the next from which they differ.

location / seperability
initial value problem
g/local
“definite state that determines the values of all other measurable properties, such as position and
momentum. predictions can lead to correlations stronger than this limit, leading to results that are
experimentally distinguishable from the results of a broad class of local hidden variables theories.” 8
nonlocal interactions do occur

8

alain aspect
10

“We will also advance the hypothesis that the epistemological situation we are obliged to
confront in a quantum mechanical universe, in which non-locality must now be viewed as a
fundamental fact of nature, provides a new basis for understanding the ability of the human
brain to construct symbol systems, or symbolic representations of reality.” 9
nonseparable nature of the theory and this gives rise to correlations that may imply the existence of
nonlocal influences between spatially separated regions (really, at space-like separations). 10
theory of local hidden variables could reproduce these results
idea of local realism
local hidden variable theory (Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox)

viewer is constituting part in an interwoven game. active participation of the subject in providing the
context of arises in interaction with the experimental environment. There is entanglement in the whole
and its parts.

How matterr matters. - Including Karen B. and the techno-feminist angle
“Crucial to understanding the workings of power is an understanding of the nature of power in the
fullness of its materiality. To restrict power’s productivity to the limited domain of the “social,” for
example, or to figure matter as merely an end product rather than an active factor in further
materializations, is to cheat matter out of the fullness of its capacity.” barad

That ever amplifying oscillations may lead a system to some instability threshold, where bifurcations take
place with the possible emergence of a more complex system, by dissipative structuration. The basic
condition for this to happen is the disponibility of a new source of energy, or better, the appearance of
some new type of organization, able to tap such a source. 11
interrelations build- up between heterogeneous groups:  one group destroys all other groups (while
respecting however its own environ-mental conditions of survival ... a quite unlikely situation)  a mutual
blockage process takes place and a more or less unstable deadlock ensues  an ecological system of many
different groups shapes up, with interlocked irregu-  lar oscillations  dissipative structuration settles in one
or more groups, already far from their equilibrium  if some complementary dissymmetries appear, a new
entity of higher associative level of organization becomes a distinct possibility (through bifurcations,
recom- binations and the appearance of new interaction rules). This would be the emer- gence of a new
and more complex metasystem, or a MST (Heylighen, 1991)  when such a metaystem appears, the higher
level of organization tends to self- stabilize through regulations and controls and a new basic type
emerges.12

Selection
navigation of Decision-Making happens within the accountability of Relevance of dissipative and
conservative actions.
The “Law of requisite Variety”
Preference control diversity, than the variety of disturbances which are to be encountered
stimulus providing meaning to the information processing (ashby)
state of equilibrium- “the concept of ‘‘equilibrium’’ is essentially a dynamic one.”

9 The Operating Principle of the Universe von Thomas M. Mandel
10

bell
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CHARLES FRANÇOIS
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being and becoming, the new framework defines a simple ontology of process–structure.
->

(To) The Next
the role of objects is not considered as being ‘behind’ the phenomena, but ‘in’ the phenomena (e.g., v.
Weizcäcker 1971, p. 28).

Transformation

Happens amongst. This as a system.
Time and Transgression in Complex Trajectories
rate of change

This bifurcation point of decision making needs further attention.
The structural base of this new type bases on the transformation as the fundamental principle as such.
More must be seen that transformation is a navigation of preferences as relevant decision making over
time.

Complexity grows. Its divergence and continuosity through partial on temporal scale as
transformation from one to next meets in one point.
Our idea of what there is that is the root of the story is getting new dimenions. We become aware of the
stuctural implications of the line that i drawn under our feet.
The form is flux, from to. There is just in the moment to next. this as interface and a creation of direction
in every potential in unique degree.

pattern not a presence

memes / information
data ‘from within‘ - level of messenger
material / discourse
ontology
materiality
agency
reality
not a collection of separate objects

“probability function with no dimensions, no materiality, and no necessary connection with
meaning”13
The story of our fresh millennium already is the age of production of dematerialised
fragmentized agents, that still suffer in trying to find a hold in the errupting static structures.
There is no frame correspondence.
it is a constant flux of tangled states

fluctuating accounts
non-static relationality

13

shannon nach hayles
12

superposition
permanency of identites
duration
event
interference
intersection

Entangled
the entangled is more at the same time the idea of not just 11111 as a direction it is solitude and
multiplicity, depth individual self, to befall,
a participatory co-genesis
there is emergence on higher level.

hierarchies sort groups into progressively smaller categories and subcategories, heterarchies divide and
unite groups variously, according to multiple concerns that emerge or recede from view according to
current perspectives.

tracking self
practice of own line
Meme
the question is how identity relates to entity and how diffusive it relates to environment. Environment,
something inclusive. sorts of inclusion. levels Developing intelligent environments for creative enactment
of reality within an intelligent dynamic environment means embodied form of enduring grouping of
complexes that allows perceptions interactions and relations that influence
development and behaviour in the most fruitful way. Its Developmental approach means the state of being
environed by the totality of circumstances surrounding or entire set of conditions is “ensuring equilibrium
in the relations achieved through the actions of the developing. of assimilations and accommodations.” 5 ,
that allow subjectivity, with its connotations of consciousness and self-awareness, to be articulated
together with abstract data as a positional marker substituting for his absent body. This access differs from
possession/and object oriented understanding, because it
tracks patterns rather than presences collectivity, constituted as the resultant of millions of vectors
representing the diverse and often conflicting interests of intelligences linked together.
Embodiment means making it a semipermeable membrane that allows awareness of the medium as an
informational pattern itself. “At any moment in development, the environment is assimilated in the
schemes of action ,that are already available and these schemes are transformed or accommodated to the
peculiarities of the objects of the environment, if they are not completely appropriate.”6 This leads to
increasing expansion of the field of application of schemes, increasing coordination between them,
increasing interiorization, and increasing abstraction.
individual differences development means multiple intelligences in one simultain Stream.The goal is to
keep up themselves and their interactions as a processing environment responding to changes and an
evolutionary adaptation in form and behavior for survival and development that provides all the facilities
necessary for a particular application of all that act on the combination of external and internal conditions
that affect and influence the growth, development, and set survival.
Goal-directed intelligent agents" form a system that perceives its environment and takes actions which
maximize its chances of success facilitate consistent outcomes that host and support activities of
knowledge building, content contribution functionalities and structured ontologies. confronted with a
challenge that is nearly, but not entirely, novel, engaged in automatizing the performance of the task to
adapt, select and shaping of the environment to maximize their fit to the context of goal-seekingness to
robustness and a compensation of perturbations. Environment as diversificated differentiation and a
convergent divergence on it temporal transgression relative to its outide point (temp+loc). What is
assertive, errativ, feasable toward the open set of toletance and balance, combination in the form of
differentiation, adaption, Integration and migitation. A development of intra- and interness increases
processing efficiency defined in terms of transgression of processing and capacity. 7
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Enroling decision making, problem solving, and performing activities and requires goal setting and selfmonitoring, facing distractions, and maintaining vigilance within simultaneous successive processing
involving the integration of stimuli into serial order. Integration requires the observation of relationships
and general processing efficiency functions, that enable to represent and process information. The general
understanding and problem solving ability changes qualitatively with age and this change is related to the
succession. To perceive and trandlate collection and process, understand, evaluate and judge, interpretate
and integrate adaptability to a new environment or to changes in the current environment. As a complex
linkage on an formal operational stage. Concrete operational schemes are coordinated with each other to
“broader and deeper capability for comprehending our surroundings—"catching on," "making sense" of
things, or "figuring out" what to do.”8, as product resulting from the available information or
environmental next participation. General fluency, speed, evolution and Direction of Evolution. increasing
complexity implies a prefered direction as acontinuing process and progress advance towards more
sophisticated state. To sum we need a vertical dimension retrieving the variable that is only increaing
during evolution.

Becoming
The genesis is the process of becoming. Setting truth relation to the next. Entirety and seperation. To the
next form is dynamic. Coming true is a realisation in time and space.

multiple interconnection and transmigration of notions (Braidotti 1994)14

participation
Perspective of being “in”
subject to reality are being in active participancy.
participation is not sufficiant. As it support the object, the dichoonomy of its part in participation. our
structure is the relation amongst.
it is active participation, is a diffusive encounter in the face of becoming.
How we locate meaning is setting a connection between.
it is more the between and the transformation from one to the other, than clear seperated parts to each
other. it is more the projection from one to the other. the trajectory, the path, the becoming real.
interact:= they vary relative to each other, but so that the variation of the one influences the variation of
the other in certain types of relative variation.

Ontolog:
Degrees and levels of appearence:
at point of intersection: at borderline, membrane for exchange,
all those interface entries offer just vertical relativistics.
but including self referential reproducing imaginary part
manifesting in its probability through time
FORM

“It is no longer whether a net is a representation or a thing, a part of society or a part of
discourse or a part of nature, but what moves and how this movement is recorded.”15

14 Nomadic subjects: embodiment and sexual difference in contemporary feminist ... von Rosi Braidotti
15 (Latour 1996)
14

information is a probability function with no dimensions, no materiality, an no necessary
connection with meaning. It is a pattern, not a presence.”16
(content) / (structure)
“Indeed this has been the dilemma of intersectionality and second wave feminism–how to work though
the politics of multiple identities/subjectivities. How do you deal with competing and or multi-present
positions? As it stands one is confronted with no-win,
either or, situations. (Harraway)
diff

“There are forms within forms both up and down the scale... Units are nested within larger
units. Things are components of other things. They would constitute a hierarchy except that
this hierarchy is not categorical but full of transitions and overlaps.”17
Entity / Depth
what is the potential of the entity does it has the potential to become everything?
Whenever a whole is identified, its interactions turn out to be circularly interconnected, and cannot be
taken as linear cause-effect relationships if one is not to lose the system’s characteristics (1979, pp.
166-167).
wiener

process of concretisation
technics is not in time but rather constitutes time as such
technics is the trans in formation per se.
perpetual dynamic flux
different aspects of one whole and unbroken movement"
bohm

bifurcation

Entropy

public and private
Depth of one and the same.
depth
‘Multiplicity must not designate a combination of the many and the one, but rather an
organization belonging to the many as such, which has no need whatsoever of unity in order to
form a system.’4 Deleuze
outside / residuum / virtual
there is a constituting par to the next. open-ended process of
intractive ___
becoming.

Within Set: (a) non-linear (b) dynamic (c) complex
The Set is of dynamic complex fluctuating acounts in the process of

16 How we became posthuman: virtual bodies in cybernetics, literature, and ... von N. Katherine Hayles
17 The ecological approach to visual perception von James Jerome Gibson
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A dynamic living system with impulse. Under the agency of “observation”.
Factors are Matter, Time, scales and levels.
Enactment Forms such as Diffusive Cross-identifiying exchange systems, enacting fresh forms
of additivity and multiplicity. Trans *ph*orms of potentiality.
Bottom up combinations that break with the “myth of Addition”.
The necessary form of such a new trajectory must be open-ended and reactive.
A new form of merge to the next: a combination of Connectability and Symbiosis, a symviable
continuation of improvement.
Growth is not on expansion but on improvement. improvement means being able to relate
through TRUE to real-time decision. To improve Real-time abilities there must be equilibrium
on the lower levels of the drive. minimize friction and maximize synergy
Forms are of structure, order, geometry
structure and function are mutually related. “Function produces structure and structure modifies
and determines the character of function” (child)
The form that sits within itself (Kauffman)
-> symmetry within the “covering space” 40 (Munkres, 1975)
continuous symmetry

complexity

dynamics of physical reality

nonlinear
most nonlinear systems embody a multitude of self-similar structures that are nested
within one another at different scales.
emergent
AND- interconnected
“property of certain states of a quantum system containing two or more distinct objects, in
which the information describing the objects is inextricably linked such that performing a
measurement on one immediately alters properties of the other, even when separated at
arbitrary distances. while these nonlocal correlations do occur, they cannot be used to transmit
information and thus do not violate causality. “

interacting
diffraction
open
self organisation

path - attractor
sensitive dependency on initial conditions

Dynamics
16

The changing topologies of the world entail an ongoing reworking of the very nature of
dynamics. 18
“destined always to be inventing new ways of transferring”19

event
intersection in space and time
momentum / position inseparability
emergent experiences in the present ‘moment’— becoming, within the context of the subjective moment
passing. (Wood)
“states are the medium of change, and have little intrinsic interest.” (mitchell m.)
potential
Process–structure is in fact designed so that, out of the infinite number of possibilities (aparadigmatically) which could be ascribed to ‘reality’ at any one time (paradigmatically), no one form or
aspect is nor may be privileged over any other.
projection
density
self-containing everything.
uncertainty principle
inability to precisely locate
result of a measurement, the wave function containing the probability information for a system collapses
from a given initial state to a particular eigenstate of the observable
Hermitian operators, for which all the eigenvalues are real. We can find the probability distribution of an
observable
wave function providing information about the probability amplitude of position and momentum of a
particle.

relativity
Noether's theorem,
laws the same for all times
any such symmetry will also imply a conservation law alongside
Special principle of relativity: If a system of coordinates K is chosen so that, in relation to it, physical
laws hold good in their simplest form, the same laws hold good in relation to any other system of
coordinates K' moving in uniform translation relatively to K. – Albert Einstein: The Foundation of the
General Theory of Relativity, Part A, §1inertial frame of reference,
matter
matter is only a manifestation of curvature in a space-time manifold.
Clifford

Scale, Symmetry, Complementarity, Depth

the 21st century will be a century of scale.

That hypothesis is that since complementarity has been a primary feature in every physical
theory advanced in mathematical physics beginning with the special theory of relativity in
1905, and since complementarity can also be shown to be an emergent property or dynamic in

18 Material Feminisms Stacy Alaimo (Herausgeber), Susan Hekman
19 Converging Pathways to New Knowledge: a reflection on a series of online and ... von Martijn Arnoldus
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the life of the evolving universe at increasingly larger scales and times, then future advances in
physical theory in cosmology, or in the study of the origins and evolution of the entire universe,
will also feature complementary constructs." 20
“The unreduced dynamic complexity is presented by the majority of actually measured
quantities, such as energy, mass, momentum, action, and entropy, now provided with a
universal and essentially nonlinear interpretation in terms of the underlying interaction
processes.”
“The evolution rule of dynamical systems is given implicitly by a relation that gives the state of
the system only a short time into the future. (The relation is either a differential equation,
difference equation or other time scale.) To determine the state for all future times requires
iterating the relation many times—each advancing time a small step. The iteration procedure is
referred to as solving the system or integrating the system. Once the system can be solved,
given an initial point it is possible to determine all its future points, a collection known as a
trajectory or orbit.”
At any given time a dynamical system has a state given by a set of real numbers (a vector)
which can be represented by a point in an appropriate state space (a geometrical manifold).
Small changes in the state of the system correspond to small changes in the numbers. The
evolution rule of the dynamical system is a fixed rule that describes what future states follow
from the current state. The rule is deterministic; in other words, for a given time interval only
one future state follows from the current state.

dynamical system is a manifold M called the phase (or state) space endowed with a family of
smooth evolution functions Φ t that for any element of , the time, map a point of the phase
space back into the phase space. The notion of smoothness changes with applications and the
type of manifold. There are several choices for the set T. When T is taken to be the reals, the
dynamical system is called a flow; and if T is restricted to the non-negative reals, then the
dynamical system is a semi-flow. When T is taken to be the integers, it is a cascade or a map;
and the restriction to the non-negative integers is a semi-cascade.39
“The concept of a dynamical system has its origins in Newtonian mechanics. There, as in other
natural sciences and engineering disciplines, the evolution rule of dynamical systems is given
implicitly by a relation that gives the state of the system only a short time into the future. (The
relation is either a differential equation, difference equation or other time scale.) To determine
the state for all future times requires iterating the relation many times—each advancing time a
small step. The iteration procedure is referred to as solving the system or integrating the
system. Once the system can be solved, given an initial point it is possible to determine all its
future points, a collection known as a trajectory or orbit.
emmeche
type of trajectory may be more important than one particular trajectory.
possible classes of orbits
behavior of trajectories as a function of a parameter
bifurcation points
manifold M
phase (or state) space endowed with a family of smooth evolution functions Φ t that for any
element of , the time, map a point of the phase space back into the phase space
Linear dynamical systems

20 The conscious universe: parts and wholes in physical reality von Minas C. Kafatos,Robert Nadeau
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Flows
For a flow, the vector field Φ(x) is a linear function of the position in the phase space,
that is, with A a matrix, b a vector of numbers and x the position vector. The solution to this
system can be found by using the superposition principle (linearity)
Local dynamics

probabilistic aspects

3. What does this mean?
3.1. Intro
the question of transfer and derive to the next.
theoretical (of features and forms) and practical (of method and applications)

3.2 Theoretics and the the NEXXT
The new form of intelligence system or relational scale- invariant operator in the system must be of an
entangled form of newly added form a “together-with” environment. Becoming. Environment means
connectiveness in space and time. All we have is the change, and from there on "the truth” is to have
made it". Intelligent Environment enacts symmetric to that.
“Evolutionary increase in control variety will necessarily be accompanied by a sequence of metasystem
transitions.” 13
We need a bottom-up design and rebase the idea of ‘production’ trajectory, identity and causality. This is
necessary when the creator of the knowledge environment wants to deliver replicaple results in hundreds
of specific instances of the same knowledge environment. An omnipresence of open-linkability as a
constraining factor separating the haves from the have-nots is not so much possession as access.
Strengthening the trend of public authorship leads to such a structure of open-ended ontologies - acid
intelligences. The design of knowledge environments also means The shift of emphasis from ownership
to access, every database manager is a creator of a knowledge environment. The net result is that many
evolutionary systems that are in direct interaction with each other will tend to grow more complex, and
this with an increasing speed. thi is a flux of uncontrollable flux that will no longer be domesticated by
static order but follows its flux itself. This is on the connection between the differentiatied. The story of
the line, the crossing and the system, on its path of time. There are many enterances to this information.
The essence lays in transformation as it is the structure of development itself. To transform the
transformation in her transformation. The next step is a complete switch, what this was contained in.
From here on further. An open ended process, that is creating its maintainance in time.
(it suggests to be based on a new arithmetic calculus, shifting as well the subject from the view of the
object to view of the form, which is valid to examine it. No more object representation context, but the
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medium, the transfer, the form is actually the subject of the investigation. As the form becomes the form,
there is no more distinction between transfer and identity. A principally complex internal view
and based on it a a new alignment of the view from the object to the Dynamic process of the formful
transition. Interface investigation must specify these forms of the agreement and extend the basis of
statically dichotome distinction with new operators of diffractive agreement and emergent symmetrical
form.

features
“ politics of form... And the form will decide about the politics of language as such.”21
“The self-organization of fluxes in terms of functional differentiations is not its historically observable,
but only perceptible after a reflexive turn”22
There he stated (1951, 155) that "in the quantum theory it is the principle of causality, or more accurately
that of determinism, which must be dropped and replaced by something else" (emphases in original).
NEXXT
Time aspect
Motion
Momentum
Position
clearest measure of duration
nature of the future is completely different from the nature of the past
transition from in determinacy to certainty
The Concept of Time does not simply concern phenomenological time, but the hypothesis of a
technological time, constitutive of the temporality of the "who." Dasein has knowledge of a nonknowledge: of the indeterminacy of its end. Tradition, the transmission of knowledge, is via forms of
recording providing access. (stiegler)
if the futurity of Dasein is constituted in the "authentic" repetition of a having-been, and if this is what
grants Dasein's difference, its idiomaticity and its consistency, then what would be the effect of a dynamic
of the "what" that short-circuits the work of différance? (stiegler)
dynamic origin of time
"We do not experience time flowing, or passing. What we experience are differences between our present
perceptions and our present memories of past perceptions."
Time is a one-dimensional quantity used to sequence events, to quantify the durations of events and the
intervals between them, and (used together with space) to quantify and measure the motions of objects
and other changes. Time is one of the seven fundamental physical quantities in the International System
of Units. An operational definition of time, wherein one says that observing a certain number of
repetitions of one or another standard cyclical event

condition space for a higher level of symmetry

Scale
“Here the problem is not to choose the correct scale of description, but rather to recognize that change is
taking place on many scales at the same time and that it is the interaction among phenomena on different
scales that must occupy our attention.”39
Levin
It from bit. Otherwise put, every 'it'—every particle, every field of force, even the space-time continuum
itself—derives its function, its meaning, its very existence entirely—even if in some contexts indirectly—
from the apparatus-elicited answers to yes-or-no questions, binary choices, bits. 'It from bit' symbolizes
the idea that every item of the physical world has at bottom—a very deep bottom, in most instances—an
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The language of things Hito Steyerl

22

(Husserl, 1929; Luhmann, 1984).
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immaterial source and explanation; that which we call reality arises in the last analysis from the posing of
yes–no questions and the registering of equipment-evoked responses; in short, that all things physical are
information-theoretic in origin and that this is a participatory universe. (Wheeler)
Depth
P versus NP problem
fractal attributivity
The dynamically probabilistic, permanently changing fractal of real system dynamics is a natural
extension of the canonical, “geometric” fractality possessing an involved, but basically predictable
(regular) and fixed structure. Kirilyuk
Complex-dynamic fractality is not a “model” any more, but the unreduced version of any real,
“nonintegrable” and “nonseparable” system structure and dynamics, which is especially interesting for
fractality involvement with living systems because it provides rigorously derived versions of those
essential life properties — such as intrinsic adaptability, self-development and “reasonable” behaviour
— that determine its specific efficiency and remain largely “mysterious” within usual, perturbative
theory.” 33
~ mereology
parts and wholes
fractal structure of a real interaction is obtained as the truly complete, dynamically multivalued
(probabilistic) general solution of a problem, replacing its reduced, dynamically single-valued (regular)
version. Kirilyuk
forms within forms both up and down the scale... Units are nested within larger units. Things are
components of other things. They would constitute a hierarchy except that this hierarchy is not categorical
but full of transitions and overlaps.” (Gibson, 1979: 9)

thinking potential
“Solutions to the hierarchy problem include theories with supersymmetry or technicolor, or, more
recently, extra dimensions.”(...) The details of the precision with which unification occurs is model
dependent, but generically, the couplings unify at the level of the standard model, and higher precision is
possible with supersymmetry or additional scalars. The scale at which unification occurs depends on the
cutoff scale where the theory becomes strongly interacting, which is again a model dependent parameter,
though ultimately one would hope to understand the microscopic physics sufficiently well to pin it down.
What is clear that even if we view unification as a clue to physics underlying the standard model, there
are many possible solutions. The physics of the warped models that address the hierarchy is entirely
different from the physics of supersymmetric models.”23
Forms / Deduction
Systems and Forms of Transfer and Deduction, Relation and Entanglement of a more sophisticated
architecture that pays attention to the only constant, that is change in becoming

To conclude the idea of superposition in time and space and potentials, focusing on the basal distinction,
how we come to the world

Practics

methods
open. public.(nodes/connectivity) // re-related systems / SHARED.
Community / Sharing /
1,*

Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 081801 (2002) Lisa Randall
from 5D Anti–de Sitter Space
23

1,2,†

and Matthew D. Schwartz

Unification and Hierarchy
21

FUTURE + PUBLIC = fresh forms (level aware recursive inter potentials)
the bright unity and the practice of own perception path real word making
that appears in the practice of the real focused to the next to
a method for intelligent real time space solutions. practicing potentials. participation means active
involvement. taken part in the entirety, there the level appears.
Therefor we need to relate space, and time as well as quantitative analysis of
variables associated with complexity of domain, diversity of context and consequent
multiplicity of perspectives to the domains in question. This needs to lead to a
multi-disciplinary approach to analyze complex environmental problems, the arrival
of substantive environmental laws and the growing public awareness of a need for
action in addressing environmental problems.
inventing a new savoir-vivre
What is an intelligent environment?
What is environment?
How to (re)arrange to support intelligent enactment?
Is intelligence a form following principle from enactment?

Habermas: consensus
Gewissheit

behavioral transformation
activity
becoming interested
Belief in progress
Wertesystem,
economy of contribution 6 (B.Stiegler)

Ökonomie, Verteilung, Teilhabe Praxis neu denken.
Wegnahme seiner sozialen Errungenschaften zu brechen

" Der Abschied von materiellem Wachstum könne schließlich mit qualitativen Entwicklungen,
geistigem Wachstum und einer menschlicheren Gesellschaft einhergehen, die von
"Wahrhaftigkeit", Zuneigung und Solidarität geprägt ist.
•
Meadows
Especially now facing that many problems, we need to bring forward an intelligent environment for our
knowledge and enactment entrance, dealing with new forms of addition and combination, and opening up
to the surrounding as it is truth producing following direction.
To get to know the form of this direction could be the intelligent environments next step.

Knowlwdge sharing
Crowdintelligence
Education of the masses and the awareness of the masses, and forces.
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Facing the changes that are ahead, it is time to unite the sciences and the arts again and also to bring
'technology' into a new direction. This new kind has to be pluralistic, ...

Regaining potential means regaining vision and visionarity in regard to the surrounding and the potential
throught time TRUE through relation is procession in becoming. An enactment of improove with more
extinguished means. poly-layered skilled able of and to many. regaining power means accepting the
power of potential and direction.
The increasing complexity implies a prefered direction as a continuing process, progress of open-ended
ontologies - freed from dominance, but co-existance. Process is an evolutionary act of persisting on the
path of time, stepping into the presence of potential future.
The form is to process transfer and trajectory.
unification of skills to be focused on the potential to happen and the focus on the <trans>form to the next.

We need new interfaces and therefore a base structure that is capable of that form, new way of PowerSharing, Decentralisation of Power, dimensions of difference change, healthy relations. Softening and reeducation what entity is, acceptence of fragility, constant flux of change tangled state, intra-action,
visionary... blown up to a big scale.
The questions are: How do we relate to the intrinsic complexity of evolving environment in regard to our
agency in relation to identity, its differentiation and integration and it<<s form of relatedness to sub- and
metaystems on causal spatial, temporal scale levels and how to integrate complexity diversity, multiplicity
and simultaniosity, degrees of freedom into all dimensions of entity?
opening up to new forms of addition and combination
We need new abstract sets and pattern that are capable to be transfered, a new idea of media and the
possibilities, especially concerning causal factors, symmetry and time principle to relate space, and time
as well as quantitative analysis of variables associated with complexity of domain, diversity of context
and consequent multiplicity of perspectives to the domains in question stable form that is mighty of
including all subsets of the entity.
To improove knowledge and ability we need a dynamic form of organisation.
Bringing together investigators and researchers, who are focusing on ontological questions of perception
and transformation, scientific revolutionary knowledge, the bases on studies of change, will changes
complete perception and even might bring churches to their higher state, this is where we have to bring
forward a new calculus, that changes the fundaments of our perception of relation in time space and
matter. I think this is proofable. There is a line in the story from the backgrounds and informations of the
combination of it.

Subject is what the question or goal was in the beginning. What the direction is and what it´s movement.
The necessary change concerns the most fundamental basis of our ontologic "finding ourselves within": a
new basal fundament for relationality and entanglement is necessary, allowing open-ended, process,
dynamics as parameters in the form. The essence lays in transformation as it is the structure of
development itself. To transform the transformation in her transformation.
This is a fragmented summation, finding its own line through the move. we have to offer means and ways
to the understanding knowledge and connection to the principles of a self-organising form, that is capable
to reproduce itself, according to its form.
This for applied technology and for the whole decentralized de-growth multiple spots and networks of
dynamic fluctuation accounts. through time evolving and embracing the next as open-ended, but focused
on the actual as the reality to happen to all and in potential to the next.
This is the focus that maybe let´s us survive and someday reach the stars, which we have forgotten as our
own problems have gotten so worse. Combined all together the potential of the whole a a ship reaching
new grounds...
technology
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Thinking technology (and the culture) in its basal sense - not as an consumtion / economy production
apparatus, but as the form of a continous intelligent environment-relation workism, that is relating to the
(real-time) need of the whole entity means relocating the ontologic (topologic) point of identity and
differentiation as (re-)integration and continous changing development over time and rearranging the
potential of inter-relational inter-connetedness as fresh (additive) trajectory principle.
real time through
Where are we? what can be done? what is necessary?
improove.
fresh forms
“Our particular spheres of knowledge should no longer be spinning independently, but intersecting in a
multitude of ways ─ continually changing and enriching, so that the translucent ‘space between’
becomes a surprising place of connection and exchange.“ 24

we need
intelligent solutions.
To use creativity in a mindful way.
survival dynamics.
(paying attribute to the potential and the openness to the next.)
enacting
broadly defined as the entities, both material and immaterial, created by the application of mental and
physical effort in order to achieve some value
industrial policy
education policy
proletarianization
enslaved to machines, and no longer masters of their tools (craftsmen).
“smart grids”
digital territories
contributors
(max Weber pierre Veltz)
the question is what is production, growth?
We need a new Solidaric economy, sharing collective, collective potential, a vivid combination.
innovation in the production of meaning making and time lining.
technology of “thinking connected” , interdisciplinary productions, o
Sharing
Public / Sharing?
Information, Ideas, Energies and
Potentials.
Finer Features

optimizing systems
fresh (crisis) aware skills
Connection (to) PUBLIC

Spatial settings
from outside was always a direction for the mean we have to reach the point again and see ourselves
moving.
the solo place is a lonesome dead end point.
24

Converging Pathways to New Knowledge: a reflection on a series of online and ... von Martijn Arnoldus
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regaining a focus towards outside again will be united action.
To the next may mean getting a glimpse of direction again and regain next level unified force.

Discourse
The discourse itself has become sth. within the machine: reduced and self: applied.
The words and tags concerning technosciences and interdisciplinarity reduce itself to the common
language and use the structures wherein they lack the fundamental depth. They do not even know what
needs to be looked at. they simply apply in the old form.
The drivel of cybernetics as they were proclaimed decades ago offer a really new fundamental base. the
theoretic fundament s for a new arithmetic and a resetting of causal relationship within the whole.
Progress will come from understanding how functional information-processing structures can emerge in
spatially extended dynamical systems with no central control, with no globally accessible memory, and
with limited communication among components. following principles of Self-Organization:
arts
The artist and the artistic structure as the keeper of the third rest, needs its place within the network of
knowledge, education and trans technologies, combining angles and translating momentums. Our
visualisations have to get beyond the known sphere. The matter with arts or technology is the direction
and the drive towards surviving and explicit living with the unknown rest, the residual as a fresh
component. not ‘internally consistant art-worlds` but open systems, depth and distance are the real blüte
of development.
- not "arty" surface, but intelligent method of integrating and transcendenting needs & visions
Art in 2012 should not just be about producing beautiful objects or applied monolayered abstraction´s
incarnation, but should dare to want to abringing forward transformed / digested information in
the consciousness of its multi-leveled enclosures and complex relations, times,...
Art widely still functions within a system of dominance as an object of desire and a container for
projection. enables our creativity and freedom.
An experience of activity ,an excited mental state.
“The Pleasures of the Imagination” Joseph Addison The Spectator in 1712
possible as the realization of the unpredictable.
recognition of structural active fresh
what is real.
implementing augmented. po-post-negation and po-post-affirmation.
The function of arts and technology.
we do not need more objects or artistic form as we have consumed them so far, but intelligent strategies
for survival on macro and miro.scale, global rearrangenments and potentials.
the question is the ability of art, technology ability.
A matter of combination and decision making- and wihtin the application and objectification of structures
in ther renewal from within the inside of the structure itself)
Many new programs appear worldwide since 2-3 years, which orientate on the combination of arts and
sciences, but they often lack the potential of rewriting technology from the basics and keep in the
seperation of their appllied sidearms. (They are more understandable than me, but getting polylayered
takes long time..) the new meta-art-tec combination has to happen on lower levels. It is to rethink a new
basal formula for the whole system. New forms of inter, new ways to share. This will shake causality and
time as we have known til now.
In regard to the big steps human kind was able to do with their arts and technology, how stuck are we
today in the basic applications of our skills enslaved to fetish consumerized objectification and
mainstreamed trends?
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To reconnect sciences with arts as techno-logy and focuses on the most fundamental problems out of a
trans-, cross and omidisciplinary perspective,
To unite producers of visualisations for materialisations in a perspective of a visionary sustainable future,
grasping the next level, that the basal ideas can only be unified on a much wider scale.
To gain that dimension of included spheres to the most - psychoeconomically speaking - symmetric and speaking in an ethic way - most healthy way.
Providing new systems of "amongst", activity and potential of the defined accumulations and combined
drives, togetherness has become to something potential politically dangerous.
The exchange has become to stay dangerous if it is new and differentiated from the controlled
contents and reproduced media sections to feed the masses with pre-produced contents and the the
advantage of overview and access to information and their architectures.

Participation? :together? - we do not yet imagine what this can effect.
.goalseeking, .fitness, .contingence, .continuosity, .
stability, .robustness, .viability, .convergence. //
.directedness
—a materialist, naturalist, and posthumanist elaboration—that allows matter its due as an
active participant in the world’s becoming, in its ongoing “intraactivity.” barad

“The digital shift is about new ways of working, new ways of reflecting, new approaches to
problem solving and, as a result, new ways of building and sharing knowledge. Technology
has also upended our familiar linear chain of cultural creation, production distribution and
participation. As we become increasingly less ‘linear’, many more doors and pathways open
up to us.”

complexity is of endless possibilities.
exist with endless potential
potential is really literally endless.
it is open ended.
See next..
__________

Lisa Laboratorium Erb
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Wer bekommt die Krise?
Lisa Erb (M.F.A)

[Abstract]

[Introduction]
Bereits die Fragestellung offenbart die Kirse der Krise selbst indem sie sich
abgrenzt und nicht selbst beinhaltet dass erst durch die unterschiedung und die
Abgrenzung der Asugangspunkt ist an dem sich die Krise vollzieht.
Die Krise ist Synonym für einen Punkt der Zuspitzung (positiv oder Negativ),
der nullpunkt enes hyperbolischen entwicklung, so eine Plattform für einen
paradigmatischen Wnadel. Dies muss uns im tiefsten inneren durchzucken muss
ausgehend vonm ersten einen das wahrnimmt und für wahnimmt, nicht in der
unterscheidung des anderen und zum anderen eine welt zu definieren sondern
angesichts aller vorherrschenden neuen möglichkeiten eines sich vollziehenden
erstreckens in ruam und zeit als gsamtheit und entität zu versthene und so als
teil für und in angesicht des ganzen vermag den einzig wahren weg analog und
parallel mit entwicklung als änderung durch raum und ziet selbst zu verstehen
und sich selbst zu vollziehen in jedes verästelte fraktal seiner möglichkeit
wahr wird als ausprägung und erscheinung als eintreten in raum und zeit.
der wandel selbst ist es der in fleisch und blut übergegangen sich an uns
vollzieht. so muss auch der zugang zu wahrheit und tatsächlichkeit einen neuen
ausgangspunkt finden auf dem basierend ein neuer zugang zum umgebenden
geschaffen werden kann und dadurch zum selbst. wir müssen also zuerst die from
der unterscheidenheit betrachten die sich als schied als form vollzieht und
temporal als kreuzung nennung fixierung sich fdurch die zeit konvergent
vollzieht in ein werden. das werden selbst als änderung und unterschied beitet
so die form der überführung die sich selbst setets beinhaltet und so teil des
überführten enthalten muss, denn nur so beinhaltet es den beobachter indem er
das spektrum des betrahcteten innehrhalb seiner definierten wertemenge erst als
teil des ganzen sehen kann. die abfragung der strukur kann so nur wenn man
phasen poortraits der struktur selbst erstellt. denn sie ist es die die strukur

zeigt. versteht man unsere existenz als komplexes
universelle geometische Stukturen der Stuktur.

system

so

zeigen

sich

Das erste Eine zum unterschiedenen anderen und jegliche Form und Dimension der
Schnittstelle, Kreuzung und Übereinkunft in Zeit und Raum als Wirkung und
sinnstiftendes Ereignis, als real existente Geschichte.

in der Evolution und Fortschreiten von Raum in seiner Ausdehnung
Angesichts der für das dritte Jahrtausend notwendigen Änderung in der
Betrachtung der Gesamtheit als komplexes System, muss eine Verschiebung in der
Vorstellung vorbereitet werden, die natürliche Entwicklung und autotelische
Selbstorganisation als Prinzip auf allen Skalen zulässt. Unser Weltbild wird
bestimmt von Dominanzstrukturen, die entgegen Stabilität und Nachhaltigkeit
bewußt ein Ungleichgewicht aufrechterhalten und aktiv benachteiligte Komponenten
des Systems generieren.
Zeit worin wir uns befinden
ein philosophisches problem und ein paradigma der erkenntnistheorie,

[ Materials and Methods]
begrifflichkeit
Die Logishce Kosequenz der Zwei sieten form sowie triadischer Stukturmodelle der
Wirklichkeit auf ontologischem Level (vgl. L. KAufmann)
binominal
axiomatik Zwei SeitenForm
form der überführung einfach linear wobei doch biologische stukturen zeigen dass
wo von einem emergenzbegriff gesprochen wird führt dies meistens in
metawissenschafltiche diskurse, bereiche wie kybernetik finden nur in ihrer
marktabhängig verorteten version der spezialisierung auf wieder einzelene
bereiche die einen ökonomischen nutzen nach sich ziehenden ressorts einzug in
anerkennung als wissenschaftliche struktur.
das paradigma ist so groß dass es den gesamten zugang zur informationsgewinnung
als abbild der realität neu definieren muss um eine grundlage zu schaffen doe es
vermag als struktur die gesamtheit der dinge abzubinden. wir müssen es neu wagen
die kopernikanische wende zu vollziehen und den kopff hinaus aus der sphäre
schief gehalten einzsetzen um die struktur zu erkennen di der struktur zu grunde
leigt. unser zugang muss hierzu bei der nomenkaltur ind bei linguistischen zur
welt kommen durch bezeichnuing abzeichnung abgrenzung unterscheidenheit
beginnen.

dialketik
statische heirarchie
differnez durch abgrenzung und benennung.

formen der systemstruktur
wie wir zur unterschiedenheit kommen
a difference that makes a differenz
durch die benennung
“a difference makes a differnce” Bateson
oder L.Kaufmann Unterscheidung enthält Unterscheidung und Bezeichnung.
hinführung zu komplexen
wirkungsinterrelation.

system

ausgehend

von

emergenten

struktur

der

dass die Topologien bestimmter neuronaler Netze das Transitivitätsgesetz der
klassischen Logik verletzen[15]
doch ein neues strukturprinzip erreicht bereits den alltag, das der rückkopplung
und der gleichzeitigkeit.
metatextualisierung kombination and simulation bedürfen einer beschreibung
die auf allen skalen das wachsende dynamische system zu fassen vermag.

Ob also bestimmte Elemente oder Wirkzusammenhänge reduzibel sind, hängt davon
ab, wie essentiell oder bedeutend sie für die Ausbildung der emergenten
Eigenschaft sind.
In Systemen das Auftreten von Merkmalen auf höheren Organisationsebenen, die
nicht aufgrund bekannter Komponenten niedrigerer Ebenen hätten vorhergesagt
werden können.[4]
distinction of the objectivated proposition
Wharheitswerte und Überführungsrelationen
durch einführung des beobachtes einne
und Rückkopplung
Unterschiedenheit bietet ebenso einen Weg als Prozeß, indem es durch den
Übergang der Verknüpfung der singulären Entität mit dem wohlunterschiedenen
Anderen in die (nächsthöhere) emergente Form übergeht und aus der Relation der
reinen Summation heraus tritt.
einfache überführung
überführung der trajektoren vom initialen Zustand in ein what if system zur
modellbildung so dass einen struktur vorherrscht die wieder abrufbar ist. ein
stabiles system.
jedoch sollte die anpassungsfähigkeit der stabilisator sein so dass das system
als ein komplexes dynamisch auf seine umwelt reagieren kann.
Erkenntnisgewinn auf der ekenntnisnahme auf statischem niveau.
erforsching schnittstelle zur lesbarkeit
Analyseebene Abstraktionsebene höhere niedrigere ordnung

Kausalstrukturen

“Unser Verständnis für Kausalprozesse erweitert sich, wenn wir genau darauf
achten wie negative und posiitve Rückkopplung sich stabilisierend auf Phänomene
höherer Ordnung auswirken und die Bestandtteile auf der neidrigeren Ebene
einschränken. Rückkopplung ist eine Erklärung für die vn oben nach unten
verlaufende Kausalität, bei der Eigenschaften des Gesamtsystems das Verhalten
der Einzelbestandteile einschränken und lenken. S.M. S 51”
veränderliche kenntnisse
dynamik wandel

selbst die gesamtheit dürfen wir nicht als blackbox verstehen sie selbst bleibt
stets ein offenes system hinsichtlich der dimension der zeit.
wechselwirkungen
hohes niveau
Dabei lassen sich die emergenten Eigenschaften des Systems nicht - oder
jedenfalls nicht offensichtlich - auf Eigenschaften der Elemente zurückführen,
die diese isoliert aufweisen.
“Die Anerkennung emergenter Phänomene muss allerdings nicht auf einen Verzicht
auf wissenschaftliche Erklärungen hinauslaufen. Vielmehr zeigen die
Entwicklungen in der Systemtheorie und der Chaostheorie, dass Emergenz,
verwandte Phänomene wie Selbstorganisation und ihre Entstehungsbedingungen
durchaus systematischen und objektiv nachvollziehbaren Erklärungen zugänglich
sind. Allerdings tritt an die Stelle der hierarchischen Ableitung aus
universalen Gesetzen ein transdisziplinärer Dialog, dessen Ziel es ist, analoge
Strukturen komplexer Systeme auf unterschiedlichen Emergenzebenen zu
vergleichen.”1
“Die emergente Systemeigenschaften höherer Ebenen egeben sich aus der
Wechselbeziehung zwischen Komponenten auf niedrigeren Ebenen sowie aus dem
Wechselspiel
dieser Komponenten mit ihrem inneren und äußerem Umfeld. Eine
wissenschaftliche Erklärung diausschließlich die grundlegenden Eigenschaften der
grundlegenden Elemente auf kausal und explinatorisch hinreichend betrachtet,
übersieht die auf höheren Ebenen angesiedelten Erklärungen, die zu komplexen
Systemen als unverzichtbarer Bstandteil dazugehören.” Sandra Mitchell S.139

rückkopplungsschleifen
operative Rekursivität.

Es fällt auf uns zurück.

Die Systematik, sie selbst bestimmt das System.
komplexe dynamische Systeme
kontingenz
dynamische robustheit
interne unsicherheit

1

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergenz#Metaphysik_Aristoteles

rückkopplunggeprägt
kontextabhängigkeit
Autotelische Stucturen
des biogenetischen Grundgesetzes (die Ontogenese ist die kurze, auszugsweise
Rekapitulation der Phylogenese)
Das für wahr nehmen der struktur an sich als grundprinzip des lebens im kleinen
ersten einen so wie in der gesamtheit des lebens an sich drängt zur optimierung
aller bereiche
autopoesis ist operation mit anschlussfähigkeit.
entwicklungskontingenz

Trajektorie
Zeitvorstellung
„Das Maß von Zeit ist Änderung. Die einzige Änderung können wir, produzierenwenn wir nur zwei Zustände haben--die einzige Änderung, die wir produzieren
können, ist die Überführung von einer zu anderen. “ 1 Wachstum und Zeit sind
zwei Vektoren, die in die gleiche Richtung führen. Wir sind ein lebender
Organismus, der durch Zeit sich bewegt. So ist der erste Schritt zu verstehen
Sie dieses Wesen als Wiederholung von selbst. Jede Struktur wird enthalten in
seinen Subparts - mindestens auf bestimmten Niveaus.
[ Results]
Für das weltanschauliche Bewusstsein einer kommenden Kulturstufe wird also der
Kausalnexus nicht mehr wie für uns das einzige Realitätsschema sein, in dem sich
Wirklichkeitsvorgänge abspielen.“[21]
komplexität bedarf einer neuen form von verständnis wahrnehmung erforschung und
anwendung in jeden verziweigten ast
Pluralismus
vielfältige Wertvorstellungen und Zugänge
überlagerung der wissenssysteme (auch anderer Kulturbereiche zu einem neuen
lebendigen kultur und wissenshaushalt.)nur so haben wir eine chance als neue
zivilisation den vorstellungen und realitäten des eigenen selbst als teil des
ganzen whar zu nehmen
eine universelle Betrachtung aller Bereiche, um dort mit kleinsten Nennern dem
Wesen der Dinge, dem Wesen des Dinges, dem Ding, dem Wesen anzunähern.
kausalstruktur durch mehrere Abbildungen zutreffen beschrieben werden kann
parabelform “sowie” metaphorisch
systematische lernprozesse
anpassung der wissensaufnahme analalog der eigenen struktur als anwendung des
strukturprinzips
“Das Wesentliche von Wechsel ist Konstanz.” Tschuang-Tse
“The matrix which embeds” HvF

anpassungsorientierte planung vgl Mitchell S118*
[ Discussion]
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[Appendices]

[Quotes]

___________________________

Lisa Erb
Lisa Erb, *1981, lives and works in Munich and Bayreuth, Germany as artist,
curator, musician and writer. Within her meta-scientific reserch she is
especially interested in the structural tasks of crossing and _______________
Art is the only place that let´s us digest and focus and objectivate the self
and surrounding pattern structures, needs and visions to an emergent
object and future. On the most abstract layer and within the smallest detail,
bearing truth, reflecting truth and opening rooms, which unite action and
structure to a perfect application, body meeting meaning. Transcendental,
spherebreaking, vision self relying sense: being body truth
immersive through all refering layers.

[Tags]

artist,curator,lecturer:relation/ distinction/, ()* /informed by feminist art,technosc.,cybern. .. /interest:form/trajectory, time evolving form of transgression&cultural&political
conseq.:new frame:diffractive entangled processed intersectionality:new form f.entangled
agents & calc. f. intersection of time&space: develop., motion II time. New techno-logy is
not applied local(capitalistic)hierarchy reprod. power sys. change is coming

Implications of the New era, needs, visions, understanding of Global dynamic
complex "technology" of growth, development, contingence, rocess and Entangled
Forms, Sustainable_development, New Post-Dual Performance, Progressivism,
Fresh Technologies, Trans-, Mulit- & Omnidisciplinary, Meta-phorm, Leveled
concerns.
My focus is on
Ontology, Topology, non-dualizing structures, Knot Theory, Fractal Theory,
Borderline Research, Intersectionalism, Performance / Communication / Movement,
Entity, Identity, relation, Intra-actions, Properties, Trajectories, transformation,
Context / Environment/ Enclosures/Dimension and Process
New Forms of Merge, simultaniousity, Pluralism, Verticality, Combination and
Retrival, Hyper forms & Big Pictures to face fundamental concerns with intelligent
solutions.
Femtech alternatives, Volutive Principles, Trajectories, Differentiation and
Bifurication Theory, Time, Spaces, Scale. New pluralism, sustainability nonhierachic forms, open information, rethinking of use and value, Representation,
perception, Catalysis, Digestion, complex practices. New Structural Design,
systematics, Interfaces, interactivity, Bottom up new, technologies, information,
Knowledge Transfer, #swarms, intelligent self-organizing form, Development,
Volution...
Roots are
Meta-physics, anti-racist mathematics, cybernetics technosciences, quant physics
feminist theory, fresh Pheminism, Holism, System Theory, Evolution Theory,
Cognition theory, Consciousness theory, Environmentalism, life performance as
survival dynamics, Embodiment of Theory

TENSE OF MARCH - The Great Puzzle>
\\Progress as perception integrative
within Cross Identifying anno 2009•2010
Gerrit Rietveld Academie Amsterdam

!
“Vidnaci”

Change is coming.
It is in their rhymes.
For being prepared for the Third Millenium´s next level, a shift in
perception is necessary, that starts with the subject, that is the impact
of the combination of meaning and body.
The future of development is the overlay and merge of structures, a process
following the principles of self-organization as a growing network,
rhizomatically spreading, evolving itself to its higher form - an
evolutinary act of persisting on the path of time, stepping into the
presence of potential future.
While dialectics focuses on one self and the boundaries between one and
its opposite,we have to take a close look at entanglement and process. We
will have to leave the system of static dominant hierarchy applied in all
fields of economic and time structuring and organising matters. We will
need new more-dimensional models that describe increasingly complex systems
of organization (multiple simultaneous events) and the resultant coherent
interaction as one intra-action among the various systems.
“Tense of March” is open for representation, adaption and integration of
sets and patterns into an overall temporal frame. It is digestion of the
given intersections within the dynamic duration set.
more Infos:
http://www.volution.cc
_______________________
“Lisa Erb is an artist working with intra-action / entanglement. She was
born in 1981 in Freyung, Passau, Germany and lives in Munich and Bayreuth.
In her work, Erb is interested in a radical shift in interactive, dynamic
human perception. Using concepts / theories derived from mathematics and

quantum physics / physical sciences, she applies these concepts in her
daily investigations. Her many-armed projects encompass (alternative) pop
cultures and queer concepts of what is “sexy” as well as an exploration of
the “fantastic” which she has termed “the big picture”. She is interested
in the eventual “proof” of her investigations and experiments, actually
involving a literal “revolution” which she has optimistically shortened to
the word “volution”. A revolution/shift in human perception in congress
with other artists, thinkers, people in general is her goal. But her actual
process-based work places faith in every step of perception shifts and
dissemination of information as a “getting closer” goal in itself. Her
extreme openness and willingness to passionately incorporate information…
organizing, archiving, diagramming along the way…is in itself a life/work.
She infuses information with new energies and spins it back out into the
world through a lens of brutal, brave honesty…”
(Sands Murray-Wassink 2010)

... new fem-tech!!! ReEnActing Post-Voluntary Arts

I am artist, curator and investigator,
voluntary and activist on omni
disciplinair,
volution,
new
fem.tech.sciences, borderline research,
intersectionalism,
intersection,
bifurication,
process,
distinction,
combination,
emergent
forms,
superposition, meta-leveled forms,
ontologies, non-racist maths, feminist
theory,
performance/communication/
movement theory, in constructivist
approaches,
especially
radical
constructivism, enactive science, second
order cybernetics, and the theory of autopoietic systems, and non-dualizing philosophy,
natural, human,and applied sciencesTransdisciplinarity, Omnidisciplinarity, Theory of
Sciences, Meta- Omni and Leveled concerns, New Form of Merge, Combination,
Emergence, Art-beyond_market, combining sciences and art, new understanding of
"technology", femtech alternatives, Volutive Principle, Process and Entangled Forms,
Dynamics, Complex Quant Physics, Knowledge Managment, Media/Transcendence
Theory, Maths, System Theory, Holism, Education Theory, Ontology, Topology, Knot
Theory, Fractal Theory, Time, Ecology, Metaphysics, Pheminism, Physics, Evolution
Theory, Cognition theory, Consciousness theory, Complexe Systems, Dynamic Systems,
Differentiation Theory, Spaces, Operators, Trajectories, Dimensions, VectorFields,
Equilibrium,
Bifurication,
C o n n e c t a b i l i t y,
Agental
Realism,Transdisciplinarity, Omnidisciplinarity, Futurology, progressivism, Emerging
technologies, Techno-progressivism, Postmodernism, Posthumanism, Postgenderism,
Democratic transhumanism, Sustainable_development, global brain, Convergent_evolution,
world system evolution, sustainability, Evo-Devo, Development,
Growth, Selforganization, BOTTOM-UP, feminist theory, Desire and Knowledge, Meta science, New ic form, Limit to Mono-Layered Representationalism, Limit to classical descriptions, High
Performance
Post-Duality,
open
information,
open
ended,
process,
intersection, Differentiation, transformation, relation, Intra-actions, Context /Enclosures,
Properties, Trajectories, Multiple interactions, simultaniousity,
Hyper forms,
Dynamics, Complexity, Fractal Dimension, scale-invariance, Scale Relativity, Big Picture,
Immersion, Bufurication, Identity, relation, information, Communication, Contingence,
Entropy, complex practices, Interface Culture, network theory, new media, New
technologies, Environment interactivity, Entity, New culture, pluralism, information
sharing, democratisation of knowledge, open information, development and origin of lif
language and form, creative processes, Catalysts / Digestion / , Emergence, dynamic living
systems, transmission, navigation, new (volutive) media / technology , observe learn and
play, perception perception, Embodiment of Theory, life performance, survival dynamics,
Untangling Complexity, Organizational Transformation, SenseMaking ....and a lot more.
Facing the changes and grand challenges that are ahead on all levels of relationality my
mission is advancing a "big picture" of involved spheres. and to assemble, educate and
inspire to a non-static, non-dualistic form as new "technology", reevoking the essential
roots for technology and culture means relocating the ontologic (topologic) point of identity
and differentiation, (re-)integration and its development over time.
Cablegate, #northafrica, #oil and other up-plopping events seem to improve the speed of
change- The fresh millennium already is the age of production of dematerialised
fragmentized agents also our surrounding and interfaces still suffer in trying to find a hold
in the errupting static structures. We are in level crisis. We have entered complex dynamic
spheres and level aware retrieval. version and merge, fluency... the center is not fixed
anymore. The increasing complexity implies a prefered direction as a continuing process,
progress of open-ended ontologies - freed from dominance, but coexistance. Process is an
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evolutinary act of persisting on the path of time, stepping into the presence of potential
future. The form is to process transfer and trajectory. We need new interfaces and therefore
a base structure that is capable of that form, new way of Power-Sharing, Decentralisation of
Power, dimensions of difference change, healthy relations. Softening and re- education
what entity is, acceptence of fragility, constant flux of change tangled state, intra-action,
visionary... blown up to a big scale.
The questions are: How do we relate to the intrinsic complexity of evolving environment in
regard to our agency in relation to identity, its differentiation and integration and it<<s form
of relatedness to sub- and metaystems on causal spatial, temporal scale levels and how to
integrate complexity diversity, multiplicity and simultaniosity, degrees of freedom into all
dimensions of entity?
Only the root of stable relational structure, is substainable that dares to include all parts of
it. Our position but the diffusive form of entanglement in the process of percepting -not
simple static distinceted but also AND entangled. This scratches on the principles our postsecularized world bases on. We must leave the system of the static dominating hierarchy,
which is still to be found in all areas of economic and time structuring questions.
Technology´s power aspect of object distinctive truth manifestation within a society
controlled by the desire maschine and kept stupid with bad math books. There is no
awareness of the fine lines and what consequences this has on our own existance as being in
the world. We take reality for granted and got fat and do not question anymore. we do not
dare to dig on our historic roots and fixed structures until we are facing their important
necessity to change. cThe focus has to come back to the fundamental structure principles
and its consequences. Therefor we need to bring forward an intelligent environment for our
knowledge and enactment entrance, opening up to new forms of addition and combination.
We need new abstract sets and pattern that are capable to be transfered, a new idea of media
and the possibilities, especially concerning causal factors, symmetry and time principle to
relate space, and time as well as quantitative analysis of variables associated with
complexity of domain, diversity of context and consequent multiplicity of perspectives to
the domains in question stable form that is mighty of including all subsets of the entity. To
improove knowledge and ability we need a dynamic form of organisation. Subject is what
the question or goal was in the beginning. What the direction is and what it´s movement.
The necessary change concerns the most fundamental basis of our ontologic "finding
ourselves within": a new basal fundament for relationality and entanglement is necessary,
allowing open-ended, process, dynamics as parameters in the form. The essence lays in
transformation as it is the structure of development itself. To transform the transformation
in her transformation. The next step is a complete switch, what this was contained in. From
here on further. An open ended process, that is creating its maintainance in time. There is a
sphere that some already have left, towards more complex forms for sort and order and new
pheres to play on. We have changed and dynamic adds to linearity. This is a fragmented
summation, finding its own line through the move. we have to offer means and ways to the
understanding knowledge and connection to the principles of a self-organising form, that is
capable to reproduce itself, according to its form.
Volutive Fem.Tech. combines new multidimensional dynamic models, concerning
increasingly complex systems of organization (and multiple simultaneous events) and the
resulting coherent interaction as an Intraaction amongst the different systems and spheres to
integrate complexity, diversity, multiplicity and simultaniosity, degrees of freedom into all
dimensions of entity and enactment and multi-agented models within frameworks from
diverse (border) areas to basic derrivals of form in connection with the most open way.
Complexity is a inherent product of differentiation and integration on every dimension of
spatial, temporal, time/dynamics/ scale/ form, regarding relation, distinction and variety and
their increase via symmetry breaking. We need to relate space, and time as well as
quantitative analysis of variables associated with complexity of domain, diversity of
context and consequent multiplicity of perspectives to the domains in question, analyze
complex environmental problems, substantive environmental laws and the growing public
awareness for action in addressing problems. Capable to allow heterogenious, pluralistic
superpositioning, we get a new form of emergent addition, as intelligent combination of
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entangled agents. Only the root of a stable relational structure, that combines and solves its
form over the larger open.
On Volution Institute
Volution Institute advances visionary trans-, meta- and omnidisciplinary research on
outlining the form, that is able to deal with change and continuing to develop. Bringing
together people, institutes, missions, groups and drives, thinkers and doers focusing on
ontological questions of change, perception and transformation, meta-scientists and sphere
workers, thinkers and doers, working in sectors / systems / determinations / fixations /
perceptions of first one to its self /seperated / distinction / one / surrounding.

Vision:
knowledge of process, sophisticated architecture and flexible level accumulation of
environments evolve in a new direction.
Fresh calculus, new fundaments of our perception of relation in time space and matter.
Exchange of ideas between practitioners in art, science and technology. A cross-disciplinary
research in these fields, seeking to catalyze fruitful solutions for the challenges of 21st
century.
Multi-disciplinary approach to analyze complex problems, the arrival of substantive
environmental laws and the growing public awareness of need for action.
New Awareness for Self-Drive and Directedness, breaking up static rules to fluid ones.
Direct Means.

_____________________________________

I am applying for the first 3 forms of presentation (-except artits presentation day) and I
think best would be to decide together with you where it could go.
I am doing (dancable) lecture video performances/installations those days.
I would like to suggest you a specific one for the “Voluntarism, Arts & Activism” interface.
I will be able to specify the project, when I know more about the space/location, means, and
possibilities, tags, knots, etc.
As a work of reference, you might also have a look at
YouTube - volutioninstitute's Channel. Part 2 - 4 (of 8)

More if you want on http://lisaerb.com and http://volution.cc
Thank you very much!

Many greetings,
Lisa Erb
Head of Volution Institute
http://volution.cc
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This is existence.

Empiric, cognitive and a prioriy
The occurring
pattern recognition.
Systematization /
simplification / slaughtering / multiplication or alchemic dealing
with and on the entity /monade / system is a dimensional act of
Deconstruction and constructivism, and exponent objective.
succession of sensuously perceptible features shows structure and
linkage.
Portions of reality can be reordered and reconstructed.

PATTERN RECOGNITION
TRUE VALUEs, successions of relations and linkages.
possible recordablenesses, samples, scratch, traces and marks
sensuously perceptible procedures, shapes and connections.
Our old dialectics and dichotonomies fail in giving a wholeness of
the system thought as a whole.
With growing consciousness and or belief in
globality and sustainability
A
shift in perception is necessary, a
change in view of relating to the surrounding.

1:1
This
is happening.
first 1:1
as a eternal first relation.
one succession of features
self referential modells
Where first finds a second including, fixing identification, it
takes place.

The topic of dealing with the self referential (viewer inclusion
with effects
on the viewed [Unschärferelation]) / surrounding /
distinction(2) / ... must be
the topic / structure / application on the self/ object /
surrounding.
loops and fractals
contained and at the same time bound
integration of viewer
value of have been, this is it. real quantity
DETERMINATION and seperation
fixed, determinated or redeemed in Zero
At the borderline
The process is the linkage of the singular entity with the distincted one.
The intersection
is natural evoluzinogen*
science of knowledge and
time as a place to happen: it is becoming.

When the second element intersects the first element it creates a dynamic
dialogue between the two elements which causes us to transcend to a new level
of perception, i.e. the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. The two
elements appear to create a symbolic link to a greater level of wholeness
beyond the existence of the elements themselves.

stretches the thing

crossing and calling
Without observers - without Unterscheider - all and nothing is
un-distinctive, identical.
different operations
This happens as function and linear connection, way and action,
1) Dominion
2) Involution
3) Pervasion

A

( ) = ()
( ( A ) ) = A
A ( A, B ) =

A ( B )

1) Oneness
2) Reflection
3) Perception

1 , X = 1
A # X # X = A
A , X # ( A , B) = A , X # B

SYSTEM
systematics
“The measure of time is change. The only change we can produce-when we
have only two states--the only change we can produce is the crossing from one to
another.”1
Growth and Time are two vectors leading into the same direction.
We are a living organism moving through time. So the first step is to
understand this entity as a repetition of oneself. Each structure is
contained
in its subparts – at least at certain levels.
Structural Task
emergence
autotelic structure
directedness on the path of time to the next step of stable
selforganizing wholeness.
temporal effects / sets and causes.

structural perception and info / retrieval

To come to higher developed system we have to integrate the
item/ scales/topics into an overall frame that goes along with its
self-organising and "natural development".
Truth values
Intra and internal-systematic structure
adjustment of the Settings within network, history and
reference.
dependence of locality/temporality

socio economic consequences
Taken thyself as part of the whole and the whole part of thyself.

onto and meta- genetic modells on the empiric surrounding,

1

http://www.uboeschenstein.ch/texte/spencer-brownAUM1.html

With thinking from most outside, of the situation / target / location
we might
come to conclusions that may be applied trough all relating planes of
perception of self / wholeness / system.

The big evolutinary self organising change is the overlay of higher
frames to truth value producing times.

Structure Production

VOLUTION* 2010 – Stage / Laborator y
for the Existent

"We have to be able to say what the
‚sensory
core‘ is, if we are to
draw this distinction. And
the
trouble about this is that, in showing how
perception goes beyond the given, one
has
fluctuating accounts of
what is given or sensed.
Or at
least the examples are of varying
status."(1)

Introduction
Status Quo
In times where the modell of dialectics and dominant
structure of hierarchy modell begin to fail.
Reasons

excourse 1
Leon Trotskys modell as an introducing interface on
the subject, though you could raise the story from
other sides:
T. lines out the qualitative and deterministic
relation and co relation of 1:1, which are

quantitatively unequal and qualitatively different,
but at the same time: interdependent parts of a
larger totality, co-existed together, sharing many
characteristics influencing each other and producing
spill-over effects. The main aspects are, so T., the
adoption or merge into offered directions of
interrelation(+,x,->), the combinatory unique way,not
developed simply through the same sort of linear
sequence of necessary developmental stages, but
rather that they could adopt/utilize the results of
developments reached elsewhere, without going through
all the previous evolutionary stages which led up to
those results.
Fractality: The main tendencies and trends occurring
at the level of a whole, could be also found in each,
where they combined with unique local trends –
locally specific “mix".

As a test laboratory at certain space for a period of
time, everything that is intersecting produces truth
values. With the creation of a "Stage for the
Existent", results are outlining self-organising
patterns, that can be outlined itself and be
integrated into a higher frame.
Understanding activity and directedness as
information, provides a complete new entrance to
order and systematics, as it is a offers perspectives
of a growing network, rhizomatically spreading,
knoting and evolving to its higher form.
We must provide patterns and new interfaces for
information retrieval or onto- und meta- genetic
forms of regard on the empiric surrounding, that
itself again is aware of being percepted by a higher
evolved network itself as it follows precoursers and
a history parallel to time. This awareness of
produces the value of have been as a real quantity,

this produces it.

To come to higher developed system we have to
integrate the item/scales/topics into an overall
frame that goes along with its self-organising and
"natural development".

With thinking from most outside, of the situation /
target / location we might come to conclusions that
may be applied trough all relating planes of
perception of self / wholeness / system.

The topic of dealing with the self referential
(viewer inclusion with effects on the viewed
[Unschärferelation]) / surrounding /
distinction(2) / ... must be the topic / structure /
application on the self/ object / surrounding.
The big evolutinary self organising change is the
overlay of higher frames to truth value producing
times.

The Role of Art in the New Decade

Art in 2010 may be a playground that dares to really
integrate very new forms of pattern production, and
outline greater pictures doing the merge of ongoing
temporal effects / sets and causes.

Not specified, but universal must be our view facing
a Millenium of Change. To understand change and to
deal with it, we have to do the next step outside:
what is happening, really is - therefore we have to
find new structures and ways of dealing with the
first 1:1 as a eternal first relation.

laboratory for the existant
The laboratory for the existant can have any form and
can be enter by everyone. Formally I bring what needs
to be brought, I find, bring, open, look what is
coming. (can be drawings videos, what refers to my
research also in regard with the space in part/art/
city/system/topologic dominant structure, etc.)

Open dialogue with the surrounding
question answer. ADD and multiply! TRANSFER.
TRUEthrough? TELL!

The proposed project is LIFE DIGESTION of the given
intersections, as a multitude of the intersection
within a duration set. This is fiction and truth
within its surrounding at the same time. Within
relating planes of perception, the occurring draws
readable traces, sparkles in miraculous light, is a
road to follow, a string to play on, or just MESSIEASS´s pleasure.
This turns into a big room filling installation
consisting of diverse 2 and 3d objectivations of
process and research as drawings, objects and links
forming a network "standing for the processes" that
have caused the visual surface of what is offered to
the visitor.
The public is invited to join and visit!
Within the project, the stage for the existant, is
open for representation, adaption and integration of
sets and patterns.
Inside the exhibition everything for the set time is
part of the "Life Performance" – this can be
streamed, looped, overdriven, or turn into its own
form.
Understanding intersections in time and space as
„homeopathically “elements, it reconstructs
functionally transfers to perception of intersection
and transfer. Portions of reality can be reordered
and reconstructed. Systematization / simplification /
slaughtering / multiplication or alchemic dealing
with and on the entity /monade / system is a
dimensional act of Deconstruction and constructivism,
and exponent objective of Volution Club.
As Volution Club I want to adds and attach
lines of logic, poetry, coincidence, error
word and substance with and in relation to
surrounding; in space and time linked to a

those
as value,
the
unit of

poetry, invention, realism and movement and body, new
metaphors an meta spheres.

Together we can check on validity, patterns of
readability, relativity reference, network, outline
and knots, sort and order.
This is on communion dialogue.
Bring. Have. Name. Sort and Order:
[What made me do the crossing]
[there is no river there is no see]
The installation of the stage for structural
perception of life performance is happening as object
of happening of regard.
The proposed project is LIFE DIGESTION of the given
intersections, as a multitude of the intersection
within a duration set.

Objective
With growing consciousness of being in time and
space, self awareness is leading to where one can
step out of hand risk a bigger view on itself as it
is pure in existence. This is what combines with each
form of the surrounding. So he might be able to risk
a step into fractal structures of a self-reverential
loop.
The process is the linkage of the singular entity
with the distincted one. This is happening. Where
first finds a second including, fixing
identification, it takes place. This happens as
function and linear connection, way and action,

contained and at the same time bound - one succession
of features, of sensuously perceptible procedures,
shapes and connections. The occurring succession of
these sensuously perceptible features shows structure
and linkage. This is Volution by pattern recognition.
Understanding everything within the space as
something equal in regard, unhierarchic but pure in
its entity in regard to its surrounding. All those
given informations can be sorted and ordered in an
arrangement organic moveable, creating a meta text
itself.
interface <evaluate> system <define
pattern> <reduce <Add these systems of sphere
switcher skills> <Start with one topic> <start
elementary>
What strategies can we develop? What models can be
created? What references occur? Where are the
interfaces? On what scale? New structures and
systematics? What does this mean? What consequences
do arise? Does this contain all? What is the entity
that includes this?
intention / understanding / knowledge / belief
of in and on
occurences (1)
experience / sensation / images
==> perception
___________________

Goals
We must dare again to think of a functioning society/
entity/whole again as a growing and developing form
that organizes itself by natural change. Therefore we
have to raise new modells that integrate each scale
of existence into an over-all modell.

"Each configuration of operations of distinctions
that the observer performs specifies a
domain of
reality as a domain of

operational coherences of
his or her
praxis of living in which he or she
brings forth particular kinds of objects through
their application (...)
Although all domains of reality are
different in
terms of the
operational coherences that
constitute them, and, therefore, are not equal in
the experience of the observer, they are
all
equally legitimate as domains of
existence
because they arise
in the same manner as they are
brought forth through the application of
operations of distinction by the
observer in his
or her praxis of
living." (2)

Basing on the straight logic basing on flat
distinction, a whole system of static hierarchy has
been applied in all fields of economic and time
structuring and organising matters up to the
perception of the surrounding as simple yes or
no. But with growing inside in the matters below,
form of metatxtualisation of combinations and
simultaniosity of the self and of the surrounding,
information has become a self organising system
spoiled through the digester.
Our old dialectics and dichotonomies fail in giving a
sufficient wholeness of the system thought as a
whole. With growing consciousness and or belief in
globality and sustainability we will be able to do
this step outside again. A shift in perception is
necessary, a change in view of relating to the
surrounding. Taken thyself as part of the whole and
the whole part of thyself. This is existence. There
he will find deep seas to swim in and a lot puzzles
solved: The intersection is natural evoluzinogen when
neuronal networks form self- organizing links leading
into more arms.

Being or Becoming Minority dominated by a system
opened a path of queerness as an action of crossing
the system by stepping out of it. This Structural
Task is not self-fulfilling entity inside an entity,
but an enormous step into directedness to the next
step of stable self-organizing wholeness on the path
of time.
The consciousness of being in time and space is
growing, the self awareness is leading there where he
can step out of his intentions and deeds and to risk
a bigger view on the thing itself as it is pure in
existences, tha what he has in common with each form
of the surrounding. So he might be able to risk a
step int fractal structures of self-reverential loop.
Starting with the space and time as intersection to
be, this effect itself and its endurance.
When the second element intersects the first element
it creates a dynamic dialogue between the two
elements which causes us to transcend to a new level
of perception, i.e. the whole is greater than the sum
of its parts. The two elements appear to create a
symbolic link to a greater level of wholeness beyond
the existence of the elements themselves. Intra and
internal-systematic structure throttle here the
opinion range on the adjustment of the Settings
within network, history and reference. Within defined
opinion systems this produces TRUE VALUEs,
successions of relations and linkages. By the
reduction of the investigation on a point of approach
and reciprocating values on the other side possible
recordablenesses, samples, scratch, traces and marks
show up in the overlay.
At the borderline the intersection of different
operations stretches the thing to the own one; the
own body as place, at which it is carried out itself,
which first hits a corner itself, seizes to the
borders. By it again-drives and notches grinds
themselves in deeply into the skin and to the world
as such, which is able to be it as dichotome opposite
within a force (system), fixed, determinated or
redeemed in Zero. From there, intersecting time as a
place to happen: it is becoming.

A new form of managing the mass of information and
the virtualisation of surfaces is to dig it from the
side. This is the shift how to hold the head slightly
queer: plus can mean more than two, intersection can
have an effect, and referentiality can introduce
movement as it is.
new perception modells of the existing in time: room
relation, reduced: in relation - intersection
investigation.

For being prepared for the CHANGE that is Third
Millenium´s next level, a shift in perception is
necessary, that starts with the Subject, that is the
impact of the combination of meaning and body.
Growth and Time are two vectors leading into the same
direction.
We are a living organism moving through time. So the
first step is to understand this entity as a
repetition of oneself. Each structure is contained in
its subparts – at least at certain levels.

Artist statement

"one with all“

Technical Equipment needed:
Beamer
Audio Speakers
Microphone
WLAN
Podium
Chair or Stool
Table

_______________
*
volvere - [French, from Italian voluta, from Latin volūta,
from feminine past participle of volvere, to turn, roll.]
(1) G. E. M. Anscombe, The Collected Philosophical PapersVol.2
Metaphysics and the Philosophy of Mind, 1981
(2) George Spencer Brown "Laws of Form"
()
()
()
()
()

1 Spontaniosity and Selection Processes interfere

self organisationatorial activity.
1
1
1
1
1
1
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ein philosophisches problem und ein paradigma der erkenntnistheorie,
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begrifflichkeit
Die Logishce Kosequenz der Zwei sieten form sowie triadischer Stukturmodelle der
Wirklichkeit auf ontologischem Level (vgl. L. KAufmann)
binominal

entanglement und immersion

Licht. und darauf der blick der erhellt.
es ist ein leichtes und schwer zu gleich ein eines und darin noch nicht
unterschieden. sie hier schneiden ein und tun es nicht verharren und
verlassen kalt indem sie unterscheien sich zu mir zum raum und dass es
einfährt durch die sehschlitze und in den gehörgang tief in die
verästelungen ihres apparates der mit anderem behaftet it als meiner. wie
also sollen sie so tief einschniden und eindringen in den raum der uns
umgib und in das dasein das uns bindet und am boden abermals verstummt
was uns vereint zu einer erinnerung an gestern von morgen aus.

"

wie sie beginnen mir zu sein so nbin ich ihnen ein unterscheidenes und
von drt aus sind sie zu sein ein anderes und wiederholt und
wiederholtentsinnt es sich in jede richtung.
Expectation and desire.
The idea of ist was uns treibt. Wir sinnen nach vorne. So sind wir geladen mit einer
Erwartung die sich das kommende projektiv in die zukunft pinnt. sein vorbestehen wird
dadurch aufrecht erhalten.
die distinktion vom objekt zur idee, oder später vom benannten zum benennenden oder
später zum wort und seinem meinen und später vom sein und seinem potential ist ein
langer weg der bewußtwerdung über die schnittstelle des übergangs ins werden.
die hier vollzugene trennung ist dabei in fortlaufender abstraktion mehr eine
unterscheidung der unterscheidenen zueinander als über die unterscheidung selbst an
dieser stelle und somit über die überscheidung selbst.

dargelegt eine ganze welt so greifen sie in den tag hinein und haben ihre
hoffungne und träume nach dem großen abgelegt. so schauen sie doch und
shene sie mich mit aufgerissenen augen so sind es ihre die sie als solche
erkennen. bewegen sie sich zum handlen was stehen sie nur.
die augen auf die poren auf und immer darzumal als die sie es zu wesen
geheissen hat von hier aus fährt es in den sumpf der andauernden
wesenhaftigkeit und doch treten sie mit den füssen

Gesamtheit ist die neue Perspektive, die wir sprechen
und uns trauen müssen,

als Ganzes zu denken und zu fungieren.
Die paradigmatische Änderung, die geschieht
und viele Puzzlespiele,
Anfänge als Thema,
als die Auswirkung der Kombination der Bedeutung und des Körpers.
ÄNDERUNG selbst ist die stabilisierte Lebenstruktur, dass wir wagen müssen,
entlang zu bearbeiten, da sie die gleiche Richtung wie Zeit und Wachstum und Verdauung
hat.
Folglich müssen wir den Anblick eines Wesens wagen, das durch Formen der Kreuzung
und Überschneidung sich erst erzeugt.

where are you at?

Distinction

[def]

wiederholt wiederholt wiederholt und ständig begründet es sich, das sein
zum werden und immerdar gebiehrt es sich hinein in die zukunft so ist in
jede verästelung hinein das lebenzugleich. es ereignet sich fortwährend
und stetig.
so ist der erste grund worauf es fusst gelegt in die möglichkeit dazu. ein
erster blick darauf vollzieht und schneidet das wir zum ich. hier wiederholt
wieder holt es sich das sich vollzieht.

die trennung von wider und wieder fand in den jahrzehten des überganges
vom 17 auf das 18 iahrhundert statt. wider was da meint erneut und
wiederholden war zugleicher bedeutung als das wider was da meint nur

gegen, abgrenzend. seperation ist unser erstes und hier hinein es uns wider
holt
gingn wir nun davon aus dass wir die substanz wären die wir selbst in uns
tragn und die wesenhaftigkeit die uns trennt es von dem wir es trennen
dies in gleicher form in sich trägt, so wäre das leben pur eine generation in
die ewigkeit hinein. auf gleicher ebene viele die es sind die wir sind sind
wir und ist unser auf basalster ebene vom wesen her gleich. so ind wir und
ist uns und reisst der boden auf so stillt er uns mit bekannter mähr.
lassen sie mich frei sprechen denn durch vollzieht es sich. horchen sie hin
und hinein. von hier aus dann und bitte bewegen sie sich dazu eine wilde
reise auf vagem grund so unterscheiden wir uns nicht und das was nachts
die decke erglimmt ist der gleiche schatten als fielen wir immerfort.

reissen sie ihr herz auf denn es fällt auf sie zurück was schweigen wir in
den tag hinein wo das herz tobt in den weogen ganzer generationen
knechten wir uns. das essentielle betört den geist doch nur im stillen
vollziehen wir

Selbstreferent und Imaginäranteil

emergent

(1)things (2) sets of things (3) sets of sets , and finally (4) the set of all
sets.

Wie ich Ihr zartes vergessen kann, lächeln Sie Momente, die ich mit Ihnen
geteilt habe Unsere Herzen können brechen Aber they' Re auf ihrer Weise

Und there' s nichts, das ich tun kann Ohh… Tun Sie so, welches you' Re
erhalten, um zu tun Und don' t missverstehen mich Sie kennen Sie don' t
müssen ' überhaupt sich sorgen; Zeitraum ich I' d wiederholen es Ich kann
verstehen dass es can' t ist Vermutung it' s stark als Sie wurden für mich
bedeutet Aber I can' t-Fell meine eigene Verzweiflung Ich schätze, dass ich
nie werde Ohh… Tun Sie so, welches you' Re erhalten, um zu tun Und don'
t missverstehen mich Sie kennen Sie don' t müssen ' überhaupt sich
sorgen; Zeitraum ich I' d wiederholen es So ermüdet vom Leben Keine
Märchen Halten Sie so Ihr Feuer ' Verursachen Sie mich benötigen Sie
Ohh… Tun Sie einfach, welches you' Re erhalten, um zu tun Und don' t
missverstehen mich Sie kennen Sie don' t müssen ' überhaupt sich sorgen;
Zeitraum ich I' d wiederholen es Tun Sie, welches you' Re erhalten, um zu
tun Und don' t missverstehen mich Sie halten, über jedes Wort
hinauszugehen, das we' VE sagte aber Sie don' t müssen sich sorgen Über
mich

Die Krise ist Synonym für einen Punkt der Zuspitzung (positiv oder Negativ),
der nullpunkt enes hyperbolischen entwicklung,

so eine Plattform für einen paradigmatischen Wnadel.
Dies muss uns im tiefsten inneren durchzucken muss ausgehend vonm ersten einen
das wahrnimmt und für wahnimmt,
angesichts aller vorherrschenden neuen möglichkeiten eines sich vollziehenden
erstreckens in ruam und zeit
als gsamtheit und entität zu versthene und so als teil für und in angesicht des

__________

ganzen vermag den einzig wahren weg analog und parallel mit
entwicklung ist änderung selbst durch raum und zeit.
Sich selbst vollziehend in jeder verästelund des fraktals seiner möglichkeit en
wahr wird als ausprägung und erscheinung als eintreten in raum und zeit.

doch von hier aus
Ihren Finger auf stark gesetzt, wie eine
Beschleunigergewehrkugel – offensichtlich zu denen
mit sehr großen Herzen und endlosen Seelen.…
unmöglich, ihm Unrecht zu erhalten, wenn der ganze
Hauptholding Kopf, Erfahrung heftig schlägt, von
Frustrationen und von Unrecht in den WeltKonzentraten, in den Wörterbüchern des Liebens- und
Lebens… widerspiegeln selbst gebildet, aber mit den
ultra-wichtigen, den lebenswichtigen Positionen, die
Story
in
den
räumlichen
und
zeitlichen
Intraverhältnissen zu nehmen.

der wandel selbst ist es der in fleisch und blut übergegangen sich an uns
vollzieht.
so muss auch der
ausgangspunkt finden

zugang

zu

wahrheit

und

tatsächlichkeit

einen

neuen

auf dem basierend ein neuer zugang zum umgebenden geschaffen werden kann und
dadurch zum selbst.
wir müssen die from der unterscheidenheit betrachten die sich als schied, als
form vollzieht und temporal als kreuzung nennung fixierung sich durch die zeit
konvergent vollzieht in ein werden. das werden selbst als änderung und
unterschied bietet so die form der überführung die sich selbst setets beinhaltet
und so teil des überführten enthalten muss, denn nur so beinhaltet es den
beobachter indem er das spektrum des betrachteten innehrhalb seiner definierten
wertemenge erst als teil des ganzen sehen kann.
versteht man den übergang selbst, als fortfärtig sich erstreckendes so ist es
selbst das komplexe system so zeigen sich universelle geometische Stukturen der
Stuktur.
(die abfragung der strukur kann so nur wenn man phasen poortraits der struktur
selbst erstellt. denn sie ist es die die strukur zeigt.)

Das erste Eine zum unterschiedenen anderen und jegliche Form und Dimension der
Schnittstelle, Kreuzung und Übereinkunft in Zeit und
sinnstiftendes Ereignis, als real existente Geschichte.

Raum

als

Wirkung

und
formen der systemstruktur

wie wir zur unterschiedenheit kommen
in der Evolution und Fortschreiten von Raum in seiner Ausdehnung

a difference that makes a differenz
durch die benennung
“a difference makes a differnce” Bateson

Angesichts der für das dritte Jahrtausend notwendigen Änderung in der
Betrachtung der Gesamtheit als komplexes System, muss eine Verschiebung in der
Vorstellung vorbereitet werden, die natürliche Entwicklung und autotelische

oder L.Kaufmann Unterscheidung enthält Unterscheidung und Bezeichnung.

Selbstorganisation als Prinzip auf allen Skalen zulässt. Unser Weltbild wird
bestimmt von Dominanzstrukturen, die entgegen Stabilität und Nachhaltigkeit

hinführung

bewußt ein Ungleichgewicht aufrechterhalten und aktiv benachteiligte Komponenten
des Systems generieren.

zu

komplexen

system

ausgehend

von

emergenten

struktur

der

wirkungsinterrelation.
doch ein neues strukturprinzip erreicht bereits den alltag, das der rückkopplung
und der gleichzeitigkeit.

Zeit worin wir uns befinden

metatextualisierung kombination and simulation bedürfen einer beschreibung
die auf allen skalen das wachsende dynamische system zu fassen vermag.

axiomatik Zwei SeitenForm

form der überführung einfach linear wobei doch biologische stukturen zeigen dass

Ob also bestimmte Elemente oder Wirkzusammenhänge reduzibel sind, hängt davon
ab, wie essentiell
Eigenschaft sind.

wo

von

einem

emergenzbegriff

gesprochen

wird

führt

dies

meistens

oder

bedeutend

sie

für

die

Ausbildung

der

emergenten

in

metawissenschafltiche diskurse, bereiche wie kybernetik finden nur in ihrer
marktabhängig verorteten version der spezialisierung auf wieder einzelene

In Systemen das Auftreten von Merkmalen auf höheren Organisationsebenen, die
nicht aufgrund bekannter Komponenten niedrigerer Ebenen hätten vorhergesagt

bereiche die einen ökonomischen nutzen nach sich ziehenden ressorts einzug in
anerkennung als wissenschaftliche struktur.

werden können. HYPERLINK "http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergenz#cite_note-3" [4]
distinction of the objectivated proposition

das paradigma ist so groß dass es den gesamten zugang zur informationsgewinnung
als abbild der realität neu definieren muss um eine grundlage zu schaffen doe es
vermag als struktur die gesamtheit der dinge abzubinden. wir müssen es neu wagen
die kopernikanische wende zu vollziehen und den kopff hinaus aus der sphäre
schief gehalten einzsetzen um die struktur zu erkennen di der struktur zu grunde
leigt. unser zugang muss hierzu bei der nomenkaltur ind bei linguistischen zur
welt kommen
beginnen.

durch

bezeichnuing

abzeichnung

abgrenzung

unterscheidenheit

Wharheitswerte und Überführungsrelationen
durch einführung des beobachtes einne
und Rückkopplung
Unterschiedenheit bietet ebenso einen Weg als Prozeß, indem es durch den
Übergang der Verknüpfung der singulären Entität mit dem wohlunterschiedenen
Anderen in die (nächsthöhere) emergente Form übergeht und aus der Relation der
reinen Summation heraus tritt.

dialketik
statische heirarchie
differnez durch abgrenzung und benennung.

einfache überführung

überführung der trajektoren vom initialen Zustand in ein what if system zur

"http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Komplexes_System"

modellbildung so dass einen struktur vorherrscht die wieder abrufbar ist. ein
stabiles system.

unterschiedlichen Emergenzebenen zu vergleichen.”

jedoch sollte die anpassungsfähigkeit der stabilisator sein so dass das system

“Die

als ein komplexes dynamisch auf seine umwelt reagieren kann.
Erkenntnisgewinn auf der ekenntnisnahme auf statischem niveau.

Wechselbeziehung zwischen Komponenten auf niedrigeren Ebenen sowie aus dem
Wechselspiel
dieser Komponenten mit ihrem inneren und äußerem Umfeld. Eine
wissenschaftliche Erklärung diausschließlich die grundlegenden Eigenschaften der

erforsching schnittstelle zur lesbarkeit
Analyseebene Abstraktionsebene höhere niedrigere ordnung

grundlegenden Elemente auf kausal und explinatorisch hinreichend betrachtet,
übersieht die auf höheren Ebenen angesiedelten Erklärungen, die zu komplexen

emergente

Systemeigenschaften

höherer

komplexer

Ebenen

egeben

Systeme

sich

auf

aus

der

Systemen als unverzichtbarer Bstandteil dazugehören.” Sandra Mitchell S.139

Kausalstrukturen
“Unser Verständnis für Kausalprozesse erweitert sich, wenn wir genau darauf
achten wie negative und posiitve Rückkopplung sich stabilisierend auf Phänomene

rückkopplungsschleifen
operative Rekursivität.

höherer Ordnung auswirken und die Bestandtteile auf der neidrigeren Ebene
einschränken. Rückkopplung ist eine Erklärung für die vn oben nach unten
verlaufende Kausalität, bei der Eigenschaften des Gesamtsystems das Verhalten
der Einzelbestandteile einschränken und lenken. S.M. S 51”

Es fällt auf uns zurück.

veränderliche kenntnisse
dynamik wandel

Die Systematik, sie selbst bestimmt das System.

komplexe dynamische Systeme
selbst die gesamtheit dürfen wir nicht als blackbox verstehen sie selbst bleibt
stets ein offenes system hinsichtlich der dimension der zeit.

kontingenz
dynamische robustheit
interne unsicherheit

wechselwirkungen
hohes niveau

rückkopplunggeprägt
kontextabhängigkeit

Dabei

lassen

sich

die

emergenten

Eigenschaften

des

Systems

nicht

-

oder

jedenfalls nicht offensichtlich - auf Eigenschaften der Elemente zurückführen,
die diese isoliert aufweisen.
“Die Anerkennung emergenter Phänomene muss allerdings nicht auf einen Verzicht
auf wissenschaftliche
HYPERLINK "http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erkl%C3%A4rung"

Autotelische Stucturen

Das für wahr nehmen der struktur an sich als grundprinzip des lebens im kleinen

Erklärungen hinauslaufen. Vielmehr zeigen die Entwicklungen in der
HYPERLINK
"http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systemtheorie" Systemtheorie und der Chaostheorie,
dass Emergenz, verwandte Phänomene wie HYPERLINK "http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/

ersten einen so wie in der gesamtheit des lebens an sich drängt zur optimierung
aller bereiche

Selbstorganisation" Selbstorganisation und ihre Entstehungsbedingungen durchaus
systematischen und objektiv nachvollziehbaren Erklärungen zugänglich sind.

autopoesis ist operation mit anschlussfähigkeit.
entwicklungskontingenz

Allerdings tritt an die Stelle der hierarchischen Ableitung aus universalen
Gesetzen ein HYPERLINK "http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transdisziplinarit%C3%A4t"
transdisziplinärer Dialog, dessen Ziel es ist, analoge Strukturen

HYPERLINK

Trajektorie
Zeitvorstellung
„Das Maß von Zeit ist Änderung. Die einzige Änderung können wir, produzierenwenn wir nur zwei Zustände haben--die einzige Änderung, die wir produzieren
können, ist die Überführung von einer zu anderen. “ 1 Wachstum und Zeit sind
zwei Vektoren, die in die gleiche Richtung führen. Wir sind ein lebender
Organismus, der durch Zeit sich bewegt. So ist der erste Schritt zu verstehen
Sie dieses Wesen als Wiederholung von selbst. Jede Struktur wird enthalten in
seinen Subparts - mindestens auf bestimmten Niveaus.

komplexität bedarf einer neuen form von verständnis wahrnehmung erforschung und
anwendung in jeden verziweigten ast

___________________________

Pluralismus
vielfältige Wertvorstellungen und Zugänge
überlagerung der wissenssysteme (auch anderer Kulturbereiche zu einem neuen
lebendigen kultur und wissenshaushalt.)nur so haben wir eine chance als neue
zivilisation den vorstellungen und realitäten des eigenen selbst als teil des
ganzen whar zu nehmen
eine universelle Betrachtung aller Bereiche, um dort mit kleinsten Nennern dem
Wesen der Dinge, dem Wesen des Dinges, dem Ding, dem Wesen anzunähern.

kausalstruktur durch mehrere Abbildungen zutreffen beschrieben werden kann
parabelform “sowie” metaphorisch
systematische lernprozesse

Lisa Erb
Lisa Erb, *1981, lives and works in Munich and Bayreuth, Germany as artist,
curator, musician and writer. Within her meta-scientific reserch she is
especially interested in the structural tasks of crossing and _______________
Art is the only place that let´s us digest and focus and objectivate the self
and surrounding pattern structures, needs and visions to an emergent
object and future. On the most abstract layer and within the smallest detail,
bearing truth, reflecting truth and opening rooms, which unite action and
structure to a perfect application, body meeting meaning. Transcendental,
spherebreaking, vision self relying sense: being body truth
immersive through all refering layers.

anpassung der wissensaufnahme analalog der eigenen struktur als anwendung des
strukturprinzips
“Das Wesentliche von Wechsel ist Konstanz.” Tschuang-Tse
[Tags]
“The matrix which embeds” HvF
anpassungsorientierte planung vgl Mitchell S118*

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergenz#Metaphysik_Aristoteles

Pattern Perception in the Complex System.

The proposed project is DIGESTION of the given intersections within the duration
set. This is fiction and truth within its surrounding. Within relating planes of
perception, the occurring draws readable traces, sparkles in miraculous light,
is a road to follow, a string to play on, or just MESSIE-ASS´s pleasure.

a more linear model will be invoked where members of the public can engage directly with the participants /

The lecture performance risks to understand the set as a complex system.

OPEN CALL FOR LECTURE-PERFORMANCES AT JUST MADRID ART FAIR 2010

"We have to be able to say what the
‚sensory core‘ is, if we are to
draw this distinction. And the
trouble about this is that, in
showing how
perception goes beyond the
given, one has
fluctuating accounts of what is
given or sensed.
Or at least the examples
are of varying
status."(1)

Understanding everything within the set time and space as something equal in
regard, unhierarchic and pure in its entity in regard to its surrounding, all
those given informations can be sorted and ordered in an arrangement organic
moveable, creating a meta text itself.
interface <evaluate> system <define pattern> <reduce <Add these systems of sphere
switcher skills> <Start with one topic> <start elementary>

Change is coming.
It is in their rhymes.

For being prepared for the change that is Third Millenium´s next level, a shift in perception is necessary, that
starts with the subject, that is the impact of the combination of meaning and body. The project is open for
representation, adaption and integration of sets and patterns into an temporal overall frame.

What strategies can we develop? What models can be created? What references
occur? Where are the interfaces? On what scale? New structures and systematics?
What does this mean? What consequences do arise? Does this contain all? What is
the entity that includes this?

We must dare again to think of a functioning society/entity/whole again as a
The process is the linkage of the singular entity with the distincted one. This happens as function and linear
connection, way and action, contained and at the same time bound - one succession of features, of
sensuously perceptible procedures, shapes and connections. The occurring succession of these sensuously
perceptible features shows structure and linkage.

growing and developing form that organizes itself by natural change. Therefore
we have to raise new modells that integrate every scale of existence into the
scene. it is becoming. in relation - intersection investigation.

We must dare to integrate new forms of pattern perception and outline the big
pictures, doing the merge of ongoing effects / sets and causes as a growing
network, spreading, knoting and evolving itself to its higher form.
To become aware of the highly developed complex system we are, we have to
integrate item/scales/topics into an overall frame that goes along with its
self-organisation and natural structure of development trough all relating
planes of perception of self / wholeness / system. So the topic of dealing with
the first / surrounding / distinction must be the topic / structure /
application on and to the self/ object / surrounding.

Artist statement

Understanding everything within the space as something equal in regard, unhierarchic but pure in its entity in
regard to its surrounding, all given informations can be sorted and ordered in an arrangement organic and
moveable, creating a meta text itself.
intention / understanding / knowledge / belief
of in and on
occurences (1)
experience / sensation / images

"

"one and all“

==> perception
___________________

Entity Perception and the first 1:1 as a fractal first relation

Redoing his(tory)
New Forms of Telling
intention / understanding / knowledge / belief
of in and on

The intra-artistic repetition of in an improoving line , of splitting properties on a
time relevant and actual preveiling discoursive and reintegrating in in its known
form as

occurences (1)
experience / sensation / images
==> perception
___________________

As a test laboratory at certain space for a period of time, everything that is
intersecting produces truth values. With the creation of a "Stage for the
Existent", results of self-organising patterns, that can be outlining, and
outlined itself integrated into a higher frame.
providing a complete new entrance to order and systematics, as it is a offers
perspectives of a growing network, rhizomatically spreading, knoting and
evolving to its higher form.
To come to higher developed system we have to integrate the item/sclales/topics
into an overall frame that goes along with its self-organising and "natural
development".
The big evolutinary self organising change is the overlay of higher frames to
truth value producing times.

But we are producers of visualisations and materialisations in a perspective of a
visinary.
but grasp the next level, that the basal ideas can only be unified out of a much
bigger perspective.
Therefor we might widen the dimension of including spheres to the most and
psychoeconomically speaking most symmetric and speaking in an ethic way most
healthy way
Our visualisations have to get beyond the known sphere.
they may and most conclude the idea of superposition in time and space and speak
of the potentials.
Temporality has to be an Integral Element in our Focus in the Complex System

TENSE of March

Cross-Identifying

Werden

Art does not simplyfied have to contain its highest form simultaniously all its
potentials. The transcendental entanglement might be, that kind of local potentiality
that emerges within a nearly scale-invariantly intrsection of time and space.

The theory of the intra-perspective (as focused in feminist art: as the entanglement
of body:society)does not have to focus on one branch of it testimonies, but on the
form itself it does have. so in the last reducd sense this is about th 1st to the
distincted and the sort of transistion, crossing, intersecting

These are not ghost that have to endanger us, but a truth, that our society has made
us forget about or feel ashamed of. At the same time we long after modells that are
suitablly cut, for letting us hold the ball flat.

We have had a look inside.

there is already a mistake in the projection of 1 to the other as it is not a pro-jection
(which does not include the self-referential)
but

Letting in the voices and sights that surround us.
wider and wieder
Let the ideas of the basal natural forms of principles reach the very skin of your
entanglement with time and space.

There are new perspectives if you bring together the potential of all.
Temporality as an Integral Element in the Complex System
Lisa Erb (M.F.A)
2010
§1 it all comes back to you. is the first principle.

We have focused so long in the details of the pond we are swiming in, that we have
forgotten to get out again.

Globality is the new perspective we have to speak out of and dare to think and act
as a whole. The paradigmatic change that will happen and will solve a lot of
puzzles, starts as a Subject, as the impact of the combination of meaning and body.
CHANGE itself is the regulating life structure, that we have to dare to work along
as it has the same direction as time and growth and digestion. Therefore we have to
dare the vision of an entity that produces itself through forms of dimensional
intersection.

[Abstract]

Basing on the straight logic basing on flat distinction, a whole system of
static hierarchy has been applied in all fields of economic and time
structuring and organising matters up to the perception of the surrounding as simple
yes or no.

But growing insight in the matters below, the forms of metatextualisation,
combinations and simultaniosity of self / object or surrounding needs patterns that
are able to combine growing complex forms to modells that bears all scales.
[Tags/key words] ontologic, holistic, metaphysics, cybernetics,

Revolutions

[Introduction]

For such a new Structure, “stepping out” of, Being or Becoming Minority
dominated by a system opened a path of queerness as a matter of crossing the
system. This Structural Task is not self-fulfilling entity inside an entity, but an
enormous step into directedness and stability or self-organizing entity on the path of
time. self-awarenesses as structural tasks offer new interfaces for retrieval of fresher
insights.

Starting with the origin of maters and herstoric roots, so to speak the first ladies
feminist movement, queer theory, movements of liberality, resistance and freedom
(68, ant-fascistim, anit-rascism) introducing new patterns erupting the system as a
whole.

The Rootline of Structuralism is Language as a line of precoursers and history
parallel to time.

Dialectics

But also before, man was emposed to big paradigmatic changes, that suddenly ment
that the earth was not flat any more or that children would not be produced by a
gährungsprozess inside the belly.

To manage and to deal with the most origin for of change itself, we have to
integrate its most inherent structure within the calculation. The step-outside opens
cascades of multitudes an is at the same time self-referential as it bases on
distinction of the objectivated proposition.

[ Materials and Methods]

Cybernetics

Function: In this section you explain clearly how you carried out your study in the
following general structure and organization (details follow below):

Within the words and patterns of Cybernetics, managing the outside (world) within
the systematics of information lets virtualisation of surfaces and self, pluralism,
heterogenity be ordered an arrangement that provides unhierarchic fields and
entities as new metaphors an meta spheres and merges to a pattern itself – active
and directed in the flow of self-organisation and time, where neuronal networks
form self- organizing links leading into fractal arms.

the the organism(s) studied

belief field
– research field (concerning pseudo-science)

This provides localy de terminable changing order and systematics that let complex
system be a growing network, rhizomatically spreading, knoting and
evolving to its higher form.
qualities of the complex

including residuen
Still there is a need for taking the next shift that next millenium is facing, for that
creation as a whole is able to prosper and evolve into the future creative, to come to
a simple form that is mighty of including all its subsets to an entity.

„Wenn ein Teil eines Phänomens von bestimmten der möglichen
Ursachen erklärt wird, wird der nicht erklärbare Teil verursacht von den
verbleibenden Ursachen.“[5]

This has political, sociological, theoretical new order as consequence starting with
the first distinction and seperatedness on a larger scale.

states of perfect symbiosis with the surrounding environment

description of the study site,

In the latter half of the 20th century, holism led to systems thinking and its
derivatives, like the sciences of chaos and complexity. Systems in biology,
psychology, or sociology are frequently so complex that their behavior is, or
appears, "new" or "emergent": it cannot be deduced from the properties of the
elements alone.[3]

combination of modells

causality linearity of path relation

Determinatiting Focus

proposed modell

holism
the idea that all the properties of a given system (physical, biological, chemical,
social, economic, mental, linguistic, etc.) cannot be determined or explained by its
component parts alone. Instead, the system as a whole determines in an important
way how the parts behave.

the experimental OR sampling design structured.

"The tendency in nature to form wholes that are greater than the sum of the
parts through
creative evolution."

Examples of holism can be found throughout human history and in the most
diverse
socio- cultural contexts, as has been confirmed by many ethnological
studies.

protocol for collecting data, procedures

how the data were analyzed (qualitiative analyses and/or statistical procedures
used).
sociology psychology
Each experiment or procedure should be presented as a unit,
man as a needy open system
-> social acting
quantitative detail (how much, how long, when, etc.)

statistical procedures used to analyze your results, including the probability level at
which you
Tables and/or Figures

negative results
[ Results]

results, without interpretation,
in an orderly and logical sequence using
both illustrative materials (Tables and Figures) and

[ Discussion]

text.
Summaries of the statistical analyses

what was already known

may appear either in the text (usually parenthetically) or in the relevant Tables or
Figures (in the legend or as footnotes to the Table or Figure). The Results section
should be organized around a series of

[interpretation]".

[ Literature Cited]

Widerstand

Versteht man Widerstand als Strukturprinzip eines Hinaustretens, Ausserlhalb
lieges oder eben darin liegens, so betritt man eine Verhalndlungssphäre die im
Laufe der Jahrhunderte einem gewaltigen Wandel unterlag.
Trennung Gewichtung, Ratio und Relation basieren mehr auf sozioökonomischen und
politischen Faktoren, als dass sie eine fixe Grundlage für den zugang zu einer
– das aussen und somit zuletzt und wieder das selbst bestimmen, das dies zum
blicke hat – .
Die Notwendigkeit an Wandel beasiert auf einer Ebene des Status Quo in
Anbetracht seiner Realität und Virtualittät. (Foucault 2000)
Die Frage ist welche Strukturebenen der Geschichte repetiv wiederholt werden
müssen um ein gleichzeitigs Fortwärtsgerichtet sein als offenes der Entwicklung
aufgeschlossenes
in (insert videostill)

___________________

Lisa Erb

Lisa Erb, *1981, lives and works in Munich and Bayreuth, Germany as artist,
curator, musician and writer. Within her meta-scientific reserch she is especially
interested in the structural tasks of crossing and life performance perception as
perc3ption progression

Art is the only place that let´s us digest and focus and objectivate the self
and surrounding pattern structures, needs and visions to an emergent
object and future. On the most abstract layer and within the smallest detail,
bearing truth, reflecting truth and opening rooms, which unite action and
structure to a perfect application, body meeting meaning. Transcendental,
spherebreaking, vision self relying sense: being body truth
immersive through all refering layers.

"

Selbstreferentielle Strukturen der Unterscheidenheit
Formen der Unterscheidung George Spencer Brown Crossing and Calling,
L. Kauffman Unterscheidung enthält unterscheidung und Bezeichnung

Sind wir aber Teil des Systems und findet unsere Betrachtung innen statt so
ergeben sich komplett neue Speilregeln:
“Das Wesentliche von Wechsel ist Konstanz.”1
Wir sind als komplexes System einem steten Wechsel unterworfen der in die
Rechnung mitintegriert wrden muss es ist der imaginäranteil des unbestimmten
größe die selbst determiniert die Lücke selbst bezeichnet die durch den
Selbstreferentillen Akt der Unterscheidung
“The Pattern which connects.”2
“The matrix which embeds”3
Natürlich gewachsene Strukturformen die sich durch Selektion, Varianz und und
iund durhcgesetzt haben.

"
abbild der wirklichkeit
Wie wir zu einer verhandelbaren Reduktion der Erfahrbaren kommen.
Wir eintwickeln ein beobachtersystem das unterscheidung zulässt, das durch die
Grenzen des System erst Internalität und Konsistenz vom aussen abgrenzt.
Die Form der Unterschiedenheit und Differenz ist ein Akt des Vollzugs indem es
unterscheidend agiert und den Unterscheid vollzieht. und zugleich
Die Entscheidung der Unterscheidung als Akt so z.b. in der Sprache ist
begrifflichkeit und Srprache ist
Die Verhandelbarkeit der Wirklichkeit
axiomatik der propositionen deren entscheidbarkeit im folgenden als wahr oder
falsch identifiziert werdn können.

Zwei SeitenForm

Die strukturelle Betrachtung dr Begrenzung und Ausgrenzung neuere Zeit beginnt
bei der Geschichte der Dialektik und ihrer Bedingungen durch ein Newtonsches
Weltbild, das auf der logischen Linearität in der Überführbarkeit eines
Initialzustand hin auf eine eindeutige daraus resultierendes bestimmbare
Zustandsgröße – Eine Kausalstruktur

Es scheint trivial, dass diese Eindeutigkeit in der Natur (von welcher wir als
Äuivalent zu Realität uasgehen) nicht gegeben ist, doch dennoch basieren wir
unsere

wird innerhalb des sprachsystems begrifflichkeit

Die Magie der Überführung und die

Eine grundsätzliche unentscheidbarkeit.

Die Logishce Kosequenz der Zwei sieten form sowie triadischer Stukturmodelle der
Wirklichkeit auf ontologischem Level (vgl. L. KAufmann)
binominal

Basiert auf der externeen beobachterrolle die wir in der betrachtung in bezug
auf das objekt statisch einnenhemen. eine exponens_

Das Prinzip der realationsbestimmenden Realität
basiert auf linearer Überführung von seinem

Parabelform “Sowie”. Es gibt keine

selbstreferentiell operierend

In der Betrachtung und Messung des Systems

Kausalität

Differentiation
Step Outside

Die Organisation komplexer Organisationsformen und die Art und Weise ihrer
integration des Differenzierten.
organisationsform zb. bienen, schleimpilz, prinizien der regelung der gesamtheit
ausgehend von einem einfachen grundprinzip, dass es keinen ausschluss, Botaniker
finden immer mehr Signalsysteme in der Flora, die ähnlich arbeiten wie Nerven

die Anzahl der Seiten der Unterscheidenhet obliegt dem vorherrschenden Weltbild

"
die Welt in ihrer Selbstähnlichkeit ihr Wesen im Einzelnen wiederholt.

bedarf einer übergeordneten Ebene der Betrachtung, die nicht mehr das eine als
Gegenteil des Anderen versteht, sondern eine Unterschiedenheit in der Affinität
Ihrer Ebenen, den Dimensionen bedeutet.
Unser offenes System
operative Rekursivität
Selbstreferenz
Zirkularität

Eine beruht die Trennung von "Wider" und "Wieder" "auf gelehrter Differenzierung
des 17./18. Jhs."
1

Tschuang-Tse

2

Bateson

3

Heinz von Foerster

TITLE AND GUTS
WHAT DOES ART HAVE TO DO WITH IT?
art new systems and concepts can break through habitual ways of thinking and
give an impetus for conceiving solutions to problems encompassing changes on all
levels of perception for this Young Millenium.
Art is the only place that let´s us digest and focus and objectivate the self
and surrounding pattern structures, needs and visions to an emergent object and
future. On the most abstract layer and within the smallest detail, bearing
truth, reflecting truth and opening rooms, which unite action and structure to a
perfect application, body meeting meaning. Transcendental, spherebreaking,
vision self relying sense: being body truth immersive through all refering
layers.

Art in 2010 may be a playground that dares to really integrate very new forms of pattern
production, and outline greater pictures doing the merge of ongoing temporal effects/sets and
causes. Not specified but universal must be our view facing a Millenium of Change.
What strategies can we develop? What models can be created? What references do
occur? Where are the interfaces? On what scale? New structures and systematics?
What does this mean? What consequences do arise? Does this contain all?
What is the entity that includes this?

We have to reconnect our sciences with our arts and focus on the most fundamental problems, in
regard to a general theory

to use creativity in a mindful way

Redoing his(tory)
The intra-sectual repetition of in an improoving line, of splitting properties on a time relevant and
actual preveiling discoursive and reintegrating in in its known form as

But we are producers of visualisations and materialisations in a perspective of a visionary.
but grasp the next level, that the basal ideas can only be unified out of a much bigger perspective.

Therefor we might widen the dimension of including spheres to the most and psychoeconomically
speaking most symmetric and speaking in an ethic way most healthy way
Our visualisations have to get beyond the known sphere.
they may and must conclude the idea of superposition in time and space and speak of the
potentials.

“If men were able to be convinced that art is precise advance knowledge of how to cope with the
psychic and social consequences of the next technology, would they all become artists? Or would
they begin a careful translation of new art forms into social navigation charts? I am curious to know
what would happen if art were suddenly seen for what it is, namely exact information of how to
rearrange one’s psyche in order to anticipate the next blow from our own extended faculties…”.
(Marshall McLuhan in Understanding Media,)

We have focused so long in the details of the pond we are swiming in, that we have forgotten to get
out again.
Painting as Model ()

COMING CLOSER
in between is a Place of research,
focusing from macro perspecrive (object, straight trajectories as system
including and rerpoducing values, within the field) to micro perspectives on the
topic from dimensions that encludes relationed points that do not yet lie in the
focus.

Our sciences have been applying logics and structures, that farly exceed our
prevailing conception of dichotonom forms of seperation and domination. Since
the introduction of dialectics, we have been splitting body from meaning, one
and the other, focused on distinction between, but we have forgotten to think
and talk on structures of overlay, merge, and the emergent impact of combining
and what can be derived therefrom on a scale invariant modell for practiced
living. Evolution and Development always have been the base structure itself.
Still we are afraid of the next level that needs to be taken as paradigmatic
change. Understanding the whole as one set, new ways and forms derive a new
logic on that human society might base on. We have to leave dialectis as it can
not describe the complex system, in which - and at the same time as which - we
are living.
Zunächst werden wir einfache konzepte der arithmetik untersuchen und die formen
der aneinaderreihung und überführung um uns dann der klassen struktur und

NATURE OF SORTING AND LOCATING
SO WHAT IS IT Than? Finding us in the moment, we realte to theses features of reality. Before
that, everything is undifferentieted.

BECOMING SPACE
seizing to the edges
borders
rezeptorlosigkeit

LOCATION / DISLOCATION AS A HISTORIC STRUCTURE PRINCIPLE
it follows precoursers and a history parallel to time.
Versteht man Widerstand als Strukturprinzip eines Hinaustretens, Ausserlhalb lieges oder eben
darin liegens, so betritt man eine Verhalndlungssphäre die im Laufe der Jahrhunderte einem
gewaltigen Wandel unterlag. Trennung Gewichtung, Ratio und Relation basieren mehr auf
sozioökonomischen und politischen Faktoren, als dass sie eine fixe Grundlage für den zugang zu
einer – das aussen und somit zuletzt und wieder das selbst bestimmen, das dies zum blicke hat – .
Die Notwendigkeit an Wandel beasiert auf einer Ebene des Status Quo in Anbetracht seiner
Realität und Virtualittät. (Foucault 2000)
Die Frage ist welche Strukturebenen der Geschichte repetiv wiederholt werden müssen um ein
gleichzeitigs Fortwärtsgerichtet sein als offenes der Entwicklung aufgeschlossenes
in

MIDAGES / TECHO AGES
Chaotic Forms / Dislocation / Delocalisation
ENLIGHTMENT / IN BETWEEN
fail in giving a sufficient wholeness of the system thought as a whole.
against and again
Straight Forms / CLearity / Dominance
Unser Weltbild wird bestimmt von Dominanzstrukturen, die entgegen Stabilität und Nachhaltigkeit
bewußt ein Ungleichgewicht aufrechterhalten und aktiv benachteiligte Komponenten des Systems
generieren.
TECHNO AGES TRADITIONAL LATE FORM
Basing on the straight logic basing on flat distinction, a whole system of static hierarchy has been
applied in all fields of economic and time structuring and organising matters up to the perception
of the surrounding as simple yes or no.

For such a new Structure, “stepping out” of, Being or Becoming Minority dominated by a system
opened a path of queerness as a matter of crossing the system. This Structural Task is not selffulfilling entity inside an entity, but an enormous step into directedness and stability or
selforganizing entity on the path of time. Self-awarenesses as structural tasks offers new interfaces
for retrieval of fresher insights.
viral / depressive / crisi-sized
We must provide patterns and new interfaces for information retrieval
multiplicity

new forms of managing the mass of information and the virtualisation of surfaces

Globality is the new perspective we have to speak out of and dare to think and
act as a whole.
rückkopplung und der gleichzeitigkeit

FORMS OF PARADIGMATIC SHIFTS
where we used to call and think in subversion and forms that could come as an opposite form from
outside. The question is in their form of seperation and their way of distinction an
But also before, man was emposed to big paradigmatic changes, that suddenly ment that the earth
was not flat any more or that children would not be produced by a gährungsprozess inside the belly.
(...der systeme)
kuhn
widerstand
revolutions
reintegration
embedment
vertical
Starting with the origin of maters, so to speak the first ladies introducing new patterns erupting the
system as a whole. Being or Becoming Minority dominated by a system opened a path of queerness
as a matter of crossing the system by stepping out of it. This Structural Task is not self-fulfilling
entity inside an entity, but an enormous step
Starting with the origin of maters and herstoric roots, so to speak the first ladies feminist movement,
queer theory, movements of liberality, resistance and freedom (68, ant-fascistim, anit-rascism)
introducing new patterns erupting the system as a whole.
The theory of the intra-perspective (as focused in feminist art: as the entanglement of
body:society)does not have to focus on one branch of it testimonies, but on the form itself it does
have. so in the last reducd sense this is about th 1st to the distincted and the sort of transistion,
crossing, intersecting
there is already a mistake in the projection of 1 to the other as it is not a pro-jection (which does not
include the self-referential)
but

viral

DIMENSION AND UNCLEAR - ON LANGUAGE
PERCEPTION
Wir eintwickeln ein beobachtersystem das unterscheidung zulässt, das durch
die Grenzen des System erst Internalität und Konsistenz vom aussen abgrenzt.
intention / understanding / knowledge / belief
of in and on
occurences (1)
experience / sensation / images
==> perception
___________________
“i” - complex numbers
properties

Die Verhandelbarkeit der Wirklichkeit
Eine grundsätzliche unentscheidbarkeit.
Wie wir zu einer verhandelbaren Reduktion der Erfahrbaren kommen.
muss hierzu bei der nomenkaltur ind bei linguistischen durch bezeichnuing
abzeichnung abgrenzung unterscheidenheit beginnen
zur welt kommen ist unser zugang
schnittstelle zur lesbarkeit
axiomatik der propositionen deren entscheidbarkeit im folgenden als wahr
oder falsch identifiziert werdn können.
we can check on validity, sort, order.

Analyseebene Abstraktionsebene höhere niedrigere ordnung
speach and talk in hegel and wittgenstein
ekenntnisnahme
Die Form der Unterschiedenheit und Differenz ist ein Akt des Vollzugs indem
es unterscheidend agiert und den Unterscheid vollzieht. und zugleich
split thought off from reality->knowledge and reality are separate

This is on communion dialogue.
fractality ->chapter on scale relativity

RECREATING PERPETUAL EVENTS

Portions of reality can be reordered and reconstructed.
new metaphors an meta spheres.
Bohm goes on to suggest that the movement of thought is a kind of artistic process that yields everchanging form and content. He intimates that "there can no more be an ultimate form of such
thought that there could be an ultimate poem (that would make all further poems unnecessary)" (p.
63).
patterns of readability, relativity reference
network, outline and knots
a major source of fragmentation is the presupposition that the process of thought is sufficiently
separate from and independent of its content, to allow us generally to carry out clear, orderly,
rational thinking, which can properly judge this content as correct or incorrect, rational or
irrational, fragmentary or whole, etc." (Bohm 1980, 18).
And being correct in our decision is a question that is not just raised by us, but by the prevailing
social networt that contains us and forsters us to be in hold of its values and Rules.
Bohm lines out that a totality of existence” "the trap of tacitly treating such a view as originating
independently of thought, thus implying that its content actually is the whole of reality. From this
point on, one will see, in the whole field accessible to one, no room for change in the overall order,
as given by one's notions of totality, which indeed must now seem to encompass all that is possible or
even thinkable. . . To adopt such an attitude will evidently tend to prevent that free movement of the
mind needed for clarity of perception, and so will contribute to a pervasive distortion and confusion,
extending into every aspect of experience." (p. 62)

PROBLEM OF TRAJECTORIES
integrated into a higher frame
metatextualisation, combinations and simultaniosity
form der überführung einfach linear
outlining, and outlined itself integrated into a higher frame
This is fiction and truth within its surrounding at the same time.
Within relating planes of perception, the occurring draws readable traces, sparkles in miraculous
light, is a road to follow, a string to play on, or just MESSIE-ASS´s pleasure.
it reconstructs functionally posibilities for transfers
Intra and internal-systematic structure throttle here the opinion range on the adjustment of the
Settings within network, history and reference. Within defined opinion systems this produces TRUE
VALUEs, successions of relations and linkages.
static or dynamic measurement settings
Überführungsrelationen
überführung der trajektoren vom initialen Zustand in ein what if system zur modellbildung so dass
einen struktur vorherrscht die wieder abrufbar ist. ein stabiles system.
with the most flexible settings.

APPARATUS ENTANGLEMENTS
ENTANGLEMENT
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: Entanglement may refer to:

Quantum entanglement
Quantum entanglement, also called the quantum non-local connection, is a property of
a quantum mechanical state of a system of two or more objects in which the quantum
states of the constituting objects are linked together so that one object can no longer be
adequately described without full mention of its counterpart—even if the individual objects
are spatially separated in a spacelike manner.

According to its authors the EPR experiment yields a dichotomy. Either
1. The result of a measurement performed on one part A of a quantum system
has a non-local effect on the physical reality of another distant part B, in the
sense that quantum mechanics can predict outcomes of some measurements
carried out at B; or...
2. Quantum mechanics is incomplete in the sense that some element of
physical reality corresponding to B cannot be accounted for by quantum
mechanics (that is, some extra variable is needed to account for it).
As shown later by Bell, one cannot introduce the notion of "elements of reality"
without affecting the predictions of the theory. That is, one cannot complete
quantum mechanics with these "elements", because this automatically leads to
some logical contradictions.
Einstein never accepted quantum mechanics as a "real" and complete theory,
struggling to the end of his life for an interpretation that could comply with relativity
without complying with the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. As he once said: "God
does not play dice", skeptically referring to the Copenhagen Interpretation of
quantum mechanics which says there exists no objective physical reality other than
that which is revealed through measurement and observation.
The EPR paradox is a paradox in the following sense: if one adds to quantum
mechanics some seemingly reasonable (but actually wrong, or questionable as a
whole) conditions — like local realism (not to be confused with philosophical
realism), counterfactual definiteness, and incompleteness (see Bell inequality and
Bell test experiments) — then one obtains a contradiction. However, quantum
mechanics by itself does not appear to be internally inconsistent, nor — as it turns
out — does it contradict relativity. As a result of further theoretical and experimental
developments since the original EPR paper, most physicists today regard the EPR
paradox as an illustration of how quantum mechanics violates classical intuitions.
Orientation entanglement

In mathematics and physics, the notion of orientation entanglement is
sometimes[1] used to develop intuition relating to the geometry of spinors or

alternatively as a concrete realization of the failure of the special orthogonal groups
to be
simply connected.

simply connected is path-connected and every path between two points can be
continuously transformed, staying within the space, into every other while
preserving the two endpoints in question.
If a space is not simply connected, it is convenient to measure the extent to which it
fails to be simply connected; this is done by the
fundamental group.

the fundamental group or Poincaré group (named after Henri Poincaré) is a
group associated to any given pointed topological space that provides a way of
determining when two paths, starting and ending at a fixed base point, can be
continuously deformed into each other. Intuitively, it records information about the
basic shape, or holes, of the topological space. The fundamental group is the first
and simplest of the homotopy groups.
->In mathematics, homotopy groups are used in algebraic topology to classify topological
spaces.
To define the n-th homotopy group, the base point preserving maps from an n-dimensional sphere
(with base point) into a given space (with base point) are collected into equivalence classes, called
homotopy classes. Two mappings are homotopic if one can be continuously deformed into the
other. These homotopy classes form a group, called the n-th homotopy group, πn(X), of the given
space X with base point. Topological spaces with differing homotopy groups are never equivalent
(homeomorphic), but the converse is not true.
The notion of homotopy of paths was introduced by Camille Jordan.[1]

question of internality or externality of viewer

“Unser Verständnis für Kausalprozesse erweitert sich, wenn wir genau darauf achten wie negative
und posiitve Rückkopplung sich stabilisierend auf Phänomene höherer Ordnung auswirken und die
Bestandtteile auf der neidrigeren Ebene einschränken. Rückkopplung ist eine Erklärung für die vn
oben nach unten verlaufende Kausalität, bei der Eigenschaften des Gesamtsystems das Verhalten
der Einzelbestandteile einschränken und lenken. S.M. S 51”
“Die emergente Systemeigenschaften höherer Ebenen egeben sich aus der Wechselbeziehung
zwischen Komponenten auf niedrigeren Ebenen sowie aus dem Wechselspiel dieser Komponenten
mit ihrem inneren und äußerem Umfeld. Eine wissenschaftliche Erklärung diausschließlich die
grundlegenden Eigenschaften der grundlegenden Elemente auf kausal und explinatorisch
hinreichend betrachtet, übersieht die auf höheren Ebenen angesiedelten Erklärungen, die zu
komplexen Systemen als unverzichtbarer Bstandteil dazugehören.” Sandra Mitchell S.139
durch einführung des beobachtes einne

und Rückkopplung
operative Rekursivität.

MATTER OF TIME/ DIMENSION - COMPLEXITIES
veränderliche kenntnisse
dynamik wandel
From there, intersecting time as a place to happen: it is becoming.
„Time is up to add more dimensions than to add more
content.“
selbst die gesamtheit dürfen wir nicht als blackbox verstehen sie selbst bleibt stets ein offenes system
hinsichtlich der dimension der zeit.
“The matrix which embeds” HvF

PROPERTIES AND FRACTALS
what is happening, really is
analoge Strukturen
"Each configuration of operations of distinctions that the observer performs specifies a domain of
reality as a domain of operational coherences of his or her praxis of living in which he or she
brings forth particular kinds of objects through their application (...)
Although all domains of reality are different in terms of the operational coherences that
constitute them, and, therefore, are not equal in the experience of the observer, they are all equally
legitimate as domains of existence because they arise in the same manner as they are brought forth
through the application of operations of distinction by the observer in his or her praxis of living." 1
improove the whole accomodation and system sets according to its inner structure
more dimensional view
to come to a simple form that is mighty of including all its subsets to an
entity.

Temporality has to be an Integral Element in our Focus in the Complex System
Werden
its highest form simultaniously all its potentials.
The transcendental entanglement might be, that kind of local potentiality that
emerges within a nearly scale-invariantly intrsection of time and space.
directedness and stability or self-organizing entity on the path of time.
integrate its most inherent structure within the calculation.
The step-outside opens cascades of multitudes an is at the same time selfreferential as it bases on distinction of the objectivated proposition.
overlay of frames to higher structures.
autopoesis ist operation mit anschlussfähigkeit.
1 Wachstum und Zeit sind zwei Vektoren, die in die gleiche Richtung führen. Wir
sind ein lebender Organismus, der durch Zeit sich bewegt.
its cleaning by itself
“Das Wesentliche von Wechsel ist Konstanz.” Tschuang-Tse
eine ebene der truth value producing

OPERATIONS
AND / =
Forms of trajectories +/X

Halboffene oder geschlossene Systeme,

Lack of trajectories/function
I plead for new form of investigation. starting with the first self to the opposite / surounding.

SELFREFERENTIALITY AND REPETITION
next higher level in or excluding existence in time
„Das Maß von Zeit ist Änderung. Die einzige Änderung können wir, produzieren-wenn wir nur zwei
Zustände haben--die einzige Änderung, die wir produzieren können, ist die Überführung von einer
zu anderen.
integrate its most inherent structure within the calculation.
Starting with the space and time as intersection to be, this effect itself and its endurance.

GEORGE SPENCER BROWN
CROSSING
[What made me do the crossing]
[there is no river there is no see]

"• Draw a distinction.
• Call it the first distinction.
• Call the space in which it is drawn the space severed or cloven by this distinction.
• Call the parts of the space shaped by the severance or cleft the sides of the distinction or,
alternatively, the spaces, states, or contents distinguished by the distinction.
⁃
- Let any mark, token, or sign be taken in any way with or with regard to the
distinction as a signal..."2
werden als änderung und unterschied beitet so die form der überführung die sich selbst setets
beinhaltet und so teil des überführten enthalten muss, denn nur so beinhaltet es den beobachter
indem er das spektrum des betrahcteten innehrhalb seiner definierten wertemenge erst als teil des
ganzen sehen kann. die abfragung der strukur kann so nur wenn man phasen poortraits der struktur
selbst erstellt. denn sie ist es die die strukur zeigt.
Die Logishce Kosequenz der Zwei sieten form sowie triadischer Stukturmodelle der Wirklichkeit
auf ontologischem Level (vgl. L. KAufmann)
binominal

axiomatik Zwei SeitenForm
a difference that makes a differenz
durch die benennung
“a difference makes a differnce” Bateson
oder L.Kaufmann Unterscheidung enthält Unterscheidung und Bezeichnung.
CALLING
„“ __
-> directedness
naming
bringing into existence

SYSTEM THEORY

hinführung zu komplexen system ausgehend von emergenten struktur der
wirkungsinterrelation.

sociology psychology
needy open system
-> social acting
self-organising patterns
change
integration of development
idea of becoming (vgl. Deleuze & Guattari)
But of the self and of the surrounding, information has become a self organising system spoiled
through the digester.
The intersection is natural evoluzinogen when neuronal networks form self- organizing links
leading into more arms.
An autopoietic machine is a machine organized (defined as a unity) as a network of processes of
production (transformation and destruction) of components which: (i) through their interactions and
transformations continuously regenerate and realize the network of processes (relations) that
produced them; and (ii) constitute it (the machine) as a concrete unity in space in which they (the
components) exist by specifying the topological domain of its realization as such a network. [1]
[…] the space defined by an autopoietic system is self-contained and cannot be described by using
dimensions that define another space. When we refer to our interactions with a concrete autopoietic
system, however, we project this system on the space of our manipulations and make a description
of this projection. [2]

This provides localy determinable changing order and systematics that let
complex system be a growing network, rhizomatically spreading, knoting and
evolving to its higher form.
regulating life structure, that we have to dare to work along as it has the same
direction as time and growth and digestion.
virtualisation of surfaces and self, pluralism, heterogenity be ordered an
arrangement that provides unhierarchic fields and entities as new metaphors an
meta spheres and merges to a pattern itself – active and directed in the flow of
self-organisation and time, where neuronal networks form self- organizing links
leading into fractal arms.
holism
the idea that all the properties of a given system (physical, biological,
chemical, social, economic, mental, linguistic, etc.) cannot be determined or
explained by its component parts alone. Instead, the system as a whole
determines in an important way how the parts behave.
jedoch sollte die anpassungsfähigkeit der stabilisator sein so dass das system
als ein komplexes dynamisch auf seine umwelt reagieren kann.
"The tendency in nature to form wholes that are greater than the sum of
the parts through
creative evolution."
komplexe dynamische Systeme
kontingenz
dynamische robustheit
interne unsicherheit
systematische lernprozesse
rückkopplunggeprägt
kontextabhängigkeit
Autotelische Stucturen

NEURONAL SCIENCES & NETWORK STRUCTURES
growing network, rhizomatically spreading, knoting and evolving to its higher form.
the intersection is natural evoluzinogen when neuronal networks form self- organizing links leading
into more fractal arms.
->neuronal network connection
binary

ORDER AND SECOND CLASS PROPERTIES
With thinking from most outside, of the situation / target / location we might
come to conclusions that may be applied trough all relating planes of perception
of self / wholeness / system.
This can only just have one form.
This form is a form before form, so form could be everything as it is.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jordan–Schönflies_theorem __ It states that not
only does every simple closed curve in the plane separate the plane into two
regions, one (the "inside") bounded and the other (the "outside") unbounded; but

also that these two regions are homeomorphic to the inside and outside of a
standard circle in the plane.

IT STATES THAT NOT ONLY DOES EVERY SIMPLE CLOSED CURVE IN THE PLANE
SEPARATE THE PLANE INTO TWO REGIONS, ONE (THE "INSIDE") BOUNDED AND THE
OTHER (THE "OUTSIDE") UNBOUNDED; BUT ALSO THAT THESE TWO REGIONS ARE
HOMEOMORPHIC TO THE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF A STANDARD CIRCLE IN THE
PLANE.
AN ALTERNATIVE STATEMENT IS THAT IF
CURVE, THEN THERE IS A HOMEOMORPHISM
THE UNIT CIRCLE IN THE PLANE.

IS A SIMPLE CLOSED
SUCH THAT F(C) IS

SUCH A THEOREM IS ONLY VALID IN TWO DIMENSIONS. IN THREE DIMENSIONS
THERE ARE COUNTEREXAMPLES SUCH AS ALEXANDER'S HORNED SPHERE. ALTHOUGH
THEY SEPARATE SPACE INTO TWO REGIONS, THOSE REGIONS ARE SO TWISTED AND
KNOTTED THAT THEY ARE NOT HOMEOMORPHIC TO THE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF A
NORMAL SPHERE.
[EDIT]
GENERALIZATIONS
THERE DOES EXIST A HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL GENERALIZATION DUE TO MORTON
BROWN AND INDEPENDENTLY BARRY MAZUR WITH MARSTON MORSE, WHICH IS ALSO
CALLED THE GENERALIZED SCHÖNFLIES THEOREM. IT STATES THAT, IF AN
(N − 1)-DIMENSIONAL SPHERE S IS EMBEDDED INTO THE N-DIMENSIONAL SPHERE SN
IN A LOCALLY FLAT WAY (THAT IS, THE EMBEDDING EXTENDS TO THAT OF A
THICKENED SPHERE), THEN THE PAIR (SN, S) IS HOMEOMORPHIC TO THE PAIR (SN,
SN−1), WHERE SN−1 IS THE EQUATOR OF THE N-SPHERE.

STABILITY
SYMMETRY
versteht man unsere existenz als komplexes system so zeigen sich universelle geometische Stukturen
der Stuktur.
und Verhandlung der inkludierten Elemente
Rolle

darin und

Die Einbettung in das System bleibt dabei teils unklar.

GENERATING DISTINCTION
RECREATING PERPETUAL EVENTS
distinction of the objectivated proposition.

reflection
Basing on the straight logic basing on flat distinction, a whole system of
static hierarchy has been applied in all fields of economic and time
structuring and organising matters up to the perception of the surrounding
as simple yes or no.

dominat structures of hierarchy basing on dialectics and dichotom understanding of the
surrounding as a 1:2 relation
with growing inside in the matters below, form of metatxtualisation of combinations and
simultaniosity
as dichotome opposite within a force (system), fixed, determinated or redeemed in Zero.
projection
differnez durch abgrenzung und benennung.

GENERATING ENTITY
entity /monade / system
diffraction

But growing insight in the matters below, the forms of meta-textualisation,
combinations and simultaniosity of self / object or surrounding needs
patterns that are able to combine growing complex forms to modells that
bears all scales.
entity that produces itself through forms of dimensional intersection.

ENTANGLEMENT AND CROSS-IDENTIFICATION
The topic of dealing with the self referential (viewer inclusion with effects on the viewed
[Unschärferelation]) / surrounding / distinction(2) / ... must be the topic / structure / application
on the self/ object / surrounding.
interdependent parts of a larger totality, co-existed together, sharing
many characteristics influencing each other and producing spill-over effects.
the adoption or merge into offered directions of
interrelation(+,x,->)
diffraction
in
relation - intersection investigation.

FORMS
fractal
linear

CONCEPTS OF EMERGENCE
starts with the Subject, that is the impact of
the combination of meaning and body.

resulting shift in perception that takes place when this happen
overlapping can mean more than 2, intersection can have an effect,

When the second element intersects the first element it creates a dynamic dialogue between the two
elements which causes us to transcend to a new level of perception, i.e. the whole is greater than the
sum of its parts.[1]
The two elements appear to create a symbolic link to a greater level of wholeness beyond the
existence of the elements themselves.
it cannot be deduced from the properties of the elements alone.
wo von einem emergenzbegriff gesprochen wird führt dies meistens in metawissenschafltiche
diskurse, bereiche wie kybernetik finden nur in ihrer marktabhängig verorteten version der
spezialisierung auf wieder einzelene bereiche die einen ökonomischen nutzen nach sich ziehenden
ressorts einzug in anerkennung als wissenschaftliche struktur.
Prozeß, indem es durch den
Übergang der Verknüpfung der singulären Entität mit dem wohlunterschiedenen
Anderen in die (nächsthöhere) emergente Form übergeht und aus der Relation der
reinen Summation heraus tritt.

MULTIDIMENSIONAL MERGE OF FORMS/PROPABILITY/POTENTIAL
overlay of higher frames to the big picture.

combinatory unique way,not developed simply through
the same sort of linear sequence of necessary developmental stages, but rather
that they could adopt/utilize the results of developments reached elsewhere,
without going through all the previous evolutionary stages which led up to
those results.
Fractality: The main tendencies and trends occurring at the level of a whole,
could be also found in each, where they combined with unique local trends –
locally specific “mix".
stretches the thing to the own one; the own body as place, at which it is
carried out itself, which first hits a corner itself, seizes to the borders.
including residuen (john stuart mill)

Taken thyself as part of the whole and the whole part of thyself.
A Transfer from one to a second already is drawn and existent in something
self-similar structures (Mandelbrot)
replicates the whole
Pluralistic cacophonia of voices. Experiment set: fix t : Letting in the voices and sights that surround us.

SCALE-RELATIVITY
at different scales.
"one AND all“
Bohm believes that each part of physical reality contains information about the whole.
Jede Struktur wird enthalten in seinen Subparts - mindestens auf bestimmten Niveaus.

RELATIVITY
SUPERPOSITION
dare the vision of an entity that produces itself through
forms of dimensional intersection.

given intersections, as a multitude of the intersection within a duration set.
Within a period of time at certain space on every scale, everything that is intersecting, produces
truth values.

mulitply the intersection of points/planes
repetition of truth-values
bring together the potential of all

FORM
and maybe a quite simple form of structure that can be recognised laying beyond the thing. e.g.
while holding another factor flat.
including result from internal conditions that differ in relation to _______.
a simple form that is mighty of including all its subsets to an entity.
integrate the item/scales/topics into an overall frame

FRACTAL ENTITY AND DEVELOPMENT

IN BETWEEN
"We have to be able to say what the ‚sensory core‘ is, if we are to draw this distinction. And the
trouble about this is that, in showing how perception goes beyond the given, one has fluctuating
accounts of what is given or sensed. Or at least the examples are of varying status."

MATERIAL AND METHODES
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, ligula suspendisse nulla pretium, rhoncus tempor placerat
fermentum, enim integer ad vestibulum volutpat. Nisl rhoncus turpis est, vel elit, congue
wisi enim nunc ultricies sit, magna.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN FOR RESEARCH
BOTTOM UP / TOP DOWN
PROPERTIES AND CLASS THEORY
Systematization / simplification / slaughtering / multiplication or alchemic
dealing
a dimensional act of Deconstruction and constructivism,
exponent objective
onto- und meta- genetic forms of regard on the empiric surrounding.
combination of modells
Determinatiting Focus
time integrative researches
beobachterbeinflussung bei fractal

RESULTS
FEAR AND DESIRE
These are not ghost that have to endanger us, but a truth, that our society has made us forget
about or feel ashamed of. At the same time we long after modells that are suitablly cut, for letting us
hold the ball flat.

NEW FORMS OF RETRIEVAL
a change in view of relating to the
surrounding.

- therefore we have to find new structures and ways of dealing with the first 1:1 as a eternal first
relation.
- This is the shift how to hold the head slightly queer:
To start toand the s, tthe is to dig it from the side,

SUSTAINABLE
an overall frame that goes along with its self-organising and "natural development".
andtime
stability or self-organizing entity on the path of time.
die natürliche Entwicklung und autotelische
Selbstorganisation als Prinzip auf allen Skalen
"natural development".
Taken thyself as part of the whole and the whole part of thyself.
vielfältige Wertvorstellungen und Zugänge
überlagerung der wissenssysteme (auch anderer Kulturbereiche zu einem neuen
lebendigen kultur und wissenshaushalt.)nur so haben wir eine chance als neue
zivilisation den vorstellungen und realitäten des eigenen selbst als teil des
ganzen whar zu nehmen

DYNAMIC DEVELOPING
We must provide patterns and new interfaces for information retrieval, that itself again is percepted
by a higher evolved network itself

To come to higher developed system we have to integrate the item/sclales/topics itself
into the object of regard.

With thinking from most outside, of the situation / target / location we might come to conclusions
that may be applied trough all relating planes of perception of self / wholeness / system.
We must dare again to think of a functioning society/entity/whole again as a
growing and developing form that organizes itself by natural change. Therefore
we have to raise new modells that integrate each scale of existence into an
over-all modell.
prosper and evolve into the future
states of perfect symbiosis with the surrounding environment
anpassungsorientierte planung vgl Mitchell S118*
self-organising and "natural development".

TIME
growth and time as two vectors leading into the same direction.

CHANGE itself is the regulating life structure, that we have to dare to
work along as it has the same direction as time and growth and digestion.

TRANSDISCIPLINAIRE INVESTIGATIONS
eine universelle Betrachtung aller Bereiche, um dort mit kleinsten Nennern dem
Wesen der Dinge, dem Wesen des Dinges, dem Ding, dem Wesen anzunähern.

SECOND LEVEL
This has political, sociological, theoretical new order as consequence
startingwith the first distinction and seperatedness on a larger scale.
Let the ideas of the basal natural forms of principles reach the very skin of
your entanglement with time and space.
das paradigma ist so groß dass es den gesamten zugang zur informationsgewinnung
als abbild der realität neu definieren muss um eine grundlage zu schaffen doe es
vermag als struktur die gesamtheit der dinge abzubinden. wir müssen es neu wagen
die kopernikanische wende zu vollziehen und den kopff hinaus aus der sphäre
schief gehalten einzsetzen um die struktur zu erkennen di der struktur zu grunde
leigt.

HEADING 3
Varius natoque turpis elementum est. Duis montes, tellus lobortis lacus amet arcu et. In
vitae vel, wisi at, id praesent bibendum libero faucibus porta egestas, quisque praesent
ipsum fermentum placerat tempor.
HEADING 4
Consectetuer arcu ipsum ornare pellentesque vehicula, in vehicula diam, ornare magna
erat felis wisi a risus. Justo fermentum id.
Heading 5
Wisi mattis leo suscipit nec amet, nisl fermentum tempor ac a, augue in eleifend in
venenatis, cras sit id in vestibulum felis in, sed ligula.
Heading 6
Quam etiam erat, quia tellus convallis eros rhoncus diam orci.
Heading 7

Suspendisse morbi, amet maecenas, a maecenas mauris neque.
Heading 8

Congue porta scelerisque praesent at, lacus vestibulum.

APPENDIX1
excourse2:

Life (cf. biota) is a characteristic that distinguishes objects that have self-sustaining biological
processes from those that do not[1][2] —either because such functions have ceased (death), or else
because they lack such functions and are classified as "inanimate."[3]
▪
▪
▪
Homeostasis: Regulation of the internal environment to maintain a constant state;
▪
Organization: Being structurally composed
▪
Metabolism: Transformation of energy by converting. Living things require energy
to maintain internal organization (homeostasis) and to produce the other phenomena associated
with life.
▪
Growth: Maintenance of a higher rate of anabolism than catabolism. A growing
organism increases in size in all of its parts, rather than simply accumulating matter.
▪
Adaptation: The ability to change over a period of time in response to the
environment. This ability is fundamental to the process of evolution and is determined by the
organism's heredity as well as the composition of metabolized substances, and external factors
present.
▪
Response to stimuli: A response can take many forms. A response is often expressed
by motion, for example, the leaves of a plant turning toward the sun (phototropism) and by
chemotaxis.
▪
Reproduction: The ability to produce new individual organisms, either asexually
from a single parent organism, or sexually from two parent organisms.
__________

▪
Living things are systems that tend to respond to changes in their environment, and
inside themselves, in such a way as to promote their own continuation.[17]
▪
A network of inferior negative feedbacks (regulatory mechanisms) subordinated to a
superior positive feedback (potential of expansion, reproduction).[18]
▪
A systemic definition of life is that living things are self-organizing and autopoietic
(self-producing).
▪
Life is a self-sustained chemical system capable of undergoing Darwinian evolution.
[20]
_______________

APPENDIX2
What big sign on a wall. So to see to say: „The Set scenario is opening rooms to be existent.“ From now on:
A Transfer from one to a second already is drawn and existent in something. There: Pattern form content
and vice versa. Existing within the world true, a set world to be. this is a deep sea we swim in:
on one level above:
see: Left and right to it – there already is.
From there you could find:
systematic
<name it>
<split>1
(content) / (structure)

APPENDIX3
COMPLEX NUMBERS AND THEIR SELF-REPRODUCING, TIMEGENERATING PRINCIPLE OF SUPERPOSITION

SANDS
We have had a look inside.
MARLOW MOSS - WIKIPEDIA, THE FREE ENCYCLOPEDIA

major global crisis spreading,
having left: how does this space look like? What are it´s variables, how are the dimensions connected?
waht Transformation and change can mean and what scales they might include
Flat spheres to be crossed, there are so much more dimensions to take..
With having overcome dualistic splitting, we have not just left human nature separation, but are stuck in
leaving: inside global interwoven polyphonic multiverse we have completely left the grounds of ‘cene` in any
way. Without center now: we are in level crisis. Static structures errupt. Representation and static distinction
is dead end. Western white male power systems & active imbalances are fed by an ontological reductionism
of separability, objectification & materialism with exclusion, distance, identified through objectified properties,
as s.th. natural- supported by deduction sets of static distinction and a notion of technology following
production and value within the prevailing dominance system.
But as we see, with transformation as space time realisation, there is no exteriority, there is continuosity, a
complex constant flux of change. becoming: being permanently entangled within and to potential future.
Transformation is a generic co-constitutional emergent additive, entangled interrelated enactment: a
question of boundaries, the scale of processed body, environment, system, the enactment of differentiation
and the hand in the game. Quant physics, non-racist math and many non western investigations span a new
meta horizon: transgression of combination and merge, nested imaginary parts, leveled loops. as
dematerialised fragmentized agents we are interconnected. The question is how we relate
To step furhter out again:
We need Trans methods to the next un time and space, an ontology of borderlessness, a new quality of
post-quantity
to upgrade topology and ontology of intersection, The concepts of matter, time and space
A fresh focus: combination, merge, diffusion with open ends:
reconsider the displacements of outside, residual, rest, environment and the bigger surrounding.
deduce rules of transformation to the next in respect to time
a shift in the notion of value, “content”, effectivity, Growth, on depth, relativity, diffraction, scale, relation,
connection, dimension
production productivity / effectiveness work, value, entangled enactment: reflective engagement
reconsider the displacements of outside, residual, rest, environment and the bigger surrounding.
creative processes
new enabling infrastructure for coexisting, mightier forms on a global level
augmented system of amongst, macro & micropolitics of the multiple, new forms of addition and
combination, allowing open ended parameters, Transfer interfaces, flexible level architectures,
spread and bind open ended ontologies, conscious of abstracting.
Reconnecting art, technology and sciences, where they meet: not just “applied” and stay mutually
distinct, but intelligent Environments rethinking post-representation aesthetics changing strategies: to bring it
all together:The Big Picture - from further outside: combining/unifying larger scales.
combined into one complex practice, a new savoir-vivre, transcending needs and visions effective links to
next order spheres, in the sense of Marshall Mc Luhan: “”

-

